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INDIVIDUAL CHROME SOCKET-HEAD BOLT SETS
•Socket-head bolt sets to meet virtually any custom need
•Available in both knurled and smooth polished head styles
•See chart below for fitments and descriptions of the chrome bolt sets Drag Specialties has to offer
•Made in the U.S.A.

DESCRIPTION FITMENT KNURLED PART # SUG. RETAIL SMOOTH PART # SUG. RETAIL
S&S Super-B A/C and carb S&S carbs DS-190795 $7.95 - -
Disc brake caliper mount,
  front (dual disc) 77-83 XL, Big Twin DS-190706 24.95 - -
Front fork drain L77-09 w/ 41mm tubes DS-1907101 5.95 - -
Front fork drain (setscrew) 49-E77 w/ 41mm tubes DS-1907141 3.95 - -
Front fork drain 76-00 FX & FXR, 76-03 XL 

(except 1200S) 39mm DS-1907131 2.95 - -
Generator XL 71-84 DS-190787 10.95 - -
Generator Big Twin 58-69 DS-190788 9.95 - -
Handlebar clamp 
  (not pullbacks) 11/4” long 74-09 models DS-190717 5.95 DS-190717S $7.95
Handlebar lever mount and
  master cylinder cover

96-09 Big Twin (except 08-09 Dressers), 
96-03 XL DS-190716 24.95 - -

Handlebar lever mount and 
 master cylinder cover 73-81 models DS-190719 8.95 - -
Handlebar lever mount and 
  master cylinder cover 82-95 models DS-190720 16.95 - -
Head bolts 48-84 Big Twin DS-190721 46.95 - -
Head bolts, 12-pt. 48-84 Big Twin DS-190796 44.95 - -
Bolts for lifter bases L76-99 Big Twin Evolution DS-190680 10.95 - -
Bolts for lifter bases 36-E76 Big Twin DS-190681 30.95 - -
License plate mount All models DS-190726 9.95 - -
Oil pump mount 92-99 Big Twin Evolution DS-189933 11.95 - -
Oil pump mount 68-78 FX, FL DS-190728 27.95 - -
Oil pump socket-head plug set 81-94 FX, FL DS-190783 23.95 - -
Oil pump socket-head plug set 70-80 FX, FL DS-190784 20.95 - -
Point cover (button head) 79-99 Big Twin Evolution, 79-03 XL DS-190871 3.95 - -
Point cover (button head) 70-78 Big Twin, XL DS-190872 3.95 - -
Lifter base bolt kit 99-09 Twin Cam - - DS-192397 23.95
Rocker box mount w/ washers 84-99 Big Twin, Evolution, 84-03 XL DS-190813 17.95 DS-190813S 22.95
Rocker box set 71-76 XL DS-190994 34.95 - -
Transmission top cover 59-79 Big Twin DS-190740 25.95 - -
Kicker cover 36-86 FX, FL DS-190741 10.95 DS-190741S 16.95
Triple tree pinch bolts FX, XL to E87 DS-190743 5.95 - -
Motor mount set 91-03 XL - - DS-190877S 88.95
Motor mount set 91-98 Dyna Glide, 91-99 Softail DS-190880 21.95 DS-190880S 24.95
Engine case set 99-04 Twin Cam - - DS-192398 188.95
Cam, crankcase, sprocket cover 
  and rear master cylinder mount 91-03 XL - - DS-190878S 56.95
Derby, inspection and 
  primary covers

89-98 FXST, FLST; 
93-98 FXDWG (inner and outer covers) DS-190879 49.95 DS-190879S 56.95

Transmission mount 
  (button head style) 89-95 FXST, FLST - - DS-190373 24.95
Transmission side cover 87-06 Big Twin DS-190382 29.95 DS-190382S 35.95
Transmission side cover 80-86 Big Twin - - DS-190394S 16.95
Transmission top cover 87-99 Big Twin - - DS-190395S 16.95
Transmission end cover and 
  bearing support plate 89-06 FXST, FLST; 93-05 FXDWG DS-190881 34.95 DS-190881S 38.95
1 Sold in pairs; comes with Allen wrench.
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CHROME SOCKET-HEAD 
CAM/PRIMARY COVER 
BOLT SETS
•Available in knurled or smooth 
polished head style

•Provide a custom finish to all 
Harley Big Twin and XL models

•See chart for fitment 
and descriptions

•Made in the U.S.A.

DESCRIPTION FITMENT KNURLED PART # SUG. RETAIL SMOOTH PART # SUG. RETAIL
FOR BIG TWIN
Cam, primary, trans., inspection, derby cover set 89-93 FXST, FLST; 91-93 Dyna DS-190873 $49.95 DS-190873S $67.95
Cam, primary, trans., inspection, derby cover set 87-88 FXST, FLST DS-190819 41.95 DS-190819S 60.95
Cam, primary, trans., inspection, derby cover set 87-94 FXR DS-190818 46.95 DS-190818S 65.95
Cam, primary, trans., inspection, derby cover set 80-86 FLT; 82-86 FXR, FXRS DS-190758 28.95 DS-190758S 54.95
Cam, primary, inspection, derby cover set 70-84 FX, FL, FXWG 

(not FXR, FLT) DS-190755 20.95 DS-190755S 32.95
Cam, primary, inspection, derby cover set 65-69 FX, FL DS-190756 40.95 -
Cam, primary, inspection, derby cover set 36-64 FL DS-190757 30.95 -
Cam cover set 99-08 Twin Cam - DS-192396 29.95
Cam cover set 93-99 Evolution Big Twin DS-190398 15.95 DS-190398S 18.95
Cam cover set 87-92 Big Twin DS-190866 14.95 DS-190868 18.95
Cam cover set 70-84 Big Twin DS-190865 9.95 DS-190867 12.95
Cam cover set 36-69 FL - DS-190820 15.95
Primary cover set only 36-64 FL DS-190821 8.95 DS-190821S 15.95
Derby/inspection covers only 36-64 FL DS-190816 12.95 -
FOR XL
Primary, sprocket cover and shifter 91-03 XL DS-190863 41.95 DS-190863S 54.95
Cam, primary, sprocket cover and oil check screw 86-90 XL DS-190798 21.95 DS-190798S 37.95
Cam cover set only 91-03 XL DS-190768 29.95 DS-190768S 35.95
Cam cover set only 86-90 XL DS-190875 11.95 -
Cam, primary, sprocket cover and oil check screw 77-85 XL DS-190750 20.95 DS-190750S 37.95
Primary cover set only 77-85 XL - DS-190392S 22.95
Cam, primary and oil check screw 71-76 XL DS-190751 20.95 DS-190751S 34.95
Primary cover set only 71-76 XL - DS-190391S 23.95
Cam and primary side covers w/ special tapered 
  heads and oil fill check screw 67-70 XLH; 70 XLCH DS-190753 41.95 -
Cam and primary covers w/ special tapered 
  head and oil fill check screw 57-69 XLCH DS-190752 30.95 -
 

CHROME MOTOR 
BOLT SETS
•Chrome socket-head bolt set, 
available in either knurled or 
smooth polished head styles

•Made in the U.S.A.

FITMENT
KNURLED 
PART #

SUG. 
RETAIL

SMOOTH 
PART #

SUG. 
RETAIL

FOR BIG TWIN
For 87-94 FXR, FLT DS-190870 $111.95 DS-190870S $141.95
For 89-93 FXST, FLST DS-190869 131.95 DS-190869S 151.95
For 87-88 FXST, FLST - DS-190814S 109.95
For 77-84 FX, FL 
  (except FXR, FLT) DS-190766 64.95 DS-190766S 89.95
For 70-76 FX, FL - DS-190767S 83.95
 

FITMENT
KNURLED 
PART #

SUG. 
RETAIL

SMOOTH 
PART #

SUG. 
RETAIL

FOR XL
91-03 XL DS-190874 $175.95 DS-190874S $199.95
86-90 XL DS-190805 64.95 DS-190805S 94.95
77-E84 XL DS-190760 66.95 DS-190760S 98.95
71-76 XL DS-190761 57.95 DS-190761S 87.95
 

FOR XL
•Sets contain socket-head bolts for cam, primary, generator, sprocket, 
rocker box, top motor mount, lifter base, point or magneto cover

FOR BIG TWIN
•Includes socket-head bolts for cam, primary, point, clutch, inspection and 
chain covers, lifter base, inner primary, top front and rear motor mounts, 
timing plug and header mount screws
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BOLT KITS
•Kits feature polished stainless steel or polished chrome steel socket-head bolts
•Motor sets include cam cover, primary cover, transmission side cover, oil hose cover, 
lifter base, rocker box, front inner primary, washer, motor and transmission 
mount bolts

•Side cover sets include cam, primary, oil hose cover and transmission side cover
•Primary sets include primary, inspection and derby covers

BOLT KITS
•Available as complete kits or individual parts in chrome or polished finish
•Made in the U.S.A.

DS-175017

DS-189710

PART # APPLICATION FASTENER TYPE
SUG. 

RETAIL
COMPLETE MOTOR
2401-0101 04-06 XL Polished socket-head $137.95
DS-189710 99-05 Dyna Polished socket-head 158.95
DS-189712 99-06 FLT Polished socket-head 151.95
DS-189743 00-06 FXST/FLST Polished socket-head 183.95
CAM COVER
DS-189714 99-09 Dyna/FLT, 00-09 FXST/FLST Polished socket-head 14.95
LIFTER BASE
DS-189716 99-09 Dyna/FLT, 00-09 FXST/FLST Polished socket-head 11.95
UPPER AND LOWER MOTOR MOUNT
2401-0114 84-99 FXST/ FLST Chrome hex head 36.95
PRIMARY COVER
DS-189727 99-06 FLT Polished socket-head 25.95
DS-189748 91-05 Dyna Polished socket-head 41.95
TRANSMISSION SHIFTER COVER
DS-189750 91-05 Dyna Polished socket-head 14.95
FRONT BRAKE CALIPER
2401-0123 00-07 Big Twin 

(except Springer), 00-03 XL Chrome Allen-head 13.95
REAR BRAKE CALIPER
2401-0124 00-07 Big Twin 

(except 06-07 FXST), 00-03 XL Chrome Allen-head 10.95
 

PART # APPLICATION FASTENER TYPE
SUG. 

RETAIL
TRANSMISSION SIDE COVER
2401-0100 36-84 4-speed Big Twin Chrome knurled 

socket-head $14.95
LEVER MOUNT/MASTER CYLINDER COVER
2401-0098 96-03 XL models Chrome button-head 12.95
PRIMARY COVER
2401-0105 04-09 XL models Polished socket-head 35.95
ROCKER COVERS
2401-0099 86-09 XL models Chrome button-head 15.95
TAPPET ANTI-ROTATION
2401-0106 00-05 XL models Polished socket-head 17.95
 

DESCRIPTION APPLICATION STAINLESS STEEL SUG. RETAIL CHROME STEEL SUG. RETAIL

Motor set 07-09 FXST, FLST - - 2401-0282 $116.95
Motor set 00-06 FXST, FLST DS-189370 $108.95 DS-175000 113.95
Motor set 87-99 FXST/FLST DS-189018 129.95 DS-189019 117.95
Motor set 07 FXD - - 2401-0281 134.95
Motor set 99-05 FXD DS-189371 126.95 DS-175001 130.95
Motor set 91-98 FXD DS-189012 114.95 DS-189013 101.95
Motor set 07 FLT - - 2401-0283 139.95
Motor set 99-06 FLHT, FLHR DS-189372 136.95 DS-175002 127.95
Motor set 91-98 FLT/FXR DS-189014 158.95 DS-189015 97.95
Motor set 87-90 FLT/FXR DS-189016 121.95 DS-189017 143.95
Motor set 84-86 FLT/FXR - - DS-189021 119.95
Side cover set 07-09 FXST, FLST - - 2401-0275 67.95
Side covers, cam, primary w/ derby, outer 
  and transmission covers 07-09 FXD - - 2401-0298 59.95
Side covers, cam, primary w/ derby 
  and transmission covers 07-09 FLT - - 2401-0297 68.95
Side cover set 00-06 FXST, FLST DS-189373 67.95 DS-175003 47.95
Side cover set 99-05 FXD - - DS-175004 52.95
Side cover set 99-06 FLHT, FLHR DS-189375 54.95 DS-175005 44.95
Cam cover 99-09 Twin Cam - - DS-175006 21.95
Primary set 00-06 FXST, FLST, 99-05 FXD DS-189377 27.95 DS-175007 33.95
Primary and derby covers 06-09 FXD, 07-09 FXST, FLST - - 2401-0299 32.95
Primary and derby covers 07-09 FLT - - 2401-0278 34.95
Primary set 99-06 FLHT, FLHR DS-189378 23.95 DS-175008 18.95
Primary set 91-99 FXST, FLST, 91-98 FXD DS-189379 26.95 DS-175009 27.95
Belt sprocket bolts 07-09 FXST, FLST and FXD and FLT 

models requiring 25/8” L bolts) - - 2401-0307 22.95
Belt sprocket bolts 00-06 FXST, FLST, 00-05 FXD - - DS-175011 16.95
Belt sprocket bolts 06-09 FXD - - 2401-0304 16.95
Motor case 00-06 FXST, FLST - - DS-175015 31.95
Motor case 99-06 FLHT, FLHR, FXD - - DS-175016 27.95
Motor case 96-99 80” Big Twin - - DS-175028 31.95
Motor case L84-95 80” Big Twin - - DS-175029 36.95
Motor case 77-90 XL - - DS-175031 30.95
Motor mount kit (top, front and rear post) 07-09 FXST, FLST - - 2401-0280 72.95
Motor mount kit (top and rear post only) 07-09 FXST, FLST - - 2401-0305 24.95
Motor mount kit 00-06 FXST, FLST - - DS-175017 76.95
Bottom motor mount 00-06 FXST, FLST - - DS-175018 41.95
Rear motor mount 00-06 FXST, FLST - - DS-175019 30.95
Motor mount kit 07-09 FXD - - 2401-0279 47.95
Motor mount kit (top, front and rear) 07 FLT - - 2401-0306 46.95
Rocker box bolts 99-09 Twin Cam - - DS-175021 23.95
Switch housing bolts 96-07 Twin Cam, Big Twin, XL DS-189390 9.95 DS-175022 15.95
Lifter base bolts 99-09 Twin Cam - - DS-175023 17.95
Point cover bolt 99-09 Twin Cam - - DS-175025 7.95
Timing 79-99 80” Big Twin - - 2401-0286 3.95
Transmission side cover bolts 07-09 FXST, FLST - - 2401-0276 22.95
Transmission side cover bolts 07-09 FLT - - 2401-0277 20.95
Transmission top cover w/ sensor mount 07-09 FXST, FLST - - 2401-0303 8.95
Transmission bottom cover bolts 99-05 FXD - - DS-175027 17.95
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CHROME 
POLISHED 
SOCKET HEAD 
PULLEY BOLTS
•Available in eight 
lengths, 11/4” to 3”

•Handy when using 
spacers on belt pulleys 
to clear wider tires

•Sold in 5-pk.
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

2402-0026 7/16” -14 x 11/4” $10.95
2402-0027 7/16” -14 x 11/2” 11.95
2402-0028 7/16” -14 x 13/4” 11.95
2402-0029 7/16” -14 x 2” 12.95
2402-0030 7/16” -14 x 21/4” 12.95
2402-0031 7/16” -14 x 21/2” 13.95
2402-0032 7/16” -14 x 23/4” 14.95
2402-0033 7/16” -14 x 3 “ 14.95
 

REAR DISC BRAKE MOUNTING KITS
•For aftermarket brake rotors
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

DS-190465 Screw and nut kit for rear spoked wheels on 
92-07 Big Twin and 92-99 XL models; 
repl. OEM #43567-92 (bolt) and #7778 (nut) $22.95

DS-190466 Screw kit for rear cast/spoke wheels on 92-07 Big Twin 
and 92-07 XL models; repl. OEM #43567-92 16.95

 

CHROME 
CALIPER 
MOUNTING 
BOLT KITS
•Socket-head kits 
replace OEM caliper 
mounting bolts 
and washers

•PART #s DS-190688 and DS-190691 include new bleeder screws
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
FRONT
DS-175013 For 00-07 Twin Cam models (except 

Springers), (single disc; must order 
two kits for dual-disc applications) $26.95

DS-190688 For 93-99 single-disc models except 
Springers (must order two kits for 
dual-disc applications) 14.95

DS-190689 For 84-92 single-disc models except 
Springers (must order two kits for 
dual-disc applications) 17.95

DS-190692 For 77-83 dual-disc FX and XL models 
(only one kit required) 22.95

 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
FRONT (CONT)
DS-190693 For 73-84 FLH models (banana calipers) $14.95
REAR
2401-0284 For 06-07 FXST, 07 FLST models 23.95
DS-175014 For 00-07 Twin Cam models 

(except 06-07 FXST models) 22.95
DS-190691 For 87-99 models 10.95
DS-190690 For 82-86 models 3.95
DS-190693 For 73-84 FL and FX models 

(banana calipers) 14.95
 

BELT PULLEY, SPROCKET AND ROTOR 
MOUNTING HARDWARE KITS
•Impressively chromed brake rotor, sprocket 
and belt mounting kits

•Available to fit virtually all H-D brakes, chain and belt drives
•Complete with all necessary hardware
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SIZE FASTENER TYPE SUG. RETAIL
CHAIN AND BELT PULLEY MOUNTING KITS
DS-190665 73-98 FL, FX and XL cast wheel; repl. OEM #3769 7/16”-14 x 11/2” Polished socket-head $23.95
DS-190666 73-92 FL, FX and XL spoke wheel; repl. OEM #41197-73 7/16”-20 x 11/4” Polished socket-head and nuts 19.95
DS-190667 85-99 FXWG, FXRS, FXST spoke wheel; repl. OEM #s 7369, 7827 7/16”-20 x 11/2” Polished socket-head and nuts 19.95
2401-0121 93-96 Big Twin, 97-98 Dyna/FLT w/ cast rear wheel, 97-99 FXST/FLST, 99 Dyna 

and 99-06 FLT w/ spoke or cast rear wheel; repl. OEM #3703A, 3899 7/16”-14 x 13/4” Polished socket-head 24.95
2401-0122 00-06 Softail/00-05 Dyna w/ spoke or cast rear wheel; repl. OEM #3737 7/16”-14 x 21/4” Polished socket-head 24.95
DISC BRAKE MOUNTING KITS
DS-190490 84-09 FLT, FX, FXR and XL cast front wheel (two required for dual disc 5/16”-18 x 7/8” Torx button head 7.95
DS-190491 84-09 FXST, FLST and FXWG spoke front wheel 5/16”-18 x 7/8” Torx button head and nuts 11.95
DS-189701 92-09 Softail, Dyna Glide and FLT spoke rear wheel; repl. OEM #43567-92 3/8”-16 x 7/8” Torx button head and nuts 12.95
DS-189702 97-09 Softail, Dyna Glide and FLT cast rear wheel; repl. OEM #43562-92 3/8”-16 x 1” Torx button head 8.95
DS-190496 80-83 FXWG spoke wheel front (two required for dual disc) 5/16”-16 x 1” Countersunk socket-head and nuts 10.95
DS-190495 77-83 FX, FXR and XL cast front wheel dual disc (only one kit required) 5/16”-18 x 1” Countersunk socket-head 15.95
DS-190494 74-77 FX and XL front 1/4”-20 x 5/8” Countersunk socket-head 6.95
DS-190664 82-85 FLT models cast wheel front or rear (two required for dual disc); 

repl. OEM #1642 7/16”-14 x 13/4” Countersunk socket-head 12.95
DS-190497 80-81 FLT models cast wheel front or rear (two required for dual disc); 

repl. OEM #1643 7/16”-14 x 11/4” Countersunk socket-head 11.95
DS-190493 73-80 FL rear, 73-74 FL front, 73 FX and XL front spoke wheel; repl. OEM #41198-73 3/8” -16 x 1” Hex head and nuts 12.95
DS-190492 73-80 FL rear, 73-74 FL front and 73 FX and XL front 3/8”-16 x 1” Button head and nuts 12.95
DS-190663 79-91 FX and XL, 81-84 FL rear spoke or cast wheel; repl. OEM #s 1605, 1604 3/8”-16 x 11/2” Countersunk socket-head and nuts 12.95

CHROME CAP NUT KITS
•Individual chrome cap nut and bolt sets 
for specific applications

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
FOR 36-86 BIG TWIN MODELS
DS-189964 Cylinder base nuts, 36-77 $16.95
DS-189932 Rocker shaft end nuts, 66-84 9.95
DS-189951 Rocker box nut kit, 66-84 39.95
DS-189842 Rocker shaft end caps, 70-84 28.95
DS-189859 Transmission kicker cover, 58-86 19.95

PART # FITMENT DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
FOR 57-85 XL MODELS
DS-189932 57-70 Rocker shaft end nut $9.95
DS-189842 71-85 Rocker shaft end nut 28.95
 

DS-190465 DS-190466

DS-190691
DS-190693

DS-190690

DS-189842
DS-189951DS-189932

2402-0026

DS-190665
DS-190667

DS-190490

DS-190664

DS-189701

DS-190663

1123

DS-190688
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CHROME ACORN HARDWARE KITS
•Individual chrome acorn bolt and nut sets for specific applications

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
FOR XL MODELS
DS-189968 Cylinder base nuts, 57-84 $14.95
DS-189843 Rocker shaft end nuts, 57-84 9.95
DS-189840 Rocker box bolts, 77-84 46.95
DS-193619 Stem nut, 71-87 20.95
DS-190130 Rocker box bolt set, 57-76 58.95
DS-190137 Cylinder base nut set, 57-85 17.95
FOR BIG TWIN MODELS
DS-189995 Cam cover, 71-99 (except Twin Cam) 18.95
DS-189996 Cam cover, 36-70 27.95
DS-189981 Generator, 58-69 9.95
DS-189967 Cylinder base nuts, 78-84 22.95
DS-189969 Cylinder base nuts, 36-77 16.95
DS-189920 Motor case stud kit, 79-99 (except Twin Cam 88) 53.95
DS-189921 Motor case stud nuts, 70-78 53.95
DS-189873 Oil pump kit w/ studs, 78-91 19.95
DS-189843 Rocker shaft end nuts, 66-84 9.95
DS-189831 Primary cover kits, 71-86 36.95
DS-189833 Primary cover kits, 36-64 45.95
DS-189861 Transmission kicker cover, 36-86 18.95
DS-189860 Kicker cover for long studs, 36-86 19.95
DS-193009 Stem nut for triple trees (ea.), 84-03 FXST 11.95
DS-193009 Stem nut for triple trees (ea.), 80-86 FXWG 11.95
DS-193009 Stem nut for triple trees (ea.), 60-84 FL 11.95
DS-190108 Cylinder base nut set, 36-84 23.95
DS-190114 Rocker box nut set, 66-84 31.95
DS-190115 Head bolt set, 48-77 57.95
 

HEADBOLT KITS
• S&S headbolt kits are available 
in three lengths and include washers

•Each kit includes 8 headbolts and 8 washers
•For use with S&S Twin Cam-style heads and 
custom applications 
that require different length headbolts

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0930-0023 3.374” headbolt kit 

w/ .100” washers $92.95
0930-0024 3.743” headbolt kit 

w/ .250” washers 92.95
0930-0025 3.739” headbolt kit 

w/ .100” washers 92.95
 

PART # FITMENT DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
FOR BIG TWIN MODELS
DS-189959 78-84 Cylinder base nuts $16.95
DS-189961 36-77 Cylinder base nuts w/ washers 17.95
DS-189958 78-84 Cylinder base washers 18.95
DS-189854 79-95 Motor case studs 46.95
DS-189855 70-78 Motor case studs 46.95
DS-189950 66-84 Rocker box nuts 13.95
DS-189914 70-86 Motor mount kit 29.95
DS-189945 93-99 FXST Rear axle adjuster 12.95
DS-189810 73-83 Rear brake caliper anchor arm bolt 12.95
FOR XL MODELS
DS-189942 L73-85 Head bolt kit 42.95
DS-189960 57-84 Cylinder base nut 15.95

CHROME 
HEADBOLT KITS
•Available for a 
wide variety 
of 84-08 models

•Include four long 
and four short 
headbolts

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-189756 For 93-09 Big Twin and 92-09 XL $94.95
DS-189757 For L85-92 Big Twin and 85-91 XL 101.95
DS-189758 For 84-E85 Big Twin 20.95
 

ROCKER BOX STUD KIT
•Includes eight long studs, two short studs 
and one top motor mount stud

•One kit required for each head

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
0930-0027 For 66-84 Shovelhead motors $32.95

ROCKER BOX MOUNTING KIT
•Kit contains all necessary hex-head bolts, 
Allen-head bolts and washers needed to 
install a pair of rocker boxes on a motor

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG.

RETAIL
DS-190307 For 84-99 80” Evolution Big 

Twin and 86-03 XL models $36.95

LIFTER BASE SCREW KITS
•Each kit includes eight chrome 
socket-head screws

•Made in the U.S.A.

DS-189840

DS-189967

DS-189920

DS-189959
DS-189958 DS-189950

DS-189960DS-189942DS-189810

DS-189945

DS-189756

DS-189757

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG.

RETAIL
DS-190699 For 77-99 models (except 

Twin Cam) (1/4”-20) $10.95
DS-190700 For 36-77 models (1/4”-24) 10.95
DS-190701 For 36-76 lifter blocks when 

used on 77-84 models (1/4”-20) 12.95
DS-190702 For 77-85 lifter blocks when 

used on 36-79 models (1/4”-24) 22.95
 

HEAD BOLT KITS
•OEM-style chrome headbolt kits
•Hardened to OEM specifications 
to prevent stretching

•Accurately machined from high-strength steel
•All bolt threads are rolled for superior 
strength and fit

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-190670 For 48-84 Big Twin $64.95
DS-190671 For 57-72 XL 52.95
 

DS-190670

0930-0025

DS-189758

CHROME STOCK HEX-HEAD 
HARDWARE KITS
•Individual chrome hex bolt and nut sets 
for specific applications

0930-0027

DS-189873

DS-189914
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ROCKER COVER 
BOLT KIT
•Kit includes eight 
countersunk screws 
with dished washers and 
eight Genuine James paper washers

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-189703 For 84-99 Evolution, 

86-03 XL Models $18.95
 

CYLINDER 
STUD/HEAD 
BOLT KITS
•Stock replacement 
studs and bolts; 
recommended for all V-Twin engines

•Designed to exceed 
the needs of high-performance engines

•Precision J-formed threads prevent galling 
and promote more consistent torque loading

•Studs are made from heat-treated 8740 
chromoly; headbolts made from special alloyed 
stainless steel

•Manufactured by ARP® to Feuling’s® 
exact specifications

•Kit includes eight cylinder studs, eight 
headbolts, assembly lubricant 
and thread sealant

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
2401-0128 For 99-09 Twin Cam motors $385.95
2401-0129 For 85-99 Evolution motors 385.95
 

CYLINDER 
STUD KITS
•Superior in strength 
and performance; designed 
to exceed needs of high-performance engines

•Made of heat-treated 8740 chromoly steel
•Stock replacement; recommended 
for all V-Twin engines

•Precision J-form threads for optimum 
engagement, to prevent galling and promote 
more consistent torque loading

•Manufactured by ARP® to Feuling’s® 
exact specifications

•Includes eight cylinder studs, moly assembly 
lubricant and thread sealant

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
2401-0201 For 99-09 Twin Cam $159.95
2401-0203 For 85-99 Evolution Big Twin 159.95

CYLINDER 
STUDS
•Made of U.S.-milled-and-certified 
aircraft-quality materials

•Stud body is the same size as the major 
diameter of the stud thread, allowing 
for a stronger stud and stronger body

•The complete surface has been ground to 
remove all the imperfections of standard 
rough-milled material, which also removes 
notch sensitivity

•Threads are rolled under hydraulic force, 
creating the strongest possible thread

•A radius is ground on the last thread to reduce 
the potential of the stud failing at that point

•Sold in a matched set of eight 
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-199771 80” Evolution cylinder studs $64.95
DS-199770 XL Evolution cylinder studs 64.95

OIL PUMP MOUNTING STUDS
•Sold in 5-pk.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
0932-0031 For Big Twin 37-73 and 37-48 

side valve (111/16” L); replaces 
OEM #24819-36

$3.55 
(ea.)

0932-0032 For Big Twin 37-73 (21/4” L); 
replaces OEM #24820-36

3.55 
(ea.)

 

EXHAUST STUDS
•Sold in pack of six
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-197019 For all 84-09 Big Twin 

and 86-09 XL models; 
repl. OEM #16715-83 $8.95

 

REPLACEMENT STUD SETS
•Heat-treated for strength and durability
•Equals or surpasses original equipment

PART # DESCRIPTION OEM # QUANTITY SUG. RETAIL
REPLACEMENT CYLINDER BASE STUDS
DS-189953 85-99 Big Twin 16837-85B 8 $67.95
DS-189952 86-09 XL 16832-86A 8 67.95
DS-189955 78-84 Big Twin 16837-78 8 26.95
DS-189956 30-77 Big Twin 16831-30 8 26.95
DS-189954 54-84 XL 16830-72 8 25.95
TRANSMISSION END STUDS
DS-189924 36-84 Big Twin 4-speed 24818-52 13 12.95
TRANSMISSION BOTTOM STUDS
DS-189937 36-83 Big Twin 4-sp. (std.) (3/8”-16 x 3/8”-24) 34724-36 4 15.95
DS-189936 36-83 Big Twin 4-sp. (o.s.) (7/16”-14 x 3/8”-24) - 4 16.95
DS-189935 36-83 Big Twin 4-sp. (o.s.) (1/2”-13 x 3/8”-24) - 4 18.95
FORK SLIDER BOTTOM CAP STUD WITH NUT
DS-189815 49-77 Big Twin 45840-48 2 7.95
DS-189814 73-87 Showa/Kayaba forks (35mm) 45998-73 2 7.95

S&S AIR CLEANER 
COVER MOUNTING 
SCREW KITS
•Chrome-plated custom 
button head countersunk 
Allen screws mount cover on S&S air cleaners

•Three screws per kit

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2401-0125 Air cleaner cover 

mounting screws $4.95
 

CHROME HANDLEBAR 
LEVER, SWITCH HOUSING 
AND MASTER CYLINDER KITS
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
FOR 96-07 MODELS
2401-0289 Torx $13.95
2401-0290 OEM-style 12.95
2401-0301 Polished 13.95
 

CHROME DISC BRAKE ROTOR-TO-HUB SETS
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION FASTENER TYPE & SIZE SUG. RETAIL
FRONT
2401-0294 For 84-09 Big Twin w/ spoke wheel 5/16”-18 x 7/8” Torx bolts/5/16”-18 nylon lock nuts $10.95
2401-0295 For 84-09 Big Twin w/ cast wheel (two required for dual disc) 5/16”-18 x 7/8” Torx bolts 7.95
2401-0296 For 84-09 Big Twin w/ cast wheel (two required for dual disc) 5/16”-18 x 7/8” socket-head bolts 6.95
REAR
2401-0287 For 92-09 Big Twin w/ spoke wheel except 06-09 FXD 3/8”-16 x 1”  Torx bolts/3/8”-16 nylon lock nuts 13.95
2401-0300 For 06-09 FXD w/ cast wheel M8 x 22 socket-head bolts/M12.5 wave washers 100.95
2401-0288 For 92-09 Big Twin w/ cast wheel except 06-09 FXD 3/8”-16 x 1” Torx bolts 9.95

2401-0290

2401-0287

2401-0295

DS-189953 DS-189924
DS-189814

DS-189937

0932-0031

DS-199771

1125

2401-0201

2401-0128
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1126

POLISHED STAINLESS STEEL MASTER KIT
•Kit replaces every visible bolt on the entire motorcycle 
with only one part number

•Many specialty bolts are included such as Diamond 
Engineering's Race Proof® brake rotor and caliper 
bolts which are manufactured from 630 and custom 
450 stainless steel and rated at an impressive 180,000 
psi tensile

•Kit includes case bolts, frame bolts, triple tree pinch 
bolts and fasteners for alternator cover, crank and 
trans sensors, cam cover, clutch cover, water pump, thermostat, coolant 
drains, intake vacuum plugs, injector retaining tab, oil pan, oil filter 
mount, motor mounts, swingarm pivot block, exhaust flange nuts and 
mounts, belt guard, belt sprocket drive cover, shifter linkage, footpeg 
clevis bracket and rear brackets, shocks, front axle caps, brake calipers 
and mounts, rear brake rotor, handlebar risers, switch housings and 
master cylinder, gauge pods, headlamp, mirrors, front fender, side 
covers, radiator cover, horn cover, coil and voltage regulator

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2401-0132 For 02-07 VRSCA/B $514.95
 

POLISHED STAINLESS STEEL 
CUSTOM TRANSFORMATION KITS
•Customize a bike without having to 
completely disassemble it

•A dozen groups of polished OEM-style 
fasteners covering the engine, transmission 
and the most visible areas of the motorcycle

•Kits add sparkle with ease
•Kits include fasteners for primary, inspections 
and inner primary; cam and points; oil pump or 
oil line cover, filter mount and sensors (Dyna 
and Twin Cam FLH) or oil filter plugs and sensors (Softail Twin Cam); lifter 
blocks; rocker box; coil and circuit breaker covers (Dyna); transmission side 
cover; oil filler (FLHT models); transmission top cover; handlebar clamp, 
switch housings and master cylinder; front fender or front fender trim and 
fuel tank (FLHT models); rear fender rail or swingarm pivot blocks and rear 
floorboard brackets (FLHT models); and side covers (FXR)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

2401-0269 For 07-09 Softail Screamin’ Eagle models $338.95
2401-0220 For 07-09 Softail models (except Screamin’ Eagle) 305.95
2401-0218 For 00-06 Softail models 300.95
2401-0215 For 96-99 Softail models 268.95
2401-0270 For 07 Dyna Screamin’ Eagle models 330.95
2401-0219 For 06-09 Dyna models (except Screamin’ Eagle) 318.95
2401-0216 For 99-05 Dyna models 321.95
2401-0268 For 07-08 FLHT/FLHR Screamin’ Eagle models 325.95
2401-0221 For 07-08 FLHT models (except Screamin’ Eagle) 320.95
2401-0217 For 99-06 FLT/FLHT models 307.95
2401-0271 For 04-08 XL models 227.95

HANDLEBAR SWITCH HOUSING 
AND MASTER CYLINDER BOLT KITS
•Polished OEM-style stainless steel bolt kits
•Manufactured from only the best materials that are 
certified SDF (Seamless and Defect Free), heat treated 
to a minimum of 180,000 psi (20% stronger than GR8) 
and then the threads are rolled to a UNJ3A spec

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
2401-0214 For all 96-09 Big Twin (except 08-09 Touring models, 

01-02 Dyna Screamin’ Eagle models, 03 Softail Screamin’ 
Eagle models, 00-02 Touring Screamin’ Eagle models) $18.95

2401-0316 For 08-09 Touring models 18.95
2401-0315 For 08-09 Touring Screamin’ Eagle models and 

06-09 V-Rod models (includes clutch master cylinder) 20.95
2401-0213 For all 82-95 models 17.95
2401-0222 For 04-09 XL models 17.95
 

STAINLESS STEEL 
MOTOR MOUNT BOLT KITS
•Modified 12-point aerospace nuts and 
thick washers are polished to a mirror finish

•Polished stainless spacers are included in all kits
•Custom 450 stainless steel
•180,000 psi tensile
•20% stronger than Grade 8
•UNJ3A rolled threads

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2401-0237 For 00-09 Softail models $167.95
2401-0235 For 92-99 Softail models 80.95
2401-0236 For 99-09 Dyna models 129.95
2401-0234 For 99-08 FLT/FLHT models 123.95
2401-0233 For 48-84 FL models 67.95
 

AIR CLEANER BOLT KIT
•OEM-style fasteners made from stainless steel with 
a polished finish

•Manufactured from only the best materials that are 
certified SDF (Seamless and Defect Free), heat treated 
to a minimum of 180,000 psi (20% stronger than GR8) 
and then the threads are rolled to a UNJ3A spec

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1014-0031 For S&S air cleaners $7.95
 

THE GROOVE 
STAINLESS STEEL 
MOTOR MOUNT BOLT KITS
•Aerospace nuts and thick washers 
are polished to a mirror finish

•Polished stainless spacers are included in all kits
•Custom 450 stainless steel
•180,000 psi tensile
•20% stronger than Grade 8
•UNJ3A rolled threads
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2401-0370 For 00-09 Softail models $111.95
2401-0369 For 92-99 Softail models 75.95
2401-0367 For 99-09 Dyna models 92.95
2401-0368 For 99-08 FLT/FLHT models 84.95
 

THE GROOVE STAINLESS 
STEEL CUSTOM 
TRANSFORMATION KITS
•Customize a bike without having 
to completely disassemble it

•A dozen groups of polished fasteners 
covering the engine, transmission and 
the most visible areas of the motorcycle

•Kits add sparkle with ease
•Kits include fasteners for primary, inspections and inner primary; cam and 
points; oil pump or oil line cover, filter mount and sensors (Dyna and Twin 
Cam FLHT) or oil filter plugs and sensors (Softail Twin Cam); lifter blocks; 
rocker box; coil and circuit breaker covers (Dyna); transmission side 
cover; oil filler (FLHT models); transmission top cover; handlebar clamp, 
switch housings and master cylinder; front fender or front fender trim 
and fuel tank (FLHT models); rear fender rail or swingarm pivot blocks 
and rear floorboard brackets (FLHT models); and side covers (FXR)

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2401-0335 For 07-09 Softail models (except Screamin’ Eagle) $350.95
2401-0336 For 00-06 Softail models 345.95
2401-0331 For 06-09 Dyna models (except Screamin’ Eagle) 365.95
2401-0333 For 07-08 FLHT/FLHR Screamin’ Eagle 110” models 395.95
2401-0332 For 07-08 FLHT models (except Screamin’ Eagle) 367.95
2401-0334 For 99-06 FLT/FLHT models 352.95
 

THE GROOVE POLISHED STAINLESS 
INDIVIDUAL BRAKE AND PULLEY BOLT KITS
•Polished to a mirror finish
•Custom 450 stainless steel
•180,000 psi tensile
•20% stronger than Grade 8
•UNJ3A rolled threads
•Belt/sprocket kits are ideal for high-performance applications; Race 
Proof® belt/sprocket bolts can withstand as much horsepower as you 
can throw at them – many Harley Top Fuel racers use these same bolts 
without fail for over a decade

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
FRONT CALIPER MOUNT KITS (TWO REQUIRED FOR DUAL DISC)
2401-0349 08-09 Softail and Dyna models (except Springer) $29.95
2401-0351 00-07 Twin Cam models (except Springer and 06-07 V-Rod) 52.95
2401-0402 84-99 all models and 00-06 Springer 19.95
2401-0350 06-09 V-Rod, 08-09 FLHT models 16.95
REAR CALIPER MOUNT KITS
2401-0352 08-09 Softail and Dyna models 39.95
2401-0353 08-09 Touring models, 07-08 VRSC models (except 07 VRSCR) 22.95
2401-0355 06-07 FXST/I, FXSTB/I and FXSTS/I, 07 FLSTF 47.95
2401-0354 00-07 Big Twin (except 06-07 FXST/I, FXSTB/I, FXSTS/I, 

07 FLSTF), 00-03  XL models, 02-05 VRSCA/VRSC 44.95
BELT/CHAIN SPROCKET KITS
2401-0345 07-09 Softail models, 06-09 Dyna models, 07 Touring models 59.95
2401-0344 00-06 Softail models, 00-05 Dyna models, 06 Touring models 58.95
2401-0343 87-99 Big Twin w/ cast wheels, 00-05 FLT models, 92-09 XL 

models w/ cast wheels, 00-09 XL models w/ spoked wheels 56.95
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THE GROOVE 
STAINLESS STEEL ENGINE KITS
•Hand-polished stainless steel engine kits 
are designed to provide a custom and 
detailed look with easy installation

•Five groups of fasteners will detail all your 
engine covers with a lasting shine

•Diamond Engineering's special hex flange 
rocker box bolts are included for Twin Cam models

•Includes fasteners for primary, inspections and inner primary; cam and 
points; oil pump or oil line cover, filter mount and sensors (Dyna and 
Touring models) or oil filter plugs and sensors (Softail Twin Cam); lifter 
blocks; and rocker boxes

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

2401-0337 For 07-09 Softail models $200.95
2401-0340 For 00-06 Softail models 197.95
2401-0338 For 92-99 Softail models 153.95
2401-0337 For 07-09 Dyna models 200.95
2401-0339 For 99-05 Dyna models 199.95
2401-0338 For 91-98 Dyna models 153.95
2401-0342 For 07-09 FLHT, FLHX, FLHR and FLTR models 212.95
2401-0341 For 99-06 FLHT, FLHX, FLHR and FLTR models 193.95
 

THE GROOVE HEADBOLTS
•Large flange design reduces need for washers 
and provides a cleaner look

•Manufactured from 630 stainless steel
•Extra-deep broach for Allen key
•Heat treated (aged) to 180,000 psi tensile
•Polished to a mirror finish
•Sold in packs 
of four

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL

2401-0364 For 92-09 Big Twin and XL $127.95
 

THE GROOVE STAINLESS 
ENGINE/DRIVETRAIN KITS
•With only one part number you can assemble and 
install your entire engine and transmission

•Polished to a mirror finish
•Custom 450 stainless steel
•180,000 psi tensile – 20% stronger than Grade 8
•UNJ3A rolled threads
•Include outer primary, inspection, derby and inner 
primary, cam and points; oil line cover; filter mount 
and sensors (Twin Cam Dyna and Touring models) or oil filter plugs and 
sensors (Twin Cam Softail); lifter blocks; rocker boxes; intake manifold; 
exhaust flange bullet studs and nuts; head bolts (four outside); crankcase 
bolts; motor mounts (upper, front and rear plus spacers for Softail Twin 
Cam); transmission side and top covers; oil filler (Touring models)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

2401-0329 For 07-09 Softail models (except Screamin’ Eagle) $622.95
2401-0330 For 00-06 Softail models (except Screamin’ Eagle) 615.95
2401-0325 For 06-09 Dyna models 562.95
2401-0326 For 07-08 Touring models (except Screamin’ Eagle) 568.95
2401-0327 For 07-08 Touring Screamin’ Eagle 110” 605.95
2401-0328 For 99-06 Touring models (except Screamin’ Eagle) 554.95

THE GROOVE HANDLEBAR 
SWITCH HOUSING AND 
MASTER CYLINDER BOLT KITS
•Polished stainless steel bolt kits
•Manufactured from only the best materials that are certified 
SDF (Seamless and Defect Free), heat treated to a minimum of 180,000 psi 
(20% stronger than GR8) and then the threads are rolled to a UNJ3A spec

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL

2401-0359 For 04-09 Softail Screamin’ Eagle models, 07-09 Dyna Screamin’ 
Eagle models, 03-07 Touring Screamin’ Eagle models, 02-05 V-Rod 
models (includes clutch master cylinder) $20.95

2401-0361 For all 96-09 Big Twin (except 08-09 Touring models, 01-02 Dyna 
Screamin’ Eagle models, Softail Screamin’ Eagle models 03 and 
Touring Screamin’ Eagle models 00-02) 17.95

2401-0360 For 08-09 Touring models 17.95

2401-0358 For 08-09 Touring Screamin’ Eagle models and 06-09 V-Rod models 
(includes clutch master cylinder) 20.95

 

THE GROOVE 
HANDLEBAR CLAMP BOLT SET
•Grooved socket-head fasteners offer function and style
•Manufactured from only the best materials that are 
certified SDF (Seamless and Defect Free), heat treated 
to a minimum of 180,000 psi (20% stronger than GR8) and then the 
threads are rolled to a UNJ3A spec

•Sold in set of four
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

2401-0357 For 08-09 FLSTF $17.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG.

RETAIL

LIFTER BLOCK KITS

2401-0365 For 99-09 Twin Cam $17.95

2401-0366 For 77-99 Shovelhead and Evolution Big Twin 17.95

PRIMARY AND INSPECTION COVER

2401-0371 07-09 Softail models, 06-09 Dyna models 52.95

PRIMARY, INSPECTION COVERS AND INNER PRIMARY KITS

2401-0372 For 00-06 Softail models, 99-05 Dyna models 54.95

2401-0373 For 95-99 Softail models, 95-98 Dyna models 57.95

2401-0374 For 07-09 Touring models 68.95

2401-0375 For 99-06 Touring models 47.95

ROCKER BOX KITS

2401-0376 For Twin Cam 37.95

2401-0377 For Evolution Big Twin 25.95

TRANSMISSION TOP COVER KITS

2401-0388 For 97-06 FXST, FLST, Touring models 18.95

2401-0389 For 87-96 Softail, FXR and Touring models 19.95

2401-0386 For 07-09 FXST, FLST, FLHT models and 06-09 Dyna models 20.95

2401-0387 For 99-05 Dyna models 22.95

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG.

RETAIL

TRANSMISSION SIDE COVER KITS

2401-0380 08-09 FXCW, FXCWC; 07-09 FLSTC, FXSTB, FXSTC, 07-09 FXST w/ OEM 
and all frame-mounted exhaust; 07 FLSTF, FLSTSC, FXSTD, 07-09 
FLSTF, FLSTN, FXSTSSE/2; Touring models including 07-08 Screamin’ 
Eagle not using stock exhaust mounting location on two 5/16” bolts 
on bearing housing $42.95

2401-0379 For 07 FLSTSC, FXSTD, 07-09 FLSTF, FLSTN & FXSTSSE/2 and touring 
models 07-08 using stock exhaust mounting location 40.95

2401-0383 For Softail 87-92 40.95

2401-0378 For 06-09 Dyna models (replaces exhaust mount studs w/ bolts) 47.95

2401-0381 For 91-05 Dyna models using stock exhaust mounting location on 
1/4” and 5/16” studs on bearing housing – replaces studs with bolts; 
93-06 Softail models (except 97-06 FLSTF, FLSTN, FLSTS, FLSTSC) 
using stock exhaust mounting location on two 5/16” bolts on 
bearing housing; 87-92 Touring models, 87-94 FX models 37.95

2401-0382 For 91-05 Dyna models not using stock exhaust mounting location 
on 1/4” and 5/16” studs on bearing housing – replaces studs with 
bolts; 93-06 Softail models (except 97-06 FLSTF, FLSTN, FLSTS, 
FLSTSC) using stock exhaust mounting location on two 5/16” bolts 
on bearing housing; 87-92 Touring models, 87-94 FX models 37.95

2401-0384 For 02-06 Touring models 46.95

2401-0385 For 93-01 FLT models (includes oil filler) 47.95
 

THE GROOVE POLISHED STAINLESS ENGINE BOLT KITS
•Polished to a mirror finish
•Custom 450 stainless steel
•180,000 psi tensile
•20% stronger than Grade 8
•UNJ3A rolled threads
•Made in the U.S.A.

12-POINT POLISHED STAINLESS 
ENGINE/DRIVETRAIN KITS
•With only one part number you can assemble 
and install your entire engine and transmission

•Polished to a mirror finish
•Custom 450 stainless steel
•180,000 psi tensile – 20% stronger 
than Grade 8

•UNJ3A rolled threads
•Include outer primary, inspection, derby and 
inner primary, cam and points; oil line cover; 
filter mount and sensors (Twin Cam Dyna and 
Touring models) or oil filter plugs and sensors 
(Twin Cam Softail); lifter blocks; rocker boxes; 
intake manifold; exhaust flange bullet studs and nuts; head bolts (four 
outside); crankcase bolts; motor mounts (upper, front and rear plus 
spacers for Softail Twin Cam); transmission side and top covers; oil filler 
(Touring models)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

2401-0130 00-06 Softail models $744.95
2401-0251 07-09 Softail models 749.95
2401-0274 07-09 Softail Screamin’ Eagle models 778.95
2401-0395 06-09 Dyna models 704.95
2401-0272 07-08 Dyna Screamin’ Eagle models 765.95
2401-0142 99-06 FLHT models 707.95
2401-0252 07-08 FLHT models 718.95
2401-0273 07-08 FLHT/FLHR Screamin’ Eagle models 748.95
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12-POINT POLISHED STAINLESS STEEL HEADBOLTS
•Large flange design reduces need for washers and provides a cleaner look
•Manufactured from 630 stainless steel
•Extra-deep broach for Allen key in button and socket-cap styles
•Heat treated (aged) to 180,000 psi tensile
•Polished to a mirror finish
•Bolts are sold in packs of four

APPLICATION
4 INSIDE 
BOLTS

4 OUTSIDE 
BOLTS

OEM HEADS
L86-91 All 2401-01691 2401-01711

92-09 All 2401-0170 2401-0171
MERCH
All 2401-0170 2401-0171
TP ENGINEERING
All 2401-0170 2401-0171
STD
All aluminum cylinders 2401-0170 2401-0171
REVTECH
All 2401-0170 2401-0171
 

APPLICATION
4 INSIDE 
BOLTS

4 OUTSIDE 
BOLTS

S&S
116" Twin Cam S&S heads 2401-01752 2401-01752

116" Twin Cam Stock heads 2401-01732 2401-01752

107" Twin Cam S&S heads 2401-0174 2401-0174
107" Twin Cam Stock heads 2401-0172 2401-0174
100" Twin Cam S&S heads 2401-0174 2401-0174
100" Twin Cam Stock heads 2401-0172 2401-0174
88" and 95" Twin Cam 
  S&S heads 2401-0174 2401-0174
88" and 95" Twin Cam 
  stock heads 2401-0172 2401-0174

APPLICATION
4 INSIDE 
BOLTS

4 OUTSIDE 
BOLTS

S&S (CONT)
111" and 117" SSW 
  and V2 S&S heads 2401-0174 2401-0174
124" SSW and V2 S&S heads 2401-0175 2401-0175
113" V2 S&S heads 2401-0173 2401-0175
107" V2 S&S heads 2401-01732 2401-01752

103" V2 S&S heads 2401-01722 2401-01752

96" V2 S&S heads 2401-0169 2401-0171
96" V2 H-D 88-06 heads 2401-0169 2401-0171
1 Requires PART #2401-0196 washer kit.
2 Requires PART #2401-0195 washer kit.

POLISHED STAINLESS STEEL COARSE 
THREAD 12-POINT BOLT ASSORTMENTS
•PART #2402-0096 includes 29 sizes – 145 pieces – five of each size of 1/4"-20 x 1/2" through 
21/2", 5/16"-18 x 1/2" through 21/2" and 3/8"-16 x 1/2" through 21/2"

•PART #2402-0097 includes 18 sizes – 90 pieces – five of each size of 1/4"-20 x 23/4" through 
4", 5/16"-18 x 23/4" through 4" and 3/8"-16 x 23/4" through 4"

•PART #2402-0098 includes seven sizes – 35 pieces – seven each of 7/16"-14 x 1" through 21/2"
•Custom 450 stainless steel, polished to a mirror finish
•180,000 psi tensile
•20% stronger than Grade 8
•UNJ3A rolled threads
•Includes a 32-compartment labeled tray
•Refill packs are sold in 10-packs or 5-packs
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
REFILL PACKS
2404-0123 1/4"-20 x 1/2" (10-pk.) $3.95 (ea.)
2404-0124 1/4"-20 x 3/4" (10-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0125 1/4"-20 x 7/8" (10-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0126 1/4"-20 x 1" (10-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0127 1/4"-20 x 11/4" (10-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0128 1/4"-20 x 11/2" (10-pk.) 5.95 (ea.)
2404-0129 1/4"-20 x 13/4" (10-pk.) 5.95 (ea.)
2404-0130 1/4"-20 x 2" (10-pk.) 5.95 (ea.)
2404-0131 1/4"-20 x 21/4" (10-pk.) 5.95 (ea.)
2404-0132 1/4"-20 x 21/2" (10-pk.) 5.95 (ea.)
2404-0133 5/16"-18 x 1/2" (10-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0134 5/16"-18 x 3/4" (10-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0135 5/16"-18 x 7/8" (10-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0136 5/16"-18 x 1" (10-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0137 5/16"-18 x 11/4" (10-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0138 5/16"-18 x 11/2" (10-pk.) 5.95 (ea.)
2404-0139 5/16"-18 x 13/4" (10-pk.) 6.95 (ea.)
2404-0140 5/16"-18 x 2" (10-pk.) 6.95 (ea.)
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
REFILL PACKS (CONT)
2404-0141 5/16"-18 x 21/4" (10-pk.) $6.95 (ea.)
2404-0142 5/16"-18 x 21/2" (10-pk.) 6.95 (ea.)
2404-0143 3/8"-16 x 1/2" (10-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0144 3/8"-16 x 3/4" (10-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0145 3/8"-16 x 1" (10-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0146 3/8"-16 x 11/4" (10-pk.) 5.95 (ea.)
2404-0147 3/8"-16 x 11/2" (10-pk.) 6.95 (ea.)
2404-0148 3/8"-16 x 13/4" (10-pk.) 6.95 (ea.)
2404-0149 3/8"-16 x 2" (10-pk.) 6.95 (ea.)
2404-0150 3/8"-16 x 21/4" (10-pk.) 7.95 (ea.)
2404-0151 3/8"-16 x 21/2" (10-pk.) 7.95 (ea.)
2404-0152 1/4"-20 x 23/4" (5-pk.) 5.95 (ea.)
2404-0153 1/4"-20 x 3" (5-pk.) 5.95 (ea.)
2404-0154 1/4"-20 x 31/4" (5-pk.) 5.95 (ea.)
2404-0155 1/4"-20 x 31/2" (5-pk.) 6.95 (ea.)
2404-0156 1/4"-20 x 33/4" (5-pk.) 6.95 (ea.)
2404-0157 1/4"-20 x 4" (5-pk.) 6.95 (ea.)
2404-0158 5/16"-18 x 23/4" (5-pk.) 6.95 (ea.)
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
REFILL PACKS (CONT)
2404-0159 5/16"-18 x 3" (5-pk.) $7.95 (ea.)
2404-0160 5/16"-18 x 31/4" (5-pk.) 7.95 (ea.)
2404-0161 5/16"-18 x 31/2" (5-pk.) 7.95 (ea.)
2404-0162 5/16"-18 x 33/4" (5-pk.) 7.95 (ea.)
2404-0163 5/16"-18 x 4" (5-pk.) 7.95 (ea.)
2404-0164 3/8"-16 x 23/4" (5-pk.) 7.95 (ea.)
2404-0165 3/8"-16 x 3" (5-pk.) 8.95 (ea.)
2404-0166 3/8"-16 x 31/4" (5-pk.) 8.95 (ea.)
2404-0167 3/8"-16 x 31/2" (5-pk.) 8.95 (ea.)
2404-0168 3/8"-16 x 33/4" (5-pk.) 8.95 (ea.)
2404-0169 3/8"-16 x 4" (5-pk.) 8.95 (ea.)
2404-0170 7/16"-14 x 1" (5-pk.) 6.95 (ea.)
2404-0171 7/16"-14 x 11/4" (5-pk.) 7.95 (ea.)
2404-0172 7/16"-14 x 11/2" (5-pk.) 7.95 (ea.)
2404-0173 7/16"-14 x 13/4" (5-pk.) 7.95 (ea.)
2404-0174 7/16"-14 x 2" (5-pk.) 7.95 (ea.)
2404-0175 7/16"-14 x 21/4" (5-pk.) 8.95 (ea.)
2404-0176 7/16"-14 x 21/2" (5-pk.) 8.95 (ea.)
 

12-POINT POLISHED STAINLESS TRANSFORMATION KITS
•Customize a bike without having to completely disassemble it
•A dozen groups of polished fasteners covering the engine, transmission and the most visible areas of the motorcycle
•Kits add sparkle with ease
•Kits include fasteners for primary, inspections and inner primary; cam and points; oil pump or oil line cover, filter mount 
and sensors (Dyna and Twin Cam FLH) or oil filter plugs and sensors (Softail Twin Cam); lifter blocks; rocker box; coil and 
circuit breaker covers (Dyna); transmission side cover; oil filler (FLH models); transmission top cover; handlebar clamp, 
switch housings and master cylinder; front fender or front fender trim and fuel tank (FLH models); rear fender rail or 
swingarm pivot blocks and rear floorboard brackets (FLH models); and side covers (FXR)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

2401-0399 For 07-09 Softail models (except 
Screamin’ Eagle) $578.95

2401-0400 For 00-06 Softail models 516.95
2401-0401 For 06-09 Dyna models (except 

Screamin’ Eagle) 458.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

2401-0397 For 07-09 FLHT/FLHR Screamin’ 
Eagle models $410.95

2401-0396 For 07-09 FLHT, FLHR, FLHX, FLTR models 
(except Screamin’ Eagle) 411.95

2401-0398 For 99-06 FLHT, FLHR, FLHX, FLTR models 452.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
ASSORTMENT W/ TRAY
2402-0096 Assortment w/ 1/4"-20 x 1/2" through 21/2", 5/16"-18 x 1/2" through 21/2" and 3/8"-16 x 1/2" through 21/2" $562.95
2402-0097 Assortment w/ 1/4"-20 x 23/4" through 4", 5/16"-18 x 23/4" through 4" and 3/8"-16 x 23/4" through 4" 572.95
2402-0098 Assortment w/ 7/16"-14 x 1" through 21/2" 304.95

PART # LENGTH SUG. RETAIL

2401-0169 1.68" $119.95
2401-0170 1.86" 119.95
2401-0172 2.07" 90.95
 

PART # LENGTH SUG. RETAIL

2401-0173 2.37" $90.95
2401-0171 3.16" 126.95
2401-0174 3.28" 126.95

PART # LENGTH SUG. RETAIL

2401-0175 3.65" $126.95 PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL

2401-0195 .15" thick (4-pk.) $16.95
2401-0196 .30" thick (4-pk.) 20.95
 

PRICE LIST

2401-0396

2402-0096

2402-0097

2402-0098

HEADBOLT WASHERS
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12-POINT POLISHED STAINLESS 
INDIVIDUAL BRAKE AND PULLEY BOLT KITS
•Polished to a mirror finish
•Custom 450 stainless steel
•180,000 psi tensile
•20% stronger than Grade 8
•UNJ3A rolled threads
•Belt/sprocket kits are ideal for high-performance applications; Race Proof® belt/sprocket bolts can withstand 
as much horsepower as you can throw at them – many Harley Top Fuel racers use these same bolts without fail for over a decade

12-POINT AND OEM-STYLE
POLISHED STAINLESS ENGINE KITS
•Hand-polished stainless steel engine kits are designed to provide a custom 
and detailed look with easy installation

•Five groups of fasteners will detail all your engine covers with a lasting shine
•Diamond Engineering's special hex flange rocker box bolts are included 
for Twin Cam models

•Includes fasteners for primary, inspections and inner primary; cam and points; oil pump 
or oil line cover, filter mount and sensors (Dyna and Touring models) or oil filter plugs and sensors (Softail Twin Cam); lifter blocks; and rocker boxes

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL

FOR 07-09 SOFTAIL MODELS

2401-0265 OEM-style $160.95

FOR 00-06 SOFTAIL MODELS

2401-0131 12-point 257.95

2401-0264 OEM-style 157.95

FOR 92-99 SOFTAIL MODELS

2401-0137 12-point 238.95

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL

FOR 92-99 SOFTAIL MODELS (CONT)

2401-0263 OEM-style $122.95

FOR 06-09 FXD MODELS

2401-0248 12-point 257.95

FOR 99-05 FXD MODELS

2401-0144 12-point 264.95

 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL

FOR 07-09 FLHT, FLHX, FLHR AND FLTR MODELS

2401-0250 12-point $265.95

2401-0262 OEM-style 171.95

FOR 98-06 FLHT, FLHX, FLHR AND FLTR MODELS

2401-0143 12-point 257.95

2401-0261 OEM-style 154.95

 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL

FOR 04-09 XL MODELS

2401-0267 OEM-style $151.95

FOR 91-03 XL MODELS

2401-0266 OEM-style 162.95
 

12-POINT AND 
OEM-STYLE 
POLISHED STAINLESS 
ENGINE BOLT KITS
•Polished to a mirror finish
•Custom 450 stainless steel
•180,000 psi tensile
•20% stronger than Grade 8
•UNJ3A rolled threads

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG.

RETAIL

CAM AND POINT COVER KITS

2401-0149 For 00-09 Softail models, 06-09 Dyna models (includes oil filter plugs 
and sensors) (12-point) $59.95

2401-0347 For 00-09 Softail models, 06-09 Dyna models (includes oil filter plugs 
and sensors) (OEM style) 48.95

2401-0148 For 99-05 FXD and 99-06 FLHT models (includes oil line cover, filter mount 
and sensors) (12-point) 66.95

2401-0348 For 99-05 FXD and 99-06 FLHT models (includes oil line cover, filter mount 
and sensors) (OEM style) 52.95

2401-0227 For 70-99 models (except FXR and FXD models using stock exhaust 
mounting bracket located on cam cover) (12-point) 30.95

2401-0346 For 70-99 models (except FXR and FXD models using stock exhaust 
mounting bracket located on cam cover) (OEM style) 19.95

CRANKCASE KITS

2401-0232 For 00-06 Softail models 87.95

2401-0228 For 99-06 FXD and FLH models 65.95

2401-0230 For 96-99 Evolution Big Twin 67.95

2401-0229 For 82-95 Big Twin models 124.95

2401-0231 For S & S engines 122.95

2401-0226 For S & S engines (special applications) 122.95

EXHAUST FLANGE KIT

2401-0150 For 84-09 Big Twin, 86-09 XL (studs and flange nuts) 43.95

LIFTER BLOCK KITS

2401-0186 For 99-09 Twin Cam 31.95

2401-0187 For 77-99 Shovelhead and Evolution Big Twin 39.95

INTAKE MANIFOLD BOLT KIT

2401-0176 For 95-09 all models and 84-89 Evolution Big Twin 21.95

PRIMARY KIT

2401-0188 For 00-06 Softail models and 99-05 Dyna models 96.95

12-POINT PRIMARY, INSPECTION COVERS AND INNER PRIMARY KITS

2401-0238 For 06-09 Dyna models and and 07-09 Softail models 93.95

2401-0245 For 07-09 FLHT models 94.95

2401-0189 For 99-06 FLHT models 85.95

 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG.

RETAIL

12-POINT ROCKER BOX KITS

2401-0191 For Twin Cam $64.95

2401-0190 For Evolution Big Twin 39.95

OEM-STYLE ROCKER BOX KITS

2401-0317 For Twin Cam 64.95

12-POINT TRANSMISSION TOP COVER KITS

2401-0184 For 97-06 FXST, FLST, FLHT models 24.95

2401-0242 For 87-96 Softail, FXR and FLT models 24.95

2401-0239 For 06-09 Dyna models and 07-09 FXST, FLST, FLHT models 29.95

2401-0243 For 99-05 Dyna models 36.95

12-POINT TRANSMISSION SIDE COVER KITS

2401-0247 08-09 FXCW, FXCWC; 07-09 FLSTC, FXSTB, FXSTC, 07-09 FXST w/ OEM and all 
frame-mounted exhaust; 07-09 FLSTF, FLSTSC, FXSTD, 07-09 FLSTF, FLSTN, 
FXSTSSE/2; 07-09 Touring models including Screaming Eagle not using 
stock exhaust mounting location on two 5/16” bolts on bearing housing 76.95

2401-0323 For 07 FLSTSC, FXSTD, 07-09 FLSTF, FLSTN & FXSTSSE/2 and 07-09 Touring 
models using stock exhaust mounting location 79.95

2401-0324 91-05 Dyna models using stock exhaust mounting location on 1/4” & 5/16” 
studs on bearing housing – replaces studs with bolts; 93-06 Softail models 
(except 97-06 FLSTF, FLSTN, FLSTS, FLSTSC) using stock exhaust mounting 
location on two 5/16” bolts on bearing housing; 87-92 Touring models, 
87-94 FX models 67.95

2401-0192 91-05 Dyna models not using stock exhaust mounting location on 1/4” & 
5/16” studs on bearing housing – replaces studs with bolts; 93-06 Softail 
models (except 97-06 FLSTF, FLSTN, FLSTS, FLSTSC using stock exhaust 
mounting location on two 5/16” bolts on bearing housing; 87-92 Touring 
models, 87-94 FX models 68.95

2401-0240 For 06-09 Dyna models 89.95

2401-0197 For 02-06 FLT models 88.95

2401-0241 For 93-01 FLT models (includes oil filler) 92.95

TRANSMISSION MOUNT

2401-0244 For 84-06 Softail models w/ studs in transmission case 42.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG.

RETAIL

FRONT CALIPER MOUNT KITS (TWO REQUIRED FOR DUAL DISC)

2401-0309 For 08-09 Softail and Dyna models (except Springer) $43.95

2401-0151 For 00-07 Twin Cam models (except Springer and 06-07 V-Rod) 64.95

2401-0152 For 84-99 all models and 00-06 Springer 20.95

2401-0224 For 06-09 V-Rod, 08-09 FLHT models 27.95

2401-0310 For 04-08 XL models 20.95

REAR CALIPER MOUNT KITS

2401-0322 For 08 Softail and Dyna models 35.95

2401-0223 For 06-07 FXST, FXSTB and FXSTS, 07 FLSTF 61.95

2401-0177 For 00-06 Twin Cam models (except 06 FXST models) 49.95

2401-0178 For 87-99 all models 26.95

2401-0311 For 04-09 XL models 16.95

 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG.

RETAIL

FRONT BRAKE ROTOR KITS (TWO REQUIRED FOR DUAL DISC)

2401-0153 For all 84-09 models (except Narrow Glide, 07-08 FLHRSE3/4, 
08-09 VRSCAW, 07 VRSCX) $22.95

2401-0154 For 84-07 narrow glide models (except 06-08 FXD models w/ cast wheels) 22.95

REAR BRAKE ROTOR KITS

2401-0181 For 92-09 Big Twin and XL, 02-09 VRSC models 25.95

BELT/CHAIN SPROCKET KITS

2401-0225 For 07-09 Softail models, 06-09 Dyna models, 07 Touring models 52.95

2401-0180 For 00-06 Softail models, 00-05 Dyna models and 06 FLHT models 45.95

2401-0179 For 73-99 models w/ cast wheels, 95-99 models w/ laced wheels 
and 00-05 FLT models 41.95

 

2401-0309

2401-0151

2401-0178
2401-0180

2401-0153

2401-02502401-0131

2401-0245

2401-0189

2401-0243

2401-0197
2401-0244

2401-0229

2401-0150

2401-0188

2401-0176

2401-0190
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1130

COARSE-THREAD 
HEX-HEAD BOLT 
ASSORTMENT
•All bolts are heat-treated for 
strength and have a show-
chromed polished head

•Kit contains 1/4”, 5/16” and 3/8” 
bolts in a variety of lengths; 
sold in packs of 10

•7/16” and 1/2” bolts are not 
included in kit and must be 
purchased separately; sold 
in packs of five

•Replacement packs of all 
sizes and lengths can be 
purchased individually

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-190600 Coarse-thread 

hex-head bolt 
assortment $318.95

DS-190601 1/4”-20 x 5/8” 12.95
DS-190602 1/4”-20 x 3/4” 12.95
DS-190603 1/4”-20 x 7/8” 12.95
DS-190604 1/4”-20 x 1” 13.95
DS-190605 1/4”-20 x 11/4” 13.95
DS-190606 1/4”-20 x 11/2” 13.95
DS-190607 1/4”-20 x 13/4” 13.95
DS-190608 1/4”-20 x 2” 13.95
DS-190609 1/4”-20 x 21/4” 14.95
DS-190610 5/16”-18 x 5/8” 13.95
DS-190611 5/16”-18 x 3/4” 13.95
DS-190612 5/16”-18 x 7/8” 13.95
DS-190613 5/16”-18 x 1” 13.95
DS-190614 5/16”-18 x 11/4” 13.95
DS-190615 5/16”-18 x 11/2” 14.95
DS-190616 5/16”-18 x 13/4” 14.95
DS-190617 5/16”-18 x 2” 14.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-190618 5/16”-18 x 21/4” $14.95
DS-190619 3/8”-16 x 3/4” 13.95
DS-190620 3/8”-16 x 1” 14.95
DS-190621 3/8”-16 x 11/4” 14.95
DS-190622 3/8”-16 x 11/2” 14.95
DS-190623 3/8”-16 x 13/4” 14.95
DS-190624 3/8”-16 x 2” 14.95
DS-192335 7/16”-14 x 1” 7.95
DS-192336 7/16”-14 x 11/4” 7.95
DS-192337 7/16”-14 x 11/2” 7.95
DS-192338 7/16”-14 x 13/4” 7.95
DS-192339 7/16”-14 x 2” 9.95
DS-192340 1/2”-13 x 3/4” 7.95
DS-192341 1/2”-13 x 1” 7.95
DS-192342 1/2”-13 x 11/4” 8.95
DS-192343 1/2”-13 x 11/2” 8.95
DS-192344 1/2”-13 x 2” 10.95
DS-192345 1/2”-13 x 21/4” 10.95
DS-192346 1/2”-13 x 21/2” 11.95
DS-192347 1/2”-13 x 23/4” 13.95
 

FINE-THREAD 
HEX-HEAD 
BOLT ASSORTMENT
•Contains 24 sizes of 
24- and 28-thread 
hex-head bolts

•Each is heat-treated for 
strength and has a highly 
polished chromed head

•Sizes contained in the kit 
are also listed below and 
may be reordered in 
packs of 10

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-190625 Fine-thread hex-head bolt assortment $318.95
DS-190626 1/4”-28 x 5/8” 12.95
DS-190627 1/4”-28 x 3/4” 12.95
DS-190628 1/4”-28 x 7/8” 12.95
DS-190629 1/4”-28 x 1” 13.95
DS-190630 1/4”-28 x 11/4” 13.95
DS-190631 1/4”-28 x 11/2” 13.95
DS-190632 1/4”-28 x 13/4” 13.95
DS-190633 1/4”-28 x 2” 13.95
DS-190634 1/4”-28 x 21/4” 14.95
DS-190635 5/16”-24 x 5/8” 13.95
DS-190636 5/16”-24 x 3/4” 13.95
DS-190637 5/16”-24 x 7/8” 13.95
DS-190638 5/16”-24 x 1” 13.95
DS-190639 5/16”-24 x 11/4” 13.95
DS-190640 5/16”-24 x 11/2” 14.95
DS-190641 5/16”-24 x 13/4” 14.95
DS-190642 5/16”-24 x 2” 14.95
DS-190643 5/16”-24 x 21/4” 14.95
DS-190644 3/8”-24 x 3/4” 13.95
DS-190645 3/8”-24 x 1” 14.95
DS-190646 3/8”-24 x 11/4” 14.95
DS-190647 3/8”-24 x 11/2” 14.95
DS-190648 3/8”-24 x 13/4” 14.95
DS-190649 3/8”-24 x 2” 14.95

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-190995 Button-head 

assortment kit $354.95
DS-190822 8-32 x 1/2” 13.95
DS-190823 8-32 x 5/8” 13.95
DS-190824 8-32 x 3/4” 13.95
DS-190825 10-24 x 1/2” 14.95
DS-190826 10-32 x 1/2” 14.95
DS-190827 10-32 x 3/4” 14.95
DS-190828 10-32 x 1” 14.95
DS-190829 1/4”-20 x 5/8” 14.95
DS-190830 1/4”-20 x 3/4” 14.95
DS-190831 1/4”-20 x 7/8” 14.95
DS-190832 1/4”-20 x 1” 14.95
DS-192320 1/4”-20 x 11/4” 13.95
DS-192321 1/4”-20 x 11/2” 14.95
DS-192322 1/4”-20 x 13/4” 15.95
DS-192323 1/4”-20 x 2” 17.95
DS-190833 1/4”-28 x 1/2” 14.95
DS-190834 1/4”-28 x 3/4” 14.95
DS-190835 1/4”-28 x 1” 14.95
DS-190836 5/16”-18 x 1/2” 14.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-190837 5/16”-18 x 3/4” $14.95
DS-190838 5/16”-18 x 1” 14.95
DS-192324 5/16”-18 x 11/4” 13.95
DS-192325 5/16”-18 x 11/2” 11.95
DS-192326 5/16”-18 x 2” 22.95
DS-190839 5/16”-24 x 3/8” 14.95
DS-190840 5/16”-24 x 1/2” 14.95
DS-190841 5/16”-24 x 1” 14.95
DS-190842 3/8”-16 x 3/4” 16.95
DS-190843 3/8”-16 x 1” 16.95
DS-192327 3/8”-16 x 11/4” 11.95
DS-192328 3/8”-16 x 11/2” 15.95
DS-192329 3/8”-16 x 13/4” 19.95
DS-192330 3/8”-16 x 2” 20.95
DS-192331 3/8”-16 x 21/4” 24.95
DS-192332 3/8”-16 x 21/2” 24.95
DS-192333 3/8”-16 x 23/4” 28.95
DS-192334 3/8”-16 x 3” 32.95
DS-190844 3/8”-24 x 3/4” 16.95
DS-190845 3/8”-24 x 1” 16.95
 

BUTTON-HEAD 
BOLT ASSORTMENT KIT
•Kit contains polished chrome 
button-head bolts ranging 
in size from 8-32 to 3/8”-24 in 
lengths up to 1”; sold in 
packs of 10

•1/4”, 5/16” and 3/8” bolts longer 
than 1” are not included, but 
may be ordered separately; 
sold in packs of five

•Replacement packs are 
available for all sizes listed

•Made in the U.S.A.
PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-192348 Assortment kit $431.95
DS-192349 8-32 x 1/2” 17.95
DS-192350 8-32 x 5/8” 17.95
DS-192351 8-32 x 3/4” 17.95
DS-192352 10-24 x 1/2” 17.95
DS-192353 10-24 x 3/4” 17.95
DS-192354 10-32 x 3/8” 17.95
DS-192355 10-32 x 1/2” 17.95
DS-192356 10-32 x 3/4” 18.95
DS-192357 1/4”-20 x 1/2” 18.95
DS-192358 1/4”-20 x 5/8” 18.95
DS-192359 1/4”-20 x 3/4” 17.95
DS-192360 1/4”-20 x 1” 18.95
DS-192361 1/4”-20 x 11/4” 18.95
DS-192362 5/16”-18 x 1/2” 20.95
DS-192363 5/16”-18 x 5/8” 19.95
DS-192364 5/16”-18 x 3/4” 20.95
DS-192365 5/16”-18 x 1” 20.95
DS-192366 5/16”-18 x 11/4” 21.95
DS-192367 5/16”-24 x 5/8” 21.95
DS-192368 5/16”-24 x 3/4” 21.95
DS-192369 5/16”-24 x 1” 22.95
DS-192298 3/8”-16 x 3/4” 23.95
DS-192297 3/8”-16 x 1” 23.95

COUNTERSUNK 
SOCKET-HEAD 
BOLT ASSORTMENT
•Kit contains 24 sizes of 
bolts ranging from 8-32 
to 3/8”-16

•All bolt heads are highly 
polished, then 
chrome plated

•Sizes contained in the kit 
are listed below and may 
be reordered in packs of 10

•Made in the U.S.A.
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DESCRIPTION
KNURLED 
PART #

SUG. 
RETAIL

SMOOTH 
PART #

SUG. 
RETAIL

Complete kit DS-190558 $302.95 DS-190558S $368.95
1/4”-28 x 5/8” DS-190559 10.95 DS-190559S 17.95
1/4”-28 x 3/4” DS-190560 10.95 DS-190560S 17.95
1/4”-28 x 7/8” DS-190561 10.95 DS-190561S 17.95
1/4”-28 x 1” DS-190562 11.95 DS-190562S 18.95
1/4”-28 x 11/4” DS-190563 11.95 DS-190563S 18.95
1/4”-28 x 11/2” DS-190564 12.95 DS-190564S 18.95
1/4”-28 x 13/4” DS-190565 12.95 DS-190565S 18.95
1/4”-28 x 2” DS-190566 12.95 DS-190566S 19.95
1/4”-28 x 21/4” DS-190567 13.95 DS-190567S 20.95
5/16”-24 x 5/8” DS-190568 10.95 DS-190568S 17.95
5/16”-24 x 3/4” DS-190569 11.95 DS-190569S 18.95
5/16”-24 x 7/8” DS-190570 11.95 DS-190570S 18.95
5/16”-24 x 1” DS-190571 12.95 DS-190571S 18.95
5/16”-24 x 11/4” DS-190572 13.95 DS-190572S 20.95
5/16”-24 x 11/2” DS-190573 13.95 DS-190573S 20.95
5/16”-24 x 13/4” DS-190574 13.95 DS-190574S 20.95
5/16”-24 x 2” DS-190575 14.95 DS-190575S 21.95
5/16”-24 x 21/4” DS-190576 16.95 DS-190576S 22.95
3/8”-24 x 3/4” DS-190577 12.95 DS-190577S 19.95
3/8”-24 x 1” DS-190578 13.95 DS-190578S 20.95
3/8”-24 x 11/4” DS-190579 13.95 DS-190579S 20.95
3/8”-24 x 11/2” DS-190580 14.95 DS-190580S 21.95
3/8”-24 x 13/4” DS-190581 15.95 DS-190581S 22.95
3/8”-24 x 2” DS-190582 16.95 DS-190582S 23.95
 

FINE-THREAD 
SOCKET-HEAD BOLT 
ASSORTMENTS
•Kits contain 24 sizes of fine-thread 
chrome socket-head bolts ranging 
in size from 1/4” to 3/8”

•Available in either knurled or 
smooth polished head style

•Sizes contained in the kits are 
listed below and may be 
reordered in packs of 10

•Made in the U.S.A.

NOTE: Bolts included in kit over 
2” long are 5-pks. only.

#8 AND #10 FINE- 
AND COARSE-THREAD 
SOCKET-HEAD 
BOLT ASSORTMENT
•Kits contain 18 sizes of fine- 
and coarse-thread #8 and #10 
chrome socket-head bolts

•Available in either knurled or 
smooth polished head style

•Sizes contained in the kit 
are listed below and may be 
reordered in packs of 10

•Made in the U.S.A.

DESCRIPTION
KNURLED 
PART #

SUG. 
RETAIL

SMOOTH 
PART #

SUG. 
RETAIL

Complete kit DS-190583 $182.95 DS-190583S $279.95
8-32 x 1/2” DS-190584 8.95 DS-190584S 15.95
8-32 x 7/8” DS-190585 8.95 DS-190585S 15.95
10-24 x 3/8” DS-190586 8.95 DS-190586S 15.95
10-24 x 1/2” DS-190587 8.95 DS-190587S 15.95
10-24 x 5/8” DS-190588 8.95 DS-190588S 15.95
10-24 x 3/4” DS-190589 8.95 DS-190589S 15.95
10-24 x 1” DS-190590 9.95 DS-190590S 16.95
10-24 x 11/4” DS-190591 9.95 DS-190591S 16.95
10-24 x 11/2” DS-190592 9.95 DS-190592S 16.95
10-24 x 13/4” DS-190593 9.95 DS-190593S 16.95
10-24 x 2” DS-190594 10.95 DS-190594S 16.95
10-32 x 1/2” DS-190595 8.95 DS-190595S 15.95
10-32 x 5/8” DS-190596 8.95 DS-190596S 15.95
10-32 x 3/4” DS-190597 8.95 DS-190597S 15.95
10-32 x 7/8” DS-190598 8.95 DS-190598S 15.95
10-32 x 1” DS-190599 9.95 DS-190599S 16.95
 

DS-190583

DESCRIPTION
KNURLED 
PART #

SUG. 
RETAIL

SMOOTH 
PART #

SUG. 
RETAIL

Complete kit DS-190533 $304.95 DS-190533S $372.95
1/4”-20 x 5/8” DS-190534 10.95 DS-190534S 17.95
1/4”-20 x 3/4” DS-190535 10.95 DS-190535S 17.95
1/4”-20 x 7/8” DS-190536 10.95 DS-190536S 17.95
1/4”-20 x 1” DS-190537 11.95 DS-190537S 18.95
1/4”-20 x 11/4” DS-190538 11.95 DS-190538S 18.95
1/4”-20 x 11/2” DS-190539 12.95 DS-190539S 18.95
1/4”-20 x 13/4” DS-190540 12.95 DS-190540S 18.95
1/4”-20 x 2” DS-190541 12.95 DS-190541S 19.95
1/4”-20 x 21/4” DS-190542 13.95 DS-190542S 20.95
5/16”-18 x 5/8” DS-190543 10.95 DS-190543S 17.95
5/16”-18 x 3/4” DS-190544 11.95 DS-190544S 18.95
5/16”-18 x 7/8” DS-190545 11.95 DS-190545S 18.95
5/16”-18 x 1” DS-190546 12.95 DS-190546S 18.95
5/16”-18 x 11/4” DS-190547 13.95 DS-190547S 20.95
5/16”-18 x 11/2” DS-190548 13.95 DS-190548S 20.95
5/16”-18 x 13/4” DS-190549 13.95 DS-190549S 20.95
5/16”-18 x 2” DS-190550 14.95 DS-190550S 21.95
5/16”-18 x 21/4” DS-190551 16.95 DS-190551S 22.95
3/8”-16 x 3/4” DS-190552 12.95 DS-190552S 19.95
3/8”-16 x 1” DS-190553 13.95 DS-190553S 20.95
3/8”-16 x 11/4” DS-190554 13.95 DS-190554S 20.95
3/8”-16 x 11/2” DS-190555 14.95 DS-190555S 21.95
3/8”-16 x 13/4” DS-190556 15.95 DS-190556S 22.95
3/8”-16 x 2” DS-190557 16.95 DS-190557S 23.95
 

COARSE-THREAD 
SOCKET-HEAD 
BOLT ASSORTMENT
•Kits contain 24 sizes of coarse-
thread chrome socket-head bolts 
ranging in size from 1/4” to 3/8” 

•Available in either a knurled 
or a smooth polished head style

•Sizes contained in the kits are 
listed below and may be reordered 
in packs of 10

•Made in the U.S.A.

DESCRIPTION 7/16” PART # SUG. RETAIL 1/2” PART # SUG. RETAIL
Complete kits DS-192370 $218.95 DS-192371 $225.95
3/4” DS-192300 14.95 DS-192309 15.95
1” DS-192301 15.95 DS-192310 15.95
11/4” DS-192302 15.95 DS-192311 16.95
11/2” DS-192303 15.95 DS-192312 16.95
13/4” DS-192299 17.95 DS-192313 18.95
2” DS-192304 18.95 DS-192314 19.95
21/4” DS-192305 19.95 DS-192315 20.95
21/2” DS-192306 20.95 DS-192316 21.95
23/4” DS-192307 22.95 DS-192317 22.95
3” DS-192308 25.95 DS-192318 25.95
31/4” - DS-192319 28.95
 

7/16” AND 1/2” 
COARSE-THREAD 
SOCKET-HEAD BOLT KIT
•All socket-head bolts are chrome-
plated with smooth polished heads

•Kits are available in 7/16” or 1/2” and 
include one 5-pack of each length 
of bolt listed below

•Replacement bolts are available; 
sold in packs of five

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-190650 Assortment $405.95
DS-190651 1/4” lock washers 32.95
DS-190652 5/16” lock washers 32.95
DS-190653 3/8” lock washers 32.95
DS-190654 1/4” flat washers 32.95
DS-190655 5/16” flat washers 32.95
DS-190656 3/8” flat washers 32.95
DS-190657 1/4”-20 hex nuts 33.95
DS-190658 1/4”-28 hex nuts 33.95
DS-190659 5/16”-18 hex nuts 36.95
DS-190660 5/16”-24 hex nuts 36.95
DS-190661 3/8”-16 hex nuts 47.95
DS-190662 3/8”-24 hex nuts 47.95
 

CHROME WASHER 
AND HEX NUT ASSORTMENT
•Kit contains three sizes of flat washers, 
three sizes of lock washers and six 
assorted sizes of standard-thread 
hex nuts – all brilliantly chromed

•Sizes contained in kit are also listed 
individually below and may be 
reordered in packs of 100

•Made in the U.S.A.

1131
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-190850 Assortment $131.95
DS-190851 10-24 7.95
DS-190852 10-32 7.95
DS-190853 1/4”-20 7.95
DS-190854 1/4”-28 7.95
DS-190855 5/16”-18 8.95
DS-190856 5/16”-24 8.95
DS-190857 3/8”-16 9.95
DS-190858 3/8”-24 9.95
DS-190859 7/16”-14 10.95
DS-190860 7/16”-20 10.95
DS-190861 1/2”-13 (5-pk.) 9.95
DS-190862 1/2”-20 (5-pk.) 9.95
 

CHROME 
ACORN NUT 
ASSORTMENT
•Complete assortment 
features fine and coarse 
threads, ranging from 
size #10 to 1/2”

•Comes in a plastic case 
with separate compartments 
for each size nut

•Each size contained in kit is 
also individually listed below 
and may be reordered in packs of 10, except 1/2” sizes which are 5-packs

•Made in the U.S.A. PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-190521 Assortment $142.95
DS-190522 10-24 7.95
DS-190523 10-32 7.95
DS-190524 1/4”-20 7.95
DS-190525 1/4”-28 7.95
DS-190526 5/16”-18 8.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-190527 5/16”-24 $8.95
DS-190528 3/8”-16 10.95
DS-190529 3/8”-24 10.95
DS-190530 7/16”-14 10.95
DS-190531 7/16”-20 10.95
DS-190532 5/8”-18 9.95
 

CHROME 
NYLON INSERT 
NUT ASSORTMENT
•Kit contains 11 sizes of 
coarse- and fine-thread 
chrome nylon 
insert nuts

•Sizes are listed below 
and may be reordered 
in packs of 10

•Made in the U.S.A.

THREAD SIZE PART # QTY. SUG. RETAIL
10-32 DS-190300 5 $4.95
1/4”-28 DS-190301 5 4.95
5/16”-24 DS-190302 4 4.95
3/8”-24 DS-190303 3 4.95
7/16”-20 DS-190304 2 4.95
1/2”-20 DS-190305 1 4.95
5/8”-18 DS-190306 1 4.95
10-24 DS-190320 5 4.95
1/4”-20 DS-190321 5 4.95
5/16”-18 DS-190322 4 4.95
3/8”-16 DS-190323 3 4.95
7/16”-14 DS-190324 2 4.95
1/2”-13 DS-190325 1 4.95
 

“CHROME WARE” 
ACORN NUTS
•Neatly packaged chrome 
acorn nuts in standard sizes

•One size per package
•Packaged quantities vary 
according to the thread size

•Made in the U.S.A.

DS-190302 PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
FOR 48-84 BIG TWIN
DS-189965 7/16” -20, high-torque style $27.95
FOR 57-84 XL
DS-189966 3/8” -24, high-torque style 27.95
 

CHROME CYLINDER BASE NUTS
•High-torque style
•For use on specific applications
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # SIZE SUG. RETAIL
COARSE THREAD
DS-190038 1/4” -20 $5.95
DS-190040 5/16” -18 6.95
DS-190042 3/8” -16 8.95
DS-190047 1/2” -13 11.95
FINE THREAD
DS-190041 5/16” -24 7.95
DS-190043 3/8” -24 9.95
DS-190048 1/2” -20 17.95
 

CHROME FLANGE NUTS
•Available in 1/4” through 1/2” sizes in coarse or 
fine threads

•Sold in 10-pack
•Made in the U.S.A.

Coarse thread

Fine thread

CUSTOM 
SKULL NUTS
•These in-house 
manufactured and 
chrome-plated skull nuts 
have that same “sinister” 
look and attention to detail that makes 
Mother’s products famous

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2404-0025 1/4”-20, rear thread $22.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
OEM-STYLE EXHAUST FLANGE NUTS
2402-0087 For all models (50-pk.) $1.95 (ea.)
THIN NYLON JAM LOCKNUTS
2402-0088 1/2”-20 (10-pk.) 2.95  (ea.)
SIDE COVER WASHERS
2402-0089 Repl. OEM #6099 (100-pk.) .45 (ea.)
 

POLISHED STAINLESS STEEL 
SPECIALTY BULK FASTENERS
•Polished to a mirror finish
•Stainless flange nuts PART #2402-0087 are a must 
for every exhaust installation; conveniently 
packaged in bags of 50

•Custom shock installations are now made easy with these jam nylocks 
PART #2402-0088 – whether it’s a clearance issue or clean looks you’re 
after, these thin locknuts will finish the job

•Polished stainless side cover washers PART #2402-0089 are for all 1/4” bolts 
on Harleys

2402-0087

2402-0089

2402-0088

DS-190850

DS-189965

DS-190521
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POLISHED STAINLESS STEEL FINE THREAD 
12-POINT BOLT ASSORTMENT
•Includes 29 sizes – 145 pieces – five each of 1/4”-28 x 1/2”: through 21/2”, 

5/16”-24 x 1/2” through 21/2” and 3/8”-24 x 1/2” through 21/2”
•Custom 450 stainless steel, polished to a mirror finish
•180,000 psi tensile
•20% stronger than Grade 8
•UNJ3A rolled threads
•Includes a 32-compartment labeled tray
•Refill packs are sold in 5-packs or 10-packs
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2402-0099 Assortment $766.95
2404-0206 1/4”-28 x 5/16” (5-pk.) 6.95 (ea.)
2404-0177 1/4”-28 x 1/2” (10-pk.) 3.95 (ea.)
2404-0178 1/4”-28 x 3/4” (10-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0179 1/4”-28 x 7/8” (10-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0180 1/4”-28 x 1” (10-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0181 1/4”-28 x 11/4” (10-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0182 1/4”-28 x 11/2” (10-pk.) 5.95 (ea.)
2404-0183 1/4”-28 x 13/4” (10-pk.) 5.95 (ea.)
2404-0184 1/4”-28 x 2” (10-pk.) 5.95 (ea.)
2404-0185 1/4”-28 x 21/4” (10-pk.) 5.95 (ea.)
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2404-0186 1/4”-28 x 21/2” (10-pk.) $5.95 (ea.)
2404-0207 5/16”-24 x 3/8” (5-pk.) 5.95 (ea.)
2404-0187 5/16”-24 x 1/2” (10-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0188 5/16”-24 x 3/4” (10-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0189 5/16”-24 x 7/8” (10-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0190 5/16”-24 x 1” (10-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0191 5/16”-24 x 11/4” (10-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0192 5/16”-24 x 11/2” (10-pk.) 5.95 (ea.)
2404-0193 5/16”-24 x 13/4” (10-pk.) 6.95 (ea.)
2404-0194 5/16”-24 x 2” (10-pk.) 6.95 (ea.)
2404-0195 5/16”-24 x 21/4” (10-pk.) 6.95 (ea.)
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2404-0196 5/16”-24 x 21/2” (10-pk.) $6.95 (ea.)
2404-0197 3/8”-24 x 1/2” (10-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0198 3/8”-24 x 3/4” (10-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0208 3/8”-24 x 7/16” (5-pk.) 7.95 (ea.)
2404-0199 3/8”-24 x 1” (10-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0200 3/8”-24 x 11/4” (10-pk.) 5.95 (ea.)
2404-0201 3/8”-24 x 11/2” (10-pk.) 6.95 (ea.)
2404-0202 3/8”-24 x 13/4” (10-pk.) 6.95 (ea.)
2404-0203 3/8”-24 x 2” (10-pk.) 6.95 (ea.)
2404-0204 3/8”-24 x 21/4” (10-pk.) 7.95 (ea.)
2404-0205 3/8”-24 x 21/2” (10-pk.) 7.95 (ea.)

THE GROOVE COARSE THREAD STAINLESS STEEL 
SOCKET CAP ASSORTMENTS
•PART #2402-0104 includes 32 sizes – 160 pieces – five of each sizes of 1/4”-20 
x 1/2” through 21/2”,  5/16”-18 x 1/2” through 21/2” and 3/8”-16 x 1/2” through 21/2”

•PART #2402-0105 includes 16 sizes – 80 pieces – five of each sizes of 1/4”-20 
x 23/4” through 4”, 5/16”-18 x 23/4” through 4” and 3/8”-16 x 23/4” through 4”

•180,000 psi tensile
•20% stronger than Grade 8
•UNJ3A rolled threads
•Includes a 32-compartment labeled tray
•Refill packs are sold in 10-packs or 5-packs
•Made in the U.S.A.

THE GROOVE FINE THREAD SOCKET CAP ASSORTMENT
•Includes 32 sizes – 160 pieces – including 1/4”-28 x 1/2” through 21/2”, 5/16”-24 x 1/2” 
through 21/2” and 3/8”-24 x 1/2” through 21/2”

•180,000 psi tensile
•20% stronger than Grade 8
•UNJ3A rolled threads
•Includes a 32-compartment labeled tray
•Refill packs are sold in 10-packs or 5-packs
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2402-0106 Grooved short fine thread 

socket cap assortment $424.95
2404-0328 1/4”-28 x 1/2” (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0329 1/4”-28 x 5/8” (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0330 1/4”-28 x 3/4” (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0331 1/4”-28 x 7/8” (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0332 1/4”-28 x 1” (10-pk.) .95 (ea.)
2404-0333 1/4”-28 x 11/4” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0334 1/4”-28 x 11/2” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0335 1/4”-28 x 13/4” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0336 1/4”-28 x 2” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0337 1/4”-28 x 21/4” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2404-0338 1/4”-28 x 21/2” (10-pk.) $3.95 (ea.)
2404-0339 5/16”-24 x 1/2” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0340 5/16”-24 x 5/8” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0341 5/16”-24 x 3/4” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0342 5/16”-18 x 7/8” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0343 5/16”-24 x 1” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0344 5/16”-24 x 11/4” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0345 5/16”-24 x 11/2” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0346 5/16”-24 x 13/4” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0347 5/16”-24 x 2” (10-pk.) 3.95 (ea.)
2404-0348 5/16”-24 x 21/4” (10-pk.) 3.95 (ea.)
2404-0349 5/16”-24 x 21/2” (10-pk.) 3.95 (ea.)
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2404-0350 3/8”-24 x 1/2” (10-pk.) $4.95 (ea.)
2404-0351 3/8”-24 x 5/8” (10-pk.) 3.95 (ea.)
2404-0352 3/8”-24 x 3/4” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0353 3/8”-24 x 1” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0354 3/8”-24 x 11/4” (10-pk.) 3.95 (ea.)
2404-0355 3/8”-24 x 11/2” (10-pk.) 3.95 (ea.)
2404-0356 3/8”-24 x 13/4” (10-pk.) 3.95 (ea.)
2404-0357 3/8”-24 x 2” (10-pk.) 3.95 (ea.)
2404-0358 3/8”-24 x 21/4” (10-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0359 3/8”-24 x 21/2” (10-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2402-0104 Short grooved socket 

cap coarse thread 
assortment $383.95

2402-0105 Long grooved socket 
cap coarse thread 
assortment 369.95

2404-0280 1/4”-20 x 1/2” (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0281 1/4”-20 x 5/8” (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0282 1/4”-20 x 3/4” (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0283 1/4”-20 x 7/8” (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0284 1/4”-20 x 1” (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0285 1/4”-20 x 11/4” (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0286 1/4”-20 x 11/2” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0287 1/4”-20 x 13/4” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0288 1/4”-20 x 2” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0289 1/4”-20 x 21/4” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0290 1/4”-20 x 21/2” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0291 5/16”-18 x 1/2” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2404-0292 5/16”-18 x 5/8” (10-pk.) $2.95 (ea.)
2404-0293 5/16”-18 x 3/4” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0294 5/16”-18 x 7/8” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0295 5/16”-18 x 1” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0296 5/16”-18 x 11/4” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0297 5/16”-18 x 11/2” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0298 5/16”-18 x 13/4” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0299 5/16”-18 x 2” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0300 5/16”-18 x 21/4” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0301 5/16”-18 x 21/2” (10-pk.) 3.95 (ea.)
2404-0302 3/8”-16 x 1/2” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0303 3/8”-16 x 5/8” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0304 3/8”-16 x 3/4” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0305 3/8”-16 x 1” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0306 3/8”-16 x 11/4” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0307 3/8”-16 x 11/2” (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0308 3/8”-16 x 13/4” (10-pk.) 3.95 (ea.)
2404-0309 3/8”-16 x 2” (10-pk.) 3.95 (ea.)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2404-0310 3/8”-16 x 21/4” (10-pk.) $3.95 (ea.)
2404-0311 3/8”-16 x 21/2” (10-pk.) 3.95 (ea.)
2404-0312 1/4”-20 x 23/4” (5-pk.) 3.95 (ea.)
2404-0313 1/4”-20 x 3” (5-pk.) 3.95 (ea.)
2404-0314 1/4”-20 x 31/4” (5-pk.) 3.95 (ea.)
2404-0315 1/4”-20 x 31/2” (5-pk.) 3.95 (ea.)
2404-0316 1/4”-20 x 4” (5-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0317 5/16”-18 x 23/4” (5-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0318 5/16”-18 x 3” (5-pk.) 3.95 (ea.)
2404-0319 5/16”-18 x 31/4” (5-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0320 5/16”-18 x 31/2” (5-pk.) 5.95 (ea.)
2404-0321 5/16”-18 x 33/4” (5-pk.) 6.95 (ea.)
2404-0322 5/16”-18 x 4” (5-pk.) 7.95 (ea.)
2404-0323 3/8”-16 x 23/4” (5-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0324 3/8”-16 x 3” (5-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0325 3/8”-16 x 31/4” (5-pk.) 5.95 (ea.)
2404-0326 3/8”-16 x 31/2” (5-pk.) 6.95 (ea.)
2404-0327 3/8”-16 x 4” (5-pk.) 7.95 (ea.)

2404-0099

2402-0104

2402-0105

2402-0106
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POLISHED STAINLESS STEEL 
FENDER RAIL ASSORTMENT
•Stock every fender rail kit you can imagine without a bad part number
•24 different kits are covered in this assortment
•Every part number will sell because most of the kits use the same size bolts but, in different quantities
•Assortment covers all 86-08 Softail models, all 96-08 Dyna models, all 95-08 XL models and many custom applications
•Includes: ready-to-sell filled and labeled assortment tray, application chart listing what sizes are needed for each 
style and application, price sheets with already calculated totals for each Build-a-Kit and Point of Purchase display 
in full color with photos before and after

•Sizes contained in the assortment are listed below and may be reordered in packs of 10 or 25
•Made to be hung on the wall

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2402-0103 Fender rail assortment $492.95
2404-0137 5/16”-18 x 11/4” 12-point (10-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0138 5/16”-18 x 11/2” 12-point (10-pk.) 5.95 (ea.)
2404-0139 5/16”-18 x 13/4” 12-point (10-pk.) 6.95 (ea.)
2404-0145 3/8”-16 x 1” 12-point (10-pk.) 4.95 (ea.)
2404-0146 3/8”-16 x 11/4” 12-point (10-pk.) 5.95 (ea.)
2404-0147 3/8”-16 x 11/2” 12-point (10-pk.) 6.95 (ea.)
2404-0245 3/8” AN flat washer (25-pk.) .95 (ea.)
2404-0267 5/16”-18 x 11/4” button cap (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0268 5/16”-18 x 11/2” button cap (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0269 5/16”-18 x 13/4” button cap (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2404-0270 3/8”-16 x 1” button cap (10-pk.) $2.95 (ea.)
2404-0271 3/8”-16 x 11/4” button cap (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0272 3/8”-16 x 11/2” button cap (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0273 3/8”-24 x 11/4” flat socket cap (10-pk.) 3.95 (ea.)
2404-0274 3/8”-16 x 3/4” socket cap (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0275 3/8”-16 acorn nut (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0276 3/8”-16 nylon jam locknut (10-pk.) .95 (ea.)
2404-0277 5/16”-18 nylon locknut (10-pk.) .95 (ea.)
2404-0278 3/8”-16 nylon locknut (10-pk.) .95 (ea.)
2404-0279 3/8”-24 nylon locknut (10-pk.) .95 (ea.)
2404-0360 5/16” MS flat washer (25-pk.) .95 (ea.)
 

POLISHED STAINLESS STEEL HEX NUT 
AND LOCKNUT ASSORTMENT
•Contains 32 different sizes, 160 pieces of #8, #10, 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16” 
and 1/2” nuts and nylon locknuts; flange locknuts are included 
in 1/4”, 5/16” and 3/8” sizes

•Labeled 32-compartment tray included
•Refill packs are sold in 10-pack or 5-pack
•Made in the U.S.A.

POLISHED STAINLESS STEEL WASHERS ASSORTMENT
•Includes 26 sizes, 260 pieces of #8, #10,  1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16” and 1/2” AN flat washers, 
wwMS thick flat washers, thick flat washers and lock washers

•Labeled 32-compartment tray included
•Refill packs are sold in 25 packs
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2402-0102 Assortment $216.95
2404-0241 AN flat washers #8 .95 (ea.)
2404-0242 AN flat washers #10 .95 (ea.)
2404-0243 AN flat washers 1/4” .95 (ea.)
2404-0244 AN flat washers 5/16” .95 (ea.)
2404-0245 AN flat washers 3/8” .95 (ea.)
2404-0246 AN flat washers 7/16” .95 (ea.)
2404-0247 AN flat washers 1/2” .95 (ea.)
2404-0248 Flat washers 1/4” .95 (ea.)
2404-0249 Flat washers 5/16” .95 (ea.)
2404-0250 Flat washers 3/8” .95 (ea.)
2404-0251 Flat washers 7/16” .95 (ea.)
2404-0252 Flat washers 1/2” .95 (ea.)
2404-0253 Flat washers MS THICK 5/16” .95 (ea.)
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2404-0254 Flat washers MS THICK 3/8” $1.95 (ea.)
2404-0255 Thick washers 1/4” 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0256 Thick washers 5/16” 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0257 Thick washers 3/8” 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0258 Thick washers 7/16” 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0259 Thick washers 1/2” 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0260 Lock washers #8 .95 (ea.)
2404-0261 Lock washers #10 .95 (ea.)
2404-0262 Lock washers 1/4” .95 (ea.)
2404-0263 Lock washers 5/16” .95 (ea.)
2404-0264 Lock washers 3/8” .95 (ea.)
2404-0265 Lock washers 7/16” .95 (ea.)
2404-0266 Lock washers 1/2” .95 (ea.)
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2402-0100 Assortment $346.95
2404-0209 Hex nuts 8-32 (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0210 Hex nuts 10-24 (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0211 Hex nuts 1/4”-20 (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0212 Hex nuts 5/16”-18 (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0213 Hex nuts 3/8”-16 (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0214 Hex nuts 7/16”-14 (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0215 Hex nuts 1/2”-13 (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0216 Hex nuts 10-32 (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0217 Hex nuts 1/4”-28 (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0218 Hex nuts 5/16”-24 (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0219 Hex nuts 3/8”-24 (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0220 Hex nuts 7/16”-20 (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0221 Hex nuts 1/2”-20 (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0222 Hex locknuts 8-32 (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0223 Hex locknuts 10-24 (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0224 Hex locknuts 1/4”-20 (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2404-0225 Hex locknuts 5/16”-18 (10-pk.) $1.95 (ea.)
2404-0226 Hex locknuts 3/8”-16 (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0227 Hex locknuts 7/16”-14 (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0228 Hex locknuts 1/2”-13 (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0229 Hex locknuts 10-32 (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0230 Hex locknuts 1/4”-28 (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0231 Hex locknuts 5/16”-24 (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0232 Hex locknuts 3/8”-24 (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0233 Hex locknuts 7/16”-20 (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0234 Hex locknuts 1/2”-20 (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0235 Flange locknuts 1/4”-20 (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0236 Flange locknuts 5/8”-18 (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0237 Flange locknuts 3/8”-16 (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0238 Flange locknuts 1/4”-28 (10-pk.) 1.95 (ea.)
2404-0239 Flange locknuts 5/16”-24 (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
2404-0240 Flange locknuts 3/8”-24 (10-pk.) 2.95 (ea.)
 

2402-0103

2402-0100

2402-0102
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
ASSORTMENT KIT
2402-0009 Assortment kit w/ tray (435-pc.) $246.95
REPLACEMENT MACHINE WASHERS
2402-0010 1/4” machine washers (50-pk.) 31.95
2402-0011 5/16” machine washers (50-pk.) 31.95
2402-0012 3/8” machine washers (50-pk.) 34.95
2402-0013 7/16” machine washers (50-pk.) 34.95
2402-0014 1/2” machine washers (20-pk.) 18.95
2402-0015 5/8” machine washers (10-pk.) 11.95
REPLACEMENT AN WASHERS
2402-0016 .1575” AN washers (30-pk.) 12.95
2402-0017 3/16”  AN washers (30-pk.) 13.95
2402-0018 1/4” AN washers (30-pk.) 13.95
2402-0019 5/16” AN washers (30-pk.) 15.95
2402-0020 3/8” AN washers (20-pk.) 11.95
2402-0021 7/16” AN washers (20-pk.) 13.95
2402-0022 1/2” AN washers (20-pk.) 15.95
2402-0023 9/16”  AN washers (10-pk.) 9.95
2402-0024 5/8” AN washers (10-pk.) 10.95
2402-0025 3/4” AN washers (5-pk.) 5.95

CHROMED MACHINE/
AN WASHERS
•Machine washers are thicker than 
regular washers; available in sizes 
from 1/4” to 5/8” i.d.

•AN washers have a smaller o.d. than 
regular washers; available in sizes 
from .0157” to 3/4” i.d.

•Kit includes a 16-compartment steel tray 
with a 435-piece assortment of washers

•Replacement packs sold separately
2402-0009

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-190502 Assortment 

(kit) $134.95
DS-190505 #10/3/16” 

(50-pk.) 16.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-190506 1/4” (50-pk.) $16.95
DS-190507 5/16” (50-pk.) 18.95
DS-190508 3/8” (50-pk.) 18.95
 

CHROME INSIDE STAR 
WASHER ASSORTMENT
•A complete assortment of chrome 
inside star washers in a handy tray

•Kit contains 10 sizes totaling 
400 pieces

•Refill parts also available
•Made in the U.S.A.

DS-190502

CHROME 7/8” O.D. WASHERS
•Tumbled, chrome-plated washers can be installed 
under luggage rack legs, saddlebag lid rails 
or anywhere else you need extra support

•Use to dress-up scratched or cracked areas 
due to drilling

•Sold in 4-pack
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-190715 1/4” i.d. washer set $7.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
K81-015 Reinforced rubber washers $6.95 (10-pk.)

 

REINFORCED 
RUBBER WASHERS
•Use when mounting fenders, luggage racks, etc., 
to absorb vibration

•Washers measure 1” o.d. x 1/4” hole
•10 washers per pack; dealer buys card of 12 
10-packs; suggested retail is for one 10-pack

SPECIALTY CHROME WASHERS
•A/N washers have an outside diameter approximately 1/64” larger than the 
assembly bolt

•USS washers have a correct center hole size with an approximately 25% larger 
than normal mounting surface

•Flat washers are designed for custom applications where a desired inner 
diameter/outer diameter and thickness are required

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
A/N WASHERS
DS-192372 1/4” (50-pk.) $50.95
DS-192373 5/16” (50-pk.) 50.95
DS-192374 3/8” (50-pk.) 50.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
USS WASHERS
DS-192381 #10 (25-pk.) $17.95
DS-192382 1/4” (25-pk.) 17.95
DS-192383 5/16” (25-pk.) 17.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
USS WASHERS (CONT)
DS-192384 3/8” (25-pk.) $17.95
DS-192385 7/16” (25-pk.) 18.95
DS-192386 1/2” (25-pk.) 20.95
 

PART # I.D. O.D. THICKNESS SUG. RETAIL
FLAT WASHERS
DS-192387 15/32” 29/32” 1/8” $27.95
DS-192388 15/32” 15/16” 5/32” 27.95
DS-192390 15/32” 15/16” 5/64” 19.95
 

PART # I.D. O.D. THICKNESS SUG. RETAIL
FLAT WASHERS (CONT)
DS-192391 17/32” 1” 1/16” $19.95
DS-192392 17/32” 1” 11/64” 27.95
DS-192393 13/32” 7/8” 1/8” 27.95
 

PART # I.D. O.D. THICKNESS SUG. RETAIL
FLAT WASHERS (CONT)
DS-192394 11/32” 1” 5/64” $27.95
DS-192395 7/16” 11/16” 5/16” 27.95
 

AN washer

USS washer Flat washer

CLUTCH PRESSURE 
PLATE REMOVAL WASHER
•Sold individually

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-190793 For H-D to E84, non-chrome $2.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-190500 Lock washer kit (36-pcs.) $12.95
DS-190501 SAE flat washer kit (35-pcs.) 12.95
DS-192378 7/16” SAE flat washer 41.95
DS-192379 1/2” SAE flat washer 51.95
DS-192380 9/16” SAE flat washer 21.95
 

CHROME WASHERS
•Lock washer kit includes 1/4” (10), 5/16” (10), 3/8” (10), 7/16” (2), 

1/2” (2) and 5/8” (2), totaling 36 pieces
•Flat washer kit includes 1/4” (15), 5/16” (10) and 3/8” (10), 
totaling 35 pieces

•Made in the U.S.A.

DS-190500 DS-190501

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2402-0086 Complete kit  

(90-pk.) $193.95
2404-0041 1/4” x 1/8” 6.95
2404-0042 1/4” x 1/4” 8.95
2404-0043 1/4” x 3/8” 8.95
2404-0044 1/4” x 1/2” 11.95
2404-0045 1/4” x 3/4” 11.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2404-0046 1/4” x 1” $12.95
2404-0047 5/16” x 1/8” 6.95
2404-0048 5/16” x 1/4” 8.95
2404-0049 5/16” x 3/8” 8.95
2404-0050 5/16” x 1/2” 11.95
2404-0051 5/16” x 3/4” 11.95
2404-0052 5/16” x 1” 12.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2404-0053 3/8” x 1/8” $8.95
2404-0054 3/8” x 1/4” 9.95
2404-0055 3/8” x 3/8” 9.95
2404-0056 3/8” x 1/2” 12.95
2404-0057 3/8” x 3/4” 12.95
2404-0058 3/8” x 1” 13.95

CHROME-PLATED SPACERS
•Chrome-plated steel spacers
•Available in a 90-piece assortment on a satchel-style tray, or in individual 5-packs
•Designed to fit snug on 1/4”, 5/16” or 3/8” bolts
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CHROME STEEL SPACER KIT
•Precut, chromed spacers in 1/8”, 1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 3/4” and 1” lengths
•Designed to be used with 1/4”, 5/16” and 3/8” bolts
•Spacers with 1/4” and 5/16” bolt holes have .650” outer diameter
•Spacers with 3/8” bolt hole have .750” outer diameter
•Replacement packs available separately
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-190000 Chrome steel spacer kit 

(5-pk. of each size) $197.95
DS-190001 1/4” x 1/8” (5-pk.) 7.95
DS-190002 1/4” x 1/4” (5-pk.) 7.95
DS-190003 1/4” x 3/8” (5-pk.) 8.95
DS-190004 1/4” x 1/2” (5-pk.) 10.95
DS-190005 1/4” x 3/4” (5-pk.) 11.95
DS-190006 1/4” x 1” (5-pk.) 12.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-190007 5/16” x 1/8” (5-pk.) $7.95
DS-190008 5/16” x 1/4” (5-pk.) 7.95
DS-190009 5/16” x 3/8” (5-pk.) 8.95
DS-190010 5/16” x 1/2” (5-pk.) 10.95
DS-190011 5/16” x 3/4” (5-pk.) 11.95
DS-190012 5/16” x 1” (5-pk.) 12.95
DS-190013 3/8” x 1/8” (5-pk.) 7.95
DS-190014 3/8” x 1/4” (5-pk.) 8.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-190015 3/8” x 3/8” (5-pk.) $8.95
DS-190016 3/8” x 1/2” (5-pk.) 11.95
DS-190017 3/8” x 3/4” (5-pk.) 12.95
DS-190018 3/8” x 1” (5-pk.) 13.95
 

CHROME STEEL END PLUGS FOR ALLEN-HEAD BOLTS
•Made of steel, these won’t fall out or come loose like plastic or aluminum 
with O-rings

•Fit tightly and add that special finishing touch to the top of an Allen bolt
•Assortment kit includes a convenient tray with 100 each of the 1/4”, 5/16” and 3/8” 
size chrome plugs, plus three sample Allen bolts with plugs installed as sales tools

•10-pack is display packaged with a poly bag for individual sale
•100-pack refill bags available to keep your assortment kit fully stocked
•Made in the U.S.A.

NOTE: Sizes given are the thread size of the bolt – not the Allen wrench area.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-190979 Chrome end plug assortment kit $117.95
DS-190989 1/4” refill bag of 100 52.95
DS-190992 5/16” refill bag of 100 52.95
DS-190993 3/8” refill bag of 100 52.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-190998 1/4” chrome end plugs (10-pk.) $7.95
DS-190999 5/16” chrome end plugs (10-pk.) 7.95
DS-191000 3/8” chrome end plugs (10-pk.) 7.95
DS-191009 7/16”-1/2” chrome end plugs (10-pk.) 9.95
 

SNAP RING 
ASSORTMENT
•Contains 300 assorted 
snap rings in 16 sizes 
ranging from 1/8” to 11/4”

•Convenient, resealable plastic case

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2402-0094 Snap ring assortment $17.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2402-0091 E-clip assortment $16.95

E-CLIP KIT
•Contains 300 
assorted E-clips in 
nine sizes ranging 
from 1/16” to 7/8”

•Resealable plastic case

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2402-0092 Hitch pin assortment $15.95

HITCH PIN 
ASSORTMENT
•Kit contains 150 hitch pins 
from 13/16” to 215/16” long

•Convenient resealable plastic case

O-RING 
ASSORTMENT
•Deluxe assortment of 32 
different sized O-rings

•Contains 407 total pieces 
from 1/8” to 2” in a 101/2” 
x 61/4” x 13/4” plastic 
storage box

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2402-0093 O-ring assortment $29.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2402-0095 Metric bolt, nut and 

washer assortment $17.95
 

METRIC ZINC-PLATED 
BOLT-NUT-WASHER 
ASSORTMENT
•Deluxe 240-piece 
assortment of metric 
bolts, nuts and washers 
from 4mm to 10mm dia.

•Lengths from 12mm 
to 40mm

•Convenient resealable 
plastic case

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2402-0090 160-piece wire 

terminal assortment $27.95

160-PIECE 
WIRE TERMINAL 
ASSORTMENT
•Assortment of crimp-
on wire terminals and 
splices for any electrical 
job in a resealable 
plastic case

•Contains 19 popular sizes

STORAGE DRAWERS 
AND RACKS
•Storage drawers are available 
in two sizes and four layouts

•Small drawers measure 133/8” W x 2” H x 91/4” D; 
large drawers measure 18” W x 3” H x 121/2” D

•Drawers are available with 
12, 16, 20 and 24 compartments

•Small rack holds six small drawers and 
measures 151/4” W x 161/4” H x 113/4” D

•Large rack holds four large drawers and 
measures 201/4” W x 15” H x 121/2” D

•Drawers and racks sold separately
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
SMALL DRAWERS AND RACK
DS-189002 Small rack $162.95
DS-189003 12-compartment drawer 29.95
DS-189004 16-compartment drawer 29.95
DS-189005 20-compartment drawer 29.95
DS-189006 24-compartment drawer 29.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
LARGE DRAWERS AND RACK
DS-189007 Large rack $138.95
DS-189008 12-compartment drawer 51.95
DS-189009 16-compartment drawer 51.95
DS-189010 20-compartment drawer 51.95
DS-189011 24-compartment drawer 51.95
 

DS-189002

DS-189003

DS-189004

DS-189007

DS-189008

DS-189009

DS-189010
DS-189011

DS-190998 DS-190979

DS-189006

DS-189005

DS-190000
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PART # OEM # DESCRIPTION FITS MODEL

SUG.
RETAIL 

(EA.)

1132-0270 11000 Release finger 37-84 Big Twin $.55
2111-0162 11004 Generator end 58-69 Big Twin, 58-80 XL .95
1132-0271 11005 Clutch adjustment screw 71-84 XL .55
1106-0032 11006 Mainshaft ball 

bearing (inner) 85-90 XL 3.55
DS-188008 11007 Pinion shaft bearing 

and cages 58-86 Big Twin 1.95
0710-0065 110012 Oil tank cap 66-82 Big Twin, 66-78 XL .55
0660-0005 11013 Choke cable 78-89 Big Twin .55
DS-188011 11015 Front handle m/c 72-81 Big Twin, 73-81 XL 4.95
DS-188012 11016 Shifter lever pin 5-speed 80-01 Big Twin .95
DS-188013 11019 Clutch lever stud 80-99 Big Twin, 91-03 XL .95
1106-0016 11020 Bearing housing 5 speed 80-93 Big Twin .95
0214-0354 11027 Front and rear wheels 73-84 Big Twin, 79-85 XL .95
DS-188016 11031 Foot shift lever and 

pivot pin 65-73 Big Twin, 77-79 XL .95
0214-0355 11035 Front wheel 64-72 XL 1.55
DS-188018 11036 Shifter fork shaft 76-86 Big Twin, 72-90 XL .95
1132-0272 11037 Clutch rod end 

mouse trap 82-78 Big Twin .55
DS-188025 11039 Starter collar 65-88 Big Twin, 67-80 XL .95
1132-0274 11045 Clutch guide (bearing) 84-90 XL 1.55
DS-188027 11046 Clutch adj. screw 84-06 XL .95
0404-0048 11048 Slider tubes 68-72 XL 1.55
DS-188028 11052 C/L hub bearing 71-84 XL 1.95
1132-0276 11053 Drive plates (clutch shell) 71-84 XL 2.55
1106-0031 11057 Mainshaft ball bearing 

5 speed 80-84 Big Twin 2.95
DS-188022 11067 Main and countershafts 

5-speed 80-05 Big Twin, 91-05 XL 1.95
DS-188023 11083 Shifter cam 5-speed 80-99 Big Twin .95
1620-0511 11093 Foot rest brake arm 

(left side) 80-89 XL .95
DS-188029 11096 Clutch push rod (3/4 ring) 

4- and 5-speed 75-09 Big Twin .95
DS-188030 11096A Clutch push rod (full ring) 

4- and 5-speed 75-09 Big Twin .95
1132-0286 10998 Clutch ramp 5-speed 87-09 Big Twin .95
DS-188031 11143 H/bar lever pivot pin 

(brake and clutch) 82-06 Big Twin, 82-03 XL .95
DS-188032 11150 Shifter rod lever 5-speed 84-09 Big Twin .95
0632-0334 11155 Throttle screw 75-09 Big Twin, 79-09 XL .55
DS-188034 11158 Rear fork bearing 

(swingarm) 87-99 Big Twin .95
DS-188036 11161 M/S ball bearing 5-speed 84-09 Big Twin, 91-09 XL 5.95
DS-188037 11164 Clutch hub bearing 84-90 XL 1.95
0214-0356 11175 Front wheel hub cap 86-09 FLST 2.55
DS-188039 11177 Pinion shaft 87-93 Big Twin, 87-94 XL 1.95
DS-188040 11180 M/S ball bearing (outer) 84-90 XL .95
DS-188041 11182 Starter shaft coupling 94-06 Big Twin .95
DS-188042 11183 Starter shaft coupling 89-93 Big Twin .95
1106-0015 11185 Shift pawl 5-speed 91-03 XL .55
DS-188044 11248 Starter shaft coupling 94-98 XL .95
1132-0273 11250 Clutch ramp 94-09 XL .95
1302-0249 11282 Swingarm 00-09 Big Twin .95
1620-0512 11302 Shifter and brake 99-08 Big Twin .95
1106-0023 11319A Shifter cam support 00-06 Big Twin 1.55

SNAP RINGS/RETAINING RINGS 
FOR BIG TWIN AND XL
•Each part number is sold in 10-pk. except 
PART #s DS-188036 and 1132-0284, which 
come in 5-pks.

CHROME TIMING PLUG/
OIL TANK DRAIN PLUG
•Chromed timing plug with socket head for 
most models

•Also fits oil tank drains on some models
•Size is 5/8”-18

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

DS-190785 Chrome socket-head 
timing plug $8.95

 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
FOR 36-95 BIG TWIN/XL MODELS
DS-190891 5/8”-18 acorn-style plug (may also be used as an oil tank drain plug) $6.95
DS-190892 5/8”-18 cap-style plug (may also be used as an oil tank drain plug) 6.95
DS-190893 5/8”-18 hex-style plug (may also be used as an oil tank drain plug) 7.95
DS-193711 5/8”-18 hex-style for models w/ o  recessed timing hole plug; repl. OEM #720 6.95
DS-190894 Acorn-style plug w/ oversize threads and special tap; fits all Harley timing holes 39.95
DS-189853 11/16”-16 hex-style oversize plug 6.95
DS-190895 Repl. oversize acorn-style plug 7.95
 

TIMING PLUGS
•Chrome-plated timing plugs in a variety 
of styles and fitments

•Include kit for stripped timing plug holes

DS-189853

DS-190892

DS-190891

PART # OEM # DESCRIPTION FITS MODEL

SUG.
RETAIL 

(EA.)

1106-0030 11342 Shifter cam end 01-06 Big Twin $2.55
1620-0513 11355K Shifter shaft 02-09 V-Rod .95
1106-0027 11360 Shifter cam 04-09 XL 1.55
1602-0205 11390 Rear brake control 04-09 XL 1.55
0925-0283 11494 Outer cam bearing 99-06 Twin Cam .55
DS-188047 24701-54 Gear shaft 54-76 XL 1.95
DS-188049 25810-15 Idler and circuit 

breaker studs 36-69 Big Twin .95
DS-188050 26341-37 Half – oil pump 

breather gear 52-76 XL 1.95
DS-188051 26348-36 Oil pump shaft 36-99 Big Twin .95
DS-188052 26497-75 Oil pump shaft 70-90 XL .95
1003-0168 27124-89 Carburetor 90-06 Big Twin, 89-06 XL .55
1106-0014 33653-90 Detent arm 5-speed 04-08 XL .55
1106-0018 34040-52 Shifter cam 4-speed 79-86 Big Twin, 52-90 XL .95
DS-188057 35021-89 Access door C/S 5-speed 91-05 XL 1.95
1106-0028 35038-89 Access door mainshaft 91-03 XL 2.55
1106-0029 35087-99A Access door 99-09 Big Twin 2.55
DS-188059 35112-52 M/S ball bearing (outer) 54-E84 XL 1.95
0950-0222 35114-02 Main bearing, right side 03-09 Big Twin 1.55
0950-0223 35115-99 Main bearing, right side 99-08 Twin Cam Big Twin 1.95
1106-0025 35118-03 Main bearing 04-09 XL 1.55
DS-188066 35129-36 Mainshaft race 4-speed 37-77 Big Twin 1.95
DS-188067 35337-36 M/S third gear 4-speed 36-85 Big Twin .95
DS-188069 35810-36 C/S second gear 4-speed 37-84 Big Twin 1.95
DS-188084 35920-36 C/S bearings 36-77 Big Twin 1.95
1132-0277 36795-84 Clutch hub shell 84-90 XL 2.55
1132-0278 36797-84 Clutch pressure plate 84-90 XL 2.55
1132-0279 36798-84 Clutch hub 84-90 XL 2.55
DS-188073 37904-84 Clutch bearing 84-89 Big Twin 1.95
1132-0280 37904-90 Clutch bearing 5-speed 90-09 Big Twin, 91-99 XL 2.55
DS-188074 37905-84 Clutch bearing 84-89 Big Twin 3.95
1132-0284 37905-90 Clutch bearing 5-speed 90-99 Big Twin 4.55
1132-0281 37905-00 Clutch bearing 5-speed 00-09 Big Twin 2.55
DS-188075 37907-84 Pressure plate 5-speed 84-89 Big Twin 2.95
1132-0282 37908-90 Pressure plate 90-97 Big Twin, 91-09 XL 2.55
1132-0283 37909-90 Pressure plate 90-09 Big Twin, 91-09 XL 2.55
1610-0076 40903-87 Rear brake control spring 91-09 Dyna, 87-03 XL 1.55
1610-0077 40918-82 Rear brake control 83-87 Big Twin, 82-87 XL 1.55
1610-0078 40918-87 Rear brake control 87-09 Big Twin, 87-09 XL 1.55
1702-0057 44021-83 Brake caliper 

piston (front) 84-99 Big Twin, 84-03 XL 1.55
0410-0102 45611-86 Neck post, front forks 87-09 Big Twin, 88-09 XL 1.55
DS-188077 45842-77A Fork seal retainer (41mm) 77-09 Big Twin 1.95
DS-188078 45856-48 Top slider tube 49-77 Big Twin 1.95
DS-188079 45905-87 Fork seal retainer (39mm) 87-99 Big Twin, 88-09 XL 1.95
DS-188080 45908-80 Fork seal retainer (35mm) 80-87 Big Twin, 79-85 XL 1.95
DS-188081 46172-48 Slider tube 49-77 Big Twin .95
DS-188082 60678-85 Inner primary cover 85-06 Big Twin 1.95
1860-0247 65045-01 Exhaust gasket 02-09 V-Rod 1.55
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CLEAR TIMING 
HOLE PLUG
•Plastic plug lets you 
locate the timing mark 
without getting an eye full of oil

•Easy installation and removal
•Size is 5/8”-18

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-196040 For all Big Twin and 

XL models $4.95
 

CHROME OIL PUMP 
PLUGS AND KITS
•Complete set of chrome-
plated hex-head or Allen-
head plugs for tappet oil 
screen, check valve and relief valve

•Plugs also available separately
•Complete with washers (or O-rings if required)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
FOR 70-80 BIG TWIN
DS-190730 Oil pump plug kit (3-pc.); (repl. OEM #26263-80) $21.95
DS-189911 Tappet oil screen plug (ea.) 8.95
FOR 81-99 BIG TWIN
DS-190731 Oil pump plug kit (3-pc.) 19.95
DS-189909 Tappet oil screen, oil pump check valve and relief 

valve plug; (except Twin Cam 88) (ea.) 8.95
 

DS-190730

DS-190731

TRANSMISSION 
OIL FILL PLUG
•Easy-to-use, chrome-
plated filler plug

•Designed to be removed 
with a socket-head 
wrench from the side

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-190782 Transmission oil fill plug for 36-86 Big Twin 

4-speed models $13.95
 

DRAIN PLUGS
•High quality, chrome-plated 
standard and oversize drain plugs

•Fit a variety of models and applications

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-190896 1/2”-13 hex-head drain plug with brass gasket 

(for Big Twin transmissions and XL transmissions,
oil tanks and motor cases) $7.95

DS-190899 1/2”-20 hex-head oil tank drain plug 9.95
DS-190900 Oversize drain plug and tap kit 39.95
DS-190919 Repl. oversize chrome drain plug only 7.95
 

DS-190900

CHROME HEX DRAIN PLUG
•1/8” NPT drain plug fits custom 
oil tank PART #DS-310231 and other 
custom applications

•Sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-245262 Chrome hex 

head drain plug $2.95
 

UNIVERSAL CHROME 
SOCKET-HEAD BOLT 
COVERS (PASTIES)
•Precisely machined, chrome-plated 
bolt covers include set screw to 
ensure a positive hold

•Fit 1/4”, 5/16” or 3/8” thread 
socket-head bolts

•Add the finishing touch to the installation of 
any accessory or dress up a stock machine

•Made in the U.S.A. by Custom Cycle Engineering

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-190937 5/16” socket bolt cover (4-pk.) $38.95
DS-190938 3/8” socket bolt cover (4-pk.) 40.95
DS-190936 1/4” socket bolt cover (4-pk.) 36.95
 

SOCKET HEAD 
CAP SCREW 
COVERS
•Quality chrome-plated 
steel bolt covers

•Polished and buffed to a mirror-like finish
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2402-0070 1/4” socket head cap screw cover (10-pk.) $37.95
 

CHROME SNAP CAPS
•Cover up ugly bolt and screw 
heads with decorative 
chrome snap caps

•Two-piece units that not 
only hide bolts, but protect 
them from the weather, too

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MC-581 1/2” or 13mm max. head size (10-pk.) $17.95
MC-582 5/8” or 16mm max. head size (6-pk.) 12.95
 

SKULL KROMETTS
•It doesn’t get any cooler than this
•Skull krometts, available in chrome with 
a choice of jewelled colored eyes

•Each features a removable stud with nut and washers
•1/4”-20 stud (1” L x 5/8” w/ skull)
•Sold each

NOTE: For decorative purposes only; not intended to replace fastening/
locking nuts.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-190484 Chrome skull with green eyes $4.95
DS-190485 Chrome skull with red eyes 4.95

DS-190484 DS-190485

KROMMETS WITH 
ILLUMINATED TIPS
•Bullet-shaped fasteners with 1/4”-20 x 3/4” 
or 6mm studs and nut feature illuminated tips

•Available in plain or colors; sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
WITH 1/4”-20 X 3/4” STUD
DS-190516 Red $14.95
DS-190517 Amber 14.95
DS-190518 Blue 14.95

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
WITH 6MM STUD
DS-190512 Plain $15.95
 

DS-190517

DS-190518
DS-190516

CHROME 
PLASTIC 
FASTENERS
•Each kit contains 
two round-headed bolts with nuts

•Bolts are 1/4” dia. by 1/2” long
•Can be used on a variety of applications

NOTE: For decorative purposes only; 
not intended to replace fastening/locking nuts.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1611-1146 15mm/.590” head fastener $7.95
1611-1147 21mm/.827” head fastener 7.95
1611-1148 30mm/1.18” head fastener 7.95
 

1611-1146 1611-1147

1611-1148

TRANSMISSION 
PLUG
•Chrome-plated 
hex-style fill plug

•For 4-speed transmission models

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-190924 For 40-86 Big Twin $12.95
 

ALLEN-HEAD STYLE
PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
FOR 81-99 BIG TWIN
2401-0107 Oil pump plug (ea.); (repl. OEM #26263-80) $8.95
2401-0108 Tappet oil screen, oil pump check valve and relief 

valve plug kit (3-pc.) 22.95

HEX-HEAD STYLE

DS-190896
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PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
KL609 20 oz. plug and 

contact cleaner $10.95

PLUG AND 
CONTACT CLEANER
•Quick, convenient cleaner 
and degreaser

•Fast-evaporating mixture 
leaves no residue

•Non-conductive; repels water
•Sprays from any position; 
environmentally 
safe formula

•20 oz. can; 10 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
KL608 16 oz. aerosol spray $9.25

FILTER 
CLEANER
•Cleans foam and fabric 
K&N-type filters

•Removes dust, dirt, oil 
and grease

•Rinses clean with water
•16 oz. can; 10 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG.

RETAIL
KL607 16 oz. fabric air filter oil $9.50

AEROSOL 
FABRIC 
FILTER OIL
•Conveniently improves airflow 
and efficiency of fabric filters

•Environmentally safe formula 
forms an oil curtain that filters 
out micron-sized dust, dirt 
and sand

•Easy application – sprays 
upside-down or right-side-up; 
nozzle won’t clog or fall off

•16 oz. spray container; 10 per 
case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG.

RETAIL
KL605 15.5 oz. 

chain lube $15.25

CHAIN LUBE
•Cleans and protects conventional 
and O-ring roller chains

•Maximum lubrication and rust 
protection in all conditions

•Heat-resistant; will not fly off 
at high rpm

•Extends chain and sprocket life
•15.5 oz. can; 10 per case; 
sold each

FOAM 
FILTER OIL
•Forms a heavy oil curtain that 
traps dirt and moisture

•Environmentally safe formula
•151/4 oz. can; 10 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG.

RETAIL
KL606 151/4 oz. foam 

filter oil $9.50

KLR 
CHAIN LUBE
•Repels water, dirt and sand
•Will not “fling off”
•Deep penetration to loosen 
stiff links

•Designed for O-ring and 
conventional chains

•16 oz. spray can; 10 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG.

RETAIL
3605-0010 16 oz. aerosol 

spray can $9.75

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
KL-602-CS Klotz octane 

booster, 16 oz. $12.95 (ea.)
 

OCTANE 
BOOSTER
•One ounce per gallon 
increases the octane level 
2.5 points

•Eliminates detonation 
and pre-ignition due to 
low-octane fuel

•16 oz. cans; sold to dealer 
10 per case – sold to 
consumer as each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
KL-600-CS Nitro racing 

additive, 16 oz. $18.95 (ea.)
 

NITRO 
POWER ADDITIVE
•A custom-blended nitro 
additive, developed for 
gas or alcohol

•Dyno tests report power 
increases of up to 15%

•Contains the guarding agent 
Koolinal, which reduces heat 
and destructive pre-ignition

•16 oz. cans; sold to dealer 10 
per case – sold to consumer 
as each

TECHNIPLATE® 
HYPOID TRANSMISSION 
LUBRICANT 
FOR BIG TWIN
•Custom-formulated to meet 
or exceed warranty requirements 
for H-D Big Twin models

•TechniPlate technology reduces 
friction, absorbs gear shock 
loading, lowers transmission 
temperatures

•1 quart bottle; 10 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG RETAIL
KH-GL90 80W90 qt., ea. $19.75
KH-GL140 75W140 qt., ea. 17.25
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
KH-S80 80W90 qt., ea. $18.25
 

TECHNIPLATE® 
GEAR AND CHAIN 
CASE LUBRICANT 
FOR SPORTSTER
•Custom-formulated 
for H-D Sportster models

•100% synthetic 
transmission lubricant 
provides improved thermal 
stability; absorbs gear 
shock loading and 
gear galling

•1 quart bottle; 10 per 
case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
KH-C80 80W90 qt., ea. $18.25
 

TECHNIPLATE® 
PRIMARY CHAIN 
CASE LUBRICANT 
FOR BIG TWIN
•Meets or exceeds all 
warranty requirements 
for H-D Big Twin engines

•Penetrates deep into chain 
rollers to loosen stiff links 
and extend chain and 
sprocket life

•1 quart bottle; 10 per 
case; sold each

4-STROKE 
SYNTHETIC MOTOR OIL
•Unique fully synthetic formula 
contains TechniPlate Lubricity 
System which provides load carrying 
capacity and film strength greater 
than petroleum and petroleum/
synthetic blend lubricants

•Superior thermal transfer properties 
for lower engine temperatures

•Shear-stable synthetic polymers 
give superior clutch/transmission 
protection and operation

•1 quart bottle; 10 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
KL-830 10W30, 1 qt., ea. $14.95
KL-840 10W40, 1 qt., ea. 14.25
KL-850 20W50, 1 qt., ea. 14.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
KH-50 50W qt., ea. $15.25
KH-60 60W qt., ea. 15.75
KH-70 70W qt., ea. 24.25
 

V-TWIN SYNTHETIC MOTOR OIL
•Straight-weight lubricants custom-formulated 
for the H-D air-cooled engine

•High power output and piston speeds of the V-Twin 
engine benefit greatly from TechniPlate advanced 
lubrication technology

•1 quart bottle; 10 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
KH-1040 10W40 qt., ea. $17.25
KH-2050 20W50 qt., ea. 15.75
KH-2560 25W60 qt., ea. 16.50

AMERICAN V-TWIN 
TECHNIPLATE® LUBRICANT
•Multi-viscosity lubricants meet or exceed all warranty 
requirements set for H-D engines

•High power output and piston speeds of the V-Twin 
engine benefit greatly from TechniPlate advanced 
lubricant technology

•1 quart bottle; 10 per case; sold each
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FULLY SYNTHETIC 
20W-50 
MOTORCYCLE 
LUBRICANT
•This fully synthetic 
base oil teamed 
with our selective 
additive package yields 
exceptional viscosity 
stability and lasting anti-
oxidation qualities that 
cannot be derived from 
conventional base oils

•Specifically engineered 
and produced as a 
multi-fill lubricant 
for Harley-Davidson® V-Twin motors, 
transmissions and primaries

•Remarkable film strength and heat protection
•Long-lasting protection against engine wear
•Outstanding protection against 
sludge buildup

•Excellent sealing characteristics providing 
maximum power output

•Meets all warranty performance criteria for 
Harley-Davidson® engines and does not void 
new vehicle warranties

•Meets and exceeds API CI-4/SL service rating
•Sold to dealer 12 per case; sold to consumer 
each (suggested retail reflects each pricing)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3601-0048 Fully synthetic 20W-50, 

quart bottle, ea. $11.95

10W-40 MOTORCYCLE OIL
•Specially formulated for 
V-Twin engines when ambient 
temperature is between 
10°F and 50°F

•Provides outstanding 
protection for engine 
cold starting

•Special additives provide 
excellent wear protection 
and durability while 
guarding against sludge 
buildup and oil breakdown

•Meets all warranty 
performance criteria for 
Harley-Davidson® engines 
and does not void new vehicle warranties

•Meets and exceeds API CI-4/SL service rating
•Sold to dealer 12 per case; sold to consumer 
each (suggested retail reflects each pricing)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3601-0044 10W-40, quart bottle, ea. $6.95
 

25W-60 
MOTORCYCLE OIL
•Specially formulated for 
V-Twin engines when 
ambient temperature is 
between 50°F and 110°F

•Outstanding protection 
for engine cold starting

•Special additives provide 
excellent wear protection 
and durability while 
guarding against sludge 
buildup and oil breakdown

•Meets all warranty 
performance criteria for 
Harley-Davidson® engines and 
does not void new vehicle warranties

•Meets and exceeds API CI-4/SL service rating
•Sold to dealer 12 per case; sold to consumer 
each (suggested retail reflects each pricing)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3601-0047 25W-60, quart bottle, ea. $6.95

20W-50 MOTORCYCLE OIL
•Specially formulated for V-Twin engines when ambient 
temperature is between 30°F and 100°F

•Provides outstanding protection for engine cold starting
•Special additives provide excellent wear protection 
and durability while guarding against sludge 
buildup and oil breakdown

•Meets all warranty performance criteria for 
Harley-Davidson® engines and does not void 
new vehicle warranties

•Meets and exceeds API CI-4/SL service rating
•Sold to dealer in quarts 12 per case and in gallons 
six per case; (suggested retail reflects 
each pricing)

•Retail cost listed of 55 gallon drum is per quart

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3601-0045 20W-50, quart bottle, ea. $6.95
3601-0116 20W-50, gallon bottle, ea. 27.95
3601-0077 20W-50, 55 gallon drum 6.95

85W-140 
TRANSMISSION OIL
FOR BIG TWINS
•Recommended for use 
in 4-, 5- and 6-speed 
Harley-Davidson® 
Big Twin transmissions

•Formulated specifically 
for high-performance 
gear boxes

•Outstanding film strength 
providing excellent wear 
protection and durability

•Exceptional extreme 
pressure additive package

•Provides smooth shifting 
across all rpms

•Specifically blended for hot 
weather applications

•Meets and exceeds API GL-5 classification
•Sold to dealer 12 per case; sold to consumer 
each (suggested retail reflects each pricing)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3603-0012 85W-140, 

quart bottle, ea. $9.95

SAE 50 MOTORCYCLE OIL
•Recommended for Pre-Evolution® 
V-Twin engines when ambient 
temperature is between 
60°F and 100°F

•Outstanding protection for 
engine cold starting

•Special additives provide 
excellent wear protection 
and durability while 
guarding against sludge 
buildup and oil breakdown

•Meets all warranty 
performance criteria for 
Harley-Davidson® engines 
and does not void new 
vehicle warranties

•Meets and exceeds API CI-4/SL service rating
•Sold to dealer 12 per case; sold to consumer 
each (suggested retail reflects each pricing)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3601-0049 SAE 50, quart bottle, ea. $7.50

SAE 60 MOTORCYCLE OIL
•Recommended for Pre-Evolution® 
V-Twin engines when 
ambient temperature is 
between 80°F and 100°F

•Outstanding protection for 
engine cold starting

•Special additives provide 
excellent wear protection 
and durability while 
guarding against sludge 
buildup and oil breakdown

•Meets all warranty 
performance criteria for 
Harley-Davidson® engines 
and does not void new 
vehicle warranties

•Meets and exceeds API CI-4/SL service rating
•Sold to dealer 12 per case; sold to consumer 
each (suggested retail reflects each pricing)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3601-0050 SAE 60, quart bottle, ea. $7.50
 

SAE 70 MOTORCYCLE OIL
•Recommended for WELL 
WORN Pre-Evolution® 
V-Twin engines when 
ambient temperature is 
between 80°F and 100°F

•Outstanding protection for 
engine cold starting

•Special additives provide 
excellent wear protection 
and durability while 
guarding against sludge 
buildup and oil breakdown

•Meets all warranty 
performance criteria for 
Harley-Davidson® engines 
and does not void new vehicle warranties

•Meets and exceeds API CI-4/SL service rating
•Sold to dealer 12 per case; sold to consumer 
each (suggested retail reflects each pricing)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3601-0051 SAE 70, quart bottle, ea. $7.50
 

FORK OIL LIGHT 5W
•Recommended for use in 
both OEM and aftermarket 
fork assemblies

•Specially formulated for 
consistent damping action

•Ideal in either hot or cold 
climates without fading 
or surging

•Meets and exceeds API 
GL-5 classification

•Sold to dealer 12 per case; 
sold to consumer each 
(suggested retail reflects 
each pricing)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3609-0024 5W, quart bottle, ea. $6.95
 

FORK OIL HEAVY 20W
•Recommended for use in 
both OEM and aftermarket 
fork assemblies

•Specially formulated for 
consistent damping action

•Ideal in either hot or cold 
climates without fading 
or surging

•Meets and exceeds API 
GL-5 classification

•Sold to dealer 12 per case; 
sold to consumer each 
(suggested retail reflects 
each pricing)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3609-0025 20W, quart bottle, ea. $7.25
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80W-90 TRANSMISSION OIL
FOR BIG TWINS
•Recommended for use in 
4-, 5- and 6-speed 
Harley-Davidson® 
Big Twin transmissions

•Formulated specifically 
for high-performance 
gear boxes

•Outstanding film strength 
providing excellent wear 
protection and durability

•Exceptional extreme 
pressure additive package

•Provides smooth shifting 
across all rpms

•Meets and exceeds API 
GL-5 classification

•Sold to dealer 12 per case; sold to consumer 
each (suggested retail reflects each pricing)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3603-0011 80W-90, quart 

bottle (ea.) $9.95
 

BIG TWIN 
GEAR OIL
•Formulated 
for Big Twin 
transmissions 
that call for 
hypoid-type 
gear oils

•Promotes 
easier shifting and quiets 
the transmission

•Extends components’ life 
by protecting against wear 
and shock loads

•Provides excellent thermal stability over 
a wide range of temperatures

•Meets and exceeds all manufacturers’ requirements
•1 qt. bottles
•Sold to dealer 12 per case; sold to consumer as each 
(suggested retail reflects each pricing)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3606-0008 80W quart bottle (ea.) $8.75
3606-0009 85W-140 quart 

bottle (ea.) 9.25
 

PRIMARY OIL
FOR BIG TWINS
•Formulated for use 
in all 84 and newer 
Big Twin Harley-
Davidson® motorcycles equipped with 
a wet-type diaphragm spring clutch

•Specifically made for high 
performance primaries

•Outstanding film strength provides 
excellent wear protection and durability

•Exceptional extreme pressure
additive package

•Sold to dealer 12 per case; sold to 
consumer each (suggested retail reflects 
each pricing)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3603-0013 Primary oil, 

quart bottle (ea.) $8.50
 

GEAR AND CHAINCASE OIL
FOR SPORTSTERS®

•Recommended for use in 1971 
and newer XR and XL 
Harley-Davidson® 
motorcycles where 
transmission and primary 
chaincase share a common 
lubricant supply

•Formulated specifically 
for high-performance 
gear boxes

•Outstanding film strength 
providing excellent wear 
protection and durability

•Exceptional extreme 
pressure additive package

•Provides smooth shifting across all rpms
•Meets and exceeds API GL-5 classification
•Sold to dealer 12 per case; sold to consumer 
each (suggested retail reflects each pricing)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3604-0001 Gear/chaincase oil, 

quart bottle (ea.) $8.95
 

DOT-4 
BRAKE FLUID
•A universal brake/clutch 
fluid for all systems 
requiring DOT-4 fluid

•470° dry boiling point
•12 oz. bottle
•Sold to dealer 12 per case; 
sold to consumer as each 
(suggested retail reflects 
each pricing)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3703-0013 Dot-4 brake fluid (ea.) $5.95
 

DOT-5 SILICONE 
BRAKE FLUID
•A universal brake/clutch 
fluid for systems requiring 
DOT-5 silicone fluid

•500° dry boiling point; will 
not absorb moisture

•12 oz. bottle
•Sold to dealer 12 per case; 
sold to consumer as each 
(suggested retail reflects 
each pricing)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3703-0014 Dot-5 brake fluid (ea.) $11.95
 

AIR FILTER 
CLEANER
•Quick and safe way to renew 
an air filter’s performance

•Dissolves dirt and grime 
without harming filter glues

•Easy to use: spray on cleaner, 
wash off, and then re-oil 
your filter

•20 fl. oz., 6 per case, 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3704-0044 Air filter 

cleaner; 
20 fl. oz. $6.50

 

GAUZE-TYPE 
AIR FILTER OIL
•Formulated especially 
for gauze-type filters

•Stops dirt, sand 
and moisture

•Blue color confirms 
uniform application and 
will not stain filter

•20 fl. oz., 6 per case, 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3610-0013 Air filter oil; 

20 fl. oz. $6.95

FUEL STABILIZER
•Designed to prevent fuel breakdown, 
fuel-system corrosion, gum and 
varnish formulation on carbureted 
and fuel-injected engines

•Keeps fuel fresh while storing
•Absorbs moisture
•Works well with all 2- and 4-stroke 
engines with or without 
catalytic converters

•8 oz. bottle
•Sold to dealer 12 per case; sold to 
consumer as each (suggested retail 
reflects each pricing)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3707-0006 Fuel stabilizer 8 fl. oz. (ea.) $3.25

AIR FILTER CLEANER 
AND OIL KIT
•Combination air filter cleaner and 
gauze-type air filter oil in one box

•Spray cleaner on, wash off and 
re-oil filter

•3 kits per case, sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3704-0045 Air filter 

cleaner/oil kit $13.50
 

FUEL INJECTOR CLEANER
•Easy-to-use fuel injector cleaner that 
has been formulated to displace 
moisture and fuel system deposits

•Designed to soften and dissolve existing 
carbon deposits

•Will clean the combustion chamber, 
piston rings and valves

•Absorbs water and other 
harmful contaminants

•Stabilizes and conditions fuel
•8 oz. bottle
•Sold to dealer 12 per case; sold to consumer 
as each (suggested retail reflects each pricing)

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3704-0059 Fuel injector cleaner 8 fl. oz. (ea.) $9.50
 

3606-0008 3606-0009
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SPORT 
TRANSMISSION FLUID
•Specially formulated 
high-quality lubricant 
for transmissions of 
Sportster models

•Resists oxidation and 
viscosity breakdown for 
extended performance

•Works to prevent clutch 
slipping and chatter for 
consistent engagement

•Features a distinctive red color to help 
detect leaks

•1 qt. bottle, 12 per case; sold each

1142

V-TWIN MOTOR OIL
•Exclusive Bel-Ray anti-wear chemistry reduces bearing and 
valve train wear and keeps pistons and rings from scuffing

•Low-volatility base oils to minimize consumption
•Cleans deposits and reduces sludge and varnishes
•Lowers temperatures and minimizes deposit formation 
for cleaner and cooler running engine

•Bel-Ray’s additive chemistry, high-viscosity index, low-
volatility petroleum base oils and oxidation stability provide 
added wear protection for increased engine reliability

•Provides excellent low-cost lubrication 
performance and engine protection

•1 qt. bottle, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3601-0038 20W50 $8.50
 

V-TWIN SEMI-SYNTHETIC MOTOR OIL
•Exclusive Bel-Ray anti-wear chemistry reduces bearing and 
valve train wear and keeps pistons and rings from scuffing

•Flash point is higher than standard petroleum-based oils 
which limits oil burn-off to lower oil consumption and 
keeps hot engines protected

•Features high-polarity synthetic-base oils which provide 
minimum friction for increased power

•Removes deposits, dissipates heat and lowers friction 
to reduce engine operating temperature

•Offers many of the benefits of Bel-Ray V-Twin Synthetic 
Motor Oil but at a more economical price

•1 qt. bottle, 12 per case; sold each
PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3601-0039 20W50 $11.50
 EXP EXTRA PREMIUM 

4-CYCLE MOTOR OIL
•Premium quality synthetic and mineral base 
oils are combined to provide exceptional 
performance and protection

•Resists viscosity loss, protects highly 
loaded transmissions and improves clutch 
life and performance

•API services SF/CC rated
•1 liter bottle, 12 per case; 
4 liter jug, 4 per case; sold each

V-TWIN SYNTHETIC MOTOR OIL
•Exclusive Bel-Ray anti-wear chemistry reduces bearing and 
valve train wear and keeps pistons and rings from scuffing

•Features high-polarity synthetic-base oils which provide 
minimum friction for increased power

•Unsurpassed shear and oxidation stability
•Low-volatility base oils eliminate viscosity breakdown 
and formation of sludge and deposits for longer drain 
intervals and low oil consumption

•Advanced multi-grade formulation means cold starts 
are safe and easy

•Removes deposits, dissipates heat and lowers friction 
to reduce engine operating temperature

•Flash point is extremely high which prevents oil burn-off, virtually 
eliminates oil consumption and keeps hot engines protected

•1 qt. bottle, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3601-0037 10W50 $18.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MC14-1640 10W-40, 1 liter $11.50
MC14-1040G 10W-40, 4 liter 42.25
MC14-1650 20W-50, 1 liter 11.50
MC14-2050G 20W-50, 4 liter 42.25
MC14-1660 60W, 1 liter 11.50
 

EXS SYNTHETIC 
SUPERBIKE MOTOR OIL
•Unsurpassed performance and protection 
for all motorcycle engines

•High-polarity synthetic base oils and 
exclusive antiwear chemistry combine to 
protect engine, transmission and clutch 
components under the most severe 
stresses and temperatures

•Meets Service Classifications API SG, CCMC G5
•Developed in world championship superbike competition
•Available in two weights
•1 liter bottle, 12 per case; 4 liter jug, 4 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
608317016 0W-40, 1 liter $18.95
608317216 0W-40, 4 liter 72.25
926817016 10W-50, 1 liter 18.95
926817216 10W-50, 4 liter 72.25
 

EXL MOTORCYCLE OIL
•Features the highest quality base oils 
and exclusive Bel-Ray additive chemistry

•Excellent wear protection for all engines, 
transmissions and clutch components

•Reduces engine deposits and 
improves efficiency

•Meets Service Classification API SG
•Available in two weights
•1 liter bottle, 12 per case; 4 liter jug, 
4 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
934017016 10W-40, 1 liter $8.50
934017216 10W-40, 4 liter 30.25
934217016 20W-50, 1 liter 8.50
934217216 20W-50, 4 liter 30.25
 

EXR RACING 
MOTOR OIL
•Specifically formulated 
to provide advanced 
racing engines with 
maximum protection

•High-grade base oils 
and Bel-Ray’s 
exclusive Molbuamin® 
additive give ultra-
high film strength 
and extreme 
pressure properties

•1 liter bottle, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
937017016 20W-50 $12.25

BIG TWIN TRANSMISSION OIL
•Superior lubricity minimizes sliding friction 
for maximum power

•Special lubricity additives reduce sliding friction 
for exceptionally smooth and quiet shifting

•Resists viscosity breakdown caused by gear 
shearing action

•Exclusive Bel-Ray extreme-pressure chemistry 
protects gear components from the 
destructive effects of shock loading

•Superior oxidation protection prevents thermal 
oil degradation for extended performance

•High-temperature protection, high-viscosity-index base oils 
maintain film strength over a wide temperature range

•Distinctive red color makes transmission leaks easy to detect
•1 qt. bottle, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3603-0010 Big Twin transmission oil $11.25
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3603-0014 Sport transmission oil $10.50
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MC-4-LV 80 wt. $10.75
MC480 85 wt. 10.75
 

GEAR SAVER GEAR OIL
•The ultimate in transmission protection
•Specially formulated to absorb the 
heaviest of shock loads that regular 
motor oils just can’t handle

•Ultra-high film strength eliminates 
metal-to-metal contact for less 
friction, wear and heat

•1 liter bottle, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MC4-140 85W-140 $11.25
 

HYPOID 
GEAR OIL
•Recommended for Big Twin 
transmissions calling for 
hypoid-type gear oils

•Exceeds all manufacturers’ 
requirements

•1 liter bottle, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
939017016 Bel-Ray foam filter oil $14.95

FOAM FILTER OIL
•Superior viscosity traps 
dust, dirt – even water

•Won’t wash out, gum up 
or clog

•Dark blue color ensures 
total coverage

•1 liter bottle, 12 per case; 
sold each
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WATERPROOF GREASE
•Aluminum-complex formula won’t 
melt or run out

•Impervious to fresh and salt water
•Use in wheel bearings, bushings and 
chassis lubrication points

•May be used in all conventional 
grease guns

•14 oz. cartridge or 16 oz. tub, 
12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
MC-11-C Waterproof grease, 

14 oz. cartridge $6.50
MC-11 Waterproof grease, 16 oz. tub 6.50

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MC-21 Degreaser and 

engine cleaner $10.25
 

DEGREASER & 
ENGINE CLEANER
•Grease, dirt and oil can’t 
stand up to the cleaning 
power of this degreaser

•Tough on grease, yet kind 
to most paints, rubbers 
and plastics

•14.5 oz. can, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3704-0001 Brake and parts cleaner $11.25

BRAKE & PARTS CLEANER
•Removes grease, oil and 
other brake build-up

•Also removes build-up and grease 
from spark plugs, power valves, 
carburetors and other engine 
parts without leaving residue

•Dries quickly, displaces moisture 
and comes in a convenient 
aerosol spray can

•Free of ozone-depleting CFCs, and 
formulated using the newest low 
VOC technology – helping to 
protect the environment

•12.5 oz. can, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
MC-22 6-in-1 multi-

purpose lubricant $12.25

6-IN-1 
MULTI-PURPOSE 
LUBRICANT
•Lubricates and penetrates for high 
resistance to water and corrosion

•Resists rust and wear, displaces 
water and won’t harm electrical 
contacts or paint

•Can be used wherever a rust 
preventative is needed

•16 oz. can, 12 per case; sold each

HIGH PERFORMANCE FORK OIL
•Unsurpassed performance
•For all standard and cartridge type forks
•1 liter bottles, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
947017016 5W $15.95
947317016 7W 15.25
947517016 10W 15.25

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
948017016 15W $15.25
948517016 20W 15.25
949017016 30W 15.25
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
924502710 Super-Clean chain 

lube, 6 oz. $9.95
924503110 Super-Clean chain 

lube, 13.5 oz. 15.50
 

SUPER-CLEAN 
CHAIN LUBE
•Hear the difference – 
Bel-Ray Super-Clean chain 
lube not only lubricates, 
it provides a cushion 
between rollers, links 
and sprockets

•Innovative formula forms 
a visible outer coating that 
repels dirt, sand, water 
and whatever else a chain 
might be exposed to

•Tremendous film strength 
means long-lasting wear 
protection that won’t fling off

•For standard roller, O-ring and X-ring chains
•6 oz. cans, 24 per case; 
13.5 oz. cans, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MC-28 Chain lube, 6.5 oz. $9.25
MC-2-16 Chain lube, 16 oz. 14.50

MAXIMUM 
STRENGTH 
CHAIN LUBE
•Features Molyphos™ to add 
superior film strength that 
reduces friction at pressures 
exceeding 10,000 psi

•Delivers premium protection 
for all O-ring drive chains

•Anti-corrosion ingredients 
and conditioners to 
extend chain life

•Waterproof formula won’t 
fly off chain

•6.5 oz. or 16 oz. cans, 12 per 
case; sold each

HVI RACING 
SUSPENSION FLUID
•Meet the demands 
of modern racing 
suspension systems

•High Viscosity Index 
for consistent damping 
control in all conditions 
and temperatures

•1 liter bottle, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
977417016 3W $21.50
977517016 5W 21.50
977617016 10W 21.50
977717016 15W 21.50

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3604-0002 Primary chaincase lube $10.50

PRIMARY 
CHAINCASE LUBE
•Specially formulated 
high-quality lubricant 
for the primary chaincase 
for all Big Twin models

•Ideally suited to stand 
up to high pressures

•Helps ensure long service 
life for the primary chain

•Works to prevent clutch 
slipping and chatter for 
a consistent engagement, 
including in hot stop-and-go traffic

•Features a distinctive red color to help 
detect leaks

•1 qt. bottle, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
977217422 Super DOT 4 brake fluid $8.25

SUPER DOT 4 
BRAKE FLUID
•Exceeds DOT 4 specs, plus 
SAE J-1703

•High boiling point, resists 
vapor lock

•Maintains constant lever 
feel during hard brake use

•12.5 oz. bottle, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MC-25 DOT 5 silicone brake fluid $14.60
 

DOT 5 SILICONE 
BRAKE FLUID
•Silicone fluid provides 
superior performance under 
all conditions and exceeds US 
DOT’s highest rating

•Will not absorb water or harm 
paint or plastic

•12.5 oz. bottle, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
MC-38 Fiber filter oil $10.25
 

FIBER 
FILTER OIL
•Special formula resists water 
while trapping unwanted 
dust, dirt, sand and 
other contaminants

•Offers superior breathability
•Red color makes proper 
coating very easy

•16.5 oz. aerosol can, 12 per 
case; sold each

MC-11

MC-11-C

1143

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MC-8-10 Assembly lube $16.25
 

ASSEMBLY LUBE
•Molybdenum disulfide blend 
eliminates seizing and galling 
at the highest temperatures 
and pressures

•Clings to all metal surfaces
•Ideal for providing start-up 
lubrication of newly assembled 
engine parts

•Helps prevent thread stripping and allows 
accurate torquing

•Especially effective on suspension linkage 
shafts and spark plug threads

•10 oz. bottle, 12 per case; sold each
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
74908 Chain Wax, 8 fl. oz./

5.5 oz. net wt. $6.70
74920 Chain Wax, 20 fl. 

oz./16.5 oz. net wt. 9.95
 

CHAIN WAX
•Revolutionary Parafilm™ 
formula; spray it on and 
let it dry

•Doesn’t fling off
•Sprays on wet, dries to waxy 
film and seals the lubricant 
to your chain

•Non-gooey finish keeps dirt, 
sand and grit from sticking 
to freshly lubed chains

•Translates into longer chain life 
and reduced sprocket wear

•8 fluid oz. cans 20 per case, 
20 fluid oz. cans 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
77908 100% Synthetic Chain Guard, 

8 fl. oz./6.5 oz. net wt. $6.75
77920 100% Synthetic Chain Guard, 

20 fl. oz./15 oz. net wt. 9.95
 

100% SYNTHETIC 
CHAIN GUARD
•Clean, clear synthetic-based 
formula contains the latest in 
antiwear, extreme pressure- 
and friction-reducing additives

•Rust and corrosion protection, 
extended chain and sprocket 
life; won’t fling off

•Safe for all O-ring chains
•Contains no CFCs
•8 fluid oz. cans 20 per case, 
20 fluid oz. cans 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
54916-5 5W, 16 oz. $5.95
3609-0001 5W, liter 8.95
55916-10 10W, 16 oz. 5.95
3609-0002 10W, liter 8.95
56916-15 15W, 16 oz. 5.95
3609-0003 15W, liter 8.95
57916-20 20W, 16 oz. 5.95
3609-0004 20W, liter 8.95

FORK OIL
•Maintains consistent viscosity 
over a wide temperature range

•Reduces friction and 
prevents foaming

•Lubricinol additive prevents 
rust and corrosion, seal 
hardening and oxidation

•Available in 16 oz. or liter 
bottles, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
86908 DOT-4 Universal 

brake fluid, 
8 oz. $6.95

 

DOT-4 
UNIVERSAL 
BRAKE 
FLUID
•A universal 
brake/clutch 
fluid for all 
systems 
requiring a 
DOT-4 fluid

•8 oz. bottles, 
24 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
87908 DOT-3/550 

Racing brake 
fluid, 8 oz. $7.95

DOT-3/550 
RACING 
BRAKE FLUID
•High-
temperature, 
anti-vapor lock 
properties 
for all racing 
applications

•Compatible with 
DOT-3 and DOT-4 
brake fluids

•8 oz. bottles, 
24 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
81908 DOT-5 Silicone 

brake fluid, 
8 oz. $12.75

 

DOT-5 
SILICONE 
BRAKE 
FLUID
•A brake/clutch 
fluid for all 
systems 
requiring a 
DOT-5 fluid

•8 oz. bottles, 
24 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
83916 Hi Test Octane Booster, 16 oz. $7.25

HI TEST OCTANE BOOSTER
•Concentrated octane booster 
increases pump gas octane rating

•Eliminates the potential for 
destruction that comes 
with predetonation

•Can be mixed with straight gas as 
well as alcohol and nitrous mixtures

•Each ounce of octane booster per 
gallon of gas raises octane rating 
by four points

•For 2- or 4-stroke engines
•Legal for all racing applications
•Cleans fuel delivery systems
•Won’t harm or discolor plastic gas tanks
•Available in 16 oz. bottles, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
34901B 10W40, liter $9.95
349128B 10W40, gallon 34.95
35901B 20W50, liter 9.95
359128B 20W50, gallon 34.95
 

MAXUM 4 SYNTHETIC BLEND OIL
•Synthetic/petroleum blend contains synthetic 
ester-based stocks and more than 50% base stocks 
and advanced additives for high-performance 
4-cycle engines

•Technically advanced formula extends drain 
intervals and improves engine and 
transmission performance

•API SG/CC JASO-MA rated oil
•Liter bottles 12 per case, gallon bottles four per 
case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
32901 15W50,  liter $14.95
329128 15W50, gallon 52.95
16901X 10W40, liter 14.95
169128 10W40, gallon 52.95
 

MAXUM 4 EXTRA 100% 
ESTER-BASED SYNTHETIC OIL
•Motorcycle-specific, ester-based high-performance 
API SG/CC JASO-MA rated 4-cycle oil

•Advanced additive system delivers the ultimate in 
performance with reduced friction and 
engine temperatures

•Extends drain intervals; improves transmission 
shifting and engine performance

•Liter bottles 12 per case, gallon bottles four per 
case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
13901 0W10, liter $16.25
37901 0W30, liter 15.75
17901 5W40, liter 15.50
36901 5W50, liter 15.50
 

MAXUM 4 ULTRA OIL
•100% ester-based synthetic 
oil specially formulated for 
very high-performance 
4-cycle racing engines

•Race proven to increase 
horsepower by reducing 
fluid drag

•Special additives increase 
load capacity, reduce 
friction and lower 
engine temperatures

•Ideal for road racing, drag racing and 4-cycle 
kart racing

•Exceeds OEM requirements, API SG/CC and 
JASO-MA 4T

•Liter bottles, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
30901 50WT, liter $8.50
31901 60WT, liter 8.50
12901 70WT, liter 8.50
 

MAXUM 4 
CLASSIC OIL
•Extreme performance 
4-stroke oil with 
OD855 additive which 
significantly increases 
antiwear and load-
carrying capabilities

•Very stable petroleum-
based, long-life straight-
grade motorcycle oil

•Liter bottles, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
39901 5W30, liter $7.75
399128 5W30, gallon 26.50
34901 10W40, liter 7.75
349128 10W40, gallon 26.50
35901 20W50, liter 7.75
359128 20W50, gallon 26.50

MAXUM 4 
PREMIUM OIL
•Highly stable, long-life 
multi-grade motorcycle 
oil with additives that 
greatly reduce wear 
and friction

•Viscosity-stable formula 
and high-temperature 
additives provide 
protection in 
extreme conditions

•API SG/CC JASO-MA rated oil
•Liter bottles 12 per case, gallon bottles four per 
case; sold each
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
78920 SC1, 20 oz. $8.95

SC1 SILICONE 
DETAILER
•Restore the factory shine with 
a superior detailer specifically 
formulated for the 
powersports industry

•Cleans, polishes and conditions 
plastic, fiberglass and 
painted surfaces

•Also effective as a light lubricant 
for cables and levers

•20 oz. cans, 12 oz. net weight, 
12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
75920 Cleanup, 20 oz. $8.95
 

CLEANUP
•Heavy-duty, stable-emulsion 
multi-use spray cleaner 
(excellent for cleaning 
foam filters)

•Spray on, let sit for a few 
minutes and hose off with 
a hard stream of water

•Won’t corrode like many 
petroleum cleaners

•20 oz. aerosol cans, 16.5 oz. 
net weight, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
72920 Contact Cleaner, 13 oz. $7.50

CITRUS-SCENTED 
CONTACT CLEANER
•Nonflammable, 
extra-heavy propellant 
charge gives more 
spray pressure

•Quickly removes grease 
and oil from carb and 
brake parts

•13 oz. cans, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3704-0064 Suspension Clean, 13 oz. $8.25

SUSPENSION 
CLEAN
•Professional 
fast-drying formula

•Quickly removes suspension 
fluid and grease; leaves 
no residue

•Displaces moisture; won’t 
harm O-rings or seals

•13 oz. cans, 12 per case; 
sold each

COOLANOL
•Ready-to-use 50/50 
blend of premium 
quality antifreeze and 
deionized water

•Optimum rust and 
corrosion protection 
for aluminum or 
magnesium liquid-
cooled engines

•Protects from -34° F 
to 265° F with a 15-lb. 
radiator cap

•64 oz. bottles, 6 per 
case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
89908 Fuel Stabilizer, 8 oz. $4.25
 

FUEL STABILIZER
•Keeps fuel fresh in 
storage; no need to 
drain fuel tank

•Protects fuel systems 
from varnish and 
gum deposits

•Absorbs moisture
•Works well with 
oxygenated, 
reformulated or 
regular engine fuels

•8 oz. bottles, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
80916 Waterproof Grease, 14 oz. $8.95
 

MULTI-
PURPOSE 
WATERPROOF 
GREASE
•Excellent 
mechanical 
stability, with 
extreme pressure 
additives for high 
load-carrying and 
extra shock protection

•High-temperature grease for use 
up to 302°F

•14 oz. tub, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
73920 MPPL/Fogging Oil, 20 oz. $8.75
 

MULTI-PURPOSE 
PENETRANT LUBE/
FOGGING OIL
•All-purpose penetrating 
lube also displaces water 
and provides rust and 
corrosion protection

•Forms a protective film on 
metal and will not harm 
plastic or painted surfaces

•20 oz. cans, 15.5 oz. net 
weight, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
46901 Primary Case Lubricant, Liter $12.50

BIG TWIN PRIMARY 
CASE LUBRICANT
•100% synthetic primary 
case lube

•Advanced additives reduce 
clutch and fluid drag

•Superior film 
strength provides 
unsurpassed protection 
on internal components

•PAO synthetics provide 
decreased operating 
temperatures

•Liter bottles, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
61920 Fab-1, 20 oz. $8.50
 

FAB-1 
SPRAY-ON 
FILTER 
TREATMENT
•Dustproof and 
waterproof synthetic-
base formula for all oil-
type fabric and foam air 
filter elements

•Super-tacky polymer and 
co-polymer additives 
hold onto dust particles

•20 oz. cans, 13.5 oz. net 
weight, 12 per case; 
sold eachPART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

60916 FFT, 16 oz. $7.50
60901 FFT, Liter 10.95

FFT
FOAM FILTER TREATMENT
•Dust and waterproof 
synthetic/petroleum 
blend for foam-type air 
filter elements

•Super-tacky polymer and 
co-polymer additives hold 
onto virtually all fine particles

•4-12% increased airflow over 
competitive products

•16 oz. and liter bottles, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
76920 Spray and Shine, 

20 oz. $10.95

SPRAY AND SHINE
•Gives bikes a detailed look 
in just minutes

•Restores the original 
shine and luster to 
painted surfaces, chrome, 
aluminum, stainless steel, 
Plexiglas®, glass, plastic 
and fiberglass

•Removes dirt, bugs and 
road grime

•20 oz. aerosol cans, 15.5 oz. 
net weight, 12 per case; 
sold each

60916

1145

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
82964 Coolanol, 64 oz. $15.25
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PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
PJ-1211 Pentrant/lubricant, 

11 fl. oz. $7.25
 

LPC-3 PENETRANT/
LUBRICANT
•Prevents rust and corrosion
•Great for lubricating all 
moving parts

•Penetrates to unlock frozen 
or corroded parts

•11 fl. oz. can, 6 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
PJ-402 Brake cleaner, 

19.7 oz. $8.75
 

PROFESSIONAL 
BRAKE CLEANER
•Cleans and degreases brakes 
quickly and easily

•Evaporates quickly and 
improves performance

•Will not harm painted surfaces
•Environmentally friendly
•19.7 fl. oz. can, 6 per case; 
sold each

PROFESSIONAL CARB 
AND CHOKE CLEANER
•Great for quickly cleaning injectors, 
carburetor valves, choke linkages, 
manifold heat control valves, pistons, 
thermostat coils, accelerator linkages 
and other moving parts

•Safe on rubber, vinyl and neoprene
•May be harmful to painted surfaces
•19.7 fl. oz. can, 6 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3704-0036 Super cleaner, 

19.7 fl. oz. $8.25
 

SUPER 
CLEANER
•Multi-application 
non-residue 
degreaser

•Powerful solvents 
melt grease and 
grime away

•Dries quickly
•Compliant with 
California regulation

ENGINE 
ASSEMBLY LUBE
•Protects critical engine 
parts during assembly 
and start-up

•Reduces friction, 
easing initial start-up 
and break-in

•Mixes with all motor oils
•16 fl. oz. can, 6 per case; 
sold each

PART #DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
PJ112 Cable lube, 16 fl. oz., 

11 oz. net wt. can $9.25
 

CABLE LUBE
•PJ1’s specially 
formulated cable lube 
frees up sticky cables, 
extending cable life

•Easy-to-use formula 
stays around long 
after other lubes 
are gone

•16 fl. oz. can, 6 per 
case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
PJ4-20 Air filter oil, 15 oz. $8.75
 

AIR FILTER 
OIL FOR GAUZE-
TYPE FILTERS
•Specially formulated 
for gauze-type filters

•Stops dirt, sand 
and moisture

•Red color confirms 
uniform application; 
won’t stain filter

•15 fl. oz. can, 6 per 
case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
PJ1522 Air filter cleaner, 

20 fl. oz., 15 oz. 
net wt. can $9.95

 

AIR FILTER 
CLEANER
•The quickest, safest 
way to renew your 
foam air filter’s 
performance

•Quickly dissolves dirt 
and grime without 
harming filter glues

•Simply spray on, hose 
off and re-oil filter

•20 fl. oz. can, 6 per 
case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
PJ-520 Foam air filter 

treatment, 20 fl. oz., 
13 oz. net wt. can $10.75

 

FOAM AIR FILTER 
TREATMENT
•Super-tacky 
formulation goes on 
easy and stays on long

•Helps protect high-
performance engines 
from costly repairs by 
stopping grit and other 
particles harmful to an 
engine’s internal parts

•Ozone-safe propellant
•20 fl. oz. can, 6 per 
case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
PJ5-16 Liquid air filter 

treatment, 1 pint $9.25
 

LIQUID FOAM 
AIR FILTER 
TREATMENT
•Tacky formula 
prevents pooling

•Prevents dirt, dust 
and moisture from 
entering intake

•Red color 
confirms uniform 
application; won’t stain filter

•1 pint. can, 6 per case; sold eachPART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
PJ1-06A Black label chain 

lube, 7 fluid oz. $7.25
PJ1-20 Black label chain 

lube, 17 fluid oz. 11.95
 

BLACK LABEL 
CHAIN LUBE
•Thin-bodied formula of PJ1 
penetrates chain links, then 
thickens to produce a long-
lasting, water-repellent film

•Absorbs pin and bushing 
shock to reduce 
chain stretching

•Formulated for street, 
touring and off-road riding

•Recommended for use 
on all standard chains

•7 fl. oz. can, 12 per case; sold each
•17 fl. oz. can, 6 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
PJ1-08 Blue label chain lube, 5 fluid oz. $7.25
PJ1-22 Blue label chain lube, 13 fluid oz. 12.95
 

BLUE LABEL CHAIN LUBE
•Blue Label is endorsed by leading chain 
manufacturers, including Diamond

•Stays moist and pliable
•Specially formulated to be very tacky so it won’t 
fly off the chain

•Can be used on both standard and O-ring chains
•Transparent formula reduces cosmetic concerns 
and keeps motorcycle looking clean

•5 fl. oz. can, 12 per case; sold each
•13 fl. oz. can, 6 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
PJ2-25 21/2 wt., 1/2 liter $7.50
PJ2-05 5 wt., 1/2 liter 7.50
PJ2-05-1L 5 wt., 1 liter 11.95
PJ2-75 71/2 wt., 1/2 liter 7.50
PJ2-75-1L 71/2 wt., 1 liter 11.95
PJ2-10 10 wt., 1/2 liter 7.50
PJ2-10-1L 10 wt., 1 liter 11.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
PJ2-15 15 wt., 1/2 liter $7.50
PJ2-15-1L 15 wt., 1 liter 11.95
PJ2-20 20 wt., 1/2 liter 7.50
PJ2-20-1L 20 wt., 1 liter 11.95
PJ2-30 30 wt., 1/2 liter 7.50
PJ2-30-1L 30 wt., 1 liter 11.95
 

GOLD SERIES FORK TUNER OIL
•Nonfading, non-foaming formula offers consistent, 
smooth damping action for a more predictable ride 
in hot or cold weather

•Allows a rider to fine-tune a bike to his personal preference
•Contains a preservative that prevents messy seal leaks
•Available in 1/2 and 1 liter bottles; 6 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
PJ1316 Gas energizer, 1/2 liter can $8.25
 

OCTANE PLUS 
GAS ENERGIZER
•Safely boosts octane to prevent 
detonation and pre-ignition

•Lubricates valve seals; allows 
use of unleaded gas in 
older engines

•Contains racing fuel for power 
and stabilizer for safe storage

•Safe for plastic gas tanks and 
fiber reed valves

•1/2 liter can, 6 per case; sold each
PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
PJ9-32 10W40 $10.25
PJ9-50 20W50 10.25
 

GOLDFIRE 4-STROKE ULTRA 
SYNTHETIC MOTOR OIL
•4-stroke high-performance 
motor oil offers cooler running 
for reduced engine wear and 
smoother shifting

•Multi-viscosity; extends clutch 
and transmission life and allows 
very little carbon buildup

•Available in two weights
•Liter bottles, 6 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
PJ932-PET 10W40, 1 liter $8.50
PJ9321G-PET 10W40, 1 gal. 29.25
PJ950-PET 20W50, 1 liter 8.50
PJ9501G-PET 20W50, 1 gal. 29.25

SILVERFIRE 
4-STROKE EXTRA 
PREMIUM MOTOR OIL
•JASO-approved high-
performance multi-viscosity 
petro formula racing oil

•Runs cooler; extends engine life
•Specifically formulated for motorcycles
•Smoother shifting extends life of transmission and clutch
•Liter bottles, 6 per case; sold each
•Gallon bottles, 2 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
PJ-401 Carb and choke 

cleaner, 19.7 oz. $8.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
PJ-5012 Engine assembly 

lube, 16 fl. oz., 
11 oz. net wt. can $9.50
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PROFESSIONAL 
CONTACT CLEANER
•Removes carbon and other 
contaminants from spark plugs, 
ignition points, generator parts and 
all other electrical components

•Restores new life to old fouled plugs
•Evaporates quickly, leaving 
no residue

•Will not contaminate motor oils
•Safe on rubber and plastics; not for 
use on painted surfaces

•Environmentally friendly; contains no 
chlorinated solvents or harmful propellants

•19.7 oz. can, 6 per case, sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
PJ-403 Contact cleaner, 19.7 oz. $8.95

SUPER CONTACT CLEANER
•Cleans, degreases and displaces 
moisture on all metal parts

•Can be used during preassembly 
of motor, surface preparation 
for paint, decals and grip installation

•Removes moisture from 
ignition systems

•Cleans carbs, injector systems, brake 
components, etc., and evaporates 
without residue

•19 fl. oz. can, 6 per case, sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
PJ3-20 Super contact cleaner, 19 fl. oz. $8.25

RENEW AND PROTECT
•Super silicone 
moisturizing formula

•Renews and protects all rubber, 
plastic, vinyl and fine leather

•No damaging plasticizers or 
petroleum distillates

•16 or 8 fl. oz. can, 12 per case, 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
PJ-2316 Renew and Protect, 16 oz. $6.25
PJ-238 Renew and Protect, 8 oz. 4.25

SPRAY & WASH 
DEGREASER
•Safe for the entire motorcycle
•Deep-penetrating formula removes 
stubborn grease, oil and dirt for 
a sparkling clean surface

•Simply spray on and hose off
•Leaves no ugly residue, is pleasant-
smelling and easy to use

•20 fl. oz. can, 12 per case, 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
PJ1-520 Degreaser, 20 fl. oz. $9.25

FAST BLACK HIGH GLOSS
•Porcelain-hard epoxy black paint
•Chip-resistant
•Offers an extremely glossy finish
•16 fl. oz. can, 6 per case, 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
PJ16-GLS Fast black high 

gloss, 16 fl. oz. $9.50
 

FAST BLACK HI-TEMP 
EXHAUST PAINT
•A heat- and flame-resistant 
flat black paint that resists 
chipping and rusting

•Withstands temperatures 
to 1500° F

•16 fl. oz. can, 6 per case, 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
PJ16-HIT Fast black hi-temp, 16 fl. oz. $10.95

ENGINE GLOSS
•Special urethane resins withstand 
spillage of strong solvents and 
additives and endure the most 
adverse conditions

•Formulated for engine restoration 
and similar applications

•Provides a tough and lasting finish
•16 fl. oz. can, 6 per case, sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
PJ16-ENG Engine gloss, 16 fl. oz. $9.50
 

SATIN BLACK CASE PAINT
•500°F semi-gloss, corrosion-resistant black 
paint protects finishes and prevents chipping

•Ideal for use on engine cylinders and cases
•16 fl. oz. can, 6 per case, sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
PJ16-SAT Satin black, 16 fl. oz. $9.50

FRAME PAINTS
•Solve nick, scratch and 
ding problems

•Choose from clear paint 
or clear lacquer

•16 fl. oz. can, 6 per case, 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3712-0010 Clear paint, 16 fl.oz. $9.25
3712-0011 Clear lacquer finish, 16 fl.oz. 9.75
 

FAST BLACK WRINKLE
•A wrinkle-finish black paint that withstands 
temps to 500° F and dissipates heat

•Offers a durable, corrosion-proof finish
•Covers scratches and chips
•16 fl. oz. can, 6 per case, 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
PJ16-WKL Fast black wrinkle, 16 fl. oz. $10.95

LIQUID POWER 
FILTER OIL AND 
OILING TUB
•Liquid Power air filter 
oil can be used on all 
types of foam and air filters

•Allows maximum breathing 
without allowing harmful dirt to 
penetrate the filter

•One liter bottles, 12 per case; sold each
•Oiling tub lets you submerge the air filter in the oil for even oiling, then 
wring out excess oil back into tub

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
22510 Filter oil, 1 liter $20.95
22999 Oiling tub 9.95
 

LIQUID DIRT REMOVER 
AND CLEANING TUB
•Liquid Dirt Remover quickly 
dissolves dirt and grease from 
filters without hardening or 
damaging the air filter like 
solvents and gasoline

•Four liter bottles, four per case; 
sold each

•Resealable air filter cleaning tub 
features a filter tray that lets dirt 
sink to the bottom

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
22514 Cleaner, 4 liters $33.95
22998 Cleaning tub 15.95
 

22514

22998

22510

22999

CHAIN WAX
•Higher lube retention results in greatly reduced chain 
and sprocket wear and increased free spinning

•Ideal for O-ring, competition and standard chains
•.4 liter cans, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
00367 Chain Wax, .4 liter $9.50
 

METAL PARTS CLEANER
•Premium high-performance metal parts cleaner
•Safe for plastics
•Suitable for use on late-model ignitions, computers, 
V- & R-rated racing spark plugs, 2-stroke power valves

•High pressure for use in hard-to-clean places
•.4 liter cans, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
00377 Metal parts cleaner, 17 oz. $8.25

GT LMA BRAKE FLUID
•Exceeds DOT 3 and DOT 4 specifications
•Improves handling in high-braking temperatures
•Reduces brake fade
•12 oz. bottles, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
12502 GT LMA brake fluid, 12 oz. $3.95
 

POWER RS V-TWIN OIL
•Premium-quality synthetic-based 4-stroke oil for superior 
engine lubrication

•Features Trizone Technology™ providing one oil coverage 
for engine, primary and transmission

•Provides a tough layer of protection for engine parts
•Reacts to temperature changes in the engine
•JASO approved
•API SJ rated
•1-liter bottles, 
12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3601-0131 20W40, 1-liter $12.75
3601-0130 20W50, 1-liter 12.75
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LEGEND 
BIG TWIN 4T OIL
•4-stroke oil for 
motorcycles with separate 
transmission units

•Maximum protection 
against oxidation

•High oil film thickness
•No moly additives
•Available in 1 liter bottles, 
12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3601-0014 20W50, 1 liter $12.95

FORMULA 
4T OIL
•Synthetic-blend, high-performance 
4-stroke motorcycle oil

•Temperature-stable formula provides 
optimum wear protection

•No moly additives
•Available in 1 liter bottles, 12 per case, 
and 4 liter bottles, 4 per case; sold each

•25 liter bottle sold individually

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3601-0017 10W40, 1 liter $12.95
3601-0018 10W40, 4 liter 47.95
3601-0025 10W40, 25 liter 241.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3601-0019 15W50, 1 liter $12.95
3601-0020 15W50, 4 liter 47.95
 

POWER SYNT 4T OIL
•Fully synthetic, high-performance 
4-stroke motorcycle oil

•Protects against engine wear 
even in the most extreme 
racing conditions

•No slipping of the wet clutch
•Contains no moly additives
•Available in 1 liter bottles, 12 per 
case, and 4 liter bottles, 4 per 
case; sold each

•25 liter bottle sold individually

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3601-0004 5W40, 1 liter $17.50
3601-0005 5W40, 4 liter 67.50
3601-0006 10W50, 1 liter 17.50
3601-0007 10W50, 4 liter 67.50
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3601-0024 10W50, 25 liter $414.95
3601-0008 10W60, 1 liter 17.50
3601-0009 10W60, 4 liter 67.50
 

TOP SPEED 4T OIL
•Fully synthetic, high-performance 
4-stroke motorcycle oil

•High friction-coefficient
•Decreases oil consumption; protects 
against wear

•No moly additives
•Available in 1 liter bottles, 12 per case, 
and 4 liter bottles, 4 per case; sold each

•25 liter bottle sold individually

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3601-0010 10W40, 1 liter $14.95
3601-0011 10W40, 4 liter 54.50
3601-0054 10W40, 25 liter 294.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3601-0012 15W50, 1 liter $14.95
3601-0013 15W50, 4 liter 54.50
3601-0055 15W50, 25 liter 294.95
 

AIR FILTER 
OIL SPRAY 655
•Specially developed for 
foam or fabric air 
filter elements

•Guaranteed 
optimal airflow

•Long-lasting protection; 
keeps out sand, dust 
and water

•Available in 750ml 
aerosol cans, 12 per 
case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3610-0008 Air filter oil 

655, 750ml $12.95

RACING SD-1 
SHOCK 
ABSORBER OIL
•Specially formulated 
for today’s high-
performance shocks

•High centistoke rating for 
negligible fade, even under 
the most demanding 
riding conditions

•Available in 5 liter bottles; 
sold each

OIL SPRAY
•Tried and tested formula
•Works on anything that 
needs to be lubricated, 
cleaned, conditioned 
and protected from rust 
with an oil spray

•Eliminates squeaking from 
metal-to-metal contact

•Available in 500ml aerosol 
cans, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3620-0001 Oil Spray, 500ml $11.95
 

RACING 
FORK OIL
•Special 
fork oil for 
optimum absorption at all temperatures

•Protects against foaming and corrosion
•Includes maintenance pack for gaskets
•1 liter bottles, 12 per case; sold each
•25 liter bottles sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3609-0009 2.5W, 1 liter $16.50
3609-0011 2.5W, 25 liter 344.95
3609-0012 5W, 1 liter 16.50
3609-0014 5W, 25 liter 344.95
3609-0015 7.5W, 1 liter 16.50
3609-0017 10W, 1 liter 16.50
3609-0019 15W, 1 liter 16.50

DOT 4 BRAKE FLUID
•High-performance brake fluid 
with high boiling point

•Prevents vapor formation
•Provides optimum braking and 
ultrafine sensitivity

•Available in 250ml can, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3703-0006 DOT 4 brake fluid, 250ml $8.95
 

DOT 5.1 BRAKE FLUID
•High-performance brake fluid 
with high boiling point

•Prevents vapor formation
•Provides optimum braking and 
ultrafine sensitivity

•Compatible with any DOT 3 or 
DOT 4 brake fluids

•Available in 250ml can, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3703-0007 DOT 5.1 brake fluid, 250ml $10.50
 

ANTI-FREEZE 
CONCENTRATE
•Ethylene glycol base concentrate
•Formulated for use in modern aluminum 
motorcycle and ATV engines

•Nitrate-, phosphate- and amine-free
•Available in 1 liter bottles, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3705-0002 Anti-freeze 

concentrate, 1 liter $15.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3608-0002 Racing SD-1 shock absorber oil, 5 liter $73.50
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G30 ANTIFREEZE 
CONCENTRATE
•Ethylene glycol 
base concentrate

•Formulated for use 
in modern aluminum 
motorcycle and ATV engines

•Nitrate, phosphate, 
amine- and silicate-free
•Available in 1 liter bottles, 
12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3705-0005 G30 antifreeze 

concentrate, 1 liter $17.95
 

ANTI-FREEZE 
50/50 BLEND
•Ready-for-use anti-
freeze for watercooled 
motorcycle and 
ATV engines

•Ethylene glycol 
base concentrate 

is blended 50/50 with 
de-ionized water

•Protection down to -40°F
•Available in 1 liter bottles, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3705-0003 Anti-feeze 50/50 

blend, 1 liter $13.95
 

CARBURETOR 
CLEANER
•Cleans air-intake canals, venturi 
tubes and carburetor bowls

•Suitable for use on all carburetor 
brands and types

•Will not harm catalytic converters
•Available in 500ml aerosol cans, 
12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3704-0012 Carburetor 

Cleaner, 500ml $9.95

RACING 
CHAINLUBE
•Fully synthetic formula 
protects against chain 
and sprocket wear

•Clearer and strengthened 
with Teflon®

•Resistant to fling-off
•Waterproof and stable 
in high temperatures

•Small size is refillable
•Available in 56ml aerosol cans, 
25 per case, and 500ml aerosol 
cans, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3605-0001 56ml $8.50
3605-0002 500ml 15.95
 

CHAINLUBE 622 
STRONG STREET
•Fully synthetic clear chain 
lube safe for modern X-ring 
and O-ring chains

•The best chain lube for street 
and touring motorcycles

•Waterproof and resistant 
to fling-off

•Small size is refillable
•Available in 56ml aerosol cans, 
25 per case, and 500ml aerosol 
cans, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3605-0005 56ml $8.50
3605-0006 500ml 11.95

CHAIN 
CARE KIT
•Everything you need 
to maintain your 
motorcycle’s 
drive chain

•Kit includes one 
Chain Clean 611 500ml 
aerosol, one 622 Strong 
Street chain lube 500ml 
aerosol, one refillable 
622 Strong Street chain lube 
56ml aerosol and a cleaning cloth

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3605-0012 Chain Care kit $29.95
 

CHAIN 
CLEAN 611
•Highly effective; works 
on all drive chains

•Removes caked-on residue
•Safe for X-ring and 
O-ring chains

•Available in 500ml aerosol can, 
12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3620-0002 Chain Clean 

611, 500ml $10.50
 

COPPER 
ANTI-SEIZE PASTE
•Multi-purpose, copper-based 
anti-seize compound

•Prevents sticking or seizing 
of parts subjected to high 
temperatures like spark plugs, 
back of disc brake pads, heat 
exchangers and exhaust manifold bolts

•Application range: -40°F to +2,190°F
•Available in 100g jar with brush, 18 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3701-0001 Copper Anti-seize 

Paste, 100g $13.95

COPPER 
ANTI-SEIZE 
SPRAY
•Multi-purpose copper-based 
anti-seize spray

•Prevents sticking or seizing 
of parts subjected to high 
temperatures like spark plugs, 
back of disc brake pads, heat 
exchangers and exhaust 
manifold bolts

•Application range: -40°F to +2,190°F
•Available in 300ml aerosol cans, 
12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3701-0003 Copper Anti-seize 

Spray, 300ml $16.95

GREASE 
2000 SPRAY
•Fully synthetic, colorless 
grease lubricant

•Silicone-free and 
impact resistant

•Outstanding 
adhesion qualities

•Penetrates rapidly; protects 
against corrosion

•Available in 500ml aerosol 
cans, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3607-0003 Grease 2000 Spray, 

500ml $11.50
 

JOKER 440
•Fully synthetic protective 
lubricant for light-duty 
lubrication of moving parts

•Migrates beneath fasteners and 
connectors to displace moisture

•Loosens tough dirt and rust
•Protects against corrosion
•Provides dielectric protection
•Available in 500ml aerosol cans, 
12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3704-0022 Joker 440, 

500ml $11.95
 

ANTI RUST
•Transparent rust remover 
with outstanding 
penetration properties

•Quickly removes rust, 
lubricates, displaces moisture 
and inhibits corrosion

•Easily frees rusted screws, bolts 
and springs

•Prevents squeaking
•Available in 500ml aerosol cans, 
12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3704-0013 Anti Rust, 500ml $10.95
 

SILICONE SPRAY
•A light lubricant which can 
be used as a protective spray 
on metal, rubber and 
plastic surfaces

•Protects rubber from freezing 
and gives plastic fenders 
a like-new gloss

•Coat the underside of enduro 
and motocross fenders to help 
keep the mud from sticking

•Available in 500ml aerosol cans, 
12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3706-0004 Silicone Spray, 500ml $10.95
 

POWER BRAKE CLEANER
•Quickly becoming the cleaner of 
choice among racers, mechanics 
and suspension professionals

•Powerful cleaning spray loosens 
the toughest dirt and grime buildup

•Use on brake discs, pads, engine 
and metal components, couplings, 
cable connections, etc.

•No added fragrance means no film 
left behind

•Won’t harm rubber, plastic 
or painted parts

•Available in 750ml aerosol cans, 
12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3704-0010 Power Brake 

Cleaner, 750ml $12.95
 

UNIVERSAL 
GREASE 176 GP
•Multi-purpose 
calcium-complex grease

•Water resistant
•Offers good adherence qualities
•Resistant to either hot or cold 
temperature failures

•Stable for temperatures from 
-30°C to +120°C

•Available in 180g tube, 12 per 
case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3607-0008 Universal Grease 

176 GP, 180g $9.95
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LONG TERM GREASE 2000
•Fully synthetic, colorless, multi-purpose, 
silicone-free lubricant

•Extremely resistant to shock and pressure
•Excellent adhesion qualities
•Protects against corrosion from rain and saltwater spray
•Stable for temperatures from -30°C to +120°C
•Will not gum up; dries quickly
•Available in 400g cartridge, 10 per case and 850g jar, 
12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3607-0004 400g cartridge $12.95
3607-0006 850g jar 24.95
 

BIKE CARE KIT
•Convenient kit is an easy 
way to maintain your 
motorcycle’s appearance

•Kit includes one Clean & Polish 
500ml aerosol, one Protect & Shine 
645 500ml aerosol and clean/
polish cloths

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3704-0034 Bike Care Kit $23.95
 

ACCU-CONTACT
•Protects electrical connections, battery posts and 
starter cables from corrosion

•Prevents contact resistance that will cause 
voltage drops

•Provides a long-lasting, wax-like film that protects 
against corrosion from battery acid and weather

•Available in 200ml aerosol cans, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3704-0014 Accu-Contact, 200ml $11.50
 

PROTECT & SHINE 645
•Brings new life and luster to the motorcycle
•Protects metal and chrome parts from corrosion
•Cleans and protects rubber, plastic and leather
•Ideal long-term winter protection
•Popular among dirt bike riders for shining dull fenders 
and helmets and is even used as a cable lube for nylon-lined 
control cables

•Available in 500ml aerosol cans, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3713-0009 Protect & Shine 645, 500ml $10.95
 

WASH & WAX
•Biodegradable cleaner adds 
a shiny luster in a single step

•Protects and seals painted 
surfaces with a layer of high-
quality carnauba wax

•Dries quickly
•Available in 1 liter bottles, 
12 per case; sold each

POWER CLEAN
•Cleans and degreases, loosens 
and removes oil, grease, tar, etc.

•Light citrus scent
•Won’t harm rubber, 
plastic or painted parts

•Not for use on brake discs
•Available in 500ml aerosol cans, 
12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3704-0011 Power Clean, 

500ml $11.95
 

MOTO CLEAN 900
•Quick and easy cleaning and 
is completely biodegradable

•Just spray onto the cold 
machine, wait a few minutes 
and rinse off

•Spreads evenly and works against corrosion
•Does not affect rubber, plastic or painted parts
•PART #3704-0019 includes sprayer, sponge and 
cloth; PART #3704-0049 includes spray pump

•Kits 12 per case; sold each
•5 liter refill, 6 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3704-0019 Kit w/ pump, 1 liter $16.95
3704-0049 Kit w/ spray pump 

only, 1 liter 12.95
3704-0021 Refill bottle, 5 liter 66.50
 

MOTO 
POLISH
•Traditional wet-
type polish

•Produces a high-
gloss finish on 
all metal and 
painted surfaces

•Freshens up colors 
and provides long-lasting shine and 
protection from the elements

•Available in 200ml cans, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3713-0011 Moto Polish, 

200ml $10.95

CLEAN AND 
LUBE KIT
•Convenient kit 
is an easy way 
to maintain your 
motorcycle

•Kit includes one 
Chain Clean 611 
500ml aerosol, 
one Racing Chainlube 500ml aerosol, one refillable Racing 
Chainlube 56ml aerosol and a cleaning cloth

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3605-0013 Clean & lube kit $32.95
 

HELMET 
CARE SPRAY
•Foaming spray cleans, 
deodorizes and protects 
helmet linings

•Enzyme formula eats 
bacteria that cause odor

•Protects the helmet’s 
outer surfaces and 
brightens up the colors

•Leaves a pleasant clean, 
fresh aroma, inside 
and out

•Available in 200ml 
aerosol cans, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3706-0003 Helmet Care 

Spray, 200ml $9.95
 

CLEAN & POLISH
•Cleans and seals 
all metal and 
painted surfaces

•Smudge resistant, 
long-lasting shine 
popular with street 
bike riders and road 
racers alike

•Restores the shine to 
painted surfaces dulled 
by weather

•Available in 500ml 
aerosol cans, 12 per 
case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3713-0008 Clean & Polish, 

500ml $11.95
 

VISO-
CLEAN
•Helmet, 
shield 
and 
goggle 
cleaning cloths

•Quickly and effectively loosens 
and removes dirt, bugs, soot 
and oil residue, while applying 
an anti-fog treatment

•Sold in cartons of 12 (six wet-
cleaning and six dry-buffing 
cloths) to dealers; suggested retail 
reflects each pricing

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3704-0015 Viso-Clean, ea. $7.95
 

PAIL 
DISPENSING VALVES
•Fit 25 liter pails
•Screw-in bottom valve spigot 
or screw-on top cap valve with 
vent spigot available

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3850-0008 Bottom valve $7.95
3850-0009 Top valve 18.95
 

3607-0006

3607-0004

3850-0009

3850-0008

3704-00493704-0019

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3713-0012 Wash & Wax, 

1 liter $16.75
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5100 SYNTHETIC 
MOTOR OIL
•Newest API rating of SL 
for catalytic converters

•Meets the following 
standards: API SL/SH/
SG and JASO MA

•Recommended for 
all 4-stroke engines

•Ester technology 
to improve 
engine response

•Proprietary extreme-
pressure formula to protect the gearbox

•Low sulfur and phosphorus formula for bikes 
fitted with catalytic converters

•Gallon bottle, 4 per case; sold each

300V SYNTHETIC 
MOTOR OIL
•Ester technology’s 
two types of esters 
provide excellent 
lubricity, better engine 
response and maximum engine rpm

•For use in all high performance 
4-stroke engines

•Passes JASO T904 wet clutch compatibility test
•0% shear loss on Bosch ASTM D6278 test
•Liter bottles, 12 per case; 4-liter bottles, 
4 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3601-0068 5W30, liter $17.50
3601-0069 5W40, liter 17.50
3601-0070 5W40, 4-liter 62.95
3601-0071 10W40, liter 17.50
3601-0072 10W40, 4-liter 62.95
3601-0073 15W50, liter 17.50
3601-0074 15W50, 4-liter 62.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3601-0063 15W50, gal. $37.95
 

TWIN SYN 20W50 SYNTHETIC-
BLEND MOTOR OIL
•Designed specifically for V Twins 
for maximum protection, reduced 
wear and smoother operation

•Tough enough to be used in large 
and small engine primary cases

•Handles the rigorous pressures 
of both wet clutch/gearbox 
combo and chain/wet clutch 
combo designs

•Also performs well in applications where 
a single oil lubricates engine, clutch and 
gearbox compartments

•Quart bottle, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MOT50 20W50, qt. $10.75

7100 SYNTHETIC ESTER MOTOR OIL
•Meets the following standards: API SL/SH/SG 
and JASO MA

•Recommended for all 4-stroke motorcycles 
with catalytic converters

•Ester technology improves engine response
•Proprietary extreme-pressure formula to 
protect the gearbox

•Low sulfur and phosphorus formula for bikes 
fitted with catalytic converters

•Liter bottles, 12 per case; 4-liter bottles, 4 per 
case; gallon bottles, 4 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3601-0064 10W40, liter $12.50
3601-0065 10W40, 4-liter 47.95
3601-0066 20W50, liter 12.75
3601-0067 20W50, gallon 49.25

GEAR 300 GEARBOX OIL 
FOR BIG TWIN
•Hypoid synthetic oil for 
separate gearboxes without 
a wet clutch (Big Twins with 
a separate primary case)

•A 100% ester-based, virtually 
unshearable oil whose stability 
at high temperatures makes 
it ideal for extreme conditions

•Liter bottle, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MOT54 Gear 300 gearbox oil 

for Big Twin, liter $20.25

3000 4T OIL
•Specially formulated performance 
oil made for the demands of 
today’s air- or water-cooled 
4-stroke motorcycle engines, 
including H-D Evolution

•Ultrarefined, paraffinic-based oil
•Special extreme-pressure/
high-temp/anti-wear/
anti-oxidation agents with 
an anti-foam additive

•Keeps rings sealed and reduces internal drag
•Reduces wear while keeping the engine cleaner
•Meets SAE 10W40/20W50 API SG/CD, CCMCG4
•Meets or exceeds 
manufacturer’s recommendations

•For motorcycles with or without a wet clutch 
and an integrated constant mesh gearbox

•Blended in the U.S.A.
•Quart bottles, 12 per case; gallon bottles, 
4 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MOT30 10W40, qt. $7.95
MOT39 10W40, gal. 31.75
MOT31 20W50, qt. 7.95
MOT40 20W50, gal. 31.75
 

RBF 600 BRAKE FLUID
•100% synthetic brake fluid for 
brake and clutch systems

•Retains initial properties longer 
than DOT 3 or 4

•Boiling point of 585°F
•Compatible with all SAE J1703, 
DOT 3 and DOT 4 fluids

•Half-liter bottle, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MOT57 RBF 600 brake fluid, 

half-liter $19.50

EXPERT FORK OIL
•Contains a unique 
anti-friction additive that 
protects, seals and makes 
sliding smoother and easier

•Elastomer and oil compatible
•For standard forks, upside 
down forks and forks 
with cartridge

•Liter bottle, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3609-0005 5W (light), liter $10.75
3609-0006 10W (medium), liter 10.75
3609-0007 15W (medium/heavy), liter 10.75
3609-0008 20W (heavy), liter 10.75

SHINE & GO
•Clear-coat spray that restores 
the beautiful luster of painted 
and plastic surfaces

•Lays down a dry film of protection 
that prevents dust and dirt from 
sticking on sprayed surfaces

•Minimizes cleaning effort and 
leaves a beautiful shine

•13.5 oz. cans, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
MOT44 Shine & Go, 

13.5 oz. $7.50
 

NON-SILICONE HYDRAULIC 
DOT 5.1 BRAKE FLUID
•Synthetic fluid for hydraulic 
braking systems

•Complies with DOT 5.1 
for street use

•High boiling point; very stable 
over time

•Half-liter bottle, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
MOT10 Motul hydraulic DOT 5.1, half-liter $9.25

WASH AND WAX
•Dry cleaner cleans, protects and 
makes your bike shine down to 
the chrome without the use 
of water

•Leaves behind a long-lasting 
protective wax finish

•13.5 oz. can, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3704-0008 Wash & Wax, 

13.5 oz. $8.50
 

MO COOL 
RADIATOR ADDITIVE
•Run up to 30°F cooler
•Approved for street, 
off-road and racing

•Improves heat transfer
•Increases performance
•Reduces corrosion
•Compatible with coolants
•Concentrated formula; 
mix at 5%

•500 ml bottle, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3805-0047 Mo Cool radiator 

additive, 500 ml $13.95
 

3601-0068

3601-0065

3609-0005

1151

MOT31

3601-0070

3601-0064

5100 4T SYNTHETIC 
BLEND MOTOR OIL
•Uses new ester synthetic 
base stock

•Bonds electro-chemically 
with metals

•Handles higher loads and 
running temperatures

•Provides better pumpability 
in cold cranking conditions

•Produces positive clutch response 
and extended gear life

•Quart bottles, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MOT46 10W40, qt. $10.75
MOT48 15W50, qt. 10.75
 

MOT46
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FACTORY CHAIN LUBE
•Specially developed to lubricate road-racing 
and endurance-racing motorcycle chains

•BORON TECH® formulation limits the rolling resistance 
for greater power

•13.5 oz. cans, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3605-0008 Factory Chain Lube $10.25
 

ENGINE CLEAN
•Cleans the engine before an oil change
•Can be used in all types of 4-stroke engines with injection 
or carburetors, with or without catalytic converters, 
using all kinds of fuel

•Keeps oil clean longer and restores engine compression
•6.7 oz. cans, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3704-0006 Engine Clean $13.75
 

CHAIN LUBE
•Oil to lubricate and protect chains
•Will not damage seals
•13.5 oz. cans, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MOT43 Motul 

Chain Lube $9.75
 

CHAIN CLEAN
•Super degreaser for chains
•Formulated without chlorine
•13.5 oz. cans, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3704-0005 Chain Clean $7.95
 

MOTO WASH
•The perfect cleaning agent 
for engines, chrome, fairings 
and rims

•Gives gloss to paints and 
protects against corrosion

•One liter bottles, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
MOT11 Moto wash $12.25
 

BOA 80W90EP 
GEAR OIL
•Extreme pressure, high-
performance shaft drive gear oil

•Recommended for use with 
hypoid and spiral bevel gears

•High shock loads are resisted 
by antiwear properties

•Available in a 1/2 liter bottle 
with a unique cap spout that 
allows pouring without the use 
of a funnel

•1 liter bottles, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3606-0007 BOA 80W90EP gear oil $7.50

PRO-RSF 
SUSPENSION FLUID
•Synthetic technology, 
high-viscosity suspension fluid

•Low-friction synthetics and 
wear-resistant additives 
have been integrated 
to make Pro-RSF

•Provides an amazing 
performance in air- gas- 
and nitrogen-filled systems 
and is thermally stable

•1 liter bottles, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3608-0007 10 wt. suspension fluid $18.95

FORK OIL
•Advanced formula front 
suspension fluid

•Reduced wear and 
corrosion and oxidation 
resistance comes from 
a special additive

•1 liter bottles, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3609-0029 5 wt. $10.75
3609-0030 10 wt. 10.75
3609-0031 15 wt. 10.75
3609-0032 20 wt. 10.75
3609-0033 30 wt. 10.75
 PRO-CHAIN LUBE

•Fully synthetic racing lubricant
•Resistance to shock loads is provided 
by combining advanced synthetics 
and micronized solid lubricant

•Will not fling off; provides great 
lubrication and corrosion protections

•Works with all chains, 
including O-rings

•6 or 14 oz. cans, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3605-0016 6 oz. $7.95
3605-0017 14 oz. 11.95
 

CHAIN LUBE
•Advanced semi-synthetic 
chain lubricant

•Protects against water and 
other contaminants

•Resists fling-off and shock loading 
with the extra-pressure formula

•Provides corrosion protection 
and film forming properties

•Works with all chains; 
including O-rings

•16 oz. cans, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3605-0014 16 oz. chain lube $8.95

FOAM FILTER TREATMENT KIT
•Kit includes 16 oz. can of foam filter oil, 4-liter 
can of foam filter cleaner, 10-liter filter cleaning 
tub, 5-liter filter oiling tub and 6 pairs of 
reusable protective gloves

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3610-0018 Foam filter 

treatment kit $99.95

CONTACT CLEANER
•Designed not to leave residue
•Use before assembling suspension 
components and engine cylinders

•15 oz. cans, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3704-0052 Contact 

cleaner $8.95
 

ALL-IN-ONE
•Penetrating multi-purpose 
lubricant spray

•Electrical systems are protected 
against corrosion and water

•12 oz. cans, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3704-0051 All-in-one 

lubricant spray $8.95
 

PRO-RG2 GREASE
•High-temperature and waterproof racing grease
•Perfect for guarding wheel bearings and similar components
•500gm tubs or 6 oz. aerosol cans, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3607-0011 6 oz. aerosol can $10.95
3607-0012 500gm tub 12.95
 

PRO-PREP
•Hard surface conditioner
•Intensifies the finish and color 
of painted and plastic surfaces

•Protects against mud and dirt
•12.5 oz. cans, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3706-0015 Pro-prep 

conditioner $9.95
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ENGINE ICE 
HI-PERFORMANCE 
COOLANT
•Ready-to-use premix of coolant 
and deionized water protects 
water cooling system from 
scarring and scaling

•Protects from -27°F to 256°F and reduces operating 
race temperatures by as much as 50°

•Biodegradable, phosphate free and nontoxic
•1/2 gal. bottles, four per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
81081100 Engine Ice Coolant $20.95

FOAM FILTER 
CLEANER
•Totally biodegradable 
and non-toxic

•Reusable, acts fast and is 
very safe

•Good for all makes 
of foam filters and 
treatments

•1 gal. bottle, four per 
case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3704-0042 Foam filter cleaner $24.95
 

BIKE SUDS
•A high-foaming soap that 
suspends and removes dirt, 
grease, and residues away 
from bike’s surfaces

•Safe to use on all surfaces and 
does not remove wax finishes

•Synthetic soap has a neutral 
pH that will not streak and 
helps eliminate water spotting

•16 oz. bottle, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3704-0038 Bike Suds $7.95

PART # DESCRIPTION

SUG. 

RETAIL

3704-0040 ProClean1000, quart $10.50
3704-0039 ProClean1000, gallon 24.95
 

RTU/
READY-TO-USE
•Designed to remove 
dirt, grease, oil and 
brake dust from 
machine’s surface

•RTU needs no mixing 
or diluting with water; it is “RTU/
Ready-To-Use” right 
out of the bottle

•Safe for use on 
aluminum, chrome, 
paint, plastic and rubber

•Leaves no residue
•Biodegradable, 
environmentally safe

•16 oz. bottle, 12 per case; 
sold each

PROCLEAN1000 
BIKE CLEANER
•Environmentally safe, 
biodegradable cleaner 
manufactured 
specifically for off-road 
motorcycles and ATVs

•Concentrated cleaner 
dilutes with water and 
still performs at the 
top of the class

•No waste
•Removes stubborn dirt, 
stains (including red clay) 
and grime from 
off-road vehicles

•No high pressure needed; just wet 
the machine, spray and rinse

•Quart. bottle, 12 per case or gallon 
bottle 4 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3706-0012 RTU/Ready-

to-Use $7.95
 

SHOWCASE
•Cleans and shines in 
an easy “spray 
on - wipe off” process

•Quickly removes bugs, 
smudges, grime and fingerprints

•Perfect for cleaning chrome
•Safe for clearcoats and 
all windscreens

•Leaves a deep high-gloss finish 
with no residue

•16 oz. bottle, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3713-0017 Showcase $14.95
 

SPEED CLEAN
•A supercharged 
formula made to 
remove dirt, stains 
(including red clay) 
and grime from 
MX, ATV and 
off-road riding

•Nothing cleans 
faster and easier

•No high pressure 
needed; just wet 
your bike, spray and rinse

•Do not use on anodized 
aluminum wheels

•Rinses easily without leaving 
a residue

•22 oz. bottle, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3704-0041 Speed Clean $9.95
 

SPRAYWAX 
SHINE
•Cleans and shines in an easy “spray 
on  wipe off” process

•Quickly removes bugs, 
smudges, grime and 
fingerprints

•Perfect for 
cleaning chrome

•Safe for clearcoats 
and all windscreens

•Leaves a deep high-gloss finish 
with no residue

•16 oz. bottle, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3713-0016 Spraywax Shine $8.95
 

V-SHINE
•Specialized quick 
chrome polish 
and cleaner

•Completely safe to 
use, contains 
no abrasives

•Cleans, polishes 
and protects

•Works quickly and easily
•8 oz. bottle, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3713-0015 V-Shine $12.95
 

ALUMINUM 
POLISH
•Safe for all alloys 
and magnesium

•Polishes to a high luster
•8 oz. bottle, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3713-0014 Aluminum polish $12.95
 

PLASTIC POLISH
•A silicone-based 
aerosol product that 
creates a slick-looking 
bright shine

•Brightens and restores 
color on plastic

•Leaves a non-oily finish
•Will not attract dust
•Inhibits corrosion on 
metal parts

•20 oz. can, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3713-0018 Plastic Polish $8.95
 

LEATHER 
CLEANER
•Keeps leather 
looking great

•Cleans and restores 
leather’s finish

•Safe and gentle for 
all leather surfaces; 
removes dirt, 
grease, oil and 
most stains

•Easy spray on and wipe off process
•8 oz. bottle, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3704-0043 Leather cleaner $5.95
 

LEATHER 
LOTION
•A specialized 
leather restoration 
product, formulated 
especially for 
high-gloss and vinyl 
colored leathers

•Keeps leather soft 
and supple

•Provides a high gloss finish 
to leather

•8 oz. bottle, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3706-0014 Leather Lotion $7.95
 

LEATHER 
DRESSING
•Provides protection 
from moisture, prevents cracking 
and keeps surfaces supple while 
allowing leather to breathe

•To use, simply make sure leather is 
clean and dry

•Rub in well, dry at room 
temperature, remove excess if any

•Buff to a shine if preferred
•Apply regularly to footwear, 
especially at the seams and welts

•2.5 oz. tub, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3706-0013 Leather Dressing $10.95
 

HELMET RENEW
•Safely removes the 
causes of foul odors 
within helmet liner 
and padding

•Leaves a fresh, clean 
fragrance, not a 
“perfumed” smell

•Also excellent for 
exterior shell and face 
shield to remove dirt, 
grime and bugs

•8 oz. can, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3706-0011 Helmet Renew $5.95
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FLAT TIRE ELIMINATOR
FOR TUBED TIRES
•Installed through the valve stem, 
Slime stays liquid inside the tire or tube

•The escaping air from a puncture forces the liquid into the puncture
•Interlocking fibers, binders and other sealing agents intertwine and clot 
to create a permanent, flexible and long-lasting plug

•Seals punctures up to 1/8” in tube tires, 3/16” in tubeless tires
•Environmentally safe, non-aerosol, non-toxic, non-hazardous 
and water soluble

•8 oz. and 32 oz. bottles, 12 per case; 16 oz. bottles, six per case; 
1-gal. bottles, two per case; 5-gal. bucket, sold each

•Gallon pail includes pump and is perfect for shop or garage; 
pump for 5-gal. size sold separately

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3715-0001 8 oz. bottle $6.95
3715-0002 16 oz. bottle 9.95
3715-0003 32 oz. bottle 16.95
SB5G 5-gal. pail 179.95
SB1G 1-gal. bottle 39.95
SBJP Pump for 1-gal. bottle 5.95
SBAP Aluminum pump for 5-gal. pail 44.95
 

SLIME SUPER-DUTY 
TIRE SEALANT
FOR TUBELESS TIRES
•Just the right Slime for motorcycles; 
also works with ATVs, cars, trucks, 4x4s, golf carts, lawn 
mowers, tractors and industrial equipment

•Formulated for all heavy-duty tubeless tire applications
•Instantly seals punctures up to 1/4”
•Installs through valve stem, just like regular Slime
•Provides continuous protection for up to two years
•Environmentally safe and cleans up with water
•8 oz. and 32 oz. bottles, 12 per case; 24 oz. bottles, 
eight per case; 1-gal. jug, two per case; 5-gal. bucket sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3715-0004 8 oz. bottle $7.95
3715-0005 24 oz. bottle 12.95
3715-0006 32 oz. bottle 16.95
SDSB-1G 1-gal. jug 39.95
SDSB-5G 5-gal. bucket 189.95
SBJP Pump for 1-gal. bottle 5.95
SBAP Aluminum pump for 5-gal. pail 44.95
SLM4 Display rack 689.95
 

SEAL ‘N’ AIR
•Like having a spare tire in a can
•Any flat can be fixed in seconds 
without tools

•Packaged in cases of 24; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
SNA-01 Seal ‘N’ Air $9.95

RX FLUID TEST KIT
•Allows you to test engine 
and transmission oil along 
with primary oil

•Quick and easy report on  
sludge, water, carbon, fuel and glycol problems

•Easy-to-follow instructions
•Can be used on any gas/diesel, 
2- or 4-stroke engine

•Each kit contains six tests with reference chart

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3850-0081 RX fluid test kit $19.95
 

GENERAL PURPOSE/
OIL SEAL GREASE
•High-quality Genuine 
James grease for general 
purpose and O-ring installation

•1.5 g. tube, sold to dealer as 5-pk.; 
sold to consumer each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3607-0016 1.5 oz. grease $1.25
 

SEAL AND 
O-RING GREASE
•Contains Liquilon®, which lubricates long after conventional 
greases have washed out

•Excellent stability and resistance to chemical change
•Smoothes action and reduces friction and wear; greatly extends seal and O-ring life
•Water repellent
•Holds up to extremely high temperatures
•Case serves as display box
•4 oz. jar; 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
PC-03 Seal and O-Ring Grease $9.95
 

ULTRA SLICK GREASE
•Special compound for minimum 
friction and maximum lubrication

•Perfect for fork seals, bushings 
and O-rings

•Available in 1 oz. containers; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
USSG01 Ultra Slick Seal 

Grease, 1 oz. $5.95
 

15 WTULTRA 
SLICK 
SUSPENSION 
FLUID
•A unique blend 
of pure synthetic fluids 
for the ultimate in 
antifriction riding, wear resistance 
and temperature stability

•Minimizes stiction
•Fade resistance in high-
performance shock applications; 
400+ viscosity index

•Change intervals are four to five 
times longer

•Available in 1-quart bottles; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
US3 Ultra-Slick Suspension 

Fluid, 1-quart $29.95
 

CABLE LUBE
•Exclusive formula 
developed for Motion 
Pro to provide the 
smoothest operation 
and longest cable life

•Ideal for use with 
Motion Pro cable luber

•Depending on riding conditions, 
it is recommended to lube your 
cables between every ride or every 
other ride

•Sold in 6 oz. cans, six per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG.

RETAIL
MP15-0001 Cable lube, 

6 oz. $11.95
 

CHAIN LUBE
•100% synthetic 
lubricant is specially 
designed to penetrate 
all parts of the chain 
when applied, then 
thicken to give 
excellent anti-fling 
properties while keeping the 
critical areas properly lubricated

•Helps reduce chain noise and 
increases chain and sprocket life

•O-ring safe for all sealed ring and 
standard chains

•Provides excellent 
corrosion resistance

•4.25 oz. bottle; 20 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG

RETAIL
3605-0018 Chain lube, 

4.25 oz. $5.95
 

3715-0001 3715-0002 3715-0003 SB1G

SBAP

SB5G

3715-0005 SDSB-1G SDSB-5G

SLM4
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PROTECTALL 
CLEANER 
AND POLISH
•The quick way to clean and polish 
any vinyl, rubber, painted, fiberglass or chrome surface

•Cleaner is detergent-resistant and protects against sun, 
ozone and smog

•6 oz. can, 13.5 oz. can and 16 oz. pump, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

62006 6 oz. can $7.25
PET-019 13.5 oz. can 11.50
62016 16 oz. pump 14.25
 

QUICK AND 
EASY WASH
•Repels dirt, grime 
and grease quickly and safely

•Non-soapy formula is nonabrasive, 
antistatic, and water-repellent

•Less than one cap full will clean your 
motorcycle, watercraft or snowmobile

•No rinsing is required – just wash 
an area and dry with towel or chamois

•Safe for paint, fiberglass, wood, rubber, 
plastic – almost every surface

•16 oz. bottles, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

63016 Quick & Easy Wash $10.50
 

CABLE CARE KIT
•Cable Care Kit includes 
one 6.25 oz. can of Cable 
Life and one Cable Luber

•The Cable Luber power-injects 
Petrochem Cable Life into the cable 
with no spillover or mess

•Sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL

PET-014 Cable Care Kit $18.95
 

CABLE LIFE
•Cable Life Minus 70° 
lubricant is specially 
formulated to stay fluid 
to -70°F

•Ideal for lubricating 
cables on motorcycles, PWCs, 
snowmobiles and other vehicles

•Lubricates and rust-proofs all 
moving parts and is included 
in Cable Care Kit

•6.25 oz. cans, 24 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION

SUG. 

RETAIL

PET-015 Cable Life $5.50
 

CHAIN LIFE
•Chain Life starts 
where regular 
chain oil leaves off

•Clings to chain as 
it lubricates, penetrates 
and silences

•Repels excess accumulation 
of dirt, sand, mud and grass

•17 oz. aerosol cans, 
12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL

PET-10 Chain life $12.50
 

AIR FILTER 
CLEANER
•Cleans out the smallest of particles 
from filters

•13.5 oz. cans, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL

3704-0037 Air filter cleaner $9.95
 

AIR FILTER OIL
•Formulated to work in combination with the cotton fabric in K&N Air 
Filter elements to provide a superior air filtration system

•Quickly penetrates the filter pleats; remains suspended in the filter pleats
•Available in 6.5 oz. aerosol can, 8 oz. squeeze bottle, 12 oz. aerosol can, 
1-gallon bottle or 5-gallon pail

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

99-0504 6.5 oz. aerosol can $8.95
3610-0020 8 oz. squeeze bottle 5.95
99-0516 12 oz. aerosol can 9.95
3610-0021 1 gallon 33.95
3610-0022 5 gallon 115.95
 

AIR FILTER CLEANER
•Formulated to clean K&N Filtercharger air filter elements
•Dissolves dirt buildup and old filter oil; washes away with water
•Biodegradable; safe on paint, plastic, aluminum and rubber
•Available in 12 oz. or 32 oz. spray or 1- or 5-gallon pails, 12 per case; 
sold each

•Instructions included

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL

3610-0012 Air filter oil $9.95
 

AIR FILTER OIL
•Spray-on filter treatment 
for all foam and fabric 
air filter elements

•Stops the passage of dirt, 
fine dust, water and 
other harmful elements

•Provides superior 
protection for your engine, spark 
plugs, carburetor and air filter

•13.5 oz. cans, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

99-0606 12 oz. $8.95
99-0621 32 oz. 13.95
3704-0062 1 gallon 33.95
3704-0063 5 gallon 115.95
 

FILTER SEALING GREASE
•Seals filter to airbox
•Hi-temp waterproof sealing grease will
not run off

•Not for clamp-on filters
•1 oz. or 6 oz. tube, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

3607-0013 1 oz. $5.95
99-0704 6 oz. 11.95
 

RECHARGER FILTER 
CARE SERVICE
•A six-step maintenance system 
designed to recharge any K&N 
Filtercharger Air Filter

•Completely restores airflow efficiency
•Kit includes filter oil (6.5 oz. spray oil 
or 8 oz. squeeze bottle), 12 oz. filter 
cleaner and service decal, 12 per 
case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

995050 Care kit, squeeze bottle $14.95
99-5000 Care kit, spray oil 14.95
 

PET-019

62006

62016

3610-0021

3610-0020 3610-0022 99-0606 99-0621
3704-0062

3704-0063

99-5000

995050
99-0704

3607-0013
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AIR FILTER SERVICE KIT
•Everything needed to service Uni 
foam air filter elements; 14.5 oz. 
aerosol filter cleaner and one 
5.5 oz. aerosol filter oil

•Cleaner’s powerful agents quickly strip away 
grease and dirt, yet won’t damage air filters; 
spray on, let soak in and rinse off

•Filter oil traps dirt particles and will not affect 
airflow when properly applied

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
UFM-400 Air filter service kit $13.95

FOAM FILTER OIL
•Designed specifically for foam 
air filters – resists drain-off

•Traps dirt particles and will not affect airflow 
when properly applied

•Available in 51/2 oz. aerosol can or a 16 oz. 
squeeze bottle; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
UFF-100 51/2 oz. aerosol $6.95
UFF-16 16 oz. squeeze bottle 6.95
 

MOTO-MASK™ OFF
•Removes Moto-Mask™ 
On from all surfaces

•Doesn’t leave a residue
•Can be used as a quick detailer 
and can be buffed to a high shine

•Display includes 6 Mask-Off and 6 Mask-On
•16 oz. spray bottle, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3706-0016 Moto-Mask™ Off $9.95
3706-0018 Moto-Mask On/Off display 119.25

MOTO-MASK™ ON
•Temporary touring coating
•Guards against road grime, road debris 
and bugs

•Use on paint, aluminum, 
chrome or plastic

•6.5 oz. can, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3704-0060 Moto-Mask™ On $9.95
 

MOTO-MASK™ 
WINDSCREEN 
RAIN COATING
•Specially formulated 
for motorcycle windshields

•Improves your vision 
in rain, drizzle 
or misting conditions 
by making beads of water disappear

•Perfect for touring bikes
•4 oz. bottle, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3706-0017 Moto-Mask™ windscreen 

rain coating $8.95
3706-0019 Moto-Mask windscreen rain 

coating 6 in display case 53.95
 

CHAIN LUBE
•Keeps the kinks in your chain out
•Can be used on motorcycles, bicycles, 
scooters and snowmobiles

•5 oz. aersol can, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3605-0019 Chain lube $6.95
 

MOTO-SHINE™ BIKE POLISH
•Give your bike a show-floor-type shine
•Moto-Shine™ brings a brilliant shine 
to your motorcycle in minutes

•Lightly cleans and removes harmful 
contaminants

•Works on all paint and 
chrome finishes

•32 oz. spray bottle, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3713-0019 Moto-Shine™ $11.75
 

MOTO KIT
•Everything you need to keep your bike looking 
like new in an easy-to-carry case

•Includes 8 oz. Moto Glaze®, 4 oz. Moto Black®, 
13 oz. Plexi Brite®, 32 oz. Spray Wash®, chamois 
and 100% cotton polishing towel

•3 per case; sold each
•Made in the U.S.A.
PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-700027 Moto Kit $47.25

BLUE BUSTER
•Polishing powder for those old 
blue pipes

•Wet towel and polish blue away; will 
not scratch chrome

•Can be used on chrome, brass and 
stainless steel

•1 oz. can, 24 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-700035 Blue Buster $6.50
 

POLISHING KIT
•Remove blue heat 
discoloration easily 
with the Blue Buster 
polishing kit

•Kit contains polishing gel 
and a polishing disk that 
attaches to any hand-held drill

•Unique polishing strap allows you to renovate 
pipes without removing them

•Effectively removes minor surface scratches 
and defects from painted surfaces, windshields 
and helmets

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-700025 Blue Buster polishing kit $24.25

MOTO BLACK POWDER-
COAT ENGINE CLEANER
•Restores a new look to your 
old-looking powder-coat finishes

•9 oz. spray can, 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-700036 Moto Black $7.75
 

CLEANER AND DEGREASER
•Cleaning your bike is easier with biodegradable 
Bike Brite

•Simply spray over desired areas to be cleaned and 
rinse immediately with a forceful jet of water

•After proper rinsing, surfaces will feel smooth 
and squeaky clean, not oily or slippery

•32 oz. spray bottle, 12 per case; 64 oz. refill bottle, 
6 per case; 1 gallon refill jug, 6 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-700030 Bike Brite (32 oz.) $11.25
DS-700031 Bike Brite, 64 oz. refill 17.95
3704-0071 Bike Brite, 1 gallon refill 26.75
DS-700029 Bike Brite counter display 68.25
 

MOTO GLAZE
•Protects against ultraviolet sun rays, 
humidity, freezing, salt and grime

•Heat-resistant; protects surfaces near 
hot engine parts

•Can be used on all clear coats 
and chrome

•8 oz. bottle, 6 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-700028 Moto Glaze $8.50
 

SADDLEBAG CONDITIONER
•Keeps leather and vinyl looking 
and feeling like new

•Preserves and conditions while 
it nourishes and protects

•12 oz. bottle, 6 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-700034 Saddlebag conditioner $8.25
 

PLEXI BRITE
•Safely cleans and polishes all plastics
•Use on windshield; great for 
removing bugs

•Just spray and wipe
•14 oz. aerosol can, 6 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-700044 Plexi Brite $7.75
 

HELMET LINER REFRESHNER
•Cleans, freshens and deodorizes all 
foam helmet liners

•Just spray and wipe dry
•14 oz. aerosol can, 6 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-700043 Helmet liner refreshner $7.75

3706-0017 3706-0019

3706-0016

3706-0018

DS-700030

DS-700031

3704-0071

DS-700029

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG.

RETAIL
UFC-300 UNI foam filter cleaner $8.95
 

FOAM 
FILTER 
CLEANER
•Cleaner’s 
powerful agents quickly strip 
away grease and dirt, yet won’t 
damage air filters

•Spray on, let soak in and rinse off
•Biodegradable; safe to use on all 
OEM and performance air filters

•16 oz. cans, 12 per case; 
sold each
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BIKE DRY 
MAN-MADE CHAMOIS
•Professional-grade ultra-
absorbent chamois material

•Works great for drying 
windshields, face shields 
and seats

•Stores easily in its own bag
•Measures 2’ x 2’
•Three per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-700041 Bike Dry chamois $8.50
 

BIKE-DRY® 
MICRO-FIBER CLOTH
•Over 90,000 fibers per square inch 
make the Bike-Dry® Micro-Fiber 
Cloth the ultimate cleaning and 
drying cloth

•Cleans without the use 
of chemicals and is washable 
and reusable

•Won’t scratch your stylish paint 
job and leaves a streak-free finish

•Sold to consumer as each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3713-0020 Micro-Fiber 

Cloth $7.25
 

BIKE WIPES
•Removes dirt and bugs from 
windshields, painted finishes, face 
shields, goggles, mirrors, glasses, 
plastics, fiberglass and chrome

•Dries while cleaning and 
shining surface

•Excellent for protecting gas tank 
from gas spills while fueling

•Include a handy carrying case
•Six-pack pop-up display included 
with an order of 6

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MC-49000D Bike Wipes (ea.) $8.95
 

GASKET REMOVER
•Easily removes gaskets – even 
those that are baked 
on – in just minutes

•A real time-saver, it eliminates 
the hassles that go with trying 
to scrape off old gaskets

•12 oz. aerosol can; 12 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
4MA Permatex 

gasket remover $5.95
 

MOTOSEAL® 1 
GASKET MAKER
•Seals in 20 minutes; for use on 
frequently disassembled engines

•Effective on uneven joint surfaces
•Use to seal cylinder head top 
covers, transmission covers, crank 
case halves, cam covers, exhaust 
manifolds, timing chain cases, 
cylinder case halves, side covers 
and clutch housings

•2.7 oz. tube; six per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
29132 MotoSeal 1 $5.25

PLASTIC POLISH
•Excellent for polishing out scratches in windshields, helmet shields, 
goggles and other items; significantly reduces haziness

•No. 3 removes heavy scratches, and No. 2 polishes out lighter imperfections in Lexan®, Lucite® 
and Plexiglas®

•After removing the abrasions with No. 3 or No. 2, apply No. 1 to clean and shine plastic
•Three-step system provides a clean, highly polished static- and dust-free surface
•8 oz. bottle, 24 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
PC-10 Novus plastic polish, No. 1 $4.50
PC-20 Novus plastic polish, No. 2 6.25
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
PC30 Novus plastic polish, No. 3 $7.95
 

GASGACINCH
•Top-quality gasket 
sealer and belt dressing

•Recommended by H-D 
motor company

•4-oz. can; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-173402 Gasgacinch $9.95
 

WINDSHIELD 
SCRATCH REMOVER
•Cleans acrylic while 
immediately removing minor 
scratches and scuffs

•Not for use on Lexan® plastic
•8 fluid oz.; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-700100 Scratch 

remover, 8 oz. $9.95

WINDSHIELD 
POLISH/CLEANER
•Restores and maintains optical 
clarity on transparent plastics

•Leaves a protective coating 
on surfaces

•7 oz, can; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-700099 Polish/

cleaner, 7 oz. $8.95

PLEXUS® PLASTIC CLEANER
•Effectively protects and polishes all clear and 
colored plastics as well as most painted surfaces

•Originally developed for aviation applications 
and now available to the consumer

•Helps make clear plastic appear virtually 
transparent, colored plastic more vibrant 
and plastic-based paints gleam like new

•Plexus® envelops dirt and dust particles, then 
lifts them from the surface to avoid scratching 
when contaminants are wiped away

•Protects by actually sealing the pores of the 
plastic, thus repelling dust and protecting against 
dirt, grime, oil and UV fading

•Removes oil, dirt, bugs, sticker adhesive, exhaust 
stains, grease, fuel and tire marks

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
20205 1/2 oz. display, sold to dealer 24 per case; sold to consumer each $4.25
20207 7 oz. bottle, 12 per case; sold each 8.95
20214X 13 oz. bottle, 12 per case; sold each 12.95
 

BIKE DRY JUMBO POLISHING TOWELS
•Great for applying wax coatings, gel coats, 
polishes and for drying your motorcycle 
after washing

•100% cotton diaper fabric with ultra foam; 
11” x 18” double-sided/sewn towels

•Three per pack; four packs per case

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-700042 Bike Dry polishing 

towels (3 pk.) $8.95

AEROSOL LUBRICANT
•This unique concentrated formula 
contains micron-sized particles that 
create a long-lasting Teflon® film

•Reduces friction and wear
•Penetrates and lubricates any 
mechanism that’s difficult to 
operate due to wear or corrosion

•Provides protection from dirt 
and sand

•4 or 6 oz. aerosol cans, 12 per case; 
sold each

•12 oz. aerosol cans, 6 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
TRI-4 4 oz. $6.95
TRI-6 6 oz. 8.95
TRI-12 12 oz. 14.95

PC-10
PC-20 PC-30
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FAST BREAK
•A super-penetrating oil 
that contains 
molybdenum disulfide

•Instantly releases nuts and 
bolts frozen from rust, 
corrosion, scale or paint

•12 oz. aerosol can; 
12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
68 Permatex 

Fast Break $3.95
 

GAS TANK REPAIR PATCH
•Patch applies like putty and 
works like steel

•Repairs holes in gas tanks and 
other containers

•Special formula works on metal 
or fiberglass that’s wet from 
gas or water

•Enough for one repair
•Not recommended for holes 
larger than 1/4” dia.

•.25 oz., 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
12020 Permatex gas tank repair patch $6.50
 

DIELECTRIC GREASE
•Water-repellent grease works great for sealing 
electrical connections

•Excellent lubricant for rubber, ceramic and 
plastic, with a high-temperature resistance

•Stops corrosion on electrical connectors
•Use for lubricating O-rings, gaskets and seals
•3 oz. tube; 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
22058 Dielectric grease $11.25

GEL TWIST™ THREADLOCKERS
•No drips, runs, spills or leaks
•Patent-pending formula and pinpoint applicator
•Gel stays where you want it – on the part
•Applies clean and package stays clean
•Great for hard-to-reach places and 
vertical applications

•Easily portable
•No mess and no waste = time and cost savings
•Available in medium-strength blue 
and high-strength red

•.35 oz. gel tube
•Sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3711-0001 Blue $16.50
3711-0002 Red 16.50
 

STRIPPED THREAD REPAIR KIT
•Form-A-Thread solves all the worries and 
woes that go with stripped threads

•Makes other thread repair tools (inserts, drills 
and taps) obsolete

•Actually restores damaged threads on metal 
screws and bolts, allowing them 
to be reinserted

•Eliminates future corrosion, galling, 
seizing and rust

•12 per case; sold each

NOTE: Not intended for critical applications 
such as internal engine parts, suspensions 
or high-pressure fittings.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-700040 Permatex Form-A-Thread kit $12.50
 

#242 THREADLOCKER 
(BLUE)
•Hardens in 30-60 minutes
•Fills in the space between 
metal threaded parts to form 
a secure, single assembly

•Delivers a positive seal that 
resists lubricants, solvents 
and most chemicals

•One drop keeps nuts, bolts 
and screws from loosening

•Available in two sizes
•12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
24200 Permatex #242 Threadlocker, 

6ml tube $7.50
24240 Permatex #242 Threadlocker, 

36ml tube 32.25

#290 
THREADLOCKER 
(GREEN)
•Seals weld and casting 
porosities and hairline 
cracks in housings, 
tubing and tanks

•Fills voids to .005”
•Secures set screws and 
other adjustable assemblies

•Best used after final parts assembly
•6ml tube; 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
29000 Permatex #290 

Threadlocker $8.25
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
27100 Permatex #271 Threadlocker, 6ml $7.50
27140 Permatex #271 Threadlocker, 36ml 32.25
 

3711-0001

3711-0002

LOW-STRENGTH 
THREAD LOCK
•Perfect for small screws 
and bolts

•10ml bottles, six per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
TB-1342 10ml bottle $6.95

BEARING AND STUD 
THREAD LOCK
•High strength-retaining 
properties for bearings 
and studs

•10ml bottles, six per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
TB-1333-B 10ml bottle $6.95
 

HIGH-TEMPERATURE 
THREAD LOCK
•Incorporates anaerobic 
locking agents, plus 
a heat-resistant element

•Ideal for sealing engine 
and exhaust components

•10ml bottles, six per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
TB-1360 10ml bottle $6.95
 

HIGH-STRENGTH 
THREAD LOCK
•Designed for various 
threads, screws, bolts, 
piping joints, gears 
and pulleys

•10ml bottles, six per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
TB-1303 10ml bottle $6.95
 

SUPER GLUE
•ThreeBond Super Glue attains practical-use 
strength in a matter of seconds

•Contains no evaporative elements, so 
there’s never any shrinkage to weaken bonding points

•Excellent for nonporous materials
•2g tubes, 36 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
TB-1742-B 2 gram tube $2.95
 

SILICONE LIQUID GASKET
•Contains silicone rubber as 
a primary component

•Perfect for sealing complex 
three-point surfaces

•100% effective over a wide temperature range, -60°C to 250°C
•3.5 oz. tubes, six per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
TB-1211 3.5 oz. tube $21.95
 

CASE SEALANT LIQUID GASKET
•Replaces PART #TB-1104
•A synthetic rubber, viscoelastic sealer that 
is semi-drying

•Applications include sealing transmission case 
covers, motorcycle cases, timing chain cases, side covers, 
two-piece cylinders, clutch housing bolts and oil filter mounting surfaces

•Excellent resistance to water, oil, gasoline and chemicals
•3.5 oz. tubes, 24 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3710-0004 3.5 oz. tube $7.95
 

GRIPLOCK
•High-strength adhesive is specifically 
formulated to keep grips in place without 
damaging the rubber

•Puts an end to grips twisting or sliding off 
motorcycles, snowmobiles, ATVs and watercraft

•1 oz. tube, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
TB1501C 1 oz. tube $6.95
 

#271 
THREADLOCKER 
(RED)
•Locks studs, bushings 
and large fasteners 
to prevent loosening 
and wear

•Retains bearings 
to stop spinouts

•High-strength locker 
available in two sizes

•12 per case; sold each

2424024200

27100 27140
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
KR005 Pipe blueing protectant $35.95
 

BLUE SHIELD
•Pipe blueing protectant coats interior of new header 
pipes; prevents heat buildup

•Disperses exhaust heat away from pipes, protecting 
chrome finish

•1-pint bottles, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
KR004 Combo tank pak $38.25
 

FUEL TANK LINER AND TANK PREP 
COMBO PAK
•Kit includes tank liner and tank prep for all your 
repair needs

•12 kits per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
KR007 Tank mask protectant $14.25
 

TANK MASK PROTECTANT
•Protects outside tank paint and finishes when prepping 
the inside

•Water-based liquid mask applies easily to painted tanks 
and dries to a non-tacky film that won’t damage finish

•After the inside is prepped, wash away film with warm, 
soapy water

•8 oz. bottles, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
KR001 Tank sealant $20.75

FUEL TANK LINER
•In new or old tanks, Kreem seals and protects, prevents 
rust and stops leaks from pinholes and cracks

•Resistant to alcohol and gasohol; withstands most 
octane boosters

•Most tanks require 1 pt. of Kreem per 3-gal. capacity
•1-pint bottles; 12 pints case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
KR002 Tank prep $18.95
 

TANK PREP KIT
•Prepares a metal gas tank for sealing
•Tank Prep A is a concentrated cleaner, Prep B a final rinse
•Removes rust and dirt inside tank and conditions surface 
for sealing

•Kit includes 1 pt. of Prep A and 1/2 pt. of Prep B

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
KR006 Tank degreaser $9.75

TANK DEGREASER
•For use on new or aftermarket tanks
•Removes protective oil coating inside new tanks
•Ensures a clean, oil-free surface that is ready 
to be prepped for use

•Doubles as a general purpose cleaner and degreaser
•16 oz. bottles, 12 per case; sold each

LEATHER 
CONDITIONER
•Keeps your motorcycle 
seat in perfect condition

•Features a blend of waxes formulated to replace the 
lost oils in leather

•In addition to moisturizing the leather, it will help the 
leather shed water and repel dirt

•Since the conditioner is a dressing 
and not an oil, you cannot 
oversaturate the leather

•6 oz. tub; sold each

LEATHER CARE KIT
•Everything riders need to 
keep seats, saddlebags, 
apparel and just about 
anything leather looking good and wearing long

•Two 1.5 oz. weatherproof leather dressings, black 
and neutral, are designed for use on smooth 
leather seats, saddlebags and boots 

•4 oz. leather lotion is great for leather jackets 
or suits – just wipe it on, wait a couple minutes until 
dry to haze and wipe-off excess; polymer coating left 
on leather will protect for three months

•4 oz. leather gloss is formulated for shiny leather to nourish the coating 
so that it won’t crack and to restore the lost shine

•Also includes cellulose/
polyester blend cloth 
and vinyl carrying pouch

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3850-0054 FluidZap pads $29.95

FLUIDZAP PADS
•10-pk of FluidZap highly absorbant 
disposable pads

•Ideal for cleaning up fluids 
from workspaces

•Can hold any automotive liquid including fuel, gear oil, 
motor oil, brake fluid, anti-freeze, water and much more

•Pads can absorb up to 1/2 quart of oil
•Sold to dealer as 10-pack; sold to consumer as each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3101 Seat and Saddlebag Wash, 16 oz. $18.95
 

SEAT AND SADDLEBAG WASH
•Developed especially to keep leather, 
SaddleHyde™, fabric, nylon and vinyl 
looking like new

•Combats grease, oil, dirt and stains; leaves no film
•Safe on all Saddlemen products
•16 oz. spray bottle; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3103 Seat and Saddlebag Fabric Conditioner, 16 oz. $18.95

SEAT AND SADDLEBAG 
FABRIC CONDITIONER
•Prolongs the life of SaddleTuff™, nylon 
and other fabric sissy bar bags, saddlebags 
or other  fabric covered accessories

•Developed to guard against weather deterioration 
and sunlight; keeps riding gear looking like new

•16 oz. spray bottle; sold each

QUICKSTEEL EPOXY
•Essential fanny pack item
•Permanently bonds most 
surfaces, including steel, aluminum, magnesium and most plastics

•Neat, easy-to-use putty 
cures steel-hard in 15 minutes

•Withstands high 
engine temperatures

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
PC-04 Assembly Lube $9.95
 

ASSEMBLY 
LUBE
•Protect your rebuilt engine from problems 
caused by unoiled parts

•Assembly lube protects parts until oil reaches all necessary areas
•Three times the film strength 
of molybdenum greases

•Clings to all surfaces; prevents rust
•1 oz. jar, 12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3710-0003 Electro-seal, 11 oz. $13.95
 

ELECTRO-SEAL
•Waterproof, flexible and permanent rubber 
coating; acts as a barrier against moisture

•Dries crystal clear; will not discolor or harm any surface
•Ideal for use as an electrical insulator
•Great for use on terminals to protect against corrosion 
and moisture

•Can be used as an insulator in connection boxes or exterior 
wire connections

•Only 4 mil has the dielectric properties to withstand 300V (1 mil per coat)
•Use on electrical panels, circuit boards, battery terminals, wire 
connections, even nuts and bolts you think might rust

•Temperature resistance for cured product is -30 to +200F
•Use mineral spirits or paint thinner to remove coating
•This product is not intended for use on surfaces with exposure to direct 
sunlight; direct sunlight will yellow, dry and crack the rubber coating

•One can covers approximately 60 square feet
•11 oz. aerosol can; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3102 Seat and Saddlebag Conditioner, 16 oz. $18.95
 

SEAT AND 
SADDLEBAG CONDITIONER
•Prolongs the life of leather, 
SaddleHyde™ and vinyl seats, 
saddlebags and other accessories

•Guards against weather deterioration and cracking
•Keeps riding gear looking like new
•16 oz. spray bottle; sold each

1159

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3706-0020 Leather care kit $19.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
M01060 Quicksteel epoxy $4.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-700201 Leather conditioner $9.95
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GIFT PACK
•Gift pack includes 1/2 liter of S100 Cleaner, 
Detailer + Wax, Finish Restorer, Corrosion 
Protectant, a sponge and a Super 
Absorbent Towel

•Packaged in a convenient plastic carrying 
case with form-fitting polystyrene insert 
to keep products from shifting

•4 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
SM12000C S100 gift pack $50.50
 

CLEANERS
•Spray-on/hose-off system that cuts 
through grease and grime quickly

•Can be used safely on all plastic, plated 
and painted surfaces; won’t strip wax

•Special Performance Wheel Cleaner is a spray-on gel formula that effectively removes dirt and oil
•Corrosion Protectant ends corrosion and rust worries; simply spray on and rub off
•Finish Restorer brightens aluminum, stainless steel and chrome engine parts and removes minor 
scratches and oxidation from paintwork; also recommended for reviving clouded plastic windscreens

•All products 12 per case, except Finish Restorer, 15 per case, and S100 5 liter refill, 2 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
SM-12001B Cleaner, 1 liter $13.50
SM-12500S Cleaner, 1/2 liter 7.75
SM-12001R Refill (without sprayer), 1 liter 11.50
SM-12005L Refill (without sprayer), 5 liter 44.75
SM-10005S Remote spray hose (fits 5 liter refill) 5.75
SM-15500G Wheel cleaner, 500ml 8.95
SM-16300A Corrosion Protectant, 71/2 oz. 9.50
SM-17075T Total Cycle Finish Restorer 8.25
 

SPECIAL SURFACES CLEANER
•Spray-on cleaner designed specifically for cleaning 
plastic surfaces

•Ideal for helmets, face shields, fairings and windshields
•Spray on and wipe off
•Anti-streak and low-residue properties
•10 oz. spray bottle, 12 per case, sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3704-0050 Special Surfaces cleaner, 10 oz. $9.95
 

AEROSOL CLEANER
•The fastest way to clean a bike
•S100 Total Cycle cleaner comes in an aerosol can for the 
quickest application ever

•Spray on in seconds, rinse off in seconds and the job is done
•21 oz. aerosol can, 12 per case, sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
SM12600A Aerosol cleaner, 21 oz. $9.50
 

SHINE-ENHANCING CLEANSER
•A necessary step to get maximum show-bike shine
•Prepares surface prior to waxing; helps wax work easier 
and better

•Thick, rich cream removes spotting, swirl marks 
and imperfections

•Safe for clearcoats
•11.8 oz. bottle, 12 per case, sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
SM13350 Shine-enhancing Cleanser, 11.8 oz. $9.50
 

ENGINE BRIGHTENER
•Restores the black color and luster to those faded and grayed-out 
cylinder cases, wrinkle paints and other once-black engine parts

•Unique high temperature formula that actually increases its ability 
to bond with the surface as surface temperature rises – which 
keeps it from rinsing off

•Extended spray orifice delivers a controlled spray for those 
hard-to-reach areas

•4.5 oz. spray can, 12 per case, sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
SM-19200A Engine Brightener, 4.5 oz. $8.25
 

POLISHING SOAP
•Combine soap’s ease of application with the power 
of polish

•Brightens aluminum and stainless steel surfaces
•Removes minor stains from chrome
•Do not use on painted or anodized surfaces
•Biodegradable and non-toxic
•Includes sponge applicator
•10.6 oz. jar, 12 per case, sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3713-0007 Polishing Soap, 10.6 oz. $9.95
 

S100 
DETAILING SWABS
•Flexible design allows 
cleaning of hard-to-
reach places

•50 swabs per pack, 
12 per case, sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3706-0006 Detailing Swabs, 50-pk. $9.95
 

POLISH DETAILING SET
•Includes 25 flexible swabs and an ultra soft dusting and polishing cloth
•Swabs are great for cleaning in tight areas like cooling fins, swingarms, 
etc.; use swabs to apply S100 Total Cycle Cleaner or S100 Corrosion 
Protectant, etc.

•Swabs can be bent to a 90° angle to reach around corners
•Polishing cloth can be used for removing light dust or 
rubbing out polishes and waxes

•25 swabs per set, 12 per case, sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3706-0001 Polish Detailing Set, 25 swab set $8.95

CARNAUBA PASTE WAX
•Low effort level – carnauba-blend wax 
is as easy to use as a liquid

•Leaves no chalky, powdery residue
•Doesn’t stain or streak rubber, plastics 
or black engine parts

•Leaves a great initial shine that lasts; 
a simple wipe-down brings the shine back

•7 oz. jar, 12 per case, sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
SM-13700W Canauba Paste Wax, 7 oz. $15.95
 

DETAIL + WAX
•Cleans and waxes at the same time
•Sprays on and cuts through road soils, rain film 
and other contaminants, then leaves behind 
a brilliant shine

•Combines beeswax and carnauba for a shine 
that lasts

•10 oz. aerosol can, 12 per case, sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
SM-18400A Detail + Wax, 10 oz. $8.75
 

SUPER-ABSORBENT DRYING TOWEL
•S100 Drying Towel out-absorbs bath towels, synthetic cloths and 
natural chamois

•Stays soft for spotless and streakless drying that won’t scratch paint
•Can be machine washed, and it’s still biodegradable and 
environmentally safe

•Towel measures 15.7” x 14.5” with 6” x 3” storage pouch
•12 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
SM-14800T Super-absorbent towel $9.50
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PIG SNOT TOTAL 
BIKE CLEANER
•Non-abrasive Super Cleaner is 
safe for all parts

•Comes in a 32 oz. bottle, 
sprayer included

•Sold to dealer 12 per case; sold 
to consumer each (suggested 
retail reflects each pricing)

PIG SNOT DETAILER
•Used to remove dust, light dirt, 
waterspots and fingerprints 
between waxings

•Comes in a 12 oz. spray bottle
•Sold to dealer 12 per case; sold 
to consumer each (suggested 
retail reflects each pricing)

•Made in the U.S.A.

METAL POLISH
•Can be used on all metal surfaces
•Comes in a 5 oz. tub
•Sold to dealer 12 per case; sold to consumer each 
(suggested retail reflects each pricing)

•Made in the U.S.A.

SUPER CLOTHS
•Individual cloths measure 12” L x 24” W
•Superior polishing and buffing cloths
•Sold to dealer 24 per case; sold to consumer each 
(suggested retail reflects each pricing)

•Made in the U.S.A.

LATEX GLOVES
•Superior puncture-, tear-
and chemical-resistance 
with excellent dexterity

•Fully textured finish provides
excellent grip when handling wet tools and equipment

•Polymer coating on the surface keeps hands 
comfortable and cool during extended use

•Powder-free to minimize the risk of developing 
latex protein residue-related allergies

•12” cuff length protects wrists and forearms
•14 mil (fingers and palm) for maximum chemical resistance
•Unique packaging designed with yellow color-coded logo
•50 gloves per container

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3350-0006 Large $19.95
3350-0007 X-large 19.95

NITRILE GLOVES
•Superior puncture-, tear- 
and chemical-resistance 
with excellent dexterity

•100% latex free design 
eliminates potential allergic 
reactions to latex proteins

•Textured surface provides strong grip 
for both wet and dry applications

•5 mil (fingers and palm)
•Unique packaging designed with blue color-coded logo
•100 gloves per container

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3350-0004 Large $20.95
3350-0005 X-large 20.95
 

LUSTER LACE LIQUID METAL POLISH
•The same famous metal polish in Luster Lace Polishing Strips 
and Pads now available in a liquid

•Excellent on aluminum, brass, bronze, copper, nickel, 
magnesium, platinum, stainless steel and all other bare metals

•Removes oxidation and discoloration
•8 oz. bottles, sold each

PAINT POLISH
•3-in-1 cleaner, polish and protector for all 
vehicle finishes

•Deep shine formula removes minor swirl marks, 
scratches, and blemishes

•Leaves a UV protective coating for a deep, glossy shine
•16 oz. bottles, sold each

LUSTER LACE METAL POLISHING PAD AND STRIPS
•This patented polishing pad is designed to give you the best polish 
for the least effort

•Developed specifically for round or tubular applications such as spokes, 
fork legs, handlebars, pushrod tubes and wheels

•Polish is in a wraparound pad and works on aluminum, chrome, gold, 
brass, bronze, copper, diamond plate, silver and other metals

•Luster Seal is a metal sealant – seals shine in, keeps moisture out
•Revitalizer extends the life of both Luster Lace metal polish and the Luster Pad

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG.

RETAIL

DS-700146 Combo pack (1/2” x 16”, 4 pieces; 3/4”x 
20”, 3 pieces; 11/4” x 28”, 2 pieces) $12.75

DS-700147 Narrow pack (1/2” x 16”), 14 pieces 12.75
DS-700148 Medium pack (3/4” x 20”), 9 pieces 12.75
DS-700149 Wide pack (11/4” x 28”), 6 pieces 12.75
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG.

RETAIL

DS-700150 Luster kit combo (includes Luster 
Lace, Luster Pad and Revitalizer) $24.95

DS-700151 Luster Pad (3/4” x  5”), 1 piece 10.50
DS-700152 Luster sealer, 8 oz. bottle 10.95
DS-700153 Luster Lace Revitalizer, 2 oz. bottle 3.25
 

BIKE WASH
•Ultra-rich lather is gentle on 
all finishes

•Easily cuts dirt and grime
•High-gloss formula reduces 
water spotting

•8 oz. bottles, sold each

DS-700146

DS-700147 DS-700149 DS-700150

DS-700152

DS-700153

DS-700151

1161

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
0207-4002 Pig Snot Total Bike Cleaner; 

32 oz. spray bottle $17.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS700111 Pig Snot detailer; 

12 oz. spray bottle $10.95
 

PIG SNOT BIKE WAX
•Pig Snot is a blend of the finest 
non-silicone waxes with Teflon® 
hand glaze materials

•Highest actual wax content of any 
retail wax; contains no cleaners

•Designed for painted surfaces 
and chrome

•Large 24 fl. oz. bottles and 
small 250g bottles

•Sold to dealer 12 per case; 
sold to consumer each 
(suggested retail reflects each pricing)

•Made in the U.S.A.

0207-4001

DS-700110

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
0207-4001 Pig Snot Bike Wax; 

24 oz. bottles $19.95
DS-700110 Pig Snot Bike Wax; 

250 gram bottles 12.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3713-0006 Metal polish; 5 oz. tub $6.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS700112 Super cloth pack $6.50
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3713-0021 Paint polish $11.50
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3713-0022 Liquid metal polish $11.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3704-0061 Bike wash $5.95
 

DS-700148
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LUSTER DETAILER
•Just spray, wipe and shine to 
keep that just-washed look

•Lifts dust, bugs, tree sap, 
road film, water spots 
and bird droppings from painted surfaces, 
chrome, fiberglass, plastic and glass

•Cleans without scratching and leaves a 
smooth, slick, deep shine with a protective 
water-repellent coat

•Sold each

1162

MICROFIBER 
DETAILING CLOTH
•Unlike anything in your cabinets 
at home, this cloth is the softest 
for your precious surfaces

•Super absorbent, lint free, and 
machine washable for 
convenient reuse

•Measures 16” x 16”
•Sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3713-0023 Microfiber detailing cloth, 16” x 16” $5.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
LC-11021 2 oz. $2.95
LC-00715 8 oz. 7.50
LC-11022 22 oz. 11.95
 

P.O.P. DISPLAY
•An organized, inviting 
way to display the Luster 
Care line of products

•Comes stocked with the 
following:  six combo packs 
(PART #DS-700146), six Luster 
pads (PART #DS-700151), six 
Luster sealers (PART #DS-
700152) and six Luster Care 
revitalizers (PART #DS-700153)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-700154 Luster Care P.O.P. display $213.95

BLUE-JOB® 
METAL 
POLISH
•Polishes chrome, 
stainless steel, 
brass and copper

•Will not scratch or 
dull chrome; 
removes only 
blueing, not the 
finish underneath

•Sold to dealer in 
Point-Of-Purchase display case of 12 only; 
sold to consumer as each

•Each container includes .5 oz. of dry 
powder polish and a cloth applicator

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3702-0006 Blue-Job metal polish $11.95
 

PIPE 
WIPES™
•Super soft 
microfiber 
polishing cloth 
will not scratch 
new chrome

•Work with Blue-Job chrome polish 
to create an extreme shine with no 
swirls or smudges

•Use before starting engine to remove 
residue, oil and fingerprints from 
new exhaust pipes

•Measure 91/2” L x 41/2” W
•Sold in 36-pack retail displays, six per 
case; sold to consumers as each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3704-0046 Pipe Wipes chrome 

polishing cloth $3.95
 

BLUE AWAY
•The name says it all
•Removes blue and yellow discolorations 
from exhaust pipes – even near the heads

•2.5 oz. bottle, 36 per case; 
sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
CC-82 Blue Away $16.95
 

CHROME GUARD™ THERMAL 
BARRIER PIPE LINING
•Water-soluble, nontoxic pipe lining 
prevents serious exhaust system 
chrome discoloration

•Easy to use – just add water, mix and apply
•Drying time approximately one hour
•Powder form has considerably longer shelf life; does not dry out
•Properly mixed, applied and cured, Chrome Guard™ is 
a significant deterrent to discoloration

•20 oz. bottle, 6 per case; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3702-0007 Thermal barrier pipe lining $20.95
 

SIMICHROME POLISH
•One of the best-selling metal polishes 
on the market

•Leaves a brilliant shine that protects 
chrome, aluminum, silver, brass – any metal

•Used for years on precious metals and jewelry
•Combats oxidation, water stains and road tar
•Available in two sizes
•1.76 oz. tubes, 24 per case; or 8 oz. cans, 18 per case
•Sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
CC-80 Simichrome, 1.76 oz. $8.95
CC-81 Simichrome, 8 oz. 32.50

DOT 5 SILICONE 
BRAKE FLUID
•Developed for severe service 
and long life

•Complies with Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard #116
•Will not boil at temperatures of up to 500°F
•Won’t absorb moisture or damage painted surfaces
•12 oz. bottles, 12 per case; sold each

 NOTE: Do not mix with DOT 3 or DOT 4 brake fluid.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
71440 DOT 5 silicone brake fluid $11.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-700006 Engine assembly lube, 4 oz. $7.95

ENGINE 
ASSEMBLY LUBE
•Formulated to provide 
extra lubrication 
protection to engine components during assembly

•Provides outstanding resistance to scuffing, 
wear and friction during break-in

•Recommended for use on components such 
as ball bearings, needle bearings, rocker tips, 
roller tappets and rocker shafts 

•Sold each

FITCH FUEL 
CATALYST
•Just drop the unit 
in your tank and add 
3-5 horsepower to 
your throttle

•Not a fuel additive, the 
catalyst is made of an 
alloy that further refines fuel to remove tiny 
impurities that result in delayed ignition, 
carbon buildup and excessive smoke

•Less pinging, more torque and a boost in fuel 
mileage you won’t believe

•Sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
F5T Fitch fuel catalyst $46.50
 

FOGGING 
OIL
•Protects any engine 
from corrosion 
during storage

•Fogging oil spray 
clings to all exposed 
metal parts

•Specially designed 
spray valve works 
in any position; 
sprays even if can is 
held upside down, 
sideways or backwards

•Sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
E3500 Fogging oil $10.95
 

LC-00715

LC-11022

CC-80
CC-81

LC-11021
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TWIN SCAN II
•Provides diagnostic capabilities not found in other available tools
•Useful for diagnosing hard-to-find intermittent trouble codes
•Motorcycle can be operated while unit is installed
•Reads and clears diagnostic trouble codes from ECU (engine control 
unit), TSSM (turn signal/security module), speedometer and tach

•Real-time display of engine data on instrument panel-type display
•Built-in data logging; stores up to one hour of data; automatically 
triggers when a trouble code is set and shows data before and after 
code is set

•Includes two analog inputs for air/fuel ratio (AFR); can be upgraded to 
Twin Scan II+ for use as a tuning aid (PART #3807-0022)

•Upgrade kit also available for the Twin Scan II; includes WEGO3D dual-
channel wide-band exhaust gas oxygen sensor interface, two Bosch 
LSU 4.2 wide-band oxygen sensors, two 18 x 1.5mm weld nuts, two 18 x 
1.5mm hex socket plugs, USB cable and software on a CD-ROM

•Interfaces to a laptop PC; Minimum PC requirements are 300MHz Pentium 
running Windows 98/ME/XP with SVGA display (1024 x 768 pixels) and 
available USB port

•Includes USB cable and software on CD-ROM

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3807-0020 For 01-09 models w/ 36-pin Delphi fuel-injection 

system and 03-06 carbureted models w/ 12-pin 
ignition module $204.95

3807-0022 Twin Scan II+ upgrade kit 439.95

3807-0020

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3807-0021 Twin Scan II+ kit $547.95
 

TWIN 
SCAN II+ KIT
•Ideal tuning aid for 
the Screamin’ Eagle® 
race tuner (SERT) 
and DynoJet Power 
Commander and 
Twin-Tuner

•Displays front 
and rear cylinder 
air/fuel ratio (AFR) 
and the required 
volumetric efficiency 
(VE) correction (in 
percent) with the 
same RPM rows and throttle position sensor (TPS) columns used in the 
SERT tables

•Includes all features of the standard Twin Scan II
•Sold as a complete kit including the WEGO3D dual-channel wide-band 
exhaust gas oxygen sensor interface for logging AFR data along with 
engine data

•Kit also includes two Bosch LSU 4.2 wide-band oxygen sensors, two 
18 x 1.5mm weld nuts, two 18 x 1.5mm hex socket plugs, USB cable and 
software on a CD-ROM

•When the WEGO3D is connected, the Twin Scan II+ will log engine data 
along with the actual air/fuel ratio

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1022-0054 WEGO III Wide-Band AFR Metering System $438.95
7806-1563 Repl. 18 x 1.5mm weld nut 5.95
7806-1564 18 x 1.5mm hex socket plug 

(for plugging weld nut hole) 5.95

WEGO III WIDE-BAND 
AFR (AIR/FUEL RATIO) 
MONITORING 
SYSTEM
•Complete fuel/air ratio 
metering system 
with built-in 
data logging

•Versatile tuning 
aid for all carbureted and 
fuel-injected engines displays AFR (air/fuel ratio) and logs over two hours 
data including AFR, engine rpm and a spare 0-5V analog input for sensors 
such as throttle position or manifold pressure

•Can be used for on-road or dyno testing; suitable for automotive, 
motorcycle and other small engine applications

•Highly accurate with less than +/-0.10 AFR error over 10.3-19.5 AFR range
•Easy free-air calibration procedure corrects for sensor aging effects
•0-5V analog AFR output for interface to dyno instrumentation
•Waterproof ultra-bright daylight-readable blue LED display with 
automatic dimming under low-light conditions

•Wide supply voltage range from 11-16V allows operation from battery on 
small engines and race vehicles without an alternator; current drain is 
approximately 1 amp

•Compact side: 4” L x 2” W x .5” H
•WEGO III data logging software runs under Windows 98/ME/XP/Vista. 
The software allows AFR, engine rpm and analog sensor data with user-
defined scaling. Data can also be exported to Excel for further analysis

•Sold in a system that includes WEGO III Wide-Band Exhaust Gas Oxygen 
Sensor Interface, 42” harness, Bosch LSU 4.2 five-wire wide-band oxygen 
sensor, 18x1.5mm weld nut for mounting sensor on exhaust pipe and 
software on CD ROM

•Made in the U.S.A.

1022-0054

FOR 95-05 FUEL-INJECTED BIG TWIN AND 99-02 VDO CARB MODELS

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DIAGNOSTIC MONITORS
DS-191132 BDM Standard $2,654.95
DS-191133 BDM Pro 3,596.95
REPLACEMENT COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
DS-191135 Carrying case 160.95
DS-191136 Cigarette lighter plug adapter 18.95
DS-191137 AC/DC adapter 54.95
DS-191138 Rubber jacket 56.95
DS-191139 Current probe 598.95
DS-191140 Temperature probe 137.95
DS-191141 Wrist strap 7.95
DS-191142 Volt probe 42.95
DS-191143 3” alligator clip 28.95
DS-191144 Voltage probe alligator clips 14.95
DS-1911451 Printer 853.95
DS-1911471 Printer battery pack 178.95
DS-191148 Thermal paper roll 13.95
DS-191149 PC link software 456.95
DS-191150 RS232 cable 53.95
DS-191151 Printer cable 53.95
DS-191152 Harley-Davidson cable 249.95
DS-191153 BDM/BDM Pro operational manual 50.95
DS-191154 Optional Magneti-Marelli cartridge for 95-01 FLT 612.95
DS-191155 Repl. Delphi System cartridge for 01-05 FXST, 

FLST, 02-05 FLT 612.95
1601-5001 Optional cartridge for 99-02 Buell models 510.95
1 Only works on BDM Pro.

BLUE STREAK™ 
DIAGNOSTIC 
MONITOR (BDM 
SCANALIZER)
•Used to read the on-board 
computer during diagnostic testing 
and troubleshooting

•Displays and clears trouble codes, 
diagnostic menu and 12 data lines 
(barometric pressure, barometric 
pressure sensor, battery positive 
voltage, engine speed, engine 
temp., engine temp. sensor, idle/wide open throttle, idle speed control 
position, idle trim, injector pulse width, intake air temp. sensor and 
intake air temp.). Four enlarged data lines, a four-channel graph, a one-
channel graph, customized data list and diagnostic snapshot in either 
Standard or Metric units

•The deluxe LCD display measures a large 43/4” diagonally (320 x 240 pixels) 
and features a 12-key pad

•Available in two models, BDM Standard and BDM Pro
•Both come with Scanalizer, Harley Delphi software cartridge (PART 
#DS-191155), carrying case, cigarette lighter plug, AC/DC adapter, rubber 
jacket, wrist strap, 3” alligator clip, H-D cable and operation manual

•Optional software cartridges sold separately
•The BDM Pro also features built-in digital multi-meter, two-channel digital 
oscilloscope, volt probe and volt probe alligator clip

NOTE: Magnetti-Marelli cartridge not included; sold separately.
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
TOOL BOARDS
DS-196309 Tool board kit (includes tools listed below) $1,674.95
DS-196220 Tool board (does not include tools listed below) 366.95
INDIVIDUAL TOOLS
DS-196194 Crankshaft bearing tool 141.95
DS-196193 Cam bearing puller 181.95
DS-196192 Connecting rod bushing tool 106.95
DS-196197 Wrist pin remover 102.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
INDIVIDUAL TOOLS (CONT)
DS-196196 Cam chain tensioner tool $40.95
DS-198624 Crankshaft guide 27.95
DS-196201 Cam/crank sprocket lock tool 42.95
DS-196199 Camshaft remover/installer 144.95
DS-196198 Inner cam bearing remover tool 137.95
DS-196195 Crankshaft bushing tool 106.95
DS-196200 Inner cam bearing installer 127.95
 

TWIN CAM TOOL BOARD KIT
•Available as a complete kit with all the individual tools, 
or board only with hooks

•Complete board kit includes the 12 most 99-06 popular Twin Cam tools listed below
•Boards measure 2’ x 3’ and include hangers, bins and overlay
•Shadowed for easy placement of tools
•Made in the U.S.A.

DS-196309 DS-196220

DS-196194

DS-196193

DS-196197 DS-196192

DS-198624
DS-196201

DS-196198

DS-196199

DS-196196

DS-196195

DS-196200

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0024 14mm $30.95
3801-0025 12mm 30.95
 

TOP DEAD 
CENTER TOOL
•Tool makes it easy to 
find exact top dead 
center of any engine

•Invaluable when dialing in cams or 
performing any of a number of checks 
and modifications based on the 
position of the crankshaft

•Available for engines with 14mm and 12mm spark plug holes

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196407 Piston support plate $70.95
 

PISTON 
SUPPORT PLATE
•Support plate gives a non-marring, 
flat surface to push piston 
bottoms against when installing 
rings or cylinders

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-199102 For 36-72 Big Twin $39.95
DS-196072 For 83-99 Big Twin (except Twin Cam 88), L85-03 XL 109.95

PISTON PIN KEEPER TOOL
•Used to install piston retaining 
rings on 36-72 and 83-99 Big Twin 
(except Twin Cam 88) and late 
L85-03 Sportster

•Made in the U.S.A.

DS-199102 DS-196072

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196166 For pre-73 Big Twin and 

XL w/ .515” i.d. wrist pins $110.95

PISTON 
PIN LOCK 
RING TOOL
•Used to install lock ring #22582-52 in piston
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196197 Wrist pin tool $102.95
 

WRIST PIN REMOVER
•Used to remove the wrist pins on all Harley-Davidson motors
•Comes with instructions
•Made in the U.S.A.
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
P568 Piston pin removal tool $71.95

PISTON PIN 
REMOVAL TOOL
•Top-quality shop tool 
easily removes piston pins 
from pistons

•For single- or multi-cylinder engines; fits 12mm 
to 25mm pins PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

DS-198808 Piston pin retaining ring tool; 
repl. OEM #34623B $108.95

PISTON PIN RETAINING 
INSTALLER AND REMOVER
•Works on all pistons with retaining 
ring dimple

•Insert claw in dimple and pull or push
•Made in the U.S.A.

NOTE: Not recommended for use on forged pistons.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
865 Piston 

pin puller $31.95
 

PISTON PIN PULLER
•Removes pins from 12-25mm
•Won’t damage piston or 
connecting rod

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196192 Wrist pin bushing tool $106.95
 

CONNECTING 
ROD WRIST PIN 
BUSHING TOOL
•Used to remove 
and install wrist pin bushings in 99-06 Twin Cam motors

•Comes with instructions
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196503 For 00-06 FXST, 99-06 FL, 99-05 FXD (.9276”-.9280”) $204.95
DS-196501 For 73-99 Shovelhead and Evolution (.7919”-.7923”) 173.95
DS-196502 For 57-09 XL and 87-02 Buells (.7913”-.7917”) 173.95
 

WRIST PIN BUSHING 
REAMING TOOL
•Used to ream wrist pin 
bushings to the proper 
inner diameter

•Can be used with rods in 
or out of the motor

•Lead-in taper makes it 
easy to use

•Made in the U.S.A.

NOTE:  Some wrist pin 
bushings will require a 
small amount of ball honing to give specified fit 
(see H-D manual for specifications).

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196159 For all Big Twin, XL and Buell (except 1125R) $106.95

PISTON PIN 
BUSHING TOOL
•Use to remove and install 
wrist pin bushings without 
removing rods 
from crankcase

•Made in the U.S.A.

PISTON 
RING END 
GAPPING TOOL
•This clever little 
hand-operated 
grinder allows 
custom tailoring 
of ring end gap

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-198925 End gap grinder $240.95
DS-198926 Repl. carbide-coated steel blades 70.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0059 6-pc. ring compressor kit $132.95

RING 
COMPRESSOR KIT
•Features locking band pliers 
and six bands for pistons 
ranging from 27/8” to 43/8”

•Pliers have a fine locking 
ratchet allowing adjustment 
of the bands

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1601-1602 Ring compressor $29.95
 

RING COMPRESSOR
•Works with all styles of rings
•Fits pistons ranging from 3.750” 
to 4.125”

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196013 Valve spring compressor $157.95
 

VALVE SPRING 
COMPRESSOR TOOL
•This tool from JIMS is necessary 
for removing or installing valves 
and springs

•For use on most Big Twin and 
XL models

•Made in the U.S.A.

NOTE: For Beehive springs, order collar PART #3801-0065 used with this tool
PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0065 For 05-09 Big Twin models 

(except SE models) and 04-09 XL 
and Buell (except 1125R) $71.95

 

VALVE SPRING 
COMPRESSOR
•Used to remove and 
replace valve and new-style conical valve spring

•Requires the use of tool PART #DS-196013 
(available separately)

•Made in the U.S.A.
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QUICK-RELEASE 
VALVE SPRING 
COMPRESSOR TOOL
•Features a slim cage head to easily 
reach down into close quarter 
heads and a compressor lever to 
speed up valve removal and installation

•Designed to work on most American-made cylinder heads

EVOLUTION CYLINDER 
STUD EXTRACTOR AND 
ASSEMBLY TOOLS
•Extractor tool features 3/8”-16 internal 
thread with left-hand locking jam bolt for easy 
stud removal

•Assembly tool features a captive hardened ball 
bearing dimensionally set 1” from top of tool

•Both tools made of high tensile steel
•Works on all Evolution 
Big Twin and XL models

•Made in the U.S.A.; 
sold separately

1166

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196014 Valve spring compressor tool $79.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196077 .560 dia. sleeve for correctly installing all 

Evolution and 99-04 Twin Cam valve guides, 
use w/ PART #DS-196074; repl. OEM #34731-84 $33.95

DS-196078 Sleeve for correctly installing all Evolution valve 
guide seals, use w/ PART #DS-196074; 
repl. OEM #34643-84 44.95

DS-196074 Driver/handle for removing guides; should also 
be used w/ tools listed above 27.95

 

VALVE GUIDE REMOVAL/
INSTALLATION TOOLS FOR SHOULDERLESS GUIDES
•Available from JIMS to allow the proper removal or installation of 
shoulderless valve guides as well as valve seals

•Made in the U.S.A.

DS-196074

DS-196077

DS-196078

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-199100 Valve guide 

driver set $36.95
 

SHOULDERED VALVE 
GUIDE DRIVER SET
•Three-piece set (3/8”, 11/32”, 5/16”) 
used to remove or install 
valve guides

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-093000 Standard plug gauge kit $216.95
3801-0110 Metric plug gauge kit 227.95
 

VALVE GUIDE PLUG 
GAUGE KITS
•Standard kit includes two 
handles and one of each size 
plug gauge with collet: .3105”, 
.3110”, .3115”, .3120”, .3405”, 
.3410”, .3415”, .3770”, .3775”, 
.3780”, .3785” and .3790”

•Metric kit includes two handles and one of each size plug gauge with 
collet: .2345”, .2350”, .2355”, .2360”, .2365”, .2750”, .2755”, .2760”, .2765”, 
.2770”, .2775”, .2780” and .2785”

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-095000 5/16” kit $111.95
DS-095038 3/8” kit 111.95
 

VALVE GUIDE PUSHER KITS
•These kits let you push the guide into the head 
rather than drive it in with a punch

•Designed for hand wrench use; power driving with 
an air wrench or too much interference fit will 
break the stud

•Recommended press fit is .0015” to .002”

DS-095000

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-197057 For 66-09 Big Twin and 57-09 XL and Buell (except 1150R) $141.95
 

ROCKER ARM 
BEARING/BUSHING 
PULLER
•Used to remove rocker 
bushing or bearing in one 
easy operation

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-196118 For 66-09 Big Twin, 57-09 XL and Buell (except 1125R) $187.95
 

ROCKER BUSHING REAMING TOOL
•Used to fit rocker bushings in line 
with each other

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-198917 Spring seat tool w/ 3/8” pilot for 

74”-80” Big Twin .500-.600 lift cams $190.95
DS-198919 5/16” pilot for PART #s DS-198917 and DS-198921 

thru DS-198924 84.95
DS-198921 Valve guide machine tool w/ 11/32” pilot cuts 

guide to .530” diameter 210.95
DS-198923 Valve guide machine tool w/ 3/8” pilot cuts 

guide to .562” diameter 210.95
DS-198924 Valve guide machine tool w/ 3/8” pilot cuts 

guide to .625” diameter 210.95
 

VALVE SPRING SEAT 
AND VALVE GUIDE 
MACHINING TOOLS
•Job-shop quality machining tools 
available with carbide cutting tips

•Valve guide tool machines valve guide outside diameters
•Valve spring seat tools are used for lowering spring seats for 
high-lift cams

•Valve guide tools include an arbor; spring seat tools require arbor 
(sold separately)

DS-198917 DS-198919

DS-198921

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0044 Stud extractor tool $29.95
3801-0045 Stud assembly tool 48.95
 

3801-0044

3801-0045
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5/16” STUD 
INSTALLATION TOOL
•Designed to set Twin Cam 
and Evolution exhaust studs, Shovelhead rocker 
box studs, 4-speed transmission end studs, 
Bendix & Keihin carb flange studs and most 
other 5/16” studs

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196039 5/16” stud installation tool $22.95
 

PUSHROD TUBE TOOL
•Used to install and remove pushrod 
tube clips

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1601-2397 For Twin Cam, Evolution, Shovelhead, 

Panhead and XL models $38.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
FOR ALL TWIN CAM HEADS
DS-196408 Twin Cam compression release installation kit $315.95
DS-196409 Thread-tapping tool 47.95
DS-196400 Compression release valves, 10mm x 1.0mm (pr.) 87.95
 

CYLINDER TORQUE PLATES
•Torque plates must be used when 
boring or honing late-model 
aluminum cylinders

•Simulate running stress conditions
•Come with instructions
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0130 For 88” or 96” 99 -09 Twin Cam (3.75”-3.875”) $418.95
3801-0129 For 99-09 Twin Cam Screamin Eagle (4”-4.060”) 418.95
DS-196212 For 66-99 Shovelhead and Evolution cylinders (up 

to 3.4375”-4” bore w/ stock Evolution bolt pattern) 387.95
DS-196213 Adapter bolt kit for 86-03 Evolution XL, 87-03 Buell 

(for use w/ PART #DS-196212) 31.95
 

CYLINDER SLEEVE HOLD-DOWNS
•Specialty nuts are used to hold down cylinder sleeves during service
•Allow motor to be turned over with heads off
•Nuts fit 3/8”-16 UNC thread
•Feature 3/4” hexagon with a small cylinder protruding down to catch 
the cylinder stud

•Case-hardened and zinc-plated
•Sold in packs of four

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0004 For Evolution Big Twin, Sportster and 

Twin Cam  w/ 3/8” stud $39.95
 

COMPRESSION 
TEST SET
•Contains hoses for 10, 
12 and 14mm spark 
plug applications

•Kit includes a quick-disconnect 
with pressure release valve, 
300 psi gauge and plastic 
carrying case

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MP08-0188 Compression test set $110.95
 

HEAD BOLT TORQUE GAUGE
•This accurate gauge allows the measuring 
of 90° when tightening head bolts

•Torquing sequence laser engraved 
on gauge; with instructions

•Works on all Twin Cam and Evolution engines
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART# DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-197033 Head bolt torque gauge $13.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3807-0024 12mm spark plug rethreader $17.95
 

12MM SPARK PLUG 
RETHREADER
•Used to clean up dirty or damaged 
spark plug threads on Twin Cam, V-Rod and some Sportster models

•Consists of a special 12mm spark plug thread with a lead in (for proper 
alignment) and flutes (for dirt and chip relief)

•Also features a 5/8” hexagon with O-ring and female 3/8” square drive; requires 
the use of a 5/8” spark plug socket, or the female square requires the use of 
a male 3/8” square drive

•Special 12mm spark plug thread ensures proper engagement

CYLINDER HEAD HOLDER
•Holds cylinder head securely in place 
when doing repairs

•Screws into spark plug hole
•Features a 12mm threaded end and 
a 14mm threaded end

•Hex shape allows mounting in any angle or 
position in vise

•Made of steel and yellow zinc-plated
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-390286 Cylinder head holder $47.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
53-0040 Allen wrench set $83.95
 

ROCKER BOX 
WRENCH SET
•Includes four Allen wrenches 
of different lengths for those 
hard-to-get-to rocker box screws

•For use on all Big Twin and XL Evolution-style motors
•Made in the U.S.A.

DS-196408

DS-196212

TWIN CAM COMPRESSION RELEASE 
VALVE INSTALLATION KIT
•If you have a big-inch or high-compression Twin Cam and keep breaking 
starter motors, this is a must

•Works on front and back head, with or without valves installed
•Simply drill, spot face, tap and install compression release valves
•Installation kit includes fixture, drill bit, spot face bit and 
thread-tapping tool

•Thread-tapping tool is also available separately for other uses
•Compression release valves must be purchased separately
•Made in U.S.A.

EXHAUST STUD 
DRILL PLATE
•Designed to drill broken 
exhaust studs

•Can be used with most motors 
still in the frame

•Includes drill bushing and 1/4” drill bit
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-197032 For 84-09 Big Twin, 

86-08 XL and 94-09 Buell 
(except 1125R) $965.95
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INTAKE MANIFOLD WRENCH
•Cuts the work time in half
•No need to remove the gas tank
•Made in the U.S.A. by Yost Performance

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196090 For all 84-06 Big Twin and 86-03 XL models 

(except fuel-injected models) $11.95
 

INTAKE MANIFOLD WRENCH
•To install and remove intake manifold socket-head 
cap screws

•Vinyl handle with ergonomic grip for comfort
•Features a reversible action and 1/4” ball-end Allen bit end for flexibility in 
tight areas

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
KAS-5530 For all Big Twin $47.95
 

ROCKER BOX COVER BOLT RATCHETING WRENCH
•To install and remove rocker box covers
•93/4” long chrome-plated single-end reversible wrench has a 1/4” drive 
and 3/16” replaceable Allen bit end

•Low profile to allow clearance between frame and engine
•Comfortable, ergonomic vinyl grip
•Vinyl will not scratch chrome or paint
•Replacement bits also available
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
KAS-6529 For all HD rocker box covers $55.95
3801-0020 Repl. 3/16” Allen bits, 3-pk. 13.95
 

LOWER ROCKER BOX WRENCH
•Extra-long reversible ratcheting wrench is used to 
install/remove the lower rocker box

•A special 7/16” socket protrudes out of the wrench to 
reach the application

•Vinyl grip provides a comfortable, ergonomic grip and prevents the 
wrench from scratching or marring the bike

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0021 For 99-09 Twin Cam $26.95
3801-0022 For 94-99 Evolution Big Twin     26.95
 

CARBURETOR 
SYNCHRONIZERS
•Complete kits with 
vacuum gauges, hoses, 
adapters, mounting 
plate and instructions

•Available in 2-carb or 4-carb sets

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3804-0004 2-carb set $39.95
3804-0005 4-carb set 69.95
 

3804-0005

AUXILIARY 
FUEL TANK
•Takes the place 
of the original 
fuel tank while 
synching carbs 
or tuning engine 
with the tank off

•Screw-on top, 
rubber O-ring 
sealed petcock

•Includes 4’ of 
fuel line with 
a 1/4” outlet 
petcock

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
P527 Auxiliary fuel tank $54.95
 

OXYGEN SENSOR 
SOCKET TOOL
•Removes and installs oxygen sensors on fuel-injected models
•Socket has 3/8” drive receiver or can be used with 
a 7/8” wrench

•Socket will withstand up to 125 ft.-lbs. of torque
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0094 For 06 Dyna Glide and all 07-09 models $40.95
 

DELUXE 
AUXILIARY 
FUEL TANK
•Upgraded petcock 
for easier opening 
and closing

•Bottle is correctly 
graduated for 
measuring 
exact amounts

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
MP08-0189 Deluxe auxiliary 

fuel tank $79.95
 

PROFESSIONAL FUEL 
INJECTION PRESSURE 
TEST TOOL
•Necessary diagnostic tool for all Delphi 
injected models

•Can be installed in line with the 
motorcycle’s fuel supply system

•Accurately diagnose causes of 
stalling, poor fuel economy, loss of 
power, hesitation, fuel pump related 
problems inside the tank and more

•Fuel pressure test can be easily 
performed in about the time it takes to 
change a set of spark plugs

•Includes all necessary parts to diagnose Delphi 
fuel injection; see chart below for included parts

•Can be used for road tests and during Dyno diagnostics/tuning
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3804-0007 For 01-08 Big Twins w/ Delphi EFI $443.95
 

Large gauge assembly
8” hose
2’ hose
Fuel tank connection hose
Throttle body connection hose
Overflow hose
Tee fitting
Valve assembly

Ball valve
Needle valve
08-09 depth adapter
1/4” tube sleeve
#243 locktite
Tool case
Instruction sheet
 

TOOL INCLUDES:

FUEL PUMP RETAINER 
REMOVER TOOL
•Removes/installs retaining 
ring holding fuel pump

•Heavy-duty construction
•Use for quick and easy service of fuel filter and other 
fuel-related parts

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3804-0009 For 08-09 FL models $118.95
 

ROCKER BOX 
COVER WRENCH
•Designed to reach hard-to-get-at 

3/16” Allen on the rocker boxes of 
Big Twin, Sportster and Buell models

•Features a 3/8” drive for use with 
torque wrench

•Vinyl cover offers comfort and minimizes 
chances of damage to finished surfaces

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0028 Rocker box cover wrench $15.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0102 Hose repair kit $30.95
 

1/4”-5/16” HOSE 
REPAIR KIT
•Hose bared end is .3125 
(5/16); threaded end is 12mm

•Can be used with either .250” or .3125” hose
•Works well to repair JIMS PART #DS-197013 
leakdown tester for the 12mm spark plug 
threads found on all Twin Cams, 86-08 XL and Screamin’ Eagle 
EVO BT heads

•Made in the U.S.A.
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MAIN JET TOOL
•Used to change the main jet in S&S super 
carburetors that use #72 series jets

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
53-0452 S&S main jet tool $15.95

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
859 Jet wrench for Mikuni large 

hex-type main jets $3.95
15-8591 Jet wrench; duplicate of 

original Mikuni die-cast wrench 6.95
 

JET WRENCHES 
FOR MIKUNI
•Wrenches to fit 
Mikuni applications

859

TOOL KIT FOR MIKUNI CARBS
•Kit includes all necessary tools to service 
Mikuni carbs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
866 Tool kit for Mikuni carbs $11.95
 

CARB CLEANER KIT
•Fourteen-piece wire set 
with spiral knurling for 
cleaning popular-sized 
jets and carb body holes

SLOW JET SCREWDRIVER
•This one tool replaces all those 
modified screwdrivers

•Permits removal of Keihin slow jets without 
damage to the jet

•A must for anyone who does carburetor work
•Also can be used to adjust the idle-mixture screw 
on many carburetors

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-196002 Keihin slow jet screwdriver $15.95

MASTER FLYWHEEL 
BALANCING KIT
•Kit includes: a platform scale, two 
500g balance weights and a 1,000g 
balance weight; one balance shaft, 
one balance shaft nut, one balance stand 
and one rod support stand; taper adapters for 
72-85 Big Twin, a drive side shaft adapter for 
77-99 XL, and cam side shaft adapters for 
58-99 Big Twin; drive side shaft adapter for 
55-99 Big Twin, shaft adapter counterweight, 
drive side collar spacers for 86-99 XL and a 
1,000g bob weight assembly

•Works with OEM, S&S and any other flywheel 
that does not have pressed-in crankpins

•Scale only can also be purchased separately
•Includes a complete set of detailed instructions
•Bob weight shim kit available separately
•For use with 37-99 Big Twin and 
57-99 XL flywheels

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
53-0027 Master flywheel balance kit w/ scale $923.95
1601-2910 Master flywheel balance kit w/o scale 699.95
3801-0073 Shim kit (includes two each 2.7g, 5.4g, 8.1g, 10.8g, 13.4g and one each 50g, 100g) 41.95
 

3801-0073

FLYWHEEL 
REBUILDING JIG
•Two 7/16” Allen setscrews hold 
bottom keyed flywheel

•Channel iron keeps unkeyed top
flywheel from moving

•Very little trueing of flywheel needed
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196108 Flywheel rebuilding jig $222.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-091179 Trueing stand $1,449.95
DS-091190 Dial indicator bar 213.95
DS-091179S09 Extra-long center 230.95
 

FLYWHEEL 
TRUEING STAND
•The swing is 10” on the 
right-hand side and 6” on the 
left-hand side with 18” centers

•Constructed of cast iron
•Optional accessories include the 
dial indicator bar (holds two indicators), the dial indicator (1” travel, .100” 
per revolution with counter) and an extra-long center (tail block side) for 
trueing one mainshaft to one flywheel

•No shop should be without this tool
•Made in the U.S.A.

CRANK ASSEMBLY 
REMOVING TOOL
•Use to press flywheels from cases
•Will press cases apart and break sealant bond
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196089 For 55-99 Big Twin, except Twin Cam $189.95
 

CRANKSHAFT 
BEARING TOOL
•Used to remove and install 
the right crankcase bearing 
in Twin Cam motors

•Allows straight installation, without damage to the case
•Comes with instructions
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196194 For Twin Cam motors $141.95
 

HARD CAP
•Protects sprocket shaft when using crank assembly removing tool 
PART #DS-196089 or a press

•Made in the U.S.A.
PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-198637 For 55-06 Big Twin $36.95
 

15-8591

DS-091179

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
35-3498 Carb cleaner wire set $9.95
 

53-0027 1601-2910
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HSR42/45/48 
CARBURETOR EASY TOOL KIT
•All-in-one tool kit to make on-the-fly 
jetting adjustments

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3812-0027 HSR42/45/48 easy tool kit $29.95
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CRANKCASE BEARING 
REMOVER AND INSTALLER
•For use on pinion and sprocket 
side main case bearings on 
03-09 Twin Cam "A" motors

•Will also work on sprocket side main case bearing 
on 03-09 Twin Cam "B" motors

•Made in the U.S.A.

1170

CRANKSHAFT GUIDE TOOL
•Spreads the crankcase pinion bearing rollers 
when reassembling right side case to the 
flywheel assembly

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-198624 For 99-09 Twin Cam, 03-09 Buell 

XB9R/XB9S models $27.95

ENGINE ROTATOR
•Rotates flywheel/piston assembly with engine still in frame or on a bench
•The perfect tool when doing pushrod adjustments, building big-inch 
engines and checking operating clearances

•Also can be used to keep the flywheel assembly from rotating when 
torquing the cam drive sprockets retention bolts

•Built with a long socket design, making it easier to use without 
a 1/2” drive extension on your 1/2” driver

•Made in the U.S.A.

NOTE: Not for use with an air or electric impact wrench; this tool is only 
guaranteed for use with hand drivers.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0099 For all 07-09 Big Twins, 06 Dyna Glide $99.95
3801-0100 For 55-06 Big Twins (except 06 Dyna Glide) 99.95
 

RATCHETING CRANKSHAFT WRENCHES
•To rotate the crankshaft during engine timing and 
clearance checks

•Offset design so it will not interfere with the 
motor case

•Chrome-plated with EZ Grip screwdriver-style handle for comfort and 
more turning power

CRANKSHAFT 
BUSHING 
REMOVER/
INSTALLER
•Used to remove and install crankshaft bushing 
in the cam support plate on 99-09 Twin Cam motors

•Tool is piloted for accurate operation
•Comes with instructions
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196195 Crankshaft bushing tool $106.95
 

TWIN CAM "B" MOTOR 
CRANKSHAFT BEARING 
INSTALLER/REMOVER
•Designed to protect engine cases 
by using a specially-designed support 
block to remove or install cam side 
crankshaft bearing

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196316 For 00-09 Twin Cam "B" motors (Softails) $285.95

TIMKEN® CASE BEARING TOOL
•This tool is a must for the big-cubic-inch 
late-model Twin Cam engine builder

•It may also be used to replace bearings for stock 
88” or 96” engines utilizing the special JIMS precision insert

•Easily and accurately converts the left side crankshaft roller bearing 
(OEM #24604-00D) to the more durable Timken Bearing (OEM #9028)

•Sleeve is several times stronger than stock aluminum case material 
that standard bearings ride in

•Included in kit is one new steel bearing insert sleeve (held to under 
.0002” total indicator reading), all necessary drill bits to drill oil feed 
and return holes, press plate that holds bearing sleeve insert in line 
with case bearing bore at time of installation, all necessary hardware 
and instructions

•Requires normal hand tools, hand drill and two-ton press
•Timken bearing not included; see PART #0924-0108
•Replacement Timken sleeve kit available separately
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0084 For 03-09 Twin Cam engines $989.95
3801-0108 Repl. sleeve kit 137.95
 

TIMKEN® 
BEARING 
RACE INSTALLER
•Used to install bearing race 
straight into the left crankcase

•A must for late-model cases
•For removal of bearing races on 69-99 Big Twin 
models, use tool PART #DS-196046

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-198636 For use on 69-02 Big Twin, 77-03 XL 

and 82-02 Buell models $198.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0012 For 03-09 Twin Cam "A" and "B" motors $137.95
 

CRANKSHAFT JAM TOOL
•Locks the crankshaft through the 
timing mark hole on the left

•Enables timing and camshaft work 
to be done without the crankshaft 
moving from the timing mark line

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
SS-B For Big Twin and XL models $10.95
 

CRANKSHAFT 
BEARING ENDPLAY 
SETUP TOOL
•For Big Twin engines to 
set up crankshaft bearing endplay

•Diameter of the bolt is turned slightly smaller than the actual crankshaft 
diameter, allowing the inner bearing races to be installed and removed 
without pressing them on or off

•Allows much faster changing of shims and faster setup time
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
KAS-437 For Big Twin engines $52.95
 

3801-0007 3801-0008

3801-0099
3801-0100

3801-0084

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0127 04-09 XL, 03-08 Buell (except 1125R); 

six-spline w/ 1.25” offset $52.95
3801-0007 57-03 XL, 94-02 Buell; six-spline w/ 1” offset 52.95
3801-0008 55-06 Big Twin (except 06 Dyna), ten-spline 52.95
3801-0083 06 Dyna, 07-08 Big Twin; twenty-four spline 55.95
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SNAP RING 
INSTALLER 
AND REMOVER
•Used for removing and installing 
the Timken® bearing outer race snap ring

•A must for replacing rings in OE and 
aftermarket cases

•Made in the U.S.A.

CRANKSHAFT 
TURNING TOOL
•Rotates the crankshaft; 
may be used while engine 
is in or out of the frame

•Enables work on any part 
of the engine

•Slides over the left side 
of the splined crankshaft

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
SS-C For Shovelhead/Evolution Big Twin $38.95

TIMKEN® 
BEARING 
SIMULATOR
•Designed to allow quick and easy removal 
and replacement of flywheel assembly 
in the left-side crankcase when checking 
rod-to-case, piston-to-flywheel or cylinder-to-flywheel clearance

•Made of black Delrin® plastic; won't scratch bearing races
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-197080 For 70-02 Big Twin $55.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-197064 Snap ring installer and remover 

for 69-02 Big Twin models $78.95

FLYWHEEL 
SOCKETS
•Made for 
a lifetime of service from 4130 chromoly steel

•Now available in 1/2" or 3/4" drive
•Machined for 100% nut-to-socket 
and drive-end contact

•Eliminate nut rounding and risk of injury
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1/2" DRIVE
DS-196104 For crankpin nut OEM #23969-83; L83-99 Big Twin 11/2" $65.95
DS-196109 For crankpin nut OEM #23966-54A; 54-81 Big Twin 15/16" 65.95
DS-196111 For pinion shaft nut OEM #24016-80; 81-89 Big Twin 11/4" 65.95
DS-196112 For crankpin nut OEM #23901-81; 81-99 XL 13/8" 65.95
3/4" DRIVE
DS-196110 For sprocket shaft nut OEM #24017-80; 72-99 Big Twin 15/8" 71.95
 

CRANKCASE 
MAIN BEARING 
LAP TOOL
•Performs easy, precise alignment and lapping of right and left 
crankcase races for oversize bearings

•Sold individually

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196105 For 40-99 Big Twin (except Twin Cam) 

and 52-76 XL models $779.95
 

3.5”-3.8125” BIG TWIN CASE 
BORING JIG AND ADAPTER
•Takes the guesswork out of boring the 
engine case cylinder spigot bore

•PART #3801-0104 adapts boring jig PART #3801-0036 for use with 
99-07 Twin Cams with bore sizes up to 3.8125”

•Will work with all aftermarket engine cases that utilize stock location 
of cylinder stud holes and overall case widths that have a bore not greater than 3.8125”

•Jig is designed for use in heavy-duty 15” drill press
•Made in the U.S.A.

4”-41/8” BIG TWIN CASE BORING JIG 
AND ADAPTERS
•Jig takes the guesswork out of boring Twin Cam 
cases to accept 4”-4 1/8” bore cylinders

•Jig designed for use in heavy-duty, 15” drill press
•Jig angled swivel base simply mounts to drill 
press; bolt in the case, install the case boring 
fixture using the cylinder stud holes, set the drill 
rpm and bore

•Order adapter 3801-0105 to allow boring 
of Evolution Big Twin and 07 Big Twin cam 
models; for use with discontinued boring jig 
PART # DS-196410 (Jim’s #1177)

•Order adapter 3801-0103 to allow boring 
of 84-99 Evolution Big Twin models; 
for use with PART # 3801-0063 boring jig

•Will work with all aftermarket engine cases 
that utilize stock location of cylinder stud holes 
and overall case widths

•Made in the U.S.A. 3801-0103

3801-0063

CRANKPIN NUT 
CLEARANCE GAUGE
•Used to mark the clearance between 
the cases and the crankpin nuts when using 
stroker flywheels

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
53-0005 For 58-99 Big Twin Evolution style motors $24.95
 

BIG TWIN 
CASE LAP TOOL
•Used when a new 
right case race 
is installed or fitted 
for oversize rollers

•Race must be lapped 
to true (or sized) and 
aligned with the left 
case pinion 
bushing centerline

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196160 For 58-99 single Twin Cam Big Twin, 

including aftermarket engines $719.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

3801-0036 Boring tool for 84-99 Big Twin Evolution-style engine case w/ stock-size cylinder stud bolt pattern $1,081.95
3801-0104 99-07 Twin Cam adapter for boring tool PART #3801-0036 710.95

 

3801-0104

3801-0036

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
BORING JIG
3801-0063 For 99-09 Twin Cam models $1,578.95
EVOLUTION AND TWIN CAM ADAPTERS
3801-0105 Adapter for PART #3801-0063 (allows jig to bore  

84-99 Evolution Big Twin models) 466.95
3801-0103 Adapter for PART #DS-196410 (not available) allows jig to 

bore 06 Dyna and all 07 Big Twin models 248.95
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196164 For all Big Twin and  XL 

models (exc. Twin Cam) $307.95

ROD 
ALIGNMENT TOOLS
•Use to check rod straightness 
without removing the rods 
from the cases

•Alignment tool is 41/2” long
•Available in Twin Cam and 
Evolution applications

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196277 For Twin Cam (.927" wrist pin) $23.95
DS-196094 For Evolution  (.791" wrist pin) 23.95
 

BALANCER 
SHAFT 
REMOVAL 
TOOL
•Removes both front and rear counter-balancer 
shaft bearing assembly, from the left 
engine case

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0085 For 07-09 Twin Cam 

"B" motors $175.95

PINION BUSHING REAMING TOOL KIT
•Use to line-ream pinion bushing in cam cover 
from right case race

•A must for any serious engine builder
•Can also be used to ream idler gear bushings 
on 57-E84 XL models

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196125 For 54-99 Big Twin, 

except Twin Cam $345.95

PINION BUSHING PULLER
•Use to remove pinion bushing from cam 
cover in one easy operation

•Use with cam cover holder PART # DS-196144
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196157 For 54-99 Big Twin $134.95

BALANCER SHAFT BEARING 
REMOVER/INSTALLER
•Use to remove and install 00-06 
Twin Cam "B" motor balancer 
shaft bearings in one easy, 
smooth operation

•Pushes on the outer diameter 
of the bearing cup to prevent 
damage to bearing or race

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196405 Balancer shaft bearing removal/installation tool $107.95
 

BALANCER SHAFT 
RETENTION PINS
•Use to secure balancers 
when servicing the 
flywheel assembly

•Lock into balancer shaft 
sprocket pin holes to 
prevent balancer from turning out of sync with flywheel

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196406 For 00-09 Twin Cam "B" motors $16.95

BALANCER 
SHAFT SPROCKET 
ALIGNMENT TOOL
•Takes the guesswork out of setting up your balancer shaft sprocket 
and chain alignment

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

3801-0131 For 00-09 Twin Cam "B" motors $223.95

SPORTSTER SPROCKET SHAFT BEARING INSTALLATION 
TOOL AND OPTIONAL SLEEVES
•Use on 55-76 XL and K models to install the flywheel assembly into the left 
crankcase Timken® bearing

•Optional sleeves (DS-196051 and DS-196053) for use on 77-03 XL and 87-03 Buell
•Made in the U.S.A.

DS-196052
DS-196051

DS-196053

DS-196094
DS-196277

ROD HOLDER TOOL
•Holds the rods in place when reaming or honing the wrist pin bushings
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196276 For most V-Twin and Buell Blast applications $124.95
 

CASE SPLITTER TOOL
•"Breaks" the case sealant 
by pushing apart both 
case halves

•Bolts to primary mounting holes
•Uses included hand thread-in pushing screw
•Flywheels will be pushed from the left case

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0062 For 06 Dyna models and all 07-08 Twin Cam models $248.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196052 Sprocket shaft bearing installation tool for 55-76 XL $139.95
OPTIONAL SLEEVES
DS-196051 Sleeve tool only (2.5” L) for 77-03 XL 30.95
DS-196053 Sleeve tool only  (2.060” L) for 77-03 XL 28.95
 

ROD LAPPING SET
•Arbor assembly includes 
1.5" and 1.625" laps

•For use on all Big Twins 
that have replaceable 
races, including 
aftermarket engines

•Made in the U.S.A.
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SPROCKET SHAFT 
BEARING/RACE/SEAL 
INSTALLATION TOOLS
•Used on 55-02 Big Twin to install 
the flywheel assembly to the left 
crankcase Timken® bearing

•PART #2801-0097 upgrades JIMS 
bearing installer tool PART 
#DS-196048 to work on the latest 
fine-spline Twin Cam sprocket shafts

•Made in the U.S.A.

SPROCKET 
SHAFT 
BEARING REMOVER
•Use to remove Timken® bearing from 
sprocket shaft without removing shaft 
from stock flywheels

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-198627 For 86-02 Big Twin $194.95
DS-196145 For 77-03 XL, 

94-02 Buell 234.95
 

BEARING AND 
RACE PULLER TOOL
•Multi-faceted tool has many uses
•Removes flywheel sprocket shaft 
inner bearing race on 
03-07 Twin Cam

•Can be used to remove Timken 
bearing (OEM #9028 or #9029) on 
54-07 Big Twins, including JIMS 120"engines

•Can be used to remove Timken bearing pinion shaft 
inner bearing race on 54-07 XL, including all Buells

•Can also be used to remove press-fit transmission gears and bearings 
from input and output shafts on all 02-07 V-Rod models

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0088 Bearing and race puller tool $238.95
 

OUTER 
BALANCER 
BEARING 
REMOVER AND INSTALLER
•Complete kit safely removes and 
installs outer balancer bearing on 
the chain guide support plate

•Also installs the new balancer 
bearing and counter balancer shaft 
on Twin Cam 96” or 110” “B” Softail engines

•Installer also available separately
•Made in the U.S.A.

SPROCKET SHAFT BEARING RACE TOOL
•Used to remove and install Timken® bearing race on motor cases
•Use drivers with handle PART # DS-196042
•Made in the U.S.A.

SPROCKET SHAFT 
SEAL INSTALLER
•Installs sprocket seal to proper depth
•Holds seal perfectly square
•Use driver handle PART #DS-198634 
(sold separately)

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-198628 For 95-03 XL and 95-02 Buell $82.95

SPROCKET SHAFT HOLDER
•Used to hold flywheel assembly in 
vise, with or without left case attached

•Made in the U.S.A.

SPROCKET 
SHAFT BEARING 
NUT WRENCH
•Used to install and remove bearing nut
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196168 For 55-68 Big Twin $105.95
 

SPROCKET 
SHAFT 
BEARING 
AND SEAL 
INSTALLATION 
TOOL
•Tool cuts the time 
it takes to install 
sprocket shaft 
bearings and seals

•Uses a smooth operating rack 
and pinion system to quickly press bearings and seals into place

•Includes four adapters that quickly convert the tool to install Sportster 
sprocket shaft bearings, or Big Twin and Sportster sprocket shaft seals

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0023 For 55-02 Big Twin (including 

99-02 Twin Cam engines) and 57-03 XL $626.95
 

DS-196145

DS-198627

DS-196048

DS-196042

3801-0098 DS-197049

DS-196046 DS-196045
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
FOR 07-09 FXST/FLST
3801-0109 Complete kit $138.95
3801-0087 Installer only 90.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196048 Sprocket shaft bearing installation tool $148.95
3801-0097 Adapter for PART #DS-196048 (allows tool 

to install sprocket shaft bearing for 
06 Dyna Glide and all 07-09 Big Twins) 69.95

 PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
BEARING RACE TOOL
DS-196046 For 96-02 Big Twin $65.95
DS-196045 For 77-03 XL, 94-02 Buell 65.95
DRIVER HANDLE
DS-196042 Handle/driver only (ea.) 66.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0098 For 07-09 FXST/FLST, 06-07 FXD $77.95
DS-197049 For Big Twin 55-99, Twin Cam, 99-05 FXD, 

99-06 FL and 00-06 FXST 99.95
 

MOTOR SPROCKET SHAFT 
SEAL INSTALL TOOL
•Use to press oil seal over sprocket shaft 
into case

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196047 For 69-09 Big Twin and Twin Cam $85.95

3801-0097

3801-0109
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SPACE-N-TIME 
TOOL KIT
•Designed by Delkron for taking 
the measurements on various 
engine components

•Features a degree wheel and 
cast-aluminum cutaway 
timing cover

•Eliminates guesswork when it comes to camshaft, crankcase and 
breather valve end play, timing gear lash, lifter-block alignment and cam 
timing, to name just a few

•Complete instructions included

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0038 For 70-99 Big Twin (except Twin Cam) $148.95
3801-0039 For 99-05 Twin Cam (single spindle) 199.95
3801-0040 For 99-05 Twin Cam (dual spindle) 319.95
3801-0041 For 91-06 XL/94-02 Buell 229.95
 

CAM RELIEF TOOLS
•These tools are used 
to make quick work of 
case machining when 
installing a high-lift cam

•Bolt to the case; use 
inner cam bearing to 
support cutter spindle

•Adjustable cutter 
diameter and threaded 
depth feed for precise 
control of cut and a much cleaner, professional 
job than a die grinder

•Can be used on an assembled engine
•Power with a drill motor, or use on an 
unassembled case in a milling machine

•Make a job everyone hates a lot easier and cleaner
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-194069 Space-N-Time tool kit $102.95

DEGREE 
WHEEL
•Manufactured 
from .052” thick 
aluminum with a 
6.75” outside dia. and a 6mm center hole

•Black anodized finish allows for easy-to-
read increments

•Can be used on all motorcycles to check or set 
ignition timing, or on 4-stroke engines to check 
or alter cam timing

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MP08-092 Degree wheel $18.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
8050-1010 Degree wheel $10.95
 

ENGINE DEGREE WHEEL
•Plastic degree wheel made 
exclusively for engines

•A must for anyone modifying 
or repairing engines

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-196170 For 70-99 74” and 80” Big 

Twins, and 70-03 XL models $30.95

CAM 
COVER PULLER
•Designed to remove 
the cam cover

•Made in the U.S.A.

CAMSHAFT GEAR ALIGNMENT TOOL
•For “degreeing” a camshaft to 
stock specifications

•Locks the radial position of the gear and the 
camshaft together and allows the gear to be 
more easily and accurately pressed onto 
the camshaft

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
KAS-485 For Evolution Big Twin $55.95

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-196199 For 99-00 Twin Cam for 

removing/installing cams 
and bearings; for 00-06 FXST/
FL and L00-05 FXD to remove 
and install cams only $144.95

 

CAMSHAFT REMOVAL/
INSTALLATION TOOL
•Used to remove and install camshafts 
and bearings

•Provides precision alignment of camshafts in 
the support plate

•Made in the U.S.A.

CAM BEARING 
INSTALLER AND 
REMOVER TOOL
•Made from 
hardened steel

•Includes removal shaft with installer 
and hold-down bolts

•Update kit includes removal shafts required for 
use on 06-08 models listed

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196144 For 70-99 Big Twin, except Twin Cam $80.95
 

CAM COVER 
HOLDING TOOL
•Clamps in vice
•Holds cam cover flat and helps 
prevent damage/scratches when 
removing and installing bushings

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0066 For 06 Dyna models and all 07-09 Twin Cam models $145.95
 

CAM ASSEMBLY TOOL
•Holds both cams in an upright position while lowering cam support plate 
over both guides and cam journal guides

•Made from a non-marring material that will not damage any of 
the cams’ surfaces

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG.

RETAIL
DS-198809 For 99-06 Twin Cam; 

repl. OEM #42325 $177.95
3801-0068 Update kit for 06 Dyna and 

all 07-08 Twin Cam models 144.95

3801-0041
3801-0040

3801-0039

3801-0038

DS-198809

3801-0068
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PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG.  

RETAIL
DS-196193 For 99-E00 Twin Cam for 

removal of bearings; For L00-
06 FXST/FL and L00-05 FXD for 
removal of front cam bearing $181.95

 

CAM BEARING PULLER
•Use to remove the cam ball bearing from 
the camshafts after they are removed from the 
support plate

•Removes bearing straight without binding 
or slipping

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196198 For 00-06 Twin Cam motors (except 06 FXD) $137.95
3801-0061 For 06 Dyna models and all 07-09 Twin Cam models 224.95
DS-196156 For 58-99 Big Twin, except Twin Cam 144.95
DS-197056 For 57-90 XL, 87-90 Buell 144.95

INNER CAM BEARING 
REMOVAL TOOL
•Used to remove inner cam bearing without 
damaging the crankcase

•Tool is also designed to keep rollers from 
falling into the crankcase

•Comes with instructions
•Made in the U.S.A.

INNER CAM BEARING 
INSTALLATION TOOL
•Easily presses the inner cam 
bearing smoothly into the right 
case with the cases assembled to 
the proper depth

•Made in the U.S.A.

CAM BEARING 
INSTALLATION 
TOOLS
•Use to install the two 
inner cam bearings

•Designed to press from 
the letter side of the 
inner cam bearing to 
eliminate any damage to 
the bearings, cam or case

•Will set bearings .023”-.028” 
below case surface

NOTE: Cam bearing installer 
for 07-09 Twin Cam also requires PART #DS-196200.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196044 Cam bearing tool only for 58-99 Big Twin, 

except Twin Cam $60.95
DS-196043 Cam bearing tool only for 57-90 XL, 87-90 Buell 60.95
DS-196042 Handle/driver only 66.95
 

INNER CAM BEARING 
INSTALL TOOL
•Use to install inner cam bearings
•For use with handle PART 
#DS-196042

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-196114 For use on 70-99 

Big Twin, except 
Twin Cam $224.95

 

CAM BUSHING LINE 
REAMING TOOL
•Finish size will be .0008”-.0015” over 
the cam journal

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-197010 For 58-99 Big Twin, except Twin Cam 88 $65.95
 

INNER CAM BEARING 
GO AND NO-GO GAUGE
•The only accurate and easy way to 
check the size of the inside diameter 
of the inner cam bearing

•Use these gauges to check if your cam 
will be too loose or too tight

•Sold in a set of two
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-197036 For 70-99 Big Twins, except Twin Cam $112.95
 

BIG TWIN CAM 
SEAL INSTALLER/
REMOVER
•Installs and removes 
cam seals without 
removing the 
cam cover

•Use to remove cam 
cover from the case

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-196099 For cam bushing OEM #25581-70; 70-99 Big Twin, 

except Twin Cam $40.95
DS-196101 For cam bushing OEM #22586-37; 37-48 Big Twin; 

54-09 XL, 87-09 Buell (except 1150R) 40.95
DS-196100 For pinion bushing OEM #25582-54/73; 54-92 Big Twin 40.95
DS-196313 Staking dowel pins (10-pk.) 10.95
 

CAM OR PINION BUSHING 
INSTALLER DRILL JIGS
•Use to install bushing and drill dowel 
pin hole to factory specification

•Use staking dowel pin PART #DS-196313
•#31 jobber length HSS drill bit included with jigs
•Made in the U.S.A.

3801-0061

DS-196042

DS-196043
DS-196044

N/A
DS-196099

DS-196100

DS-196101
DS-196313

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3801-0064 For 06 Dyna models and all 07-09 Twin Cam models $182.95
DS-196200 For 99-06 Twin Cam motors (except 06 FXD) 127.95
3801-0121 Adapter for use with DS-196200 on 06 Dyna, 

07-09 Twin Cam motors 55.95

CAM BEARING 
AND BUSHING 
ALIGNMENT TOOL
•Use to check the 
alignment of cam 
bearing to cam cover bushing to within .0003” of centerline

•Binding of tool indicates misalignment of cam cover and bushing
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196315 For 70-99 Big Twins and aftermarket cases 

(except Twin Cams)  $68.95

DS-196198

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-197047 For 58-99 

Big Twin models, 
except Twin Cam $123.95

 

DS-196156

3801-0121

3801-0064

DS-196200
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PINION GEAR 
NUT SOCKET 
WRENCH
•Use to secure 
or remove pinion gear nut to pinion shaft

•1/2” drive
•Made in the U.S.A.

1176

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196196 For 99-06 Twin Cam motors (except 06 FXD) $40.95
 

CAM CHAIN 
TENSIONER 
TOOL
•Designed to unload the 
pressure on the primary and 
secondary chain tensioners

•Also checks spring loads 
on chain tensioners

•Comes with instructions
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0060 For 06 Dyna models and all 07-09 Twin Cam models $62.95
DS-196201 For 99-06 Twin Cam motors (except 06 FXD) 42.95
 

CAM/CRANK SPROCKET 
LOCK TOOL
•Designed to lock the camshafts and 
crankshaft sprockets when removing, 
replacing and torquing the sprocket bolts

•Made of non-marring Delrin®

•Comes with instructions
•Made in the U.S.A.

GEAR JAMMER
•Locks gears in place for 
easy installation and removal

•Allows tightening of lock 
nuts to proper torque setting

•Works on virtually any motor
•Powerful magnet holds tool in place during use
•Billet 6061 T-6 aluminum construction
•Not for use with impact gun
•Blue anodizing with laser engraving
•Patent pending
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0113 Gear Jammer tool $18.95
 PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

DS-198720 For 70-99 Big Twin 
models (74”/80”) $192.95

E-Z CAM GEAR TOOL
•Use to press the OEM cam 
gear on a new cam and 
maintain the correct cam 
gear lash and timing

•Can also be used to alter 
the cam timing for improved performance

•Cam gear degree index pins, camshaft index 
pins with easy-to-follow instructions included

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-199095 Tune-A-Cam kit $357.95
DS-199087 Degree wheel 51.95
 

TUNE-A-CAM 
KIT AND 
DEGREE 
WHEEL
•Makes it quick and easy to degree 
a camshaft for maximum performance

•Kit includes a large, easy-to-read degree 
wheel, dial indicator, TDC indicator, TDC 
piston stop, lightweight checking springs 
and a sturdy but lightweight case

•Kit also checks camshaft and crankshaft 
end play and shaft/gear runout

•Degree wheel also available separately PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-199098 For all 48-up FX/FL engines $44.95

CAM INSTALLATION TOOL
•Eases cam installations
•You won’t have to remove pushrod, pushrod 
covers, tappets, tappet guides or rocker covers

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196147 For 54-92 Big Twin $39.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196169 For all 39-89 Big Twin 

and 57-76 XL $210.95

PINION 
GEAR PULLER
•Use to remove pinion 
gear (can also be used 
to install splined pinion gear on 51-55 models)

•Made in the U.S.A.

GAUGE PINS
•Used to measure 
the outside diameter 
of cam drive gears

•Precision machined from 
a high-quality steel alloy

•Available in .105” or .108” dia.
•Made in the U.S.A.; sold in pairs

NOTE: There are two basic differences between 90-up cam gear sizes 
and earlier years. The overall range of gear pin measurements (from the 
largest gears to the smallest) was reduced in ‘90 from .006” to .003”. The 
large gears are the same size for both 77-89 and 90-up (green and black 
color codes). Gear size measurements (over pins) are listed in the 1990 
H-D manual using .108” pins instead of .105” pins (as for earlier years). 
For the same gear, measurement over .108” pins will be approximately 
.012” larger than for .105” pins. For 92 engines, stock cam gears are 
interchangeable with earlier versions but gear outer diameters have 
been reduced by .025”.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-199105 .105” gauge pins (pr.) $23.95
DS-199106 .108” gauge pins (pr.) 23.95
 

PINION GEAR LOCK TOOL
•Use to lock pinion gear when torquing the pinion gear nut
•Simple to use; just align underneath gear and screw into case
•With Big Twin tool, use PART #DS-196147 to tighten pinion nut
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-197011 .105” for 54-89 Big Twin $23.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-197012 .108” for 90-99 Big Twin Evolution $23.95
 

CAM AND PINION 
GEAR GAUGE PINS
•Use to check pinion gear for pitch diameters
•A complete sizing chart is included with the .105” gauge pins
•Check service manual for sizing chart
•Sold in sets of two
•Made in the U.S.A.

DS-199095

DS-197048

3802-0009

DS-196201

DS-199105

DS-197011

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-197048 For 54-99 Big Twin (except Twin Cam) $112.95
3802-0009 For 00-09 XL and Buell 39.95
3801-0014 91-99 XL and 94-99 Buell 39.95
 



TAPPET SCREEN 
PLUG TOOL
•Compact design
•O-ring on drive retains tool 
in 7/16” wrench or socket

•7/16” drive allows more rotation without contacting motor
•Flange design allows downward force to be applied to tool

CRANKCASE 
OIL PASSAGE 
DRILLING JIG
•Used to install S&S 
oil pumps on early 
motor cases

•Jig is made from steel and heat-treated 
for durability

•Made in the U.S.A.
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BREATHER 
REAMING TOOL
•Reams grooved or worn 
breather hole to +.030”

•Does not require disassembly 
of the motor cases

•Requires oversized (+.030”) 
breather gear

•Made in the U.S.A.

VALVE GUIDE REMOVER/INSTALLER
•Use for removing and installing valve guides 
•Adapters are supported by a stand that 
makes it easy to press valve guides in and out

•A special guide alignment shaft holds the right angle for best possible 
guide installation

•Save time and money on seat grinding by installing the guides in line 
with the valve seats

•Kit includes base assembly, six adapters, three assembly pilots, three 
inserts and instructions

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196310 For 66-04 Big Twin, 86-03 XL and some 

S.E. CVO Twin Cam models $503.95
 

TAPPET BLOCK ALIGNMENT TOOL
•Late 77-99 Harley-Davidson Big Twin tappet blocks, including Evolution, 
do not have counter-bored bolt holes; therefore, when a tappet block 
is removed (or even just loosened) it should be reinstalled using an 
alignment tool to ensure that the lifters track properly on the camshaft

•This tool makes the process quick and easy, ensuring the durability of 
your installation

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-199099 For 77-99 Big Twin (except Twin Cam) $17.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0002 Tappet screen plug tool $12.95
 

TAPPET BLOCK/OIL PUMP 
TO CAM PLATE ALIGNMENT TOOL
•Used to align oil hole from crankcase to tappet block
•Can also be used to align rocker box bases on Evolution head 
(requires two tools)

•Aligns Twin Cam oil pump to cam support plate; two required
•Made in the U.S.A.
•Sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-197077 For L76-09 Big Twin $15.95
 

TAPPET OIL SCREEN PLUG TOOL
•Used to remove the tappet oil screen plug
•Removes oil screen without removing exhaust
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-198638 For single cam Big Twin $25.95

TAPPET GUIDE PULLER TOOL
•Used to remove press fit tappet guides 
from crankcase

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196155 For 57-85 XL $38.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-197009 Oil pump jig $41.95

PRESSURE RELIEF SPRING/
VALVE REMOVAL TOOL
•For easy removal and installation of pressure relief 
spring, by-pass valve and roll pin

•Holds relief spring down and away from roll pin

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0070 For all Twin Cam engine camplates $50.95
 

OIL PUMP SEAL INSTALLER
•Easily installs oil pump seal below gear 
surface for a no-leak fit

•For use on all Big Twin aluminum oil 
pumps (except Twin Cam)

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-197059 Oil pump 

seal installer $75.95
 

PRESSURE RELIEF 
PSI TESTING TOOL
•A must for any Twin Cam 
engine builder

•Allows you to bench test 
camplate before 
installation and set relief 
valve spring pressure to 
desired pop-off psi

•Includes regulator, 0-100 psi 
pressure gauge, gasket and necessary hardware

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0071 For all Twin Cam engine camplates $200.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196500 For 36-99 Big Twin motors $675.95
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OIL PUMP SNAP 
RING INSTALLER
•Allows easy installation 
of outer snap ring on oil pump shaft without 
stretching the snap ring

•Fits Big Twin oil pumps (except Twin Cam)
•Made in the U.S.A.

CLUTCH SPRING 
COMPRESSION TOOL
•For removal of clutch spring and plates
•Offers easy access to spring retaining ring

1178

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-197058 Snap ring installer $53.95
 

COMPENSATING SHAFT 
SPROCKET NUT SOCKET
•Used to remove and install compensating nut
•1/2” drive for easier installation than wrench
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196175 For 55-70 Big Twin and XL $67.95
 

ROTOR AND 
SPROCKET 
HOLDER
•Keeps 
flywheels, 
rotors and sprockets from rotating 
during removal and installation

•Holds sprockets and rotors with holes center-to-center at a minimum 
distance of 1/2” (13mm) and a maximum distance of 9” (230mm)

•Features 5mm and 9mm pins
•Adjustable stop-screw keeps tool open at set distance

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3808-0003 Rotor and sprocket holder $38.95
 

STARTER RING GEAR RIVET 
FIXTURE TOOL
•Removes starter ring gear rivets from 
Big Twin clutch shells

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0090 For 90-06 Big Twins (except 06 Dyna) $357.95
 

PRIMARY LOCKING BAR
•Locks primary for service work
•Made in the U.S.A.

PRIMARY DRIVE LOCKING TOOL
•Used to lock primary for service work
•Fits between the chain and motor sprocket
•Works on all primaries
•Made out of black Delrin®

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-198635 For all Big Twin and XL models $43.95
 

PRIMARY COVER INSPECTION PLUG TOOL
•Use this tool to remove and install primary inspection plug
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3802-0004 For 54-90 XL and KR models $21.95
 

CLUTCH 
ALIGNMENT TOOL
•When reinstalling the clutch, 
use this tool to align the 
clutch plates

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3803-0001 For 02-09 V-Rod $28.95
 

CLUTCH SPRING 
COMPRESSOR
•Used to remove or install 
clutch components

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196059 For 71-E84 XL models; repl. OEM #97178-71 (ea.) $99.95
 

CLUTCH SPRING 
COMPRESSOR TOOL
•Used to release clutch 
spring so retainer ring 
can be easily removed and installed

•For 91-05 XL applications, compressor nut 
PART #DS-197061 must be used in conjunction with 
compressor tool PART #DS-197060 (sold separately)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-197060 Spring compressor tool for 90-97 Big Twin 

and 91-03 XL $94.95
DS-197061 Spring compressor nut for 91-03 XL and Buell 40.95
 

CLUTCH SPRING TOOL
•Used to release clutch spring tension when 
removing or installing clutch components

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-197079 For L84-90 XL $60.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-197026 For 90-97 Big Twin 

and 91-03 XL; repl. 
OEM #38515 $74.95

CLUTCH SPRING 
COMPRESSION TOOLS
•These tools make it easy to 
remove and re-install retainer 
rings on diaphragm clutches

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-199220 For 90-97 Big Twin, 

91-06 XL $56.95
DS-199221 For L84-90 XL 56.95

CLUTCH HUB REMOVING DRIVER
•Use to remove clutch hub from the 
transmission mainshaft

•Slight tap onto the transmission mainshaft to 
remove clutch hub

•Left-hand thread

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
SS-D For 36-90 Big Twin $32.95

DS-197014

3802-0026

DS-199220

DS-199221

DS197061 DS197060

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-197014 For 5-speed FXST, Dyna Glide and 4-speed Big Twin $24.95
3802-0026 For 06-09 Dyna models and all 07-09 Softail models 43.95
3801-0107 For 07-09 FLHT/FLHR/FLHX/FLTR 45.95
DS-197015 For 5-speed EVO or Shovelhead FXR, FLT and 

FLHT models 24.95
DS-197016 For 91-09 XL and 94-09 Buell and Buell Blast, not for 1125R 24.95
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CLUTCH LOCK PLATE
•Used to keep clutch shell from turning when 
engine sprocket nut or clutch hub nut is 
being removed

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG.RETAIL
DS-199222 For all 41-E84 Big Twin $43.95

CLUTCH AND 
FLYWHEEL TOOL
•Made from medium carbon steel with 
hardened jaws

•Holds clutch hubs, flywheels, gears, 
sprockets, etc.

•Features 8mm spanner pins
•Jaws open up to 5” wide

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
P518 Clutch/gear holder $31.95

CLUTCH ASSEMBLY 
SERVICE TOOL
•Safely disassembles 
and assembles clutch 
shell assembly

•Easily removes and 
installs clutch hub from its bearing

•Safely removes and installs clutch shell ball 
bearing (OEM #37906-90) without any damage 
to new bearing by pushing on the outer 
perimeter of bearing

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0095 For 90-09 Big Twin $341.95
 

CLUTCH 
HUB PULLER
•Use to remove clutch hubs
•For 41-84 Big Twin and 71-E84 XL models
•Remove the hub without removing the 
transmission end cover on Big Twin models

•It may be used on L84-90 hubs by enlarging 
a few puller holes

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196061 Clutch hub puller $50.95

UNIVERSAL 
FLYWHEEL 
PULLER
•For most motorcycle, 
ATV, watercraft and snowmobile engines

•Complete with hardware kit and adapter for 
male or female removal

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
855 Universal flywheel puller $49.95

CLUTCH 
HUB PULLER
•Used to remove wet 
and dry clutch hubs 
without removing clutch release rod

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196158 For 36-90 Big Twin $75.95
 

CLUTCH/INNER PRIMARY 
BEARING RACE PULLER
•Specifically designed to 
remove an S&S high-performance clutch

•Also helpful when removing a stock clutch 
from a damaged mainshaft

•Attachment allows easy removal of the inner 
primary bearing race

•CNC-machined from 4140 tool steel and heat 
treated for maximum reliability and service life

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3803-0020 Clutch/inner primary 

bearing race puller $125.95

CLUTCH HUB 
PULLER FOR 
PRO CLUTCH AND PRIMO 
DIAPHRAGM SPRING CLUTCHES
•Kit includes puller, center bolt and four nuts
•Makes pulling a Pro Clutch or Primo diaphragm 
clutch easy

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196021 Clutch hub puller $56.95
 

UNIVERSAL 
CLUTCH 
HUB PULLER
•Can be used on 3-, 5- or 10-finger clutch hubs 
and 45” clutch hubs

•Will also work on Big Twin motor sprocket, 
alternator cover and early XL clutches as well as 
many other applications

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196286 Clutch hub puller $78.95
 

INNER PRIMARY 
COVER BEARING 
AND SEAL 
REMOVER/INSTALLER TOOL
•Safely removes and installs inner primary 
bearing (OEM #9135) without any damage to 
new bearing by pushing on outer perimeter 
of bearing

•Also removes and installs inner primary bearing 
and seal that transmission mainshaft passes 
through (OEM #12052A)

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0092 For L84-06 FXST/FLST, 

85-06 FLT/FLHT/FXR/
FXD/FXDWG $141.95

 

INNER 
PRIMARY 
BEARING 
RACE INSTALLER
•Features a radial thrust bearing 
that decreases the effort required to install 
a bearing race by 30%

•CNC-machined from 4140 tool steel and heat 
treated for maximum reliability and service life

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3803-0021 Inner primary bearing 

race installer $201.95
 

SCORPION CLUTCH LOCK PLATES
•Specifically designed to be used to lock outer 
clutch basket to inner hub for removal 
and installation

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3803-0010 For 98-06 Big Twin models 

and 84-90 XL models $25.95
3803-0007 For 90-97 Big Twin models, 

91-06 XL models and 
94-02 Buell models (except 
Blast and XB9R) 25.95

3803-0009 For 86-89 Big Twin models 
and 71-83 XL models 27.95

3803-0008 For 36-E84 Big Twin 25.95
3803-0011 Scorpion clutch lock plate 

set (set of 4) 84.95

INNER PRIMARY 
BEARING RACE TOOL
•Used to remove and install the inner primary bearing race
•Works on left- and right-side drive 5- or 
6-speed transmissions

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3802-0002 For 84-09 Big Twin primaries $304.95

GASKET LOCATOR TOOL
•Aligns primary cover, cam cover, and 
transmission end cover gaskets to avoid 
misalignment and oil leaks

•1/4”-20 thread
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3801-0093 Gasket locator tool (3-pc.) $27.95

3803-0009

3803-0008 3803-0010

3803-0007
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STARTER 
JACKSHAFT SEAL 
INSTALLER TOOL
•Easily aligns and installs starter jackshaft seal 
(OEM #12066) without distorting or 
damaging seal

•Seal is located in upper part of inner primary 
of Big Twins 

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0091 For 94-06 Big Twins 

(except 06 Dyna) $98.95

OUTER 
PRIMARY STARTER 
BEARING REMOVER
•Easily removes bearing 
(H-D #9063) from polished 
or chrome primary covers

•Made from the highest quality 
aerospace steel

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-197081 For Big Twin and XL 

using H-D #9063 bearing $138.95
 

PULLEY LOCKER
•Locks your transmission pulley 
for removing or installing pulley nut

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-197082 For 80-99 Shovelhead or 

Evolution Big Twin belt 
driven, 99-06 Twin Cam 
5-speeds and 
aftermarket 6-speeds $128.95

 

PRIMARY CHAIN ALIGNMENT TOOL
•For primary chain alignment
•For aligning the teeth on the clutch shell with 
the teeth on the motor sprocket

•Quick and easy to use
•Time-saving tool eliminates the need to take 
multiple measurements

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG.

RETAIL
3806-0008 For Evolution-type engines $28.95

TRANSMISSION 
SPROCKET NUT WRENCH
•Necessary for removing transmission 
sprocket locknut

•No more having to chisel off the sprocket nuts
•Also features a 1/2” drive for use with a ratchet 
or torque wrench

•Comes complete with wrench and handle, 
replacing OEM #94660-37

•Sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-191037 For 37-E84 Big Twin $47.95
 

TRANSMISSION 
SPROCKET LOCKNUT WRENCH
•Inner collar will retain wrench to nut 
for safer work

•Extra-long two-piece design
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196149 For 36-06 Big Twin 

(except 06 Dyna) $146.95
 

FAT 5 TRANSMISSION 
DOOR PULLER 
AND BEARING TOOL
•Removes and installs transmission 
door bearings

•Also removes transmission door without removing the complete 
transmission assembly

•Door bearings must be replaced if using tool to pull door from case
•Made in the U.S.A.

TRANSMISSION 
PULLEY/SPROCKET 
LOCKNUT SOCKET
•Use to remove or install sprocket/pulley nut
•Socket throat is extra deep; also works on right-side drive transmissions
•Hard chrome-plated and polished
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3802-0003 For 36-06 4-, 5- and 6-speed Big Twin 

transmissions (except 06 Dyna) $194.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3802-0023 For JIMS Fat 5 overdrive transmissions $369.95
 

RIGHT-SIDE DRIVE TRAP DOOR PULLER
•Properly removes transmission trap door 
for right-side transmissions

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3802-0027 For right-side drive transmissions $165.95
 

TRANSMISSION DOOR PULLER
•Removes transmission door with gears 
and shaft attached

•Puller will not damage door bearings
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-198630 For 80-06 Big Twin 

5-speeds $90.95
3802-0028 For 07-09 Dyna 

models and all 07 
Twin Cam models 137.95

TRANSMISSION ACCESS 
COVER PULLER TOOL
•Use to remove transmission 
access covers, which are 
press-fit on two dowel pins

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-196150 For 54-85 XL $45.95
 

TRANSMISSION BEARING 
HOUSING REMOVER 
AND INSTALLER
•Use on all 80-98 Big Twins to remove 
and install bearings on 5-speeds and aftermarket 6-speeds

•Can also be used to pull trapdoors on 80-06 Evolution and 
Shovelhead Big Twin 5-speeds and aftermarket 6-speeds

•Made in the U.S.A.

NOTE: Housing bearings must be replaced when pulling door.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3802-0034 For 80-06 Shovelhead or Evolution 

Big Twin 5-speeds and aftermarket 
6-speeds $433.95

 

DS-198630

3802-0028
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SHIFTER SHAFT 
REMOVAL TOOL
•Loosens/removes 
both shifter shafts from transmission door, 
allowing further disassembly of transmission

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3802-0031 For 06 Dyna models and 

all 07-09 Twin Cam models $16.95

BLIND BEARING REMOVAL SET
•Set includes 30, 25, 20, 17, 15, 12, 10 and 8mm collets
•2-lb. hammer
•Crossbar-type shaft allows easy collet removal
•Fitted storage box included
•Necessary tool for most transmission rebuilds
•Can be used for wheel bearing removal

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3812-0003 Blind bearing removal set $249.95

MAIN DRIVE GEAR BEARING/
SEAL INSTALLATION TOOLS
•Use to install both bearings and seal 
with use of a 1-ton press

•Holds bearings and seal square to its 
bore, eliminating any marring

•Installs bearings and seal to correct depth
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196070 For 80-90 5-speed Big Twin $51.95
3802-0024 For 06 Dyna models and all 07-09 Twin Cam models 93.95

4-SPEED MAINSHAFT 
CLUTCH GEAR PULLER
•Removes starter clutch gear successfully, 
without damage to the gear

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-198626 For 36-86 Big Twin 

w/ kick-start 
4-speed transmission $190.95

 

MAIN DRIVE GEAR 
BEARING TOOL
•Use to install the main bearing 
(H-D #8905) to the correct depth

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-196073 For 79-85 

4-speed Big Twin $74.95
 

MAIN DRIVE GEAR 
SEAL INSTALLER
•Use to install main drive gear 
oil seal to the proper depth 
with transmission assembled

•Includes protective sleeve for seal
•Includes protective sleeve for seal, 
which can be used to protect 
main drive gear inner bearings 
during installation

•Made in the U.S.A

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0096 For 06 Dyna and all 

07-09 Big Twin models $87.95
DS-198634 For all 5-speed Big 

Twin models 80.95
 

SHIFTER SHAFT SLEEVE TOOL
•Use to install shifter shaft sleeve
•Can be used to remove, install replacement or 
upgrade shifter shaft sleeve, assembly and drum

•Made in the U.S.A

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

3802-0008 For upgrades to latest shifter 
assembly on 5-speeds, 80-99 
Big Twins, 80-00 FLHT/FXR/FXD.
For replacement of shifter 
sleeve (H-D #34979-00) for 00-06 
FXST, 01-06 FLHT and 01-05 FXD $28.95

 

BIG TWIN TRANSMISSION MAIN SEAL TOOL
•Use to install seals on 41-79 transmissions
•Optional drivers used in conjunction with main shaft seal tool allow installation of seals
•Tool and drivers sold separately
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196154 Main shaft seal tool for 41-79 Big Twin $220.95
DS-198632 Optional seal driver for 85-02 Big Twin 5-speed 75.95
DS-198631 Optional seal driver for 80-84 Big Twin 5-speed 76.95
DS-196288 Optional seal driver for 82-86 Big Twin 4-speed 59.95

MAIN DRIVE GEAR BEARING TOOL
•Safely installs new main transmission case bearing
•Holds bearing square to its bore, eliminating any marring of bearing bore
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3802-0025 For 06 Dyna models and all 07-09 Twin Cam models $172.95
 

MAIN DRIVE GEAR BEARING 
REMOVAL TOOL
•Removes old bearing straight and will not 
damage the transmission case

•Can be used without removing transmission from the bike
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-198633 For 84-06 Big Twin 5-speed transmissions $114.95
 

DS-196070 3802-0024

1181

DS-196288 DS-196154
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MAIN DRIVE GEAR AND 
BEARING SERVICE TOOL KIT
•Use to remove and install main drive gear and bearings
•Works on left- and right-side drive 5- and 6-speed transmissions
•The steel components of this kit are hard chrome-plated and 
polished; aluminum components are anodized candy-apple red

•Includes a very detailed tool sequence instruction sheet
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3802-0001 For 84-06 Big Twin 5- and 6-speed 

transmissions (except 06 Dyna) $339.95

MAIN DRIVE GEAR TOOLS
•Used to remove and install the main drive 
gear and install main bearing without 
removing the transmission

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196055 For 80-06 Big Twin and 91-06 Sportster $187.95
3802-0022 For 06 Dyna models and all 07-09 Twin Cam models 275.95
 

MAIN DRIVE GEAR WRENCH TOOL
•Removes larger 21/4” hex nut from end of main drive gear that secures 
the rear drive transmission pulley

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3802-0029 For 06 Dyna models and 

all 07-09 Twin Cam models $152.95
 

MAIN DRIVE GEAR BEARING TOOL
•Used to install the inner and outer fifth gear bearings to 
the factory depth

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196049 For 91-06 Big Twin and 

91-05 Sportster and Buell (5-speed) $51.95
 

MAINSHAFT BEARING RACE 
TOOL FOR BIG TWIN
•Used to remove and install the inner 
bearing race on the transmission main shaft

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196056 For late 84-09 Big Twin $195.95

SHIFT FORK GAUGE
•Used to set and align shift forks 
on 4-speed Big Twin

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196162 For 79-86 Big Twin $111.95
DS-196163 For 39-78 Big Twin 103.95
 

5-SPEED TRANSMISSION SHAFT INSTALLER
•Installs transmission shaft without the use of a hydraulic or arbor press
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-197083 For 84-06 Big Twin $66.95
 

GEAR SPACING TOOL
•Used for establishing the proper 
gear spacing

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196054 For 86-90 Sportster transmissions $40.95
 

DS-196055

3802-0022

DS-196163

DS-196162
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STEERING HEAD BEARING RACE TOOL
•Removes and installs steering head bearing race on 49-01 Big Twin, 78-03 Sportster and 94-02 Buell 
OEM frames (will also work on most 
aftermarket frames)

•Must be used with tool driver spacer 
PART #DS-196029 and handle/driver 
PART #DS-196042, sold separately

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196005 Bearing race tool $72.95
DS-196029 Tool driver spacer 34.95
DS-196042 Handle/driver 66.95
 

DS-196005

Ds-196029

DS-196042

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-198625 For 36-09 Big Twin models w/ stock or 

custom frames $57.95
 

STEERING HEAD BEARING 
RACE INSTALLER
•Use to install races and cups straight and 
true in the steering head

•Made in the U.S.A.
PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196015 Neck bearing tool $36.95
 

NECK BEARING 
TOOL
•Slips under the tapered 
roller bearing on the 
lower triple tree to 
allow safe and 
easy removal

•Used with any standard 
“T” puller and two 
pieces of 5/16”-18 
threaded rod

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3811-0001 For all FL and Buell models w/ 36mm axle nuts $75.95
 

REAR AXLE 36MM 
NUT RATCHET WRENCH
•To install and remove 36mm rear axle nuts
•Double-hexagon flank drive wheel
•Low profile wheel allows access to the nut without removal 
of the exhaust

•1/2”-square drive hole allows a torque wrench to be used 
when tightening

•Black vinyl grip prevents scratches and provides a comfortable, 
ergonomic handle

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
KAS-444 For Springer forks $51.95
 

NECK BEARING ENDPLAY 
ADJUSTMENT TOOL 
FOR SPRINGER
•Used to adjust the preload of the neck bearing 
on Springer forks

•Improved design and triple prong engagement 
allows for precise neck bearing adjustment

•Tool is a 1” diameter socket, 3/8” square drive for use with a ratchet
•This is the only tool on the market to do this particular task
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196066 For 80-01 5-speed rubber-mount frames $35.95
 

CLEVEBLOCK SPREADING TOOL
•Tool spreads the swingarm cleveblocks, 
allowing for the installation of the swingarm

•Comes with instructions
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196067 For 80-01 FLT, FLHT, 82-99 FXR and all 

aftermarket FXR-style frames $184.95
 

SWINGARM 
BUSHING TOOL
•Use to remove and install 
swingarm cleveblocks

•Cleveblocks are silicone-filled 
bushings that will be damaged 
if not installed properly

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-197028 Pivot bearing tool $58.95
 

SWINGARM PIVOT 
BEARING TOOL
•Removes and installs the swingarm pivot bearings on 
84-99 Softail models

•Can also be used to remove and install front fender pivot 
bearings on all 97-01 FLSTS models

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196148 For 67-72 Big Twin and XL models $73.95
 

WHEEL BEARING 
LOCKNUT WRENCH
•Use to remove the slotted locknut 
on spoke wheels

•Made in the U.S.A.
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25MM WHEEL BEARING 
PULLER ADAPTER
•Updates discontinued PART #DS-196295 (Jim’s #1042) 
for use with new 25mm wheel bearing found on 
07-09 models

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0101 25mm wheel bearing/

puller adapter $59.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3802-0035 For all 00-09 Twin Cam, 

00-09 XL, 02-09 V-Rod $283.95
 

SEALED WHEEL BEARING 
REMOVER AND INSTALLER KIT
•Removes and installs 25mm wheel 
bearing with or without ABS

•Made in the U.S.A.

WHEEL BEARING RACE TOOL
•Easy-to-use race installer/remover 
tool by JIMS

•Eases removal or installation 
of bearing cups

•Use in conjunction with the 
handle/driver PART #DS-196042

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196146 Wheel bearing race tool (ea.) only for all 73-99 

Big Twin, Sportster and Buell wheels $85.95
DS-196042 Handle/driver only (ea.) 66.95
 

DS-196042

DS-196146

BEARING REMOVER SET
•Dependable split collet design
•Three-piece standard set for radial ball bearing removal on 00-06 Big Twin 
and Sportster models and other American V-Twin includes includes large 
driver, 3/4” remover and 1” remover

•25mm remover sold separately for 07-09 models with 25mm wheel bearings
•Metric sizes for use with metric applications; includes larger driver rod, 
small driver rod, and removers for 10, 12, 15, 17, 20 and 25mm bearings

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0032 Standard bearing remover set $42.95
3801-0031 Metric bearing remover set 58.95
3801-0072 25mm remover only 11.95
 

3801-0032

3801-0031

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196107 Wheel balancing and trueing stand $419.95
 

WHEEL 
TRUEING 
AND BALANCING 
STAND
•True on centers 
or “V” slot

•Balance on ball bearings
•Used in most H-D 
service schools

•Made in the U.S.A. PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0365-0003 Balancing stand $193.95
0365-0007 Harley adapter 31.95
 

WHEEL 
BALANCING 
STAND
•Can be used to balance 
mounted tires or true wheels up to 12” wide

•Most accurate balancing method available
•Employs the same balancing method as used 
by most race teams

•Optional adapter for Harley wheels sold separately

0365-0003

0365-0007

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
35-8621 Wheel trueing and balancing stand $269.95
 

WHEEL TRUEING AND 
WHEEL BALANCE STAND
•Balances and trues all 14” to 21” motorcycle wheels
•Wheels mount to adjustable center cones or ball 
bearings for trueing and static balancing

•Adjustable frame rails accommodate wide rims and wheels
•Measures 9.5” between cone tips, 12.5” between uprights 
and 12” between bearings

•Constructed of lightweight steel and plated in zinc

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
35-9573 3-in-1 trueing stand $539.95
 

3-IN-1 
TRUEING STAND
•Check your cranks and fork 
tubes for runout; balance 
spoke and cast wheels

•12.5” between points, 15.5” between 
uprights and 14” wide between bearings

•Handles rims up to 21”
•Dial indicator gauge sold separately
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3850-0013 Dial indicator gauge $60.95
 

DIAL INDICATOR GAUGE 
WITH MAGNETIC BASE
•Reads 1.0” in increments of .001”
•Gauge can be locked for a zero setting
•Includes magnetic base stand that has an 
adjustable dial indicator mounting arm for a 
wide range of applications

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3850-0014 Magnetic base $84.95
 

MAGNETIC BASE 
FOR DIAL 
INDICATORS
•For use with dial 
indicator gauge

•Features an easy-to-use 
on-off knob

•Flexible indicator mounting 
arm locks into place to make 
any job easy

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
35-8428 Dial indicator gauge for 3-in-1 trueing stand 35-9573 $32.95

DIAL INDICATOR GAUGE
•Features 21/4” face with 1” sweep 
in 0.001” increments

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3811-0030 Spoke wheel-weight remover tool $15.95

SPOKE 
WHEEL-WEIGHT 
REMOVER TOOL
•Designed to allow the tech 
to place the split tang of 
the tool between the rim and the weight 
and tap it off the nipple with spoke wheel 
weight hammer PART #3811-0029

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3811-0029 Spoke wheel-weight hammer $11.95
 

SPOKE WHEEL-WEIGHT HAMMER
•Special hammer for reaching behind the disc rotor when installing or 
removing spoke-type wheel weights

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3811-0015 For Softail, Sportster and Dyna models $21.95

WHEEL ALIGNMENT TOOL
•For rear wheel alignment
•Fast, accurate and easy to use
•Eliminates the need to use 
a tape measure

•Proper wheel alignment 
extends chain/sprocket and belt life

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3850-0007 Bike alignment tool $1,399.95
 

PROFI LASER B.A.T.
BIKE ALIGNMENT TOOL
•Lets you check the 
front/rear wheel alignment of any motorcycle 
in approximately two minutes

•Spring-loaded tool easily attaches to front and rear 
wheels; two spring sizes ensure a fit on virtually 
any size wheel

•Uses laser light to give an 
easy-to-see, 100% accurate 
wheel alignment check

•Ensures proper wheel alignment 
for better handling and performance

•Ideal for use on before-and-after repairs; a must for cost estimates or 
evaluating used bikes

•Easy to use, easy to handle and fully portable
•Ideal for service use

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3810-0021 Valve stem fishing tool $18.95
 

VALVE STEM 
FISHING TOOL
•Used to pull valve stems and valve stems of inner tube assemblies 
through the valve stem hole on vehicle rims

•Tool has three functions: valve stem puller, valve core removal 
and tire deflator

•Unlike existing tools on the market, Kastar’s valve stem puller threads 
into the valve stem rather than over the valve stem

•Makes valve stem and inner tube jobs faster and easier

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3811-0037 Heavy-duty spoke wrench $8.95
 

HEAVY-DUTY SPOKE WRENCH
•Features six different spoke sizes

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3811-0031 Tire valve stem inserter $16.95

TIRE VALVE STEM INSERTER
•Simplifies the installation of valve stems in 
tubeless tires

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MP08-0183 Valve core remover $3.95

VALVE CORE REMOVER
•Made from hex stock
•Allows for easy removal and installation of 
standard valve cores in tubed or tubeless
valve stems

•This will be the most borrowed tool in 
the toolbox

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0365-0002 Valve stem puller $18.95

VALVE 
STEM PULLER
•Rugged tool 
handles any 
length valve in any size rim

•Screws over valve threads
•Quickly install snap-in valve stems by applying 
pulling pressure

POWERTRAIN 
ALIGNMENT 
TOOL
•Easily and safely aligns powertrain 
to correct position on most 
touring models

•Alignment service must be performed 
when engine, transmission or swingarm 
has either been removed or repaired

•Safety in handling and performance could 
be greatly effected without the accurate alignment this tool provides

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0089 For 93-08 FLHT/FLHR/FLHX/FLTR $662.95
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TIREPRO™ DIGITAL TIRE GAUGE
•Compact ergonomic shape for easy pressure readings
•Large display, with readings in 1/10 psi increments
•Readings available in multiple scales: psi; BAR, Kpa and 
Kg-cm2

•Auto power off, with last-reading recall feature

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0363-0021 Digital tire gauge $17.95
 

TIREPRO™ DIAL TIRE GAUGE
•Round 21/2” white dial tire pressure 
gauge reads from 0-60 psi

•Includes purge valve; gauge holds 
reading until valve is activated

•Measures 16” L when deployed
•Braided red/black/silver hose is 14” L
•Metal housing covered by a rubber 
sleeve for easy gripping

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0363-0012 Dial tire pressure gauge $19.95
 

TIRE PRESSURE GAUGE
•Chuck style is straight, 45°
•Reads from 5 lb. to 60 lb. with a pressure release switch
•Comes with a plastic case

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-181213 45° chuck w/ 10” rubber hose $21.95
 

DIGITAL TIRE PRESSURE GAUGE
•Available with a round dial with 45° chuck
•Scale is measured in 1 lb. increments, 
from 1 to 60 lb.

•Round gauges have a protective rubber housing

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-181214 Round w/ 15” hose, 45° chuck $28.95
 

PROFESSIONAL 
TIRE PRESSURE 
GAUGE
•Pressure range of 0-60 psi
•High-quality liquid filled 2.5” dial 
gauge with protective rubber boot

•Accurate to plus/minus 1.5% of maximum gauge reading
•Blue anodized 6061 T-6 body with pressure-relief valve
•High-pressure hose with 
dual swivels and brass 
ball-type air chuck

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3801-0123 Professional tire gauge, 0-60 psi $94.95

TIRE PRESSURE GAUGE
•Easy-to-read round dial, 
60 psi max pressure

•Straight, steel-stem chuck, 45°

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0363-0018 45° chuck $11.95
 

DIGITAL 
TIRE GAUGE
•LED pressure gauge 
range of 5 to 100 psi in 0.1 psi 
increments; accurate to within +/-1 psi

•LED light below gauge chuck provides 
bright light for using gauge in low-light situations

•Separate on/off switches for LED light and LED display
•LED display has auto shut-off feature; LED light has manual on/off switch
•Low battery draw for extended battery life
•LED light and LED display have separate battery systems; each uses two 
LR44 batteries (included)

•Handy metal clip on 
gauge back for easy 
carrying and storage

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0363-0029 Digital tire gauge $19.95
 

PENCIL TIRE GAUGE
•Durable stainless steel construction
•Easy-to-read, four-sided nylon scale, 2-psi increments
•Rated 10-75 psi

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
P50SS Pencil tire gauge $3.95
 

DIGITAL PRESSURE GAUGE
•Digital and audible reading up to 99.5 psi
•Auto shut-off
•Large, easy-to-read display
•0.5 psi increments
•Batteries included

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0363-0022 Tire pressure gauge $12.95
 

E-Z GRIP AIR 
CHUCK TOOL
•Durable, E-Z Grip handle for 
comfort and a positive grip

•1/4” NPT pipe-threaded end will accept airline 
quick-disconnect fittings

•Sealed-ball air chuck is extended 1” from handle to allow 
access to tight areas

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3810-0019 E-Z grip air chuck tool $19.95
 

DIAL TIRE GAUGE WITH HOSE
•Flexible 11” hose between gauge and 
chuck for hard-to-reach tire valves

•Dual-range scales with psi and kPa 
or kg/cm2 are available

•Polished brass bezel, stem and 
pressure-release valve assembly

•Needle holds pressure reading until released
•Push-button valve 
bleeds air to 
desired pressure

•Rated 0-60 psi

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
RRA60X Dial tire gauge $22.95

E-Z GRIP DUAL-HEAD 
AIR CHUCK
•Durable, E-Z Grip handle for 
comfort and a positive grip

•1/4” NPT pipe-threaded end will 
accept airline quick-disconnect fittings

•Designed for use on hard-to-reach wheels

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3810-0020 E-Z grip dual-head air chuck tool $30.95

STEEL TIRE IRONS
•81/2” steel tire irons on 
display card of 10

•111/2” steel tire irons 
skin-packed two 
per card

•16” tire tool is made of hardened alloy steel 
with black finish and double compound curve 
to make tire service easy

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
P503 81/2” tire iron, card of 10 $5.95 (ea.)
P530 111/2” tire iron, card of two 13.95 (pr.)
P519 16” tire iron 17.95 (ea.)
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
M01066 Ty’er Irons $29.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3810-0017 Tire Tamer $24.95
 

TIRE TAMER
•This tool is the helper you need when 
changing tires

•Save your knuckles, time and temper
•Simple-to-use design lifts the tire bead away 
from the rim in one easy motion, with 
one hand

•Makes installing tubes, valve stems and rim 
locks a snap, even when working alone

•Small enough to carry on the trail

TY’ER IRONS
•101/2” L zinc-coated steel 
Ty’er irons

•Ergonomic handle 
fits your hand

•Spooned end 
prevents tubes 
from pinching

•Sold in pairs
•Made in the U.S.A.
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TIRE LEVER SET
•Forged tire lever set
•Features seven socket sizes
•A must for trail/
enduro riders

•2-piece set

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3810-0018 Tire lever set $12.95
 

TIREPRO™ TIRE LEVER SET
•Carbon steel tire levers, forged and heat-
treated for added strength

•Will not bend under pressure as stamped-steel 
irons can

•Measures 9” L

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3810-0001 2-pc. tire lever set $16.95
 

RIM PROTECTORS
•Protect your wheels from 
scratches and dings caused 
by tire changing tools

•Include retrieval cord for easy use
•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3811-0016 Rim protectors $9.95
 

NYLON 
RIM SAVERS
•Specially formed 
and designed to protect alloy rims from 
scratching by tire levers or tools

•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-380311 Nylon rim savers $7.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0364-0010 Power Spair flat tire repair kit $99.95
 

POWER SPAIR FLAT 
TIRE REPAIR KIT
•Fast, easy and safe 48-piece kit includes 
every tool needed to effectively repair 
flat tires

•Plugs into 12V power outlet; cord length measures 10’
•Bright LED light for use during nighttime emergencies
•Works on any vehicle and is tire pressure sensor friendly; 
inflates a mid-size car tire in 3 minutes

•Includes rugged storage case, 24 oz. Slime Tire Sealant, 10-piece tire tackle kit, 
30 black plugs, T-Handle reamer and plugger, tire gauge, alligator clips, Slime decal set 
and instructions

•Also includes a 25’ coiled air hose and adapter for inflatables

3-IN-1 
TIRE BEAD 
STARTER/
SEATER/
EXPANDER
•All-in-one answer to 
stubborn tires is a must 
in any tire center

•Easy to use; just mount 
tire to wheel, position bead starter, then cinch 
down with ratchet lever. Add air until bead 
begins to engage, then slowly ease belt tension 
as more air is added

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3810-0023 Bead starter $76.99
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0363-0028 Heavy-duty tire inflator $84.95
 

HEAVY-DUTY TIRE INFLATOR
•Inflate a standard tire in under three 
minutes with this powerful 12V, 
150 psi compressor

•Includes a 16-foot hose with a quick-release 
coupler, a canvas bag for storage and an easy-to-read gauge

•For quick and easy use, plug directly into your power 
outlet adapter

•A bright LED light allows for use during night 
time emergencies

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0364-0009 22-piece tire tackle kit $14.95
 

22-PIECE 
TIRE 
TACKLE KIT
•Everything 
you need 
to repair or patch a tire in one 
convenient kit

•The kit includes four valve 
cores, one 4-way tool, four 
anodized valve caps, three plug 
repair strings, one 10-50 PSI 
pencil gauge, one screwdriver reamer tool, 
one screwdriver plugger tool, five 13/8” round 
patches, one metal scuffer and one .41 oz. 
rubber cement tube

TIREPRO™ 
UNIVERSAL 
TIRE 
REPAIR KIT
•Repairs tube-
type and 
tubeless tires

•Includes 
patches and 
plugs for both applications

•Unique valve with hardware allows you to use 
your engine as an unlimited fresh air pump

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196261 Universal tire repair kit $26.95
 

TUBELESS 
TIRE 
REPAIR KIT
•Quick roadside 
tire repairs are 
now possible

•Tool inserts a bullet-shaped plug into 
the puncture

•Plug vulcanizes to the tire for a permanent fix
•Includes instructions

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0364-0005 Tire Repair Kit $11.95
 

TIRE 
REPAIR KIT
•Comes with plugs and patches for tube- or 
tubeless-type tires

•Includes a nylon carrying case

NOTE: CO2 cartridges cannot be transported on 
an airplane.
PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0363-0027 Tube/tubeless tire 

repair kit $51.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
TRK-5 Tire repair kit w/ large CO2 pump $50.95
TRC-2 Repair kit, tube-type 30.95
TRCL-2 Repair kit, tubeless type 35.95
RPT-1 Patches only, tube-type 3.95
RC-2 Repl. CO2 cartridge kit for TRC-2 (2) 9.95
RC-N3 Non-threaded CO2 cartridge for TRK-2 6.95
RC-004 Repl. large CO2 cartridge kit for TRK-5 30.95
RPK-3 Repl. plugs and cement 6.95
 

TIRE REPAIR KITS
•Tube-type kit includes 
quality patches and CO2 
adapter flex line

•Tubeless-type kit comes with on-the-wheel patch kit, 
CO2 adapter flex line and repair plug insert needle

•Instructions included

NOTE: CO2 cartridges cannot be transported on an airplane.

TRK-5

TRC-2 TRCL-2
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TIRE BEAD BREAKER
•Heavy-duty cast-iron alloy construction; 51/2 lb.
•Measures 8” x 63/4” x 13/4”
•Separates beads on all on-road and 
off-road bikes

•Two hinged ears apply even pressure to the 
bead until it separates

•Individually packaged with instructions

NOTE: Works on tire sizes up to 160.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4000 Tire bead breaker $46.95
 PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

0363-0005 Automatic tire inflation kit $22.95
 

AUTOMATIC TIRE 
INFLATION KIT
•Kit contains four canisters of CO2 and a 
reusable valve adapter with brass fittings

•Each canister produces 8-9 lb. of 
pressure; generally takes all four canisters 
to reach 24-32 lb. of pressure, depending 
on the size of the tire

•Can be used on a variety of vehicle tires

NOTE: CO2 cartridges cannot be 
transported on an airplane.

POCKET TIRE 
PLUGGERS
FOR TUBELESS TIRES
•Revolutionary device easily 
installs mushroom-shaped 
rubber plugs into all 
tubeless tires while staying 
on the wheel

•Plugging device drives the plug into the hole with a twist of the Allen 
wrench; plug then expands under pressure to fill the punctured area; 
a firm pull on the stem seats the mushroom head on the inner wall 
allowing no air to escape

•Pocket Tire Plugger kit includes plugging device, nozzle adapter, rasp 
tool, probe tool, retractable razor blade, Allen wrench, 15 mushroom 
plugs (5/16” dia. x 3/4” L stem), laminated instructions and comes in 
31/2” x 71/2” zippered pouch; total weight only 12 oz.

•Pocket Tire Plugger with CO2 contains all the above plus four 16-g. 
canisters of CO2 gas and a 4” flexible adapter with solid brass fittings for 
the most effective repair possible without dismounting your tubeless 
tire; kit comes in a 5” x 71/2” x 1” zippered pouch; total weight only 18 oz.

NOTE: CO2 cartridges cannot be transported on an airplane.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0364-0001 Pocket Tire Plugger $32.95
0363-0003 Pocket Tire Plugger w/ CO2 48.95
 

0364-0001

0363-0003

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0364-0002 Fix-n-Flate kit $29.95
SG-103 Deluxe kit 47.95
SG1066 CO2 kit 32.95
3002 Patch/plugs (6-pk.) and rubber cement 11.95
0363-0006 Engine Air Pump w/ adapters and hose 21.95
3003 Tire patches (6-pk.) and rubber cement 4.95
ANE1 Repl. 10’ compressor hose (for Gold Wings) 19.95
 

TIRE REPAIR KITS
•Immediate roadside repair and reinflation of a punctured tire
•Fix-n-Flate tube/tubeless kit contains a thumb buffer, rubber cement, 
three 11/4” round patches, two 2” round patches, one 15/8” x 3” oblong 
patch, five 41/2” reinforced string plugs, a split-eye needle insertion tool 
and a canvas zippered bag; also includes an Engine Air Pump, 5’ hose 
with spark plug adapters and quick-release lever that converts the motor 
into an air compressor

•Deluxe tube/tubeless kit contains all of the above plus a rasp tool, valve 
cap/core remover, hand cleaner and towel, three patch/plugs (from the 
inside/out) and two 91/2” steel tire levers in a 5” x 10” zippered pouch

•CO2 tube/tubeless kit contains the above patches and plugs, plus four 
CO2 canisters and adapter for immediate inflation; also includes rubber 
cement, repair tools, valve cap, replacement core, hand cleaner and 
towel in a zippered vinyl pouch

•Engine Air Pump with adapters, 5’ hose and carrying pouch also
sold separately

•Replacement parts also available

NOTE: CO2 cartridges cannot be transported on an airplane.

0364-0002

0363-0006

SG-103

SG-1066

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1075 Tire Plugger $44.95
3075 Bag of 50 mushroom plugs 14.95
 

TUBELESS TIRE PLUG GUN
•”On the wheel” repair for all tubeless tires
•Mechanical device installs mushroom plugs in tire
•Stem expands under pressure to fill puncture while the mushroom head 
seats on inner wall

•Kit includes plug gun, retractable blade, reamer tool, and 25 plugs 
in a compact 6” x 9” x 1” zippered vinyl pouch

•Plugs also sold separately in bags of 50

1075
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ULTRAFLATE 2
•Features a sleek head and yellow multi-cup
•Push-to-control flow grip design for Schrader or 
Presta valve

•Accepts 16g threaded (PART #0363-0010) or 16g 
non-threaded (PART #0363-0011) CO2 refill cartridges 
(available separately)

•Measures 155mm long and weighs approximately 
35g (w/o CO2 cartridge)

•Includes one 16g non-threaded CO2 cartridge

NOTE: CO2 cartridges cannot be transported on an airplane.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0363-0025 Ultraflate 2 inflator $14.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0363-0008 Ultraflate Plus $21.95
 

ULTRAFLATE PLUS
•Features high-strength, glass-reinforced nylon body with 
brass valve components and one 16g non-threaded 
CO2 cylinder

•Multi-cup fits 16g non-threaded (PART #0363-0010) or 16g 
threaded (PART #0363-0011) CO2 cartridges

•Offers precise inflation control
•Safety lock will stop accidental CO2 discharge; one 
cylinder can be used on multiple tires

•Measures 4.8” L x 1.88” H x 1.12” W and weighs 2.52 oz.
•Includes one 16g non-threaded CO2 cartridge

NOTE: CO2 cartridges cannot be transported on an airplane.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0363-0026 Second Wind MTB 

hybrid inflator $32.95
 

SECOND WIND 
MTB HYBRID 
INFLATOR
•Features a sleek 
head design

•Easy-to-use 
integrated CO2 hand 
pump technology 
allows CO2 cartridge 
to be stored and 
remain inside during 
hand pumping

•Light action CO2 
release allows precise 
inflation control

•New and improved head design is smaller, 
easier to use and is compatible with Schrader 
and Presta valves

•Compatible with 16g non-threaded (PART 
#0363-0011) or threaded (PART #0363-0010) 
CO2 cartridges

•Measures 165mm L x 30mm W and weighs 107g 
(w/o CO2 cartridge)

•Includes one 16g non-threaded CO2 cartridge

NOTE: CO2 cartridges cannot be transported on 
an airplane.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
0364-0003 Street tire repair kit $59.95
0363-0007 45g 5/8” threaded refills (pr.) 29.95
 

STREET INFLATION KIT
•Kit contains everything needed to repair a tire 
or tube: CO2 cartridges, tire plugs, patches, 
glue, reamer and plug installation tool

•Includes Monster air chuck and two 45g CO2 
cartridges for portable tire or tube inflation

•5” x 6.5” compact zippered storage bag fits 
in toolbox

•Refill for Monster tire repair kit contains two 
45g CO2 cartridges; 5/8” thread size for use with 
Monster air chuck only

NOTE: CO2 cartridges cannot be transported on 
an airplane.

0364-0003

0363-0007

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0364-0007 Durol tire plugs (10-pk.) $5.95
0364-0008 Repl. patches/glue 2.95
 

REPLACEMENT TIRE 
PLUGS AND PATCHES
•Replacement tire plugs, patches and glue
•Packaged in poly bags

0364-0007

0364-0008

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0363-0010 Threaded $19.95
0363-0011 Non-threaded 13.95
 

REPLACEMENT CO2 CARTRIDGES
•16-gram cartridges in threaded 
and non-threaded styles

•Sold in 6-packs

NOTE: CO2 cartridges cannot be transported 
on an airplane.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MP08-143 Hydraulic brake bleeder $19.95
 

HYDRAULIC 
BRAKE 
BLEEDER
•Makes bleeding 
and servicing 
hydraulic brakes a one-person job

•Unique check valve allows fluid 
and air to escape while preventing 
air from re-entering the system

•Instructions and hose included
•Will not bleed air from a 
dry system

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3808-0004 Hydraulic bleed tool $105.95
 

DIY BRAKE AND 
CLUTCH BLEEDER
•Handle and body are 
made of high-strength 
Zytel® (glass-reinforced nylon)

•10 ml. of fluid per injection stroke
•RFI™ technology
•Ergonomic design is compact and comfortable 
to use

•Affordable to the individual technician 
or enthusiast

•Includes adapters to fit most brake systems 
and brake fluid cans

•Compatible with all brake fluids
•Main body colors may vary

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
SBS3908 Brake system bleeder $176.95
SBS8993916 Brake bleeder nipple 7.95
SBS8993917 Brake bleeder O-ring 1.95
 

SBS BRAKE SYSTEM BLEEDER
•This unique tool will allow for a quick, 
secure and clean brake service when changing 
brake fluid

•Replacement O-rings and bleed nipples 
available separately

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-196404 For 00-07 Big Twin and 

00-03 XL 4-piston calipers $56.95
 

BRAKE 
CALIPER PISTON 
REMOVER FOR 
OEM 4-PISTON CALIPERS
•Holds pistons square in their cylinder bores 
during removal

•Prevents damage to pistons and cylinders 
when installing new seals and wipers

•Made in the U.S.A.
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-310205 General purpose pump kit $51.95
DS-310207 Brake bleeding kit 38.95
DS-310206 Pump rebuild kit 19.95
 

VACUUM PUMP KITS
GENERAL PURPOSE PUMP KIT
•Handy for troubleshooting and tune-ups
•Dial gauge indicates pressure in both inches and centimeters of mercury
•Useful for testing fuel petcocks, carburetors and vacuum advances
•Brake bleeding kit bleeds brakes, clutches or other hydraulic systems
•Brake bleeding kit includes fittings, hose and 114-page 
instruction manual

•Pump rebuild kit is designed to perform routine maintenance 
on PART #s DS-310205 and DS-310207

DS-310206

DS-310205 DS-310207

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
C.A.T. ALIGNMENT TOOLS
3850-0027 Dot laser $89.95
3850-0074 Line laser 149.95
 

PROFI LASER CHAIN/BELT 
ALIGNMENT TOOLS
DOT C.A.T. AND LINE C.A.T.
•Improved design
•Be 100% sure of drive belt/pulley or sprocket/chain alignment
•Press the tool against the pulley or sprocket and in just seconds 
a laser light will illuminate the chain links or belt to show belt or chain 
alignment and real running direction

•Gives immediate, exact results
•Also shows if motorcycle’s rear wheel is in correct position
•Extends belt, chain and sprocket life
•Dot C.A.T. is recommended for chain alignment and Line C.A.T. for belt 
alignment, but both will work for both chain and belt alignment

•Includes two batteries and storage case

3850-00273850-0027

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3850-0034 Mini fluid evacuator $127.95
 

MINI FLUID 
EVACUATOR
•Compressed air operation
•Integrated 1.9-qt. (1.8 liter) 
capacity reservoir

•Variable-control 
thumb throttle

•Swivel air inlet
•Quiet, muffled exhaust
•Automatic 
overflow prevention

•Includes 4’ fluid evacuation 
hose, molded base, hanging 
hook and user manual

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MP08-135 Jumbo chain tool $139.95
3806-0010 Repl. pin 10.95
 

JUMBO CHAIN TOOL
•Designed to break roller chain 
up to #630 – fits all standard and 
O-ring chain sizes #520 to #630

•Designed to rivet chain up to 
#530 (not #630)

•Masterlink side plate press kit 
included to press on side plates 
on chains up to #530 (not #630)

•Screws and attachments are heat treated for strength and durability
•The extractor pin is precisely guided by a removable guide, ensuring long 
pin life

•May be bolted to a work bench, supported in a vise or held by handle
•When bolted to a solid surface, air or electric wrenches may be used 
to break chain

•Recommended for heavy-duty use
•Made in the U.S.A.

MP08-135

3806-0010

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
RG-01 Chain breaker $67.95
 

CHAIN BREAKER
•Handy addition to any toolbox or storage compartment
•Chain breaker pushes pin completely through link of chain
•For use with 35 to 632 size chains PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

RG-03 Type 7 chain breaker $131.95
RG05 Repl. pins 11.95
 

TYPE 7 CHAIN BREAKER
•Advanced design handles 1/2”, 5/8” and 3/4” 
pitch chains with ease

•Outer plates of link being disassembled are 
supported, allowing pin to be completely 
removed from the outer plate

•Unlike standard chain breakers, inner links will 
not be inclined to bend

•No special spacer or inner plate needed for use on O-ring chains

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-192276 Heavy-duty chain breaker $16.95
 

HEAVY-DUTY CHAIN BREAKER
•Compression screw forces the pin out of chain 
for removal of extra links

•Use on all 420 to 630 size chains; sold individually PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
P501 Chain breaker $29.95
P502 Repl. pin 3.95
 

COMPACT CHAIN BREAKER
•For 420 to 530 chain
•Will push link pin completely through link/side plate
•Handle folds away for easy storage
•Replaceable pin is heat-treated for strength and 
wear resistance

•Will not work on EK 530 MVO/MVX
•Max pin extension to drive out chain links is 18mm; the maximum 
pin extension required to drive out the chain link is determined 
by measuring your chain’s width from outside face plate 
to outside face plate

RG-03

P501
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MP08-0230 Master link pliers $25.95
 

MASTER LINK PLIERS
•Designed to install and remove clip-type master links
•One tip is shorter and notched to be placed on the pin; 
the other tip is longer to push the clip easily

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
P558 Chain riveting tool $104.95
P559 2mm tip 6.95
P560 3mm tip 6.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
P561 4mm tip $6.95
P562 Wedge tip 6.95
 

CHAIN RIVETING TOOL
•Rivets chain links to form endless chain
•Use on cam chain or drive chain
•Can also be used to break chain
•Includes four sizes of pins (pins also available separately)

P559
P560

P561
P562

P558

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
RG-02 Spring clip pliers $80.95
RG-04 O-ring chain pliers 80.95

SPRING CLIP PLIERS
•Pops clips on master link
•Compact size for use anywhere
•O-ring chain version available

RG-02

RG-04

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3805-0032 Fork leg and tube holder tool $95.95

FORK LEG AND HOLDER TOOL
•Holds fork legs and tubes for easy 
hands-free servicing or rebuilding

•Mounts in vise to hold fork to 2” dia. max. firmly 
during repair without causing damage to fork assembly

•Will not scratch finish
•Made in the U.S.A. PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

P566 Chain press tool $54.95
3806-0011 Breaking and riveting conversion kit 19.95
 

CHAIN PRESS TOOL
•Installs press-fit side 
plates on rivet-type 
connecting links

•For use on #520 and #530 chain, including O-ring types
•Complete chain press tool includes press pads
•Does not rivet chain
•PART #3806-0011 (sold separately) converts chain press tool to a chain 
breaker and riveting tool

P566

3806-0011

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
TFSC01 Hand-operated fork spring compressor $129.95
3805-0051 Foot-operated fork spring compressor 149.95

FORK SPRING 
COMPRESSORS
•Relieves spring pressure 
for taking off fork tube caps 
without damaging threads

•Innovative design allows you 
to use the tool with forks on 
or off the bike

•Simple and fast, saves money 
and time

•Available in hand- or foot-operated versions

TFSC01

3805-0051

FRONT 
FORK 
COMPRESSOR TOOL
•Tool compresses front springs 
in cartridge-style shocks when 
servicing or rebuilding

•Can be mounted in vise for easy 
hands-free servicing

•Also includes FLT adapter for FLT 
forks to eliminate direct contact 
with spring coil and special rod 
to pull up fork damper rod

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3805-0033 Front fork 

compressor tool $321.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196294 For all Big Twin 

and XL $66.95
 

3/8” DRIVE 35MM 
SOCKET FOR TOP 
NUT ON FORKS
•Used to remove and 
install top fork nuts on 
fork tubes

•Rubber protector inside socket protects 
chrome finish

•Will clear most handlebars
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
DS-197025 For 48-09 Wide 

Glide models $51.95
 

FORK NUT 
SOCKET
•Used to remove 
and install top fork-tube plug

•Fits 41mm forks
•Made in the U.S.A. PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

DS-197021 For 35mm forks $60.95
DS-197022 For 39mm forks 62.95
DS-197023 For 41mm forks 62.95
DS-197024 Chrome cap installer for 39mm forks 62.95
 

FORK SEAL 
AND CAP 
INSTALLER
•Used to install fork and dust seals
•Chrome cap installer is to be used in conjunction 
with PART #DS-197022 to install the OEM chrome 
fork slider covers on 39mm fork legs

•Sold each
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
3801-0106 For 06-09 Dyna Glide, 02-09 V-Rod, 

except inverted fork models $116.95
 

49MM FORK SEAL AND 
DUST SHIELD INSTALLER
•Installs lower leg 49mm fork seal squarely into 
the bore without damaging the seal lip surface

•Also installs dust shield cover
•Two-piece design to aid in some 
assembly applications

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3805-0013 For most Big Twin and 

Sportster models $20.95
 

FORK 
CAP NUT 
SOCKET
•Use for 
removal 
of 13/8” hex fork cap nut

•1/2” drive
•Thin socket measures only 9/32” deep by 5/8” tall
•O-ring insert to help protect the top of the cap 
from damaging polished surfaces

•Sold each
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
KAS-400 For HD 35mm, 39mm and 41mm fork tubes $439.95
 

FORK TUBE SEAL INSTALLER
•To install fork tube seals in all HD 35mm, 
39mm and 41mm fork tubes

•Allows procedure without disassembly 
of the fork

•Pulls the seal into place using a threaded rod 
preventing damage to the seal and replacing 
the conventional method of using a hammer 
to install the seal

•Includes several sleeves so broad application 
coverage is provided

•Made in the U.S.A.

DS-197021

1191
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FORK 
ALIGNMENT TOOL
•Quick and easy to use tool 
for aligning front forks to 
ensure they are parallel 
from top to bottom

•Proper alignment reduces stiction, enhancing fork performance
•Knurled adjustment screws for easy setup
•Reduces seal and bushing wear
•Will work on 27mm-62mm fork legs and tubes
•Works on forks that are 140mm to 220mm on center
•Patent pending

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0115 Fork alignment tool $34.95
 

FORK 
SEAL DRIVERS
•CAD-II plated carbon 
steel split design

•Each driver weighs approximately 25 oz.
•Sold individually

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MP08-170 39mm fork seal driver $64.95
MP08-138 46/47mm fork seal driver 66.95
MP08-171 49/50mm fork seal driver 65.95
 

CARTRIDGE BLEEDING TOOL KIT
•Easily threads onto the damping rod to facilitate cartridge fork bleeding 
when changing fork oil

•Baffled to eliminate the mess normally encountered when 
bleeding cartridges

•Kit includes adapters for 10 L x 1.0 W, 12 L x 1.0 W, 12 L x 1.25 W and 
14 L x 1.0 W damping rods

•Zinc-coated

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3805-0004 Cartridge bleeding tool kit $54.95
 

FORK 
SEAL DRIVERS
•Split-fork seal drivers save headaches 
and seals

•Fit both inverted and conventional forks

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
TFSD35 35mm $74.95
TFSD37 36-37mm 74.95
TFSD39 38-39mm 74.95
TFSD41 40/41mm 74.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
TFSD43 43mm $74.95
TFSD46 45/46mm 74.95
TFSD48 47/48mm 74.95
TFSD50 49/50mm 74.95

ADJUSTABLE SPLIT-FORK 
SEAL DRIVER SETS
•Quickly and conveniently replaces 
fork seals without removing inner 
fork tube from the T-clamp

•For use with stock H-D forks made by KYB and Showa
•Split-seal driver as well as 35mm, 39mm and 41mm seal 
guides are included

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
35-7568 H-D fork seal driver kit $188.95
 

FORK OIL LEVEL KIT
•A rugged, accurate measuring scale to adjust 
fork oil height

•Built-in memory device to eliminate guesswork

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
FOL-1 Fork oil level kit $12.95

FORK OIL LEVEL ADJUSTMENT KIT
•A fork oil level measurer and adjuster in one
•Set stop to recommended height, lower into fork and 
reverse pump to suck oil out until level is reached

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
FOL-2 Fork oil level adjustment kit $40.95

FORK OIL LEVEL GAUGE
•For checking and adjusting the 
oil level on all conventional and 
single-chamber cartridge forks

•Adjustable ring will measure oil 
levels from 0 to 300mm in 
0.5cm increments

•Syringe has a capacity of 60ml
•Can be used on bicycles equipped with front suspension
•Also replaces H-D tool HD-590000-B and Buell tool B-590000-B

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MP08-121 Fork oil level gauge $26.95
 

FORK OIL REPLENISHMENT KIT
•Special clear plastic tube and fitting allows 
replacement of the oil in the fork through 
the drain plug without disassembling the 
fork and front end

•Works great on fairing models with hard-to-
reach fork tube nuts

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3805-0017 Fork oil replenishment kit $24.95
 

GAUGE-MOUNTED 
SHOCK ABSORBER PUMPS
•Perfect for air shocks, forks and emergency tire repairs
•Simple to operate and extremely accurate
•Available in five styles for servicing high-pressure pneumatic systems
•An exclusive let-down valve allows for minor adjustments
•Check valve ensures no-leak operation
•Sold individually

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
GP-0-30 Small body, 0-30 lb. $49.95
GP-0-60 Small body, 0-60 lb. 49.95
GP-0-100 Small body, 0-100 lb. 49.95
GP3-300 Small body, 0-300 lb. 49.95
 

GP-0-30

GP-0-100

GP3-300

SAFETY WIRE KIT
•Includes one rapid wire-winder, 
18 safety washers and 25’ of 
.032” stainless steel safety wire

•Compact, easy-to-use winder 
winds a perfect braid every time

•Washer tabs fold up to grip nut or bolt heads securely
•Washer set includes 6, 8 and 10mm washers

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
SWW-400 Safety wire kit $19.95
SWW-777 Wire winder only 9.95
SWW-590 Safety wire washers (18-pk.) 6.95
SW-413 Safety wire, .032” x 25’ 7.95
SW-360 .032” safety wire, 1 lb. can 25.95
 

STAINLESS STEEL WIRE
•Spooled on a convenient plastic casing
•Perfect size for storage compartment or bag
•Available in two different diameters and lengths

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
M112-0028 .028” dia. x 120’ L $11.95
M112-0032 .032” dia. x 75’ L 11.95
 

M112-0028

SW-360

SWW-400
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FXST/FLST PRE-LOAD 
ADJUSTMENT TOOL
•For use with a 3/8” ratchet
•Works on any OEM or Progressive 
FXST/FLST shock

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
SW-784 FXST/FLST pre-load 

adjustment tool $9.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-190733 For 89-09 FXST/

FLST models; 
repl. OEM #94455-89 $9.95

 

SOFTAIL SHOCK PRELOAD 
ADJUSTER TOOL
•Stamped steel
•Makes preload adjustments much easier

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-192282 Shock spanner wrench $13.95
 

SHOCK 
SPANNER 
WRENCH
•Heavy-duty steel 
shock wrench enables easy adjustment 
of spring compression on rear shocks

•Zinc-plated; sold individually

STAINLESS STEEL SHOCK SPANNER
•Allows adjustment of shock preload
•Compatible with majority of shock makes
•Constructed of stainless steel; 
very strong and won’t corrode

•Small enough to fit into 
a tool kit

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3805-0038 Shock spanner $9.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3805-0029 Heay-Duty Shock Spring Compressor $185.95
 

PRO-SERIES HEAVY-DUTY 
SHOCK SPRING COMPRESSOR
•Lever-action compressor makes shock spring compression 
a snap, leaving one hand free to remove the spring retainer

•Features maximum adjustability for shock length, spring 
diameter, coil angle and compression angle

•28” L handle and base for maximum leverage
•Heavy-gauge construction
•Safety cap swings over the spring and bolts in place to 
prevent the spring from accidentally slipping out of the 
spring plate

NOTE: It is recommended that the compressor be bolted to 
a solidly anchored, heavy work bench or stand due to the 
high spring rates it can handle.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3805-0036 Light-Duty Shock Spring Compressor $64.95
 

PRO-SERIES 
LIGHT-DUTY SHOCK 
SPRING COMPRESSOR
•Economical answer to compressing 
light-duty springs

•Lever-action design makes shock 
spring compression easy, leaving 
one hand free to remove the 
spring retainer

•Designed with an easy-loading wire-loop pin in the lever
•Features a safety cap that swings over the spring and 
bolts in place to prevent the spring from accidentally 
slipping out of the spring plate

SOFTAIL SHOCK TOOL
•Use this tool to assemble 
and disassemble Progressive 
Suspension and stock Harley-
Davidson Softail shocks

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
PS32-5507 Softail shock tool $81.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3805-0014 For 39mm forks $65.95
3805-0015 For 41mm forks 62.95
3805-0016 For 39 and 41mm forks 98.95
 

FORK SPRING COMPRESSOR KITS
•Designed to install fork caps on forks with 
a large amount of spring pre-load

•Will work on most 39mm and 41mm Harley-Davidson fork applications

3805-0014 3805-0015

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-197018 For 88-09 OEM Springer forks $39.95

SPRINGER FORK COMPRESSION TOOL
•Designed to assemble and disassemble OEM 
Springer forks

•Facilitates the removal and installation of both the 
rebound and compression fork springs

•Made in the U.S.A.

NOTE: Fork springs are compressed. Suddenly releasing the fork springs 
can result in personal injury. PART # DESCRIPTION

SUG. 
RETAIL

3801-0003 Belt tension 
gauge $29.95

 

BELT TENSION GAUGE
•Compact design
•Graduated scale for easy reference
•Designed to work with all 
belt-drive models with 
a 10-lb. specification

1193

ROCKER FORK 
ADJUSTMENT TOOL
•Enables technicians to perform 
rocker adjustment procedures on Springer forks quickly, 
safely and accurately

•Features simple, one-person operation using a 1/2” square 
drive torque wrench and a 3/8” breaker bar or ratchet

•Combination of 11/2” 12-point hex with 1/2” hex key allows 
guided alignment for ease of adjustment of rocker arm

•1/2” square drive accommodates the use of a 1/2” drive 
torque wrench for precise tightening of fastener

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0128 Rocker fork tool $62.95
 

7” WIRE PLIERS
•A real time-saver
•Consistent, even, professional-
looking results

•Return spring mechanism allows 
quick, easy, repeated wire twisting

•Eliminate hand cramping

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
84-03816 7” safety 

wire pliers $25.95
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OIL FILTER WRENCHES
•Close-clearance design makes 
it easier to service hard-to-
remove or hard-to-reach filters

•Features a 3/8” ratchet mount 
and full flutes for a firm grip on the filter

•Each comes skin-packed on its own card 
for easy display

•Made in the U.S.A.; sold each

MASTER CYLINDER 
SNAP-RING PLIERS
•Allow removal of internal snap rings used 
in hydraulic master cylinders

•Can be used to remove and replace small to 
medium internal snap rings up to 50mm deep, 
including those used for transmission 
gear locating, bearing retention and oil 
seal retention

•Applicable to some fork seal retaining rings

1194

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

3807-0017 Deutsch solid terminal crimp tool $416.95
3807-0025 Deutsch stamped terminal crimp tool 361.95
 

DEUTSCH TERMINAL CRIMP TOOLS
•Available for use with solid or stamped Deutsch terminals
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

3801-0074 Two-piece retaining ring pliers set $70.95

TWO-PIECE RETAINING RING 
PLIERS SET
•Contains one internal plier (1/4”-2”; 8mm-
48mm) and one external plier (3/8”-2”; 
3mm-48mm)

•Also includes five pairs of color-coded interchangeable tips and 
Allen wrench for each tip (10 total)

•Packed in routed foam for easy storage

OPEN-BARREL CRIMPER
•Five-station crimper for most 
open-barrel terminals found 
on motorcycles

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

3807-0012 7-way crimper $14.95
 

7-WAY 
CRIMPER 
TOOL
•Black anodized finish with insulated hand grips 
for protection

•Crimp slot on end of tool secures most ignition 
terminals including W type, right angle and 
High Tower terminals

•Crimps 7mm to 8.5mm ignition wire
•Works with 10- to 22-gauge solderless terminals

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

3801-0034 O-clip pincher tool $18.95

STEEL O-CLIP PINCHER TOOL
•Used to install O-clips on vinyl or Tygon® fuel 
line to fittings

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

3801-0033 Hose shears $30.95

HOSE 
SHEARS
•Scissor-
action 
cutter

•Fast cutting of thin wall 
and small diameter PVC 
or Tygon® type tubing

•Replaceable, Teflon®-coated tool steel blades
•Blades can be re-sharpened

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

660650 Hose clamp tool $13.95
 

HOSE CLAMP TOOL
•Pinches off fuel lines when 
changing filters

•Prevents fuel loss and spillage

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

MP08-0173 MP tool, SAE $78.95

MULTIPURPOSE 
TOOL
•Designed for roadside 
adjustments or service 
on machines with 
SAE fasteners

•Kit contains Phillips, Allen 
and Torx® bits as well as 7/16”, 1/2” 
and 9/16” sockets

•Self-contained in a handy pouch 
that can be worn on a belt

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

3808-0002 Master cylinder 
snap-ring pliers $27.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

MP08-0186 Snap ring pliers $14.95
 

SNAP RING PLIERS
•Economical pliers easily do both inside 
and outside opening of snap rings or clips

•Includes three extra sets of tips: one additional 
straight tip and two offset or angle tips

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1606-6044 For most 01-08 Twin 

Cam models $9.95

3” OIL 
FILTER 
WRENCH
•Black stamped steel
•Cutout design to clear 
crank sensor

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

DS-275120 Oil filter wrench, 76mm single step, 14 
flutes; fits OEM #s 63805-80A, 63805-80T, 
63806-83. Filter wrench works with all 
factory spin-on kits; Drag Specialties 
filter DS-275117 $9.95

DS-275121 Oil filter wrench, 74/76mm double step, 
15 flutes; fits Fram PH6022 9.95

 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL

17002 Oil filter wrench for Emgo 74mm 
single step w/ 15 flutes (fits Emgo 
10-07800/10-07700 for Harley-Davidson) $9.95

FILTER WRENCH FOR 
EMGO OIL FILTERS
•Close-clearance design 
makes it easier to service hard-
to-remove or hard-to-reach filters

•Features a 3/8” ratchet mount and full flutes 
for a firm grip on the filter

•Each comes skin-packed on its own card 
for easy display

•Made in the U.S.A.; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

3812-0024 Hex-Pro SAE Pivot Head Hex Wrench Set – 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8” $43.95
3812-0025 Hex-Pro Metric Pivot Head Hex Wrench Set – 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm, 

8mm, 10mm 45.95
3812-0026 Star-Pro Pivot Head Star Wrench Set – T-25, T-27, T-30, T-40, T-45, T-50 49.95
 

HEX-PRO™ 
AND STAR-PRO™ 
PIVOT HEAD 
WRENCHES
•180° swivel head with extra-long handle 
for accessing hard-to-reach places

•Pivot design allows for easy rotation 
around obstructions

•Pivot design allows you to keep the wrench 
and fastener engaged when access is limited

•Great time saver
•Heat-treated alloy tool steel
•Chrome-plated finish
•Includes heavy-duty folding canvas storage pouch
•Take up less storage space than a typical hex key set

3807-0017

3807-0025

3812-0024

3812-0025

3812-0026

DS-275120

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL

93150 Open-barrel crimper $26.95
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LIGHTED 
MAGNETIC 
PICK-UP
•Bright, LED light helps 
you find lost tools and parts

•Retriever extends over 271/2”
•Easily retrieves small objects 
from confined areas

•Cushion grip handle

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3850-0015 For 00-07 FXST, FLST $27.95
 

SOFTAIL SEAT SCREWDRIVER
•Used in combination with a 1/4” square 
drive ratchet and extension (if needed) 
to install/remove the slotted spring-
loaded seat screws on H-D Softails, making seat removal a snap

•Flanges keep the driver centered and prevent slipping and 
possible damage to the bike’s painted surface when depressing 
the fastener

•1/4”-square drive allows variability with drive extensions to access 
seat screws

•Zinc-plated for long life

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3850-0003 For 99-09 Dyna $33.95
 

EXHAUST BRACKET WRENCH
•To remove and install the front exhaust bracket
•93/4” L; single end with reversible ratcheting action
•Removable/replaceable shortened T-27 Torx bit
•Low-profile design allows for easy access to the exhaust bracket in 
between the frame and engine

•Vinyl grip protects bike from damage during use and provides an 
ergonomic grip

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3850-0092 4-in-1 screwdriver $2.95 (ea.)
 

4-IN-1 SCREWDRIVER
•Fishbowl display contains 20 screwdrivers
•Each screwdriver contains extension, two 
Phillips and two flat bits

•Great for tool pouches

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
W-2500 Impact driver w/ four bits $20.95
W-2500-36MM 36mm bit set 7.95
 

3/8” IMPACT DRIVER
•A must for all mechanics; 
includes four bits in a plastic pouch

•Replacement bits available in set of four
PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MP08-0315 Standard T-handle set $111.95
08-114X T-handle tool rack 22.95
3801-0114 Wall bracket for T-handle tool rack 25.95

STANDARD T-HANDLE SOCKET SET
•Features chrome vanadium tool steel, 
deep six-point sockets and Phillips bits 
with carbon steel T-style handles

•Sold in a set of eight wrenches: 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16” 
and 3/4” sizes

•Slim outside diameter allows sockets to fit in tight areas
•Storage rack available – new one-piece design with chrome finish holds 
11 T-handle tools; hooks to toolbox or tray

•Wall-mount bracket for new one-piece storage rack features quick-release 
pin for removing and attaching and a built-in bottle opener; 
made from heavy-duty 12-gauge zinc-plated steel; made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3850-0091 Rechargeable 55 LED work light $49.95
 

RECHARGEABLE 
55 LED 
WORK LIGHT
•Super-bright LEDs in a portable format
•Great for use in the garage, car, camping, 
boating, or even in emergencies

•Charges in 90 minutes
•Water-, oil-, and shock-resistant
•Includes both a 12V car charger 
and a 110V household charger

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3850-0073 Lighted magnetic pick-up $10.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3850-0070 Pick-up tool and mirror set $5.95
 

TWO-PIECE MAGNETIC 
PICK-UP TOOL AND 
INSPECTION MIRROR SET
•Magnetic pick-up features a telescoping body that 
extends to approximately 25” L

•Inspection mirror features a telescoping body that extends to approximately 18” L 
with dual-swivel mirror mount

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3850-0082 9-LED flashlight $14.95
 

SUPERBRIGHT™ 
9-LED FLASHLIGHT
•Ultra-tough gun metal gray 
aluminum body

•Nine LEDs provide a pleasant hue and 
an extra-long battery life

•33/4” long x 1” diameter; includes 
three AAA batteries

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3850-0051 Magnetic finger glove $10.95 (ea.)

MAGNETIC 
FINGER GLOVE
•Holds small metal objects
•Great for starting or removing fasteners 
in hard-to-reach places

•Two-way stretch spandex
•Leatherette bottom and fingertip
•Stretch finger panels
•Sold to dealer in card of six; sold each 
to consumer

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3850-0085 For 88-09 Touring models $36.95
 

REAR FENDER BOLT WRENCH
•Extra long rocker box wrench with T40 bit used to remove/replace the 
bolt that holds the rear fender to the frame on H-D touring models

•Removes the rear fender bolt without having to remove the tire
•13” overall length
•Heat-treated and chrome-plated for durability and appearance
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3812-0008 1/4” drive, 6 1/4” L shaft $11.95
3812-0007 3/8” drive, 7 1/2” L shaft 13.95
 

DUAL 
DRIVE MINI 
T-HANDLES
•Use handle 
drive to tighten/loosen 
fasteners and shaft drive 
for quick installation/
removal of fasteners

•Compact shaft length for 
tight access and easy transport

•Use with sockets, hex drives, crow’s foot, 
swivels, etc.

•Chrome-vanadium tool steel shafts
•Durable hard nickel pewter finish

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3812-0021 7-pc. fine-tooth bit 

wrench set $44.95

7-PC. FINE-TOOTH BIT WRENCH SET
•Consists of one 15° off-set wrench, one 15° 
reverse off-set wrench, one flat wrench, and 
four bits (sizes #1 and #2 Phillips, 1/4” and 
9/32” slotted)

3812-0008

3812-0007

MP08-0315

08-114X
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

3850-0018 3/8” drive L-handle driver $15.95
3850-0019 1/4” drive L-handle driver 13.95
3850-0020 3/8” drive mini L-handle driver 15.95
3850-0021 1/4” drive mini L-handle driver 13.95

DUAL 
L-HANDLE DRIVERS
•Impact-resistant ergonomic 
handles reduce hand fatigue

•Use handle drive to tighten/
loosen fasteners and shaft drive 
for quick installation/removal of fasteners

•Standard L-handle drivers have a 97/8” L shaft; mini L-handle drivers have 
a compact 75/8” shaft length for tight access and easy transport

•One-piece chrome vanadium tool steel shaft
•Use with drive sockets, hex drivers, crow’s foot, swivels, etc.
•Durable hard nickel pewter finish

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

MP08-0231 1/4” ratchet $32.95
MP08-0226 3/8” ratchet 29.95
 

T-HANDLE RATCHET
•Compact design allows for 
use in those tight places

•Comfortable grip makes it 
easy to use

 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

3850-0012 Pro fender compass $50.95
 

PRO 
FENDER COMPASS
•Black anodized and 
CNC-machined aluminum

•Allows you to install a fender, 
set the wheel in place, then trace an “exact side radius” on the fender

•Works great for determining how much tire you want showing
•Fully adjustable; allows easy two-hand operation
•Includes marker
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

W-3001C Torque wrench $16.95
 

TORQUE WRENCH
•Precision built, accurate
•19” long with 1/2” square drive
•Direct reading scale: 0/150 ft./lb. and metric 
kilograms 0/20 M/kg

•Most popular torque wrench size

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

3801-0046 Complete kit, includes all three sizes $94.95
3801-0047 1/4” pilot hole, .450” o.d. 34.95
3801-0048 5/16” pilot hole, .575” o.d. 34.95
3801-0049 3/8” pilot hole, .675” o.d. 34.95

PAINT CUTTER TOOL
•No more “mushed-out” paint that 
chips and flakes off

•Tools allow for an outside diameter 
(o.d.) of a Button Head Allen Bolt or an A&N washer head

•Available with o.d. of cutting areas; .450”, .575”, .675” with 1/4”, 
5/16”, and 3/8” pilot hole diameters, respectively; complete kit 
also available

•Easy to use; simply insert into pilot hole, apply pressure, turn back and 
forth a number of times, or lightly and evenly tap on tool to cut through 
paint, then remove circular paint cut-away with Exacto knife.

•Made in the U.S.A. by Jim’s Machining from high-grade tool steel

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

3850-0071 Digital caliper w/ case $40.95
 

DIGITAL CALIPER WITH CASE
•Measures outside, inside, depth and step
•0-6” range (0-150mm) with SAE to metric conversion
•Large, easy-to-read LCD display
•Zero setting at any position within measuring range
•Data output socket for interface with computer or printer
•Thumbwheel with lock
•On/off switch
•Chrome satin finish with fine engraved markings
•Heavy-duty plastic case keeps caliper safe and clean
•Battery included

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL

3850-0056 Spring puller $4.95
 

SPRING PULLER
•A fresh twist on an old design
•Strong steel construction and a 
comfortable handle

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

DS-090610 Vise soft jaws $20.95
 

VISE SOFT JAWS
•Designed to prevent damage to 
delicate parts when clamping them 
in a vise

•Soft aluminum construction won’t 
harm parts

•Designed to fit almost any vise
•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

DS-173398 Gasket brush $8.95

STAINLESS 
STEEL 
GASKET 
BRUSH
•Stainless steel bristles
•Excellent for removing carbon deposits and old gaskets

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
7805-1038 Brush kit $56.95
 

ENGINE CLEANING BRUSH KIT
•Contains nine brushes ranging from 

1/4” to 5” in diameter
•Handle is made from heavy-gauge twisted steel to 
minimize bending

•Stiff nylon bristles will not soften or melt in chemicals

3850-0018

3850-0021
3850-0020

3850-0019

3801-0046

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3850-0078 Adjustable torque wrench adapter $61.95
 

ADJUSTABLE TORQUE WRENCH ADAPTER
•Torque any fastener with a combination wrench or Allen wrench
•Will work with 6mm (1/4”) through 19mm (3/4”) combination wrenches
•Will work with 6mm through 8mm Allen wrenches
•Heat-treated steel with a black oxide finish
•3/8” square drive is rated for a maximum torque of 90 ft.-lbs.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

PET-017 Cable luber $16.50

CABLE LUBER
•Cable Luber allows 
motorcyclists to power-inject 
Cable Life or any similar 
product into their cables 
in only five seconds

•Cables need not be removed
•Aluminum with two screws
•12 per case; sold each PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

MP08-0182 Cable luber $9.95
 

CABLE LUBER
•Used to inject lubricant 
into cable housing

•Clamps over housing and wire, 
allowing an aerosol can to be connected

•Once lube runs out the far end, the cable 
is lubricated

•Sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

1606-0002 Cable luber $11.95

CABLE LUBER
•Allows lubricant to be injected 
into cable housing

•No need to remove cable 
from machine

•Inject lubricant into housing 
until it is expelled from the other end

•Single bolt design to ensure even contact 
on cable

•Sold each
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
FOR 99-08 FLHT
3801-0005 Oil pressure indicator lamp wrench $57.95
3801-0006 Gauge sending unit wrench 57.95
 

OIL PRESSURE INDICATOR LAMP AND 
GAUGE SENDING UNIT WRENCHES
•To install and remove the oil pressure indicator 
lamp or gauge sending units

•Feature 15/16” or 11/16” single-end reversible, offset ratchet end
•Special low-profile wheel allows access to remove and install sending 
unit without further disassembly

•Vinyl grip protects bike from damage during use and provides an 
ergonomic grip

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3850-0002 For all Sportster w/ magnetic speedometer 

sending units $32.95
 

MAGNETIC SPEEDOMETER 
SENDING UNIT WRENCH
•To install or remove magnetic speedometer sending units
•Features a magnetic 1/4” drive single end with reversing 
ratcheting action

•Shortened 3/16” ball end hex bit allows access to units without 
further disassembly

•Vinyl grip protects bike from damage during use and provides an 
ergonomic grip

•Magnetic drive allows bit to be replaced when worn or damaged

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3802-0010 For Twin Cam engines 

(except Sportster 
and Softail) $50.95

TRANSMISSION 
NEUTRAL 
LIGHT WRENCH
•Used to install/remove the 
transmission neutral light switch

•Features a special extended 7/8” single-end, 
reversible, offset ratchet end

•Low-profile head allows access to the sending 
unit without further disassembly

•Vinyl grip protects bike from scratch damage 
during procedure and provides 
an ergonomic grip

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196287 Alternator rotor removal 

and installation tool $95.95

ALTERNATOR 
ROTOR REMOVER 
AND INSTALLATION TOOL
•A must-have tool for 45A charging systems; will also work on 
any H-D alternator system that has threaded puller holes

•Tool protects threads on sprocket shaft from damage while 
pulling rotor free from its magnetic hold

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG.

RETAIL
DS-197027 Lamp 

holder tool $19.95
 

SPOT LAMP 
HOLDER 
TOOL
•Designed 
to ease 
installation of spot lamps

•Keeps bolt from spinning when 
tightening nut

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
1602-3001 For 58-84 Big Twins $41.95
 

SEAT POST BUSHING 
INSTALLATION TOOL
•Used to install seat post bushings
•Works on top and bottom bushings
•Includes instructions
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
LM4100 Timing tester $38.95
 

IGNITION TIMING TESTER
•Precisely times point-type ignitions
•A switch allows for either a light or a tone at 
the precise time of point closure

•Can also be used as a continuity tester

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-199094 Digital multimeter $375.95
 

AC/DC DIGITAL 
MULTIMETER
•This unit is sophisticated enough 
to perform a complete charging 
system analysis

•Compact inductive clamp is designed to fit most wires
•Measures both AC/DC volts and amps, and up to 40M 
ohms resistance

•Also measures rpm, capacitance and temperature
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
SS-A For 36-84 Big Twin models $22.95
 

ACU-TIMER
•Locks ignition points 
to advanced position during tune-ups PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

DS-196298 Pin extractor $32.95
DS-196299 Receptacle extractor 32.95
 

PIN AND 
RECEPTACLE 
EXTRACTORS
•Handy tools for extracting 
molex-style pins and receptacles out of sockets

•Include an instruction sheet and sold individually
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3807-0040 Terminal removal tool $49.95
 

MOLEX MX-150 TERMINAL REMOVAL TOOL
•Molex MX-150 style terminal removal tool
•Removes both pin and receptacles
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3807-0029 For use with all Delphi weather-pack terminals $29.95
 

TERMINAL REMOVAL TOOL
•Use for servicing Delphi-Packard connectors
•Made in the U.S.A.

1197

DS-196298 DS-196299
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STUBBY TOOL SET
•45-piece set with 1/4” and 3/8” dual-drive ratchet with 72 gear teeth for speed and 
durability, and 1/4” and 3/8” drive SAE and metric sockets in sizes 5/32” to 3/4” and 4mm to 17mm

•Stubby precision wrench has 1” rule on head for precision adjustments
•High-torque ratcheting screwdriver includes 5/32”, 3/16” and 1/4” slotted; #1, #2 and #3 Phillips; T-15 and T-20 star; 
and 1/8” and 1/4” hex bits

•Comfortable rubber cushion grip handles
•Chrome vanadium steel construction
•Also includes adapters and extension
•Carrying case keeps tools together for easy, convenient use

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196209 Comb. folding key set $14.95

FOLDING HEX/
TORX® KEY SET
•Combination key set means 
you carry just one key set 
for bikes with both hex 
and Torx® fasteners

•Contains the most commonly 
used sizes: 5/32”, 3/16”, 1/4”, 5/16”, T-25, T-27 and T-40

•Hardened plastic case with rubber insert
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196272 Roll-up tool pouch bag $32.95
 

ROLL-UP 
TOOL POUCH
•Designed to handle a wide 
variety of tools and other 
items in general use

•Includes three wrench 
pockets, a zip-up mesh 
pocket, general use straps 
and a hook-and-loop seamed pocket

•Constructed of ballistic nylon
•Includes 18 pockets of varying widths at two 
different heights to accommodate a wide 
range of contents, two lower pockets with 
a mesh cover and a hook-and-loop closure 
to hold small or loose items in place

•Made in the U.S.A. with Cordura Plus™ and/
or ballistic nylon to handle long-term abuse

•Sold each

ECONOKIT® FR1 
FRACTIONAL 
TOOL KIT
•A general-use 
kit for a wide 
variety of non-
metric vehicles

•Includes 3/8”, 
7/16”, 1/2” and 
9/16” combination 
wrenches, 8” adjustable wrench, 6-in-1 
screwdriver, locking pliers, tire pressure gauge, 
electrical tape, cable ties, mechanic’s wire, 
thread locker, WD-40® and shop towel

•Packaged in a coated polyester zip-up

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196266 EconoKIT FR1 

Fractional Tool Kit $59.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3812-0005 For 02-07 V-Rod $59.95
 

ECONOKIT® 
VR1 TOOL KIT
•While touted as a metric bike, the V-Rod 
contains many legacy fractional fasteners 
(including Torx® fasteners)

•VR1 is designed specifically for the V-Rod and 
Street Rod, with the right combination of tools 
and roadside items

•Packaged in a double-panel 600-denier 
polyester pouch

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196217 Electrical tool kit $49.95
 

ECONOKIT® 
ELECTRICAL 
REPAIR KIT
•A must for the motorcycle tool bag
•Kit contains just about everything you need 
to troubleshoot and repair electrical failures: 
wire crimper/stripper, needle-nose pliers, 
6-in-1 screwdriver, 12-volt test light, pair of 
36” jumper test leads, an assortment of crimp 
connectors, 14-gauge wire (black and white), 
electrical tape, cable ties, fuses, bulbs, shrink 
tubing and a handy diagnostic guide from 
technical guru Kip Woodring

•600-denier coated polyester pouch measures 
10” L x 5” W

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196204 EconoKIT H2 tool kit $45.95

ECONOKIT® H2 TOOL KIT
•Highly-quality budget tool kit
•Includes five combination wrenches, hex and 
Torx keys, spark plug tool, 6-in-1 screwdriver 
and other roadside items

•Packed in a tough, double-panel polyester 
roll-up pouchPART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

DS-196203 EconoKIT H1 tool kit $74.95

ECONOKIT® H1 TOOL KIT
•A comprehensive roadside kit for the 
budget-driven rider

•Contains five combination wrenches, 8” 
adjustable wrench, hex and Torx keys, spark 
plug sockets, 6-in-1 screwdriver, locking pliers, 
aluminum-bodied flashlight and much more

•Packed in a tough, double-panel polyester 
roll-up pouch that fits into most fork bags

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3812-0019 RoadTech H3 tool kit $99.95
 

ROADTECH™ 
H3 TOOL KIT
•Combines the 
best features of the popular EconoKIT H1 
and MiniSet tool kits into one roll-up pouch

•Includes mini ratchet and sockets, combination 
wrenches, locking pliers, adjustable wrench, 
6-in-1 screwdriver, LED flashlight, tire gauge, 
hex and Torx keys, and much more

•All tools are mechanic-grade

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3812-0012 MiniSet™ compact 

tool kit $44.95

MINISET™ 
COMPACT 
TOOL KIT
•Powerful, compact 
ratchet and socket set

•Midget 1/4” drive ratchet 
with 2” extension 
and eight sockets

•Includes hex and Torx bits
•Top-grade polished chrome tools
•Includes tough carrying case

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3812-0023 RoadTech teardrop 

tool kit $99.95

ROADTECH™ 
TEARDROP 
TOOL KIT
•Comprehensive 
tool kit designed 
to fit into teardrop-
style tool boxes

•Includes mini 
ratchet and sockets, 
combination wrenches, 
locking pliers, adjustable wrench, 6-in-1 
screwdriver, LED flashlight, tire gauge and hex 
and Torx keys

•All tools are mechanic-grade

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3812-0009 Stubby tool set $43.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
MTM-2 Outback’R H13 $19.95
 

OUTBACK’R™ H13 TOOL SET
•Compact and capable multi-tool specifically 
for Harley-Davidson motorcycles

•Inside the fold-up handle are three hex keys (5/32”, 3/16” 
and 1/4”), two Torx keys (T25/T27), slotted and Phillips 
screwdrivers, a socket driver with three sockets (3/8”, 7/16” 
and 1/2”), a 12-point 10mm box wrench for battery terminals, 
a 9/16” open-end wrench and a spoke wrench

•All are permanently attached, except for the three sockets
•When not in use, tools fold away inside the handle
•Precision-forged from chrome vanadium 
or carbon steel

•9-oz. tool measures 3.5” L
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3807-0006 5A portable power battery charger $136.95
 

DRAG SPECIALTIES 5A BATTERY CHARGER
•Safely charge and monitor maintenance-free AGM batteries two to four 
times faster than other battery chargers

•Three-wire ring terminals protect battery when 5A rate is used
•Bi-level DC output when used with 3A fused ring terminals provides 
safe operation

•Completely automatic charging maintains any battery at safe levels
•Spark-proof and reverse-polarity protected
•Proper charging is ensured at any temperature

DRAG SPECIALTIES 
1.25A BATTERY CHARGER
•Constantly monitors the battery 
preventing overcharging or boiling dry

•Voltage output compensates for temperature changes, providing 
additional protection

•Charges battery quickly to 14.2VDC
•After full charge is reached, unit converts to float charger and monitors 
battery at 13.2V

•Comes complete with fused quick-disconnect rings and a weather cover

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3807-0005 1.25A battery charger $66.95
 

DRAG SPECIALTIES
750MA BATTERY CHARGER
•Make sure battery is always ready to 
go with this 750mA trickle charger

•This charger is perfect for your maintenance-
free and even gel cell batteries

•It’s fully automatic and spark-proof for safety
•The 12V model brings your battery to a full 14.4VDC, then maintains 
a float stage at 13.2V; if voltage drops below 12.6VDC full charge is 
resumed until battery is back to 14.4VDC

•Polarity protected
•LED charge mode indicator
•Quick-connect harness and a 12’ output cord

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3807-0004 750mA battery charger $33.95
 

AUTOMATIC HIGH-VOLTAGE BATTERY CHARGER
•Commercial-grade battery charger provides 20V for improving the 
recovery of sulfated batteries

•4A output charging current
•Switches from “Normal Mode” for smaller batteries, initial activation or 
deeply discharged batteries to “Fast Mode” for quick vehicle set-up

•Reverse polarity protected
•Suitable for all battery types

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3807-0018 High-voltage battery charger $244.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3807-0046 1.5A 6/12V battery charger $59.95
 

6/12V BATTERY CHARGER
•Has the ability to charge both 6V and 12V batteries
•28-day charge recycle re-evaluates battery 
condition for long-term storage

•Provides up to 16V for recovery of sulfated 
batteries during prequalification stage

•Reverse polarity protected
•Easy, error-proof operation; designed to prevent overcharging
•Battery charger clips PART #YUA00ACC02, SUG. RETAIL $4.95 and charger 
ring connector PART #YUA00ACC04, SUG. RETAIL $5.95, available separately
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YUASA AUTOMATIC 12V 900MA BATTERY CHARGER
•Pure charging power from the people who make the batteries
•Better than wall plug chargers
•Fully charges battery automatically; maintains full charge indefinitely
•Spark-proof and reverse polarity protected
•Features three LED indicators, a ring terminal and a 
clip-type quick connect cord

•Battery charger clips PART #YUA00ACC02, SUG. RETAIL $4.95, and charger 
ring connector PART #YUA00ACC04, SUG. RETAIL $5.95, available separately

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
YU-20 Yuasa 900mA 12V charger $34.95
 

BATTERY CHARGER ACCESSORY
LEAD AND FUSED RING CONNECTORS
•Simple, quick connection
•Use with Yuasa’s 1.5A and 900mA chargers for applications including 
motorcycles, ATVs, snowmobiles, PWC, automobiles and riding mowers

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
YUA00ACC02 Accessory lead $4.95
YUA00ACC04 Fused ring connector 5.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
022-0148 Four-bank charging station $262.95
 

4-BANK BATTERY TENDER® CHARGING STATION
•This charging station from Deltran will operate anywhere in the world 
due to its voltage range of 100-240V

•The four independent charging stations feature 12V-1.25A per station
•Also features microprocessor-controlled constant-current charging, 
reverse polarity protection and is spark-proof

•Perfect for all AGM (Absorbed Glass Matte), gel, sealed maintenance-free 
and flooded batteries

•Complies with all international safety standards; UL/CSA/CE

SHOP CHARGER
•Fully automatic 12V, 6A, 
three-step shop charger

•Withstands an indefinite output 
short circuit without sustaining any damage

•Won’t sustain any damage or cause a visible spark when 
connected with polarity reversed to a battery of proper voltage

•Charges any size lead-acid battery
•Needs no fuses
•Advanced, microchip circuitry
•Charges and maintains battery at full charge
•Lightweight; weighs only 21 oz.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
220114 Shop charger $129.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3807-0019 Two-bank battery charger $127.95
 

TWO-BANK BATTERY TENDER® CHARGER
•Provides 12V-1.25A per channel
•Features a four-step microprocessor-controlled 
fully automatic charge program

•Protects against sparks, short circuits and reverse polarity while also 
protecting marginal batteries with a 72-hour safety timer

BATTERY TENDER® PLUS
•Constantly monitors the battery 
without the damaging effects of trickle chargers; 
a trickle charger will eventually boil dry or overcharge a battery

•Battery Tender Plus’ voltage output compensates for temperature 
changes, providing additional protection

•Initial charge brings battery to full charge at approximately 14.2V
•After full charge is reached, converts to float 
charger and monitors battery at 13.2V

•Although a constant charge is being applied to the battery, 
there is little or no current (approx. 10mA)

•Periodic maintenance is recommended, but Battery Tender can monitor
a battery for years without the fear of boiling or destroying the battery

•Optional pouch for safe and easy storage or transportation
•12V Battery Tender Plus has fused quick-disconnect rings 
with a weather cover

NOTE: Earlier model Battery Tenders have a WHITE snap cord connector; 
later models have a BLACK snap cord connector. These snap cords are 
NOT interchangeable.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0210128 Battery Tender Plus, 12V/1.25A $67.95
08100696 Snap cord, fused with black cover 7.95
500-0017X Battery Tender pouch 6.95
 

0210128

500-0017X

YUA00ACC02
YUA00ACC04
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“BIG TWIN”-TWIN 
BATTERY CHARGER
•Features two sets of leads 
that use circuitry 
identical to a pair 
of Deltran 
Waterproof 800s

•Each set of leads uses 
a 800mA charging rate

•Can maintain two 
motorcycle batteries 
simultaneously

•Housed in a scale 
model of the Big Twin engine 
block that comes complete 
with the roar of an engine 
upon start

BATTERY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
•Deltran’s advanced SuperSmart® Battery 
Tender® Battery Management System is designed 
to charge and/or maintain up to 5 or 10 12V batteries simultaneously

•Advanced microchip circuitry won’t activate the output until the clips 
are correctly connected to a battery; clips can be clamped to each other 
without danger

•Keeps batteries fully charged for months if necessary with 
absolutely no danger of overheating or overcharging

•It is recommended that fluid level be checked periodically during long 
charging periods

•The Battery Tender at 2A will charge as fast or faster than 
any 5A charger on the market

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0210114 10 battery 12V charger $715.95
0210115 5 battery 12V charger 573.95
08101146 6’ repl. lead wire, standard 13.95
 

PORTABLE POWER 
BATTERY TENDER®

•12V 5.0A or 2.5A battery charger 
featuring bi-level DC output

•Safely charges and monitors 
maintenance-free AGM batteries 
two to four times faster than 
the Battery Tender Plus

•Bi-level power feature is safe 
to use when plugged into 
current 3A fused ring terminals

•5A charging only when provided three-wire ring terminals are used
•Four-step fully automatic constant-current charging program; 
initialization, bulk, absorption and float/maintenance

•Spark-proof and reverse polarity protected
•Temperature compensation ensures proper charging 
even in extreme weather

•25’ snap cord extension PART #081-0148-25, 
SUG. RETAIL $14.95, also available

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3807-0003 Portable Power Battery Tender $145.95
 

INTERNATIONAL 
BATTERY 
TENDER® PLUS
•12V-1.25A battery 
charger programmed 
to monitor the new 
sealed maintenance-free 
AGM (Absorbed Glass 
Matte) batteries

•Input voltage range 
of 100-240V allows this to operate anywhere in the world

•High-frequency design allows for cooler and more efficient operation
•Four-step, fully automatic and constantly charging: initialization, bulk, 
absorption and float/maintenance

•After full charge is reached, converts to float charger and monitors 
battery at 13.2V

•New and improved temperature compensation sensor adjusts voltage 
for extreme heat or cold

•Water resistant, lightweight and compact
•Accessory pouch included

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
022-0139DLWH International Battery Tender Plus $81.95
 

BATTERY TENDER® JUNIOR
•Fully automatic two-stage lead-acid 
battery charger

•Lightweight, compact 
size is ideal for those 
hard-to-reach spots

•Trickle charger ensures batteries 
are maintained after 
charging and always 
ready to go

•Ideal for all lead-acid, sealed 
maintenance-free and 
gel cell batteries

•On 12V models after 
full 14.4VDC charge 
is reached, converts 
to float charger and monitors battery 
at 13.2V; when voltage drops below 
12.6VDC, charger resumes charging 
back to 14.4VDC

•On 6V models after full 7.2VDC charge is reached, converts to float 
charger and monitors battery at 6.6V; when voltage drops below 6.3VDC, 
charger resumes charging back to 7.2VDC

•Two-color LED indicator
•Spark-proof
•Reverse-polarity protected
•12’ output cord and 
quick-connect harness

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
022-0150-DL-WH Waterproof Battery Tender Junior $56.95
 

WATERPROOF 
BATTERY 
TENDER® JUNIOR
•12V/800mA charger is 100% 
waterproof, lightweight 
and compact

•Three-step constant current charge 
program with SuperSmart™ technology

•Spark-proof
•Short circuit and reverse polarity protected
•Weighs just 1 lb.

SNAP CORD 25’ 
EXTENSION CABLE
•An easy way to get from your 
battery to your Battery Tender®

•Extends your range of charging 
from 12’ (normal cable leads) 
up to 37’

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
081-0148-25 Snap cord 25’ 

extension cable $16.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3807-0015 Big Twin battery charger $129.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3807-0047 Ring terminal harness $6.95 (ea.} 
 

JUG OF RING TERMINAL HARNESSES
•For use with multiple batteries
•Black quick-disconnect design
•Feature 7.5A fuse
•18” long
•Jug contains 25 harnesses; sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
0210123 12V $33.95
0210127 6V 33.95
 

0210123

0210114

0210115
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OPTIMATE PRO 4-S 
BATTERY DIAGNOSTIC 
CHARGER, DESULFATER 
AND MAINTAINER
•Four-bank automatic six-stage 
charger incorporates diagnostic 
checks and an automatic special 
recovery mode for deep-discharged 
(sulfated) batteries, making 
it suitable for all different types 
of powersports vehicle batteries

•Three constant current settings (1.2/3/5A) on two banks/stations and two 
constant current settings (1.2/3A) on the other two banks/stations; 
ideal for batteries from 3Ah capacity

•Three battery type selections: STD, Deep cycle and MF for fully sealed, 
absorbed acid batteries

•Automatic detection and recovery of deep discharged or sulfated batteries
•Self-discharge test (following charging): voltage parameters 
set for the selected battery type

•Can be used for long-term storage charging
•Temperature-corrected testing and 
charging ensures accurate results 
and no damage to the battery

•Voltage selection for 100, 
115 or 230V supply

ACCUMATE 
PRO 5 
BATTERY 
CHARGER/
MAINTAINER
•Manage your 
battery stock 
more effectively

•Ensure that every 
battery will stay sold, 
by properly charging 
it before you sell it

•Avoid problems caused by gradual discharge 
of batteries in showroom or stored vehicles

•Charges and maintains up to five batteries 
simultaneously and independently

•”IUoU” three-step charging; 1.8A constant 
current main charging stage

•Two or more charging stations can be connected 
to the same battery when faster charging of larger capacity 
batteries is required

•Integral electronic protections against short circuits at the 
clamps and wrong polarity connections; spark suppression 
system; no fuses to burn

•Includes four clips for easy wall mounting

OPTIMATE
PRO-S 
BATTERY
DESULFATER/
CHARGER
•An affordable OptiMate 
for professional workshops

•Offers proven OptiMate technology in a handy 
format, with three selectable charge currents 
for fast and correct charging of all types 
of powersports vehicle batteries, 
with built-in diagnostics

•Practical design for workshops with clips 
for direct wall mounting

•Unique diagnostic function automatically 
identifies deeply discharged (sulfated) 
batteries and applies a controlled high 
voltage with small fixed current for a limited 
period to recover them

•Voltage selection for 100V, 115V, or 230V supply

OPTIMATE3
DESULFATING MAINTAINER/CHARGER
•Diagnoses, recovers, charges, checks and 
maintains batteries safely for months

•Advanced, fully automatic battery charger 
and maintainer for all 12V lead-acid 
batteries from 2.5 to 28A hours capacity

•This includes sealed and conventional 
batteries for motorcycles and similar 
vehicles, including dry-charged MF and 
sealed wet maintenance-free types, 
and sealed deep-cycle gel batteries used 
in backup power, and other applications 
requiring a steady delivery of power

•Unique diagnostic function automatically 
identifies deeply discharged (sulphated) 
batteries and applies a controlled high 
voltage with small fixed current 
for a limited period to recover them

•Includes two detachable, interchangeable 
battery connectors: a connector 
with eyelets for permanent connection and battery clips for bench charging

•Gates adapter (sold separately) allows the OptiMate3 to be used with existing 
battery leads from other popular brands of battery chargers

OPTIMATE 4 BATTERY OPTIMIZER
•New dual-stage Recovery and Turbo Recovery desulfating action – for neglected 
deep-discharged batteries the Recovery mode engages automatically, while 
the Turbo Recovery mode engages for more severely neglected batteries

•Like all other OptiMates, the OptiMate 4 then charges the battery, verifies that 
the battery is as fully charged as its basic state of health allows, and then checks
for and detects dead battery cells

•Now OptiMate 4 also has the following new features:
•Maximum output current increased to 0.8A without increasing energy consumption
•48-hour time limit on stages up to the first of the cyclic tests for battery drain 
to avoid wasting time and energy on batteries with a shorted-out cell

•19 possible LED indications displayed on 10 LEDs on the stunning new control panel
•Five possible results of the cyclic hourly tests for power drain/retention 
are displayed on a combination of green, yellow and red test LEDs

•IP64 weatherproof sealed enclosure with built-in mounting option
•New cable bushings avoid insulation stress in ultra-cold temperatures
•New SAE weatherproof connections
•Provides optimal maintenance of your battery during long-term storage, 
achieved by its gentle maintenance cycle which automatically allows the 
battery to rest for 30 minutes of each hour of the maintenance cycle 
while it remains connected

1202

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3807-0030 OptiMate Pro-S $129.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG.

RETAIL
MP08-0254 OptiMate3 battery charger $59.95
3807-0007 Water-resistant eyelet 

cable w/ fuse 7.95
3807-0008 Wall bracket 11.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG.

RETAIL
3807-0009 Extension cable $6.95
3807-0010 Gates adapter 6.95
3807-0033 Repl. battery clip set 7.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3807-0031 Accumate Pro 5 $249.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3807-0034 Pro 4-S charger $649.95
3807-0035 Repl. clamp set 11.95
3807-0036 Wall bracket 44.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3807-0041 Optimate 4 $69.95
3807-0042 Repl. SAE eyelet connection 7.95
3807-0043 SAE DIN/lighter socket connection 18.95
3807-0044 SAE cable extension, 8’ 6.95
3807-0045 Repl. SAE clip connector 9.95
 

3807-0034
3807-0031

MP08-0254

3807-0007

3807-0008

3807-0009

3807-0010

3807-0041

3807-0042
3807-0045
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PST-100
BATTERY TESTER
•Measures health, amp-
hour delivery capacity and 
engine starting capability 
of 12V motorcycle batteries

•Built-in voltmeter estimates starter 
and charging system output

•Measures 10 to 500 CCA (Cold 
Cranking Amps)

•Simple reference-number-based 
testing - 2 digit code

•Fast and accurate battery test results in seconds
•Durable and portable design
•No internal battery
•Weighs only 1 lb.

NOTE: Does not read H-D warranty codes.

DIGITAL BATTERY TESTER
•Takes the guesswork out 
of battery testing

•Easy to use – just clamp tester onto 
battery terminals, select battery type 
and key in the battery’s capacity rating

•Tester quickly analyzes battery’s 
condition and displays the 
results in an easy-to-understand 
digital readout

•Designed specifically for powersports batteries
•Works with sealed and conventional batteries; 
safe for use even on discharged batteries

•Essential shop and sales tool; lets you tell customers with complete 
confidence if their battery needs replacing

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3807-0014 For 12V motorcycle batteries $189.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3807-0001 Digital battery tester $244.95
 

BATTERY ANALYZER
•Now you’ll always know whether 
your battery is fully charged

•Shows battery status at the 
push of a button

•Easy installation

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
YUA00ACC06 Battery analyzer $9.95
 

BATTERY TERMINAL 
COVER KIT
•Allows the installation of maintenance-free 
battery YTX20L-BS in 91-96 Softail and 91-96 
Dyna Glide and maintenance-free battery 
YTX-20BS in 
84-90 Softail, 82-94 FXR and 79-96 XL models

•Kit includes a terminal cover and two rubber 
battery spacers

NOTE: Softail models must 
use shorter battery straps.

NOTE: Be sure to use the correct battery 
for your motorcycle. The two batteries have different terminal 
orientations and are not interchangeable.
PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
478651 Battery terminal cover kit $5.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
YU04-5 Vent tube; 750mm $1.20 (ea.)
 

SPARE PARTS FOR BATTERIES
•Vent tube is 750mm long; 
fits all Yuasa batteries

•sold each; dealer price is for a 5-pack

JUMPER CABLES
•Heavy-duty 8-gauge 8’ copper jumper 
cables are big on charging power, 
yet stow conveniently in a 
9” x 9” nylon bag

•200A rating
PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
JC-8 Jumper cables w/ bag $18.95
 

JUMPER CABLES
•Simple to use and easy to store
•Heavy-duty, 8’ 8-gauge cables 
won’t stiffen or freeze

•Tangle-resistant, encased rubber 
grips for safety

•Come with convenient 
storage bag

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
YUA00ACC07 Jumper cables $25.95
 

MOTORCYCLE
JUMPER CABLES
•Six foot, 12-gauge cable
•Durable coating and 
rubber-encased grips for safer, more efficient jumps

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-310490 6’ jumper cable $12.95
 

ACCUMATE 6/12 MINI
•Automatic charger for 6V and 12V lead-acid 
batteries of all types, with standard filler caps, 
or sealed (MF) maintenance-free and GEL

•Ideal for maintaining batteries of seasonally 
used or stored vehicles of all types

•Three-step charging program ensures 
effective charging of the battery

•Totally safe for prolonged connection to the 
battery, without risk of overcharging

•Includes two detachable, interchangeable battery connectors: 
a connector with eyelets for permanent connection and battery clips 
for bench charging

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3807-0032 Accumate 6/12 Mini $38.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3807-0028 TestMate Mini battery and 

charging system tester $39.95
 

TESTMATE MINI 
BATTERY AND 
CHARGING
SYSTEM TESTER
•Fast, accurate and 
professional on-vehicle 
testing of 12V batteries 
and charging systems

•Checks battery voltage 
to provide an indication 
of battery health; checks 
battery starting power and 
checks charging system without disassembly 
by indicating low charging voltage

•Connect the TestMate Mini directly to the battery or “live” 12V outlet
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PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0080 For 36-99 Big Twin engines $62.95
3801-0081 For 99-06 Twin Cam 88A 

and S&S T-series engines 
(except 06 Dyna) 62.95

3801-0082 For 00-06 Twin Cam 
88B™ engines 62.95

ENGINE 
STANDS/DISPLAYS
•An economical way to hold an 
engine on the work bench, for 
shipping, or for display

•Constructed of heavy-gauge stamped steel 
with S&S logo laser cut in both ends

•Blue powder-coat finish for professional appearance 
suitable for display, and protects stands from 
corrosion and minor abrasions

•Made in the U.S.A.

COMPLETE MODULAR ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION STAND KIT
•Kit provides a solid and versatile work center for most Harley motors
•Complete kit and selected components are available individually
•Kit includes base, Shovelhead/Evolution cradle, Twin Cam “A” cradle, Twin Cam “B” cradle, 
XL/Buell cradle, Buell Blast cradle and 5-/6-speed transmission cradle

•Base can be rotated 360°; cradles can be rotated and locked at 45°, 90° and 180°
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196301 Complete kit $1,191.95
INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS
DS-196302 Base stand 434.95
DS-196304 99-06 Twin Cam “A” cradle 128.95
DS-196303 00-09 Twin Cam “B” cradle 342.95
3802-0030 Transmission stand tool for 99-09 Twin Cam models 166.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3801-0001 For 84-99 Evolution 

Big Twin motors $69.95

BIG TWIN ENGINE STAND
•Chrome-like powder-coat finish
•Made in the U.S.A.

MOTOR STANDS
•Steel powder-coated construction
•Make working on motors easier with better access
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
DS-196028 For 99-09 Twin Cam “A” motor $80.95
3801-0011 For 00-09 Twin Cam “B” motor 167.95
DS-196058 For 74”/80” Big Twin and 

45” engine repair 82.95
DS-196086 For 57-03 XL, 94-02 Buell 

(except Blast) 129.95
 

3801-0080

3801-0081

3801-0082

DS-196301

DS-196302

DS-196303

3802-0030

DS-196304

DS-196058

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4101-0095 Bike builder’s stand $284.95
 

BIKE BUILDER’S STAND
•Ideal for working on your Harley or custom
•Heavy-duty professional quality
•Features boxed steel construction
•Four high-quality rotating wheel casters roll smoothly
•Adjustable height 29”-31”
•Rubber pads protect the frame
•Tie-down points for security
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HEAVY-DUTY AIR LIFT
•M625R made of heavy-gauge metal
•Steel-framed base for extra support on 
uneven surfaces

•Smooth-operating “Dual Ram” air cylinders
•Front and rear drop panels
•Reinforced center stand area
•1,750-lb. lifting capacity
•29.5” x 86.5” deck
•15” W loading ramp included
•40” maximum height
•Low 8.5” minimum height for easy loadings
•Optional fast-mount side panel set increases the working width to 59”, allowing the widest utility vehicles and golf 
carts to be serviced 

•Optional front or rear 24” extension panel fits oversized ATVs and matches the lift deck width of 29.5”
•Optional wheel clamp has a self-locking clamp that allows one person to load motorcycle onto lift

1205

MULTI-LIFT
•Four-ton bottle jack; 1,200-lb. capacity
•Three height positions: 4.5”, 9” and 17”
•16” padded contact area; even lift with no listing
•Foot-operated valve and locks; locking neoprene casters
•1.5” square steel tubing
•Adapter plates for Dyna Glide and Sportster provide 
clearance necessary to use the multi-lift; sold separately

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
37-9885 Multi-lift $329.95
35-0806 Adapter plate for 91-03 Dyna 62.95
35-0786 Adapter plate for Sportster 45.95

FRONT 
END STAND
•Heavy-duty 
stand permits 
complete 
access for 
front end 
repairs (except triple clamp replacement)

•13/4” tubular steel frame
•Three-position holder with removable leverage bar
•Lift pins for specific models available 
separately; lift pin not included

NOTE: Bike must be up on rear stand before attempt is 
made to put bike on front end stand; otherwise, bike 
may be damaged.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4101-0085 Stand $177.95
35-0769 Lift pin; for XB9R/XB12R 14.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
M625R LIFT
4110-0028 Gray/blue $1,529.00
4110-0029 Gray/red 1,529.00
4110-0030 Gray/gray 1,529.00

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
4110-00321 Fast-mount side panel set $379.00
4110-0033 Front or rear extension panel (sold each) 135.00
4110-0031 MC10 wheel clamp 200.00
1 Includes four side panels and two ramps.

FAT JACK CENTER JACK
•Easy-to-use scissor jack is the answer for raising bikes and ATVs
•Lifts front or rear of bikes that are on MC600-type lifts
•Wide deck with rubber nonskid pad increases 
lifting area for increased stability

•Measures 16” L x 10” W

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4110-0011 Fat Jack center jack $274.95
 

FAT JACK DOLLY
•Dolly makes the Fat Jack PART #4110-0011 
mobile without having to attach permanent wheels

•Maximum weight capacity is 600 lb.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
4120-0004 Fat Jack dolly $109.95
 

4110-0028

4110-0029

4120-0004 Shown 
with 4110-0011 
(sold separately)

37-9885

4101-0085

35-0769

Center jack and shop 
dolly sold separately

Shown with optional side 
panels, side ramps and 
front extension panel

4110-0031
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AIR FORCE BLASTER®

B-3™ MOTORCYCLE DRYER
•Cuts drying time by as much as 75%
•Sturdy all-steel power unit
•9.5A, 4 hp (peak) motor produces 29,250 
fpm airflow with a two-stage dual fan

•Includes 10’ x 11/2” commercial-strength 
flexible hose and heavy-duty neoprene 
blower nozzle

•Also includes 12’ heavy-duty three-prong 
cord and EZ-change foam filter

•Weighs only 8 lb.
•Optional bracket + 10’ hose allows the dryer to be mounted to wall or 
table, and extends its effective range to 20’ for ease of use

•Optional carrying case also available for easy transport and storage
•Optional four-wheel dolly converts dryer into a roll-around unit
•Made in the U.S.A.

1206

CENTER JACK
•This table-top model is 16” L x 5” W
•Height adjusts from 3.5” to 13”
•Available in zinc finish
•Optional rubber nonskid pad mounts 
to top surface of center jack with 
self-adhesive backing

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
37-9841 Zinc center jack $249.95
4110-0010 Optional nonskid mat 13.95
 

SHOP DOLLY
•Width adjusts from 
13” to 20” at base

•15” maximum height
•Swiveling neoprene wheels

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
35-9872 Shop dolly $234.95
 

LOW RIDING RAMP
•Raises either wheel 3”
•Made of .125”-thick 
diamond-plate metal; 
bottom of ramp has 
rubber footing for a sure grip

•Necessary when using K&L Dyna 
Glide adapter plate PART #35-0806; 
recommended when lifting a
lowered Softail onto the K&L
Multi-Lift PART #37-9885

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
35-0808 Low riding ramp $71.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3850-0035 Blaster B-3 dryer $267.95
3850-0036 Opt. bracket + 10’ hose 59.95
3850-0037 Opt. carrying case 75.95
3850-0076 Opt. four-wheel dolly 24.95
 

DELUXE ROLLASTAND
•Designed for bikes without center-stands
•Wheel positioned in Rollastand turns easily 
for cleaning, chain adjustment and other 
maintenance jobs

•Easy one-person operation
•No danger of dropping bike
•Sealed bearings
•Nonslip backing
•Deluxe black billet aluminum finish

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
RS-00002 Deluxe Rollastand $64.95
 

BLASTER SIDEKICK DRYER
•Compact, powerful hand-held motorcycle dryer 
small enough to put into a saddlebag, yet strong 
enough to dry a bike off in minutes

•Weighs approximately 3 lb.
•Features a 950W, 8A motor at 120V
•Includes a 12” power cord, neoprene blower nozzle, and air flare
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3850-0055 Blaster Sidekick dryer $99.95
3850-0077 Repl. foam filter 6.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3850-0052 Master Blaster 

air dryer $476.95
 

AIR FORCE 
MASTER
BLASTER™ DRYER
•Sturdy all-steel dryer 
features dual 4 hp 
(peak) fan motors that deliver up to 
58,500 fpm of clean, filtered, warm airflow

•Two switches allow users to set the airflow and 
temperature at three different levels

•Use either motor (front or rear) independently or both simultaneously 
for maximum power (eight peak-horsepower total)

•Includes 12’ cord, 10’ x 11/2” dia. heavy-duty flexible hose and five 
different nozzles to enable users to position airflow where desired and 
eliminate water spots

•EZ-change foam filter
•Mounted on wheels
•Weighs only 16 lb.

MAGNETIC PARTS DISH
•All-purpose magnetic dish is ideal for keeping 
track of loose fasteners and other small parts

•Attaches magnetically to any steel surface
•Measures 5” in diameter and 1” deep

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
P08-156 Magnetic parts dish $10.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
3850-0068 Small ( 5.5” dia. x 1.25” deep) $7.95
3850-0069 Large (5.5” x 9.5” x 1.5” deep) 13.95
 

MAGNETIC TRAYS
•Heavy-duty magnets (two on large tray, 
one on small tray) with durable rubber 
coating to help prevent scuffing and scratching

•Stainless steel trays
•Great for small parts, fasteners and tools
•Can be used horizontally, vertically or upside down

3850-0035
3850-0036

3850-0037

3850-0076

3850-0068 3850-0069

3850-0055

37-9841
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RATIO RITE
•Eliminate the mistakes
and guesswork of 
measuring fluids

•Tough, translucent 
polypropylene plastic 
Ratio Rite measuring 
cups make for perfect 
measurements every time

•Allows proper pre-mix ratios from 16:1 to 70:1
•Calibrated in cc’s, ounces and pints
•Optional lid allows for easier and safer mixing
•Lid sold separately

FUNNELS
•Funnel/water-repellent 
pre-filter combination 
prevents any water 
from entering your 
tank during refilling

•Also filters out windblown sand and dirt 
particles down to .005” dia.

•Funnel/filter combination 
even works with premix

•Replacement pre-filters sold separately

HELMET LOCK
EXTENSION
•Slips through
helmet D-ring
and onto lock

•Plated to prevent corrosion
•Sold each to consumer; sold to dealer in pack 
of six tear-off packs per card

HELMET HANGERS
•Mount type and 
Universal type helmet 
hangers designed for all types of helmets

•Made from 1/8 rolled steel, EE-coated and rubber 
stripped for optimum helmet protection

•Allows fresh air to circulate through helmet
•Mount type screws in and is perfect for all mounting 
applications – doors, trailer walls, garage walls, etc.

•Universal type works on doors, clothes rods, tent 
trusses, etc., and can be used for storage

HELMET
LOCKS
•Clamps securely
to any 7/8” or 11/8” round tube with one-way 
mounting screws

•Heavy-duty solid tumbler lock
•Each lock is display packed

ANTI-FATIGUE 
FLOOR MATS
•Add comfort and 
protection to any floor

•Six interlocking 20” x 20” 
mats measure 3/8” thick

•Each pack covers 162/3 square 
feet; borders included

•Connect multiple packs for 
more floor coverage

•Water resistant, easy to clean and lightweight

PRO MECHANIC ROLLCART
•The professional choice for rollcarts
•Integrated extra-large tool trays help you 
be more organized with bolts and hand tools

•Heavy-duty injection-molded construction
•Padded, dual-density seat and ergonomic 
design for comfort

•Cup holder keeps even large 
mugs within easy reach

•Available in black
•Made in the U.S.A.
PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

1113-12 Rollcart $89.95

PRO ARMOR STOOL
•Work in your shop without 
having to stoop over

•Adjustable seat height
•Three leg design
•Perfect for every
garage or shop

•6061 T-6 aluminum
construction

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

9201-0001 Three-leg collapsible stool $61.95

WORK MAT
•Textured finish 
foam material for a no-slip grip

•Measures 24” W x 24” L
PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

3850-0072 Work mat $20.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

3850-0038 Anti-fatigue floor mats $27.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

9201-0013 Black $9.95

9201-0014 Red 9.95

9201-0015 18-pack 9.95

X-TREME TAPE
•Resists extreme 
environments; won’t melt 
up to 500°F; remains flexible to -60°F

•No adhesive; fuses only to itself
•Forms a water and airtight seal
•Tensile strength of 600 psi
•Insulates to 400 Volts/Mil
•Tight insulating tape is 1” W x 10’ L and 
stretches to three times its length

•18-pack display (nine red and nine black) sold to 
dealer; sold to consumer as each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

P605 Chrome, 7/8” $23.95

P606 Black, 7/8” 23.95

P608 Chrome, 1” - 11/8” 30.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

0136-0007 Mount type $29.95

0136-0008 Universal type 29.95

CAN RACK
•Keeps cans and oil bottles right 
where you want them

•For use either in a garage or an enclosed trailer

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

M92-21180 Can rack $30.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

RRC-1 Measuring cup $4.95

RRL-1 Lid 2.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL

1030-0011 2-qt. funnel w/ 
water-repellent pre-filter (7” dia.) $20.95

1030-0012 6-qt. funnel w/ 
water-repellent pre-filter (9” dia.) 23.95

1030-0013 2-qt. pre-filter 12.95

1030-0014 6-qt. pre-filter 15.95

BULK CABLE TIES
•Top-quality ties now available in 
bulk quantities

•Built strong with the highest 
tensile-strength nylon

•Bulk packs include 100 
polybagged ties

•Five lengths available
•Available in black

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

LCT4 4” $5.95

LCT5 51/2” 7.95

LCT7 71/2” 9.95

LCT11 11” 15.95

LCT15 15” 19.95
 

CHROME CABLE TIES
•Electro-plated color resists 
discoloration under repeated bending

•Three lengths; sold in 100-pk. or 10-pk.
DESCRIPTION COLOR PART # SUG. RETAIL

4”

Cable ties (100-pk.) Chrome DS-193027 $54.95

Cable ties (10-pk.) Chrome DS-193048 8.95

7”

Cable ties (100-pk.) Chrome DS-193026 61.95

Cable ties (10-pk.) Chrome DS-193047 10.95

11”

Cable ties (100-pk.) Chrome DS-193025 99.95

Cable ties (10-pk.) Chrome DS-193046 13.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL

MC-492 Helmet lock extension, 6-pk. $7.95 (ea.)

 

0136-0007

0136-0008

1030-0014

9201-0013

9201-0014

9201-0015

P605 P606




